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Descriptive Summary
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Biographical Note

Stephen Arnold Douglass was born in Brandon, Vermont, on April 23, 1813. His father, physician Stephen Arnold Douglass, died when the baby was only two months old. His mother, Sarah Fiske Douglass, remarried to Gehazi Granger. In 1830, the Granger family moved from Vermont to upstate New York, where after a brief period at an academy Stephen Douglass began to read law under a locally prominent Democratic attorney. In 1833, Stephen made his way west to seek his career and fortune. After arriving in Quincy, Illinois, and operating a private school for a time, he secured a law license and set up practice in Jacksonville, Illinois. As he established the basis for a professional career, Stephen also changed the spelling of his last name from Douglass to Douglas.

Stephen A. Douglas first became politically known in Illinois as a staunch Democratic proponent of President Andrew Jackson. Between 1835 and 1840, Douglas held a succession of Illinois
state offices, some of them concurrently, including state’s attorney, state legislator, register of the Springfield land office, and secretary of state. In 1841, at the age of twenty-seven, he was elected to a seat on the Illinois Supreme Court. In 1836, he lost a disputed race for the U.S. House of Representatives by thirty-six popular votes. Four years later he lost a campaign for a U.S. Senate seat by five legislative votes. Only in 1843, running in a newly created congressional district, was Douglas able to win a seat in the House.

As a member of the House of Representatives, Douglas was among those urging an extension of United States territory from the Atlantic to the Pacific. He called for the annexation of Texas, the establishment of military posts along the Western emigrant trails, and organization of a Nebraska territorial government. By 1845, these and other strong expansionist positions had won Douglas the chairmanship of the House Committee on Territories.

Through a congressional colleague, Douglas met Martha Denny Martin (1825-1853), the daughter of a wealthy North Carolina planter and a member of a family long prominent in North Carolina political affairs. When Stephen and Martha were married in 1847, Robert Martin offered his new son-in-law his 2,500-acre plantation on the Pearl River in Lawrence County, Mississippi. Douglas declined the gift, but after Martin died a year later, the Pearl River plantation was bequeathed to Martha and any children she might have. Douglas was designated as the property manager and was allocated 20 per cent of the plantation’s annual income for his services. Two children born to their marriage survived into adulthood, Robert Martin Douglas (1849-1917) and Stephen Arnold Douglas, Jr. (1850-1908).

In 1847, after only three years in the House of Representatives, Douglas was elected by the Illinois state legislature to a seat in the U.S. Senate, where he was made chairman of the Senate Committee on Territories. His position gave him an influential role in shaping all aspects of national policy affecting western lands, from the courts and post office to military posts and legislative powers. He also became quickly immersed in growing sectional disputes over the future of slavery. As a Senator from a state with a mix of strong anti-slavery and pro-slavery sentiment, and as the manager of a Mississippi plantation with more than 100 slaves, Douglas attempted to craft a political position that would avoid favoring either the North or South.

The first significant test of this policy, the Compromise of 1850, is usually credited to Henry Clay, but it owed a great deal to Douglas’ political skills. To satisfy the North, California was admitted as a free state, and the slave trade was abolished in the District of Columbia; to reassure the South, the territories of New Mexico and Utah were organized without a prohibition of slavery, and a rigid fugitive slave law was enacted. Despite this careful attempt to placate both sides in the slavery controversy, the reaction to the Compromise in the North was immediate and hostile. Douglas came under fierce attack in his home state and was able to calm his supporters only by rushing back to Illinois to defend himself before the Chicago city council and the state legislature.
In 1853, Douglas sustained a grave personal loss when his wife Martha died following complications from the birth of a daughter. After their infant girl also died a few weeks later, a grieving Douglas decided to leave the country for an extended tour of Europe. His travels took him to London, Constantinople, Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Paris, in the course of which he secured a number of diplomatic audiences and met Czar Nicholas I and Emperor Napoleon III.

Douglas' personal life did not recover its equilibrium until 1856, when he married twenty-one-year-old Rose Adele Cutts (1835-1899), known as Adele, whose father, James Madison Cutts, was a nephew of President James Madison and Dolley Madison. The new Mrs. Douglas accepted Douglas' two sons as her own and raised them with his approval in her own Catholic faith. Their infant daughter Ellen died shortly after birth in 1859. The Douglases built an imposing townhouse in Washington just north of Capitol Hill, and it soon became renowned for lavish parties and receptions. Douglas' personal affairs also changed in other respects. In 1857, Douglas sold the family plantation on the Pearl River, which had been affected by flooding and poor crops, and in partnership with James A. McHatton of Baton Rouge, moved the agricultural operation to a 2,000-acre property south of Greenville, Mississippi.

Throughout his career, Douglas maintained a strong interest in science, education, and technological improvements. In 1850, Douglas secured the passage of federal legislation supporting the Illinois Central Railroad route from Chicago down the Mississippi Valley to New Orleans, thus helping to make Chicago and Illinois a national center for industry and commerce. Douglas was an enthusiastic supporter of the Smithsonian Institution from the time of its founding and in 1854 was appointed a regent of the Smithsonian. In 1858 Douglas gave ten acres on the south side of Chicago to serve as the site of the newly organized University of Chicago; the land was part of his Oakenwald estate, where Douglas planned to develop an exclusive suburban neighborhood and erect his own residence.

Douglas' rising prominence in national affairs reached a crest in January 1854, when he introduced the Kansas-Nebraska bill to organize governments in the Kansas and Nebraska territories. In each territory, the question of slavery would be reserved until it entered the Union as a new state; at that time, the voting citizens would draw up a constitution and determine whether or not their state would permit slavery. The Kansas-Nebraska bill embodied Douglas' doctrine of popular sovereignty, according to which the voters in newly admitted states, not the federal government, would determine the future of slavery by exercising their democratic rights to self-government. Douglas also hoped that popular sovereignty would remove slavery from congressional debate and insulate the federal government from further sectional conflict. The Kansas-Nebraska Act, however, unleashed a new torrent of angry protest by Northern anti-slavery forces, who felt it opened the door to an expansion of slavery across the West. Douglas returned to Illinois to defend his position, touring the state for two months and twice trading opposing speeches with Abraham Lincoln, a former Whig legislator and congressman who reemerged on the political stage and became a spokesman for the new Republican Party.
In the wake of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, Douglas also found himself at odds with important elements of the national Democratic party. He had first attempted to gain the Democratic nomination for president in 1852. In 1856, he tried once again for the presidential nomination, but withdrew his name in favor of James Buchanan, who went on to win the election. The brief alliance between Buchanan and Douglas ended within a year, however, when a pro-slavery convention meeting in Lecompton, Kansas, drew up a constitution proposing statehood and protecting property in slavery. Buchanan supported the Lecompton constitution, but Douglas was determined to block it, arguing that its passage was fraudulent and did not express the will of the people in accordance with popular sovereignty. Although Douglas could not prevent congressional approval of the constitution, it was later rejected by the voters of Kansas.

The struggle over Kansas and the spread of slavery became the dominant theme in the Senate election campaign of 1858 in Illinois. Douglas was renominated by the Democrats, while Abraham Lincoln was selected as the Republican candidate. The campaign between Douglas and Lincoln gained unexpected attention when Lincoln pressed Douglas to agree to join in a series of debates. Staged in seven Illinois towns from August to October of 1858, the campaign debates between Douglas and Lincoln drew large crowds and generated detailed press coverage. Lincoln charged that Douglas was part of a slavery "dynasty" seeking to promote the spread of slavery over the entire nation. Douglas argued that Lincoln’s "House Divided" speech had pushed the country to the brink of division and that popular sovereignty would resolve the slavery issue. On election day, the Republicans won a majority of the popular vote across the state; the Illinois legislature, however, remained in the hands of the Democrats, and Douglas was returned to Washington for another Senate term.

Douglas and Lincoln were to meet again in the tumultuous presidential election of 1860. Divisions within the Democratic Party had become so deep that when Democrats met first in Charleston and later in Baltimore for their nominating convention, the southern delegates walked out. Douglas was able to win the presidential nomination from the remaining northern delegates, but the breakaway Democrats turned to John C. Breckinridge of Kentucky as their candidate. The Constitutional Union party nominated John Bell of Tennessee, and the Republicans chose Abraham Lincoln to carry their banner, making the 1860 presidential election a four-way race.

Douglas was so concerned about the sectional division in the Democratic party and the potential rupture of the federal Union that he decided to break with precedent and campaign on his own behalf, the first presidential candidate in American history to do so. Frequently accompanied by Adele, Douglas campaigned through all parts of the country, from New England, New York, and Pennsylvania to Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama, and Georgia. His desperate efforts to reunite the Democratic party, however, could not overcome the rapidly disintegrating political situation. In November 1860, none of the four presidential candidates secured a majority of the popular vote, but Abraham Lincoln carried the electoral college and won the White House.
In the months following the presidential election, Douglas returned to Washington to join the efforts to prevent the secession of the southern states, engaging in a series of private meetings with Lincoln to map strategy. When the Illinois state legislature went into special session, Douglas traveled to Springfield to make an impassioned speech rallying citizens to a defense of the Union. Several weeks later, while staying the Tremont House hotel in Chicago, Douglas fell ill, and his condition soon began to deteriorate. On June 3, 1861, with his wife, Adele, at his side, he died.

The funeral of Stephen A. Douglas was attended by more than 5,000 mourners. His body was laid to rest in a temporary tomb overlooking Lake Michigan, on the Oakenwald property that he had selected for his Chicago residence. In 1881, a permanent monument was erected on the site; its designer was Leonard W. Volk, whose wife was a cousin of Douglas and whose education as an artist had been sponsored by Douglas.

The Civil War had immediate and devastating effects on Douglas family estate. In 1862, Camp Douglas, a Union military prison, was established at the northern end of the Oakenwald property; it housed more than 26,000 captured Confederate soldiers, of which 6,000 died. The Douglas mansion in Washington was turned over to the Federal government, and it was converted into a military hospital for the duration of the conflict. In Mississippi, the Greenville plantation was raided by Union troops, and the entire cotton crop was lost. Douglas' two sons later attempted to recover compensation from the federal government, but without success.

After the war, Robert Martin Douglas graduated from Georgetown College, served as private secretary to President Ulysses S. Grant, and became a justice of the North Carolina Supreme Court. Stephen A. Douglas, Jr., who also studied at Georgetown, moved from North Carolina to Chicago and became an attorney. Adele Cutts Douglas remarried in 1866 to Brevet Brigadier General Robert Williams, who later became Adjutant General of the U.S. Army; they had six children.

**Scope Note**

The Stephen A. Douglas collection is organized into seven series: Series I: Senate and Constituent Correspondence; Series II: Political; Series III: Personal; Series IV: Financial and Legal; Series V: Artifacts and Ephemera; Series VI: Oversized; and Series VII: Books.

The largest portion of the collection is housed in Series I. This series contains the incoming correspondence of senators and constituents contemporary to Stephen A. Douglas, arranged chronologically from 1800 to 1867. Correspondence with unknown dates has been arranged alphabetically by the name signed and is located at the end of this series. Douglas’ name has been abbreviated as SAD within Series I.
Series II consists of materials pertaining to Douglas’ political career. It is further divided into nine subseries. Subseries 1, Correspondence, primarily contains letters exchanged by Douglas with other prominent political figures, most prominently Abraham Lincoln. Also included are documents collected by Douglas, including several letters written by Andrew Jackson in the 1820s.

Subseries 2, Campaigns, contains broadsides, pamphlets, newspaper clippings and appeals to constituents pertinent to Douglas’ campaigns for the U.S. Senate and the presidency and date from 1844 to 1861. Subseries 3, Commerce and Internal Improvements, contains materials addressing the national economy and infrastructure, ranging from 1833 to 1861. Subseries 4 and 5 document Douglas’ involvement in foreign and military affairs. Subseries 6, 7, and 8 are comprised of materials pertaining to debates on the issues of Secession, Slavery and the Territories respectively. Many of the materials in these three subseries are in the form of speeches, petitions, newspaper clippings, and copies of legislation brought before Congress and range in date from 1764 to 1861. Subseries 9 contains general materials connected to Douglas’ political career, including printed materials such as circulars and newspaper clippings, and notes for speeches written in his hand.

Series III is comprised of materials connected to Douglas’ personal life. It is further divided into five subseries. Subseries 1, Autobiography, contain a single item, an 1838 autobiographical manuscript by Douglas. Subseries 2, Correspondence, contains incoming and outgoing correspondence between Douglas and his family and close friends. Subseries 2 also contains correspondence of Douglas family members, including including Douglas’ first wife, Martha Denny Martin Douglas, and his second wife, Adele Cutts Douglas, and other members of the Cutts family. Subseries 3, contains materials relating to travels abroad, such as train tickets, tickets of admission, passports, and tourist guides and pamphlets. Subseries 4, Death and Estate, contain materials related to Douglas’ death (memorials and letters of condolence) and his estate. Subseries 5 contains general materials related to his personal life and is comprised mainly of circulars dated from 1836 to 1861.

Series IV contains materials related to Douglas' business and legal activities and is further divided into three subseries. Subseries 1 contains correspondence related to his business activities. Instances of continuous correspondence with particular individuals have been collected in single folders located at the beginning of this subseries. The remaining correspondence in this subseries is arranged first chronologically then alphabetically. Subseries 2 consists of financial materials which include bills, receipts, and statements. Subseries 3 contains legal materials mainly in the form of court cases.

Series V contains artifacts and ephemera relating to Douglas such as portraits and calling cards.

Series VI consists of oversized materials, particularly newspapers and maps.
Series VII contains books from the Douglas family library, several of which contain signatures and annotations.

Related Resources
The following related resources are located in the Department of Special Collections:

http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/e/spcl/select.html

William E. Barton Collection of Lincolniana

Douglas Family. Collection

Subject Headings
• Douglas, Stephen A.
• Lincoln, Abraham
• Davis, Jefferson
• Jackson, Andrew
• Young, Brigham
• Slavery -- United States
• Secession -- United States -- History
• United States -- Politics and Government
• United States -- Territories
• Illinois - Politics and Government

INVENTORY
Series I: Senate and Constituent Correspondence

Box 1
Folder 1
  Correspondence, December 12 1800 - November 23 1844
  • Arnold, Isaac N.
  • Benneson, W.H.
  • Benton, Thomas H.
  • Bobo, W.M.
  • Brackenridge, H.M.
  • Brockman, John H.
  • Brown, Calvin
  • Douglas, Beraik
  • Flood, William G., enc: Flood, William G., to C.A. Wickliffe
  • Hardin, J.J.
  • Hassler, Ferdinand E.
  • Holton, Amos
- Miller, Dr. T.
- Morris, I.N.
- Pratt, O.C.
- Ralston, James H. to Thomas H. Blake
- Ralston, James H.
- Smith, Joseph
- Spencer, John C.
- Taylor, E.D.
- Unidentified, to John C. Spencer
- Wolcott, O.
- Worth, W.S. to J.J. Hardin
- Zary, Gov. Mark W.

**Box 1**

**Folder 2**
Correspondence, 1844 November 25 - December 1
- Cavarly, A.W.
- Cline, William T.
- Hinman, Wm. A.
- Keyes, James W.
- Lamborn, J.
- Larrabee, Chas. H.
- Maus, W.S.
- Montgomery, John
- Peck, E.
- Prentice, Wm. S.
- Smith, Edward
- Townsend, J.N.

**Box 1**

**Folder 3**
Correspondence, 1844 December 2 - 6
- Dimon, Saml.
- Fessenden, William H.
- Heslep, J.
- Hope, Thomas M.
- Morgan, James M.
- Nye, Iram
- Peck, E[benezer]
- Purple, N.H.
- Sweet, Peter
- Thompson, E.A.
- Zieber, John S.

**Box 1**

**Folder 4**
Correspondence, 1844 December 7 - 12
- Fridley, George W.
- Graham, Thomas Jr.
• Knapp, Saml. B.
• McFarland, Robert
• Reed, James F.
• Ross, L.W.
• Scott, James K.
• Skinner, Mark
• Taylor, E.D.
• Tunnell, William A.

Box 1
Folder 5
Correspondence, 1845 December undated - 1846 February 4
• Douglass, Benjamin
• Ernest, Randolph F.
• Gurin, James
• Gurin, William et. al.
• Hale, Elijah (printed)
• Hardin, John J.
• Hyde, Orson
• Richardson, W.A.
• Matteson, J. A.
• Murrey, Liet.
• Polk, Mrs. James
• Shields, James
• Thurber, Jefferson G.
• Young, Bingham

Box 1
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1846 February 5 - June 28
• Hardin, John J.
• Hardin, John J. [February 5]
• Hardin, John J. [May 14]
• Hardin, John J. [May 20]
• Hardin, John J. [May 25]
• Hardin, John J. [June 3]
• Hardin, John J. [June 14], enc: Hardin J.J. to Mrs. James Polk, enc: Harding J.J. to Lieut. Murrey
• Hardin, John J. [June 16]
• Hardin, John J. [July 8]
• Myerle, David [June 1846], attached to letter of J.K. Paulding to Myerle, dated June 24, 1846, enc: offprint from Congressional hearings
• Polk, President James
• Sanford, Jonah to President James Polk

Box 1
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1846 July 1 - November 24
• Collaumn, I.
• Fletcher, Chas.
• Forman, F.
• Goltra, C.S.
• Huntington, George L.
• McClurken, Elizabeth, enc: War Department, Revolutionary Claim
• McRoberts, Jos.
• Saunders, Thomas R.
• Shields, James [July 6]
• Shields, James [July 17]
• Shields, James [July 20]
• Stockton, R.F.

Box 1
Folder 8
Correspondence, 1847 January 11 - October 22
• Baker, E[dward] D[ickinson]
• Bissell, W.H.
• Chatfield, Silas
• Coffing, Churchill
• Davis, Geo. T.M.
• Douglas, Alex. B.
• Hardin, John J.
• Minor, N.P.
• Morris, R. Murray
• Quitman, [?] A. to James K. Polk
• Shields, Gen. James
• Skinner, Mark
• Spotswood, N.D.
• Stockton, Gov. R.F., enc: Stockton, General Order and enc: Stockton, to George Brancroft, Sec. Of Navy

Box 1
Folder 9
Correspondence, 1847 November 4 - December 15
• Blakeley, George S.
• Cooper, J.P.
• Dyer, Thos.
• Edwards, J.L to J.P. Cooper
• Graham, Thomas
• Hope, Thos. M.
• Leech, Land
• Leonard, William H.
• Miller, I.R.
• Palmer, Aaron A.
• Reynolds, John, to Dr. Thos. S. Dorsey
• Sanger, S.P., verso: Sanger, S.P. to Mr. Dyer
• Smith, A.
• Spotswood, N.D.
Box 1
Folder 10
Correspondence, 1847 December 16 - 28
• Tillson, John
• Allen, Robt.
• Anderson, S.H.
• Bissell, W.H.
• Bledsoe, Samuel T., M.D.
• Buford, N.B.
• Cavarly, A.W.
• Cooley, H.S.
• Davis, Chas. W.
• Davis, Geo. T.M.
• Depauw, J.B.
• Dorey, Thos. S.
• McDowell, R.R.
• Prentice, William S.
• Roberts, Jon. S.
• Ryan, E.T.
• Semple, James

Box 1
Folder 11
Correspondence, 1848 January 2 - February 9
• Anderson, S.H.
• Ashew, I.R
• Ballard, Mo.
• Belger, Jas. [see Merreinau, H.L. 01/15/1848]
• Churchill, S.
• Derwent, John
• Edmonson, Jno. W.J.
• Fry, J. Douglas
• Hood, William B.
• Hopkins, G.W.
• Love, J.M.
• McLane, Geo. [see Merreinau, H.L. 01/15/1848]
• McNeill, Francis A.
• Merreinau, Josit L., enc: Belger, Jas., Army Discharge for Geo. McLane, enc: Geo. McLane, sworn statement
• Miller, H.L.
• Pierce, W.S.
• Ramsey, Silas
• Rosseter, N.T.
• Thompson, E.A.
• Zieber, John S.

Box 1
Folder 12
Correspondence, 1848 February 14 - March 29
- Bryan, Tos. B.
- Calhoun, J.
- Clemson, James G.
- Davis, David
- Dyer, Thomas
- Ellis, Joseph
- Leyman, D.L.
- Neal, Judge M.
- Thomsan, C.H.
- Washburne, E.B.
- Wollach, William
- Young, Tim R.

Box 1
Folder 13
Correspondence, 1848 April 8 - 25
- Black, Elias A. and Jacob I.
- Forney, Jno.W.
- French, Aug.
- Kimberly, E.S., M.D. [April 10 and April 16]
- Shepherd, J.G.
- Shields, James
- Treat, Saml.

Box 1
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1848 May 2 - December 30
- DuVal, John P.
- Freeman, John D., et al
- Hopkins, Geo. W.
- Illegible
- McConnel, J. S.
- Pierce, W.S.
- Shields, James
- Williams, J.

Box 1
Folder 15
Correspondence, 1849 January 28 - December 28
- Anderson, R.P.
- Bill, Arthur F.
- Birdsall, Lewis
- Cameron, Simon
- Chapman, W.H.
- Covell, M.L.
- Douglas, Stephen A. to A.C. Frank
- Eames, C.
- Illegible (2)
• King, James G.
• Lacey, S.P.
• McClernand, John A.
• Owen, Tho. H.
• Porter, William
• Salisbury, D.G.
• Wheeler, Alphons
• Whipple, Henry

Box 1
Folder 16
Correspondence, 1850 January 9 - January 16
• Atherton, B.M.
• Butler, William
• Campbell, J.M.
• Campbell, James M.
• Connett, Capt. J.W.
• Forney, John W.
• Hayes, S. Snowden
• James, William H.
• Morrison, John A.
• Reid, David S.
• Richmond, Tho.
• Sloan, Wesley
• Swan, James
• Wentworth, John
• Wiley, Ben. L.
• Wilkins, Jas. L.
• Wood, Hiram
• Wright, F.J.

Box 1
Folder 17
Correspondence, 1850 January 17 - 29
• Beaubin, P.B.
• Black, Samuel W.
• Butler, William [January 19]
• Gover, Gideon S.
• Hepburn, Saml.
• King, John
• Kinzee, Jno. H.
• Long, Jas.
• Lucas, J.M.
• Nelson, C.C.
• Osman, Moses
• Pollock, Joseph
• Prentice, Wm. S.
• Quitman, J.A.
• Seavy, S.S.

**Box 2**

**Folder 1**

Correspondence, 1850 February 1 - April 13

• Bond, Ben
• Brookney, C.
• Burke, Edmund
• Butterfield, J. to John Wentworth
• Campbell, Thomas H.
• Carlin, Tho.
• Casey, Lewis F.
• Diller, Isaac R.
• Dorman, O.M.
• French, Aug. C.
• Hayes, S.S.
• Illegible
• James, William H.
• Kirckwal, L.O.
• Mackenzie, William L.
• Myers, Max
• Pomeroy, D., enc: letter from Thos. Rigney to SAD
• Russell, I.B.Z.
• Scott, James K.
• Shaw, Cromwell
• Skinner, S.W.
• Smith, Joseph
• Squier, E. Geo., enc: resolutions of the Congress of San Salvador
• Swingston, Jno. R.
• Taylor, Albert P.
• Whittlesey, Elisha

**Box 2**

**Folder 2**

Correspondence, 1850 April 19 - August 30

• [B ], Henry L.
• Babbitt, A.W.
• Bartlett, John R.
• Breese, S.
• Brooks, Austin
• Cook, J.
• Douglass, George
• Forney, J.W.
• French, Aug.
• Gillet, R.H.
• Hillrock, D.B.
• Hollbrock, J.B.
• Hoyne, Tho.
• Illegible [April 19]
• Mac Allister, C.
• Ramsey, Alex.
• Rantoul, R., Jr.
• Sandford, J.S., enc: Sandford, J.S. et. al.
• Shreve, Benjamin H.
• Stephens, John L.
• Starkweather, C.R.
• Stephens, John L.
• Walker, R.J.
• West, E.C.

Box 2
Folder 3
Correspondence, 1850 September 7 - December 24
• Bartlett, John R.
• Daniel, John M., with envelope
• Forney, Jno. W.
• Forney, Jno. W.
• Gillet, R.H.
• Grahm, John S.
• Ingersoll, C.J.
• Skinner, O.C.
• Wadsworth, Julius
• Walker, R.J.

Box 2
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1851 January 8 - September 21
• Beale, C.H.
• Bowen, E.
• Buckner, A.H.
• Burche, Susan M.
• Cruchet, J.
• Donehoo, Danl.
• Douglas, Stephen A. to Gutton
• Enos, W.C., Jr.
• Hayden, David
• Lanaber, Charles H.
• Morse, Adolphus to Hon. Joseph A. Wright, enc: S. Wesley to ‘My dear sir’ and envelope
• Peck, W.W.
• Richardson, Thos.
• Stopp, W.W.
• Turrelton, W.C.
• Underwood, A. Leslie
• Wilson, John to A.H. Howland, Esq.
• Wright, Joseph [see Morse, Adolphus 09/20/1851]
• Andrews, J.D.

**Box 2**  
**Folder 5**  
Correspondence, 1851 October 5 - November 29  
- Barr, Saml. S.  
-Billinghurst, C.  
- Cassard, Geo.  
- Diefendorf, O.  
- Ferguson, Kilby  
- Graham, John Lorimer, with calling card  
- Hayden, David [November 10, 1851; January 14 and 20, 1852]  
- Johnson, J. H.  
- Lee, Dan Smith  
- Miller, William W.  
- Moss, Demas  
- Palmer, A.  
- Peck, E.  
- Peck, L.B.  
- Pierce, Winslow S.  
- Skiff, H.J.  
- Smith, William Prescott  
- Snyder, Fred A.  
- Welch, Benj., Jr.  
- Willson, H.V.

**Box 2**  
**Folder 6**  
Correspondence, 1851 December 2 - 9  
- Anderson, William  
- Boyden, John A.  
- Brown, J.J.  
- Fisher, Geo.  
- Jackson, William N.  
- Law, John  
- McGirr, Arthur  
- Merrill, Charles B.  
- Norton, Hiram  
- Snow, D.J.  
- Timby, T.R.

**Box 2**  
**Folder 7**  
Correspondence, 1851 December 10  
- Turner, Catharine B., (Memorial with enclosures)

**Box 2**  
**Folder 8**  
Correspondence, 1851 December 10 - 31  
- Boyce, H.G.
- Browley, Danl. F.
- Bundy, O.T.
- Duncan, Jeremiah O.
- English, William H., enc: Green, Norvin to English, William H.
- Green, Norvin
- McClernand, John A.
- Morton, Joseph
- O’Reilly, Henry, enc: Laher ?, James C.
- Pierce, Winslow S.
- Reed, James F.
- Tanner, H.A.
- Van Anken, Danl. A.
- Wakeman, A.C.
- Wynne, L.B.

**Box 2**  
**Folder 9**  
Correspondence, 1852 January undated - 6  
- Anonymous to John Frink  
- Barney, Vincent G., enc: Dyer, Ch.B  
- Campbell, H.  
- Cave, William A.  
- Emory, Chas. D., enc: newspaper clippings  
- Frink, John [see Anonymous January 1852]  
- Gregg, D.S.  
- Hayes, S.S.  
- [Illegible,] Oscar B.  
- Pratt, O.C.  
- Shipley, Oliver  
- Thatcher, G.C.

**Box 2**  
**Folder 10**  
Correspondence, 1852 January 7 - 13  
- Adair, John F.  
- Campbell, James M.  
- Conrad, C.M.  
- Corry, W.M.  
- Eggleston, Charles G.  
- Grimes, Janet T.  
- Hay, A.H.  
- Heiss, John P.  
- Martin, A.J.  
- McCurdy, H.  
- Peoples, M.T.  
- Pitkin, Stephen H.  
- Pomeroy, Jos. A.
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Sanderson, Geo.
• Ward, William

Box 2
Folder 11
Correspondence, 1852 January 14 - 18
• Bowen, A. W.
• Cavarly, A.W.
• Daly, M.A.
• Douglas, Dr. B.
• Dunlap, Robert P.
• Hyde, Orson
• Livingston, M.
• Lumpkin, Jno. H.
• Mace, Danl. [see Chaplin, A. F. 01/26/1852]
• Mobley, M.
• Pierce, Winslow S.
• Smith, Timothy S.
• Sutherland, Thomas Jefferson, enc: clipping
• Van Awren, Daniel M.
• Winsor, Upton B.

Box 2
Folder 12
Correspondence, 1852 January 19 - 26
• Allen, Chas. H.
• Augel, B.F.
• Chaplin, A. F. to Danl. Mace [attached, Mace, Danl. To SAD]
• Crowell, Hon. E. [January 22]
• Crowell, Hon. E. [January 26]
• Ellicot, George
• Grass, A. H.
• Hunt, S.L
• Jesup, Thos.
• Kossuth, Gov.
• Langdon, Jn.
• Pray, A.W.
• Sanders, Geo. N.
• Sibley, H.H.
• Shaw, Danl.
• Smith, Isaac N.
• Thornton, J. Quinn
• Unidentified, enc: clipping in envelope
• Williams, A.J.

Box 2
Folder 13
Correspondence, 1852 January 27 - February 4
• Butterworth
• Casey, John W.
• Creighton, Tho.
• Douglass, James
• Forman, Ferris
• Goodwin, H.C.
• Greene, Charles E. to George N. Sanders, verso: Sanders, George N. to SAD
• Harris, Horatio J.
• Hayden, David
• Irwin, John B.
• Johnson, Jos.
• Marley, John
• McCormick, Milton J.
• Pierce, Winslow S.
• Roberts, W.J.A.
• Sanders, Geo. N.
• Sanders, Geo. N. [see Greene, Charles E. 01/31/1852]
• Shepherd, M.H.
• Sparks, Oliver
• Stone, F.L.
• Thornton, John Quinn
• Vliet, G.S.
• Warren, Metton

Box 2
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1852 February 5 - 10
• Andrus, R.
• Doyle, Thomas
• Fellows, E. C., enc: notes from Shields to SAD
• Gallaher, W.
• Grandin, W.
• Hall, J. C.
• Johnson, James
• Langworthy, L.H.
• Look, Geo. H.
• Marriott, Barzillai
• Prentice, William S.
• Richardson, A.P.
• Todd, L.B.

Box 3
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1852 February 11 - 25
• Brayman, A.E.
• Crittenden, A.P. to Geo. N. Sanders, verso: Sanders, Geo. N. to SAD
• Dodge, Abram R.
• Dove, Henry
• Eddy, A.D.
• English, William H.
• Gardiner, David L.
• Goodrich, Will
• Hayden, David
• Heiss, John P.
• Ide, A.M., Jr., enc: list of names
• McKerall, William to Gen. Thos. Rusk
• Mitchell, William L.
• Mizner, L.B.
• Molony, R.S.
• Northrup, William H.
• Pearce, Lewis G.
• Rusk, Gen. Thos. [see McKerall 02/22/1852]
• Sanders, Geo. N.
• Sanders, Geo. N. [see Crittenden, A.P. 02/28/1852]
• Settle and Roberts
• Sherman, S.W.
• Smeltzer, Henry B.
• Snowden, A.H.
• Spang, Peter
• Treat, Samuel
• Van Buren, Thos. B.
• Van Swearingen, Thomas
• Washington, L.W.
• West, E.C.

Box 3
Folder 2
Correspondence, 1852 February 26 - March 1
• Bigler, John
• Brown, W.J.
• Dodd, William B.
• Douglas, Stuart
• Groot, C.S.
• Hayden
• Hopkins, Geo.
• Law, John
• Livingston, John
• McQueen, John
• Nichols, Caleb
• Patten, Jos. H.
• Redfield, J.S.
• Robertson, Stout
• Schoolcraft, Mrs. Henry R.
• Spotswood, N. D.
• Wyatt, Wilford D.
Box 3
Folder 3
Correspondence, 1852 March 2 - 8
• Atherton, B. M.
• Brayman, M.
• Costigan, John
• Donnelly, James
• Hendren, William T.
• Howard, H.A.
• Ingersoll, S. Henry
• Kettlewell, Jno.
• McConnell, Jno. D.
• Minter, Thos. C.
• Missemer, William M.
• Newcomb, J.C.
• Rand, Samuel F.
• Sperry, Anson
• Stickney, L.D. [see Prentice, Geo. D. 03/31/1852]
• Thurston, William A.
• Tyler, Robert (printed)
• Van Dieu, R.
• Ward, Aaron
• Weller, Sidney
• Willis, W.

Box 3
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1852 March 9 - 14
• Besançou, P. Jr.
• Bigelow, Douglas A.
• Bradford, N.G. et al.
• Bradley, D.M.
• Chaisty, Edward I. et al.
• Cooper John
• Corry, W. M.
• Edgerton, A.J.
• Ficklin, O.B. [see Campbell, D. C. 01/01/1852]
• Foster, Charles A.
• Frisbie, Jos. A.
• Hardy, Isaac
• Marriott, J.C.
• McLaughlin, H.C. et al.
• O’Sullivan, J. L.
• Patten, Jos. H.
• Pulsifer, Sidney
• Reiner, J.K.
• Ruby, Addison
• Skinner, Mark
• Smith, Alek R.
• Smith, William Preston
• Stickney, L.D. [see Prentice, Geo. D. 04/07/1852]

Box 3
Folder 5
Correspondence, 1852 March 15
• Brough, John
• Gratiot, C.
• Hamlin, Thomas B.
• Harris, A.
• Saunders, H.
• Sutherland, Th. Jefferson
• Van Eaton, H. S.
• West, Edw. C.

Box 3
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1852 March 16 - 20
• Aylett, Patrick Henry
• Bowyer, John C.
• Brewster, Benjamin H.
• Brown, John
• Davis, Peebles White
• Ege, A.G.
• Floyd, John B.
• Gurnee, W.S.
• Harris, Jn.
• Holtzman, Geo. H.
• Keen, W.W.
• Laurence, Joseph C.
• Layor, S. Gurnee
• Lee, Danl. Smith
• Merrill, Charles B.
• Moulton, Cullen
• Parker, Jno. A.
• Patrick, M.R.
• Ramsay, H.A., enc: list of names
• Renno, John A.

Box 3
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1852 March 22 - 25
• Armstrong, Saml. P.
• Carnahan, D.T., et al.
• Case, John
• Cutler, A.F.
• Hunton, Ch.
• Jones, Hiram J.
• Keyser, John H.
• Laughlin, George and Byrne, Jno. O., enc: clipping
• McCaskey, Josiah
• Palmer, Edward
• Patterson, A.L.
• Pearce, Lewis G., Frazer, PA to William B. Chase
• Picot, S.G.
• Pierce, Franklin [see Judd, N.B. 11/29/1852]
• Read, J.G.
• Seymour, Th. H.
• Timby, T.
• Walker, Chas. R.

Box 3
Folder 8
Correspondence, 1852 March 26 - 31
• Chatfield, Silas
• Child, Charles L.
• Chumasen, E.B.
• Durcett, F. H.
• Gorton, J.B.
• Henry, P.M.
• Holtzman, Geo. H.
• Laurence, Joseph C.
• Leake, Jos. S., enc: broadside
• Lennox, Robert W.
• Prentice, Geo. D. and L.D. Stickney
• Reed, Jos.
• Samson, A.J.H.
• Shaw, J.O.
• Silly, Floyd

Box 3
Folder 9
Correspondence, 1852 April 1 - 5
• Berry, Benjamin J.
• Brewster, H.P.
• Campbell, D.C. to O.B. Ficklin
• Child, E.
• Garard, Jos.
• Gorin, J.R.
• Green, Henry
• Harbaugh, H.
• Harris, Horatio J.
• Loyd, A.
• Mason, R.B.
• Moon, Benjamin
• Richardson, A.P.
• Russell, A.T.
• Umsted, Francis Grant

Box 3
Folder 10
Correspondence, 1852 April 6 - 12
• Banks, Henry C.
• Bigelow, A.
• Black, Saml. A.
• Brooks, S.S.
• Cable, J.
• Carpenter, Charles Carroll
• Chace, W.B.
• Dehoff, Lewis D. (Army Discharge; War of 1812)
• Douglas, Chas. S.
• Ellet, Charles, Jr.
• Flagg & Ewing
• Gulee, D.L.
• Harris, Horatio J.
• Hayne, J.B.
• Kirkbride, Jno. M.
• Langdon, John
• Leslie, Miron
• Lester, C. Edward
• McCleland, Thomas
• Prentice, Geo. D. and L.D. Stickney
• Russell, J.B.F.
• Willson, H.V.

Box 3
Folder 11
Correspondence, 1852 April 13-30
• Aylett, P. Henry
• Antony, E. LeRoy
• Brancher, J.R.
• Brown, Jo. F.
• Clack, F.H.
• Cook, J.H.
• Cool, Jacob H.
• Curry, J.L.M.
• Dobbin, James C. to [Orlando B. Fricklin]
• Grusty, F.H.C.
• Hart, David
• Harvey, J.J.
• Ingalls, E.S.
• Kurtz, Fred.
• O’Sullivan, J.L.
• Pickett, Joseph G.
• Sherwook, William, enc: U.S. Naval Affadavit
• Suffenbaum, J.H.
• Whitehurst, J.H.
• Yulee, D.L.

Box 3
Folder 12
Correspondence, 1852 May 1 - June 10
• Bowen, James B.
• Carroll, Francis
• Hayden, D.
• [Illegible,] James M.
• James, John W.
• Johnson, C.
• Johnson, Herschel V. to Orlando B. Fricklin
• McDougall, J.S.
• Meade, W.K.
• Noah, M.M.
• Johnson, Reverdy
• Robertson, Stout
• Sutherland, Th. Jefferson
• Talbot, William K.
• Yulee, D.L.

Box 3
Folder 13
Correspondence, 1852 June 11 - 15
• Barstow, Benjamin
• Bradley, I.T.
• Brown, W.J.
• Kennicott, John A.
• Lamar, Geo. W.
• Langdon, John C.
• McClemand, J.A.
• Morell, Wm. H.
• Orme, Wright V.
• Pearce, Abraham
• Sandford, J.S.
• Ward, William

Box 3
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1852 June 16 - 26
• Berry, Benjamin J.
• Corwell, Joseph T.
• Graham, J. Thompson
• Leavitt, D.
• Lee, Chas.
• Marriot, B.
• Murphy, R.G.
• Palmer, Nathan H.
• Rynden, Isaiah
• Sisson, Hudson
• Spenny, Darin
• Wade, Hamilton
• Webb, Henry L.

Box 3
Folder 15
Correspondence, 1852 July 9 - November 18
• Barringa, D.W.
• Cazneau, J.M.
• Faut, G.C.
• Foyes, Catherine
• Hayden, Daniel
• Green, J.S.
• Law, George
• Law, John
• Wentworth, Jno.
• Wilder, Marchall P., et al.
• Willson, H.V.
• King, Horatio
• Schamburg, [?], enc: 4 clippings and broadsides

Box 3
Folder 16
Correspondence, 1852 November 22 - December 8
• Biggs, Asa
• Chace, W.B.
• Cook, J.
• Diller, Isaac R.
• Harris, M.L.
• Kellar, A.P.
• O'Donnell, James
• Sneider, George S., et al., to Franklin Pierce
• Sturgeon, David
• Tucker, B.
• King, Horatio

Box 3
Folder 17
Correspondence, 1852 December 12 - 29
• Bentley, C.
• Butterworth, Sam. F.
• Cook, I.
• Gore, Agustus Fred. [see Squier, E. Geo. 12/21/1852]
• Gregg, David L.
• Planck, J.C.
• Samford, Goratio G., M.D.
• Squier, E. Geo., enc: Gore, Agustus Fred (proclamation)
• Waller, C.C.
• Wentworth, John
• King, Horatio

Box 3
Folder 18
Correspondence, 1852 December 29 - 31
• Hoyne, Th.
• Loomis, F. Rogers, enc: Loomis, F. Rogers
• Wentworth, Jno.
• Wentworth, Jno. (2nd)

Box 3
Folder 19
Correspondence, 1853 January 1 - 15
• Armstrong, D.M.
• Illegible
• Ketchem, Hiram
• Matteson, J.A.
• McRae, D.K.
• Powell, S. W.
• Quincy Land District to U.S. President
• Riddle, H.Y.
• Russel, William H.

Box 3
Folder 20
Correspondence, 1853 January 27 - 28
• Burke, Edmund
• Ingersoll, J.R.
• McDougall, J.S.
• Richie, Thomas
• Treat, Saml.
• West, Ed. C.
• Yulee, D.L.
• King, Horatio

Box 3
Folder 21
Correspondence, 1853 February 2 - 14
• Diller, Isaac R.
• Dwyer, Thos. B.
• Fillmore, Millard
• Hise, Elijah
• Johnson, W.V.
• Jones, C.
• Orr, H.E.
- Pierce, Franklin [see Yulee, D.L. 02/08/1853]
- Steptoe, E.J., et al (Army petition)
- Wentworth, Jno.
- Yulee, D.L., enc: Yulee, D.L. to Gen, Franklin Pierce (copy)

**Box 3**

**Folder 22**
Correspondence, 1853 February 16 - 27
- Davis, H.R.
- Everett, Edward
- Hallett, B. J.
- Hickox, V.
- West, Edw. C.
- Wright, Joseph A.
- Yulee, D.L.
- King, Horatio

**Box 3**

**Folder 23**
Correspondence, 1853 March 1 - 16
- Anonymous, R.A.S
- Berdan, H.
- Bissell, W.H.
- Buck, Jerome B.
- Daly, M. A.
- Holbrook, J.
- Illegible (copy letter for President)
- Johnson, -.M.
- Johnston, P.C., enc: Heath, J.E. (Comm. of Pensions)
- Pise, Charles C.
- Reid, David S.
- Sibley, H.H.
- Stevens, Isaac
- Thomas, Wyatt C.

**Box 3**

**Folder 24**
Correspondence, 1853 March 17 - June 1
- Bowen, W.W.
- Brown, W.J.
- Cazneau, Jm.
- Dickinson, Danl.
- Hoyne, Thomas
- Matson, Silas
- McClernand, John A.
- Pearson, John
- Pulasky, J.
- Thompson, James
- Townsend, B.C.
• Walker, R.J.
• Wentworth, Jno.
• West, Edw. C.
• King, Horatio
• Unsigned

**Box 4**

**Folder 1**

Correspondence, 1853 June undated - November 16

• B., S.
• Belmont, Anson
• Brown, John P.
• Dick, Robert P.
• Harris, I, George
• Harvie, Andrew
• Hughes, Geo. W.
• Lanphier, [Charles H.]
• Lucas, Josiah M.
• Pratt, O.
• Ramsey, Silas
• Shaw, James
• Smith, E. Darwin
• Smith, W.T.
• Stevens (Gov.)
• West, Edward
• Woods, M.S.

**Box 4**

**Folder 2**

Correspondence, 1853 November 21 - December 8

• Gorman (Gov.)
• Lanphier, Chas. H.
• Pialt, D.
• Redfield, Herman J.
• Rice, Henry M.
• Robertson, D. A.
• Stevens (Gov.)

**Box 4**

**Folder 3**

Correspondence, 1853 December 9 - 31

• Brown, W.J.
• Buck, Jerome B.
• Cook, Isaac
• Davis, H.K.
• Diller, Isaac R.
• Hale, Sarah J., enc: memorial
• McCarnant, Jas. J.
• Redfield, Herman J.
• Rippee, John I.
• Sedgwick, Theodore
• Treat, Saml.
• Young, Bingham

Box 4
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1854 undated - January 30
• Brown, W.J.
• Burke, Edmund
• Chapman, B.B.
• Cole, S. to Fred. P. Stanton
• Dillaye, Stephen
• Hart, E.B.
• Hoyer, Thomas
• Johnson, Hershel V.
• Jordan, Lewis, et al.
• McConnel, M.
• O’Sullivan, J.L.
• Stanton, Fred. P. [see Cole, S. 01/16/1854]
• Stevens, Isaac I.
• Vallandigham, Clem. L.
• Walker, R.J.

Box 4
Folder 5
Correspondence, 1854 February 1 - March 18
• Ashton, Samuel
• Beaubieu, Jean Baptiste [see Schenck 07/09/1854]
• Bright, M.H.
• Bronson, Green C.
• C., I. (Isaac Cook)
• Cobb, Howell
• Cook, Isaac [February 9]
• Cook, Isaac [February 13]
• Cook, Isaac with envelope [February 16]
• Crotwell, E.
• Hallett, B.F.
• Hayden
• Hewtbo[?], A. [Letter from Liverpool]
• Hoyne, Tho.
• Laurence, W.B.
• Lee, Danl. Smith
• Manypenny, Geo. W.
• O’Sullivan, J.L.
• Purdy, Elijah
• Redfield, Herman].
• Resolution
Spence, Carroll
Stevens, Isaac I.
Van Dyke, J.C.
Wade, P.F. [see Schenck 07/06/1854]
Quinlann, E., Springfield
Thiell, Caspar (3)

Box 4
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1854 March 24 - May 31
• Bedford, H.H.
• Bright, M.G.
• Brown, John P.
• Carpenter, Thos. F.
• Cox, Saml. S.
• Diller, Isaac R.
• Ferris, Edwin P.
• Fragment, no signature [April 26]
• Gorman, W.A.
• Hayden, D.
• Henry, Joseph
• Illegible
• Johnston, S. W.
• Kelley, Reuben with enclosed letter from Henry Roestter
• Kindrill, Z.
• McClellan, R.
• Numblly, Hen. C.
• Penn, William
• Pugh, George E.
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Sanders, George N.
• Seymour, D.L.
• Seymour, Horatio, Jr.
• Shepard, Elizabeth
• Sperry, T. to W.M. Wallbridge
• Wallbridge, W.M. [see Sperry 04/16/1854]

Box 4
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1854 June
• Beale, B.S., Lt, Col.
• Bowlin, Jas. B.
• Burritt, Elihu
• Chatfield, Silas
• Chew?, H.B.
• Cole, S. with enclosed letter from A.J. Dickirmon
• Daniel, John M.
• Hebbe, G.
- Macalester, C.
- Pendleton, John S. to Gov. Wm. Smith
- Price, Rodman M.
- Redfield, Herman.
- Reid, David S.
- Ruffieure, Louis E.

**Box 4**

**Folder 8**
Correspondence, 1854 July - September

- Anonymous
- Anderson [?], J.D.
- Brewster, Abraham
- Campbell, John
- Cook, Isaac [see Smith, Robert 09/27/1854]
- Dobbin, J.C.
- English, W.H.
- Granger, H.
- Gwin, William M. [see Marcy, William L. 07/01/1854]
- Illegible
- Jones, Geo. W. to Bright, verso: Bright to SAD
- Lancaster, C. [see Dickinson, J.S. 10/19/1854]
- Marcy, William L., enc: Lancaster, C. & Wm. M. Gwin to Wm. L. Marcy & R.
- McClelland, W.T., CA
- McClelland, Robert [see Marcy, Wm. L. 07/01/1854]
- Reeder, A.H.
- Reid, Sam. T., Jr.
- Schenck, Robert C., enc: Petition of Jean B. Beaibieu
- Schenck, Robert C. to P.F. Wade, U.S. Senate (copy)
- Sheahan, J.W.
- Smith, Robert to Isaac Cook, enc: Resolutions adopted at Republican Mass Convention
- Yates, Rich

**Box 4**

**Folder 9**
Correspondence, 1854 October 17 - December 5

- Bright, J.D.
- Bright, J. D., enc: letter from Indiana to Bright
- Cass, Lewis [see Harvie, Andrew 10/18/1854]
- Dickinson, J. S., and A.D. Fitch to Jos. Lane
- Fitch, A.D. [see Dickinson, J.S. 10/19/54]
- Harvie, Andrew, enc: Cass, Lewis to Andrew Harvie
- Heberd, John C. [see Jones, Jno. R. 11/15/1854]
- Hoyne, Th. et al.
- Jones, Jno. R. and John C. Heberd
- Lane, Jos. [see Dickinson, J.S. 10/19/1854]
- Millard, A.A. et al.
- Mulligan, James A.
• Richardson, W.A.
• Young, R.A.
• Young Men’s Mercantile Association

Box 4
Folder 10
Correspondence, 1854 December 7 - 30
• Bradbury, Elder Benjamin
• Burke, B.T.
• Chapman, B.B.
• Chapman, Bird B.
• Diller, Isaac R., enc: Smith, E.R. to Capt. I.R. Diller
• Drummond, W.W.
• Egan, Barthw.
• Harvie, Andrew, enc: Cass, Lewis to Andrew Harvie
• LeVeit, Octavia Walton
• McConnel, J.S.
• McConnel, Murray
• Osborne, T.A.
• Rankin, Edward S.
• Read, Geo. D.
• Smith, E.R.
• Tucker, B.

Box 4
Folder 11
Correspondence, 1855 undated - January 25
• Bates, M.
• Bushnell, N., enc: Report Northern Cross Railroad
• Curtis, George T.
• Harris, Thos. L.
• Johnson, James
• Longnecker, D.
• McGinnis, H. B.
• Morgan, A. J., written on "Territory of Minnesota, House of Representatives, No. 3, A Memorial to Congress…"
• Peck, H.N. [see Shields, Jas 01/12/1855]
• Preston, F.D.
• Shields, Jas. to H.N. Peck
• Thomas, Georg C.

Box 4
Folder 12
Correspondence, 1855 February 2 - 20
• Bernhisel, John M., enc: H.R. 690, extension draft
• Buchanan, James M.
• Cook, I.
• Cook, Rufus C.
• Disney, D.T.
• Ferris, Macpherson to Charles E. Sherman, enc: sworn statement of William P. Yonge
• Fouke, Jacob
• Hilton, Geo. S.
• Hunter, [see Meade, R.K. 02/10/1855]
• Matteson, J.A.
• Meade, R.K. to Mr. Hunter
• O’Reilly, Henry O.
• Pooley, Samuel Jas.
• Reeder, A.H.
• Seymour, Horatio
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Sherman, Charles E. [see Ferris, Macpherson 02/20/1855]
• Snyder, William H.
• Watts, John L.
• Yonge, William P. [see Ferris, Macpherson 02/20/1855]

Box 4
Folder 13
Correspondence, 1855 March 7 - August 4
• Bright, [see Jones, Geo. W. 05/06/1855]
• Brown, W.J. , enc: Witaker, J.A. to W.J. Brown, enc: Pershing, E.J. to W.J. Brown
• Chamberlain, John, enc: petition
• Conley, Philip
• Crenshaw, W.T.
• Daniel, J.M.
• Douglas, Chas. S.
• Grund, Francis J.
• Hamilton, Morris R.
• Hayden, D.
• Jones, Geo. W. to Bright
• McClelland, R. (Dept. of the Interior)
• Minon, A.
• Montgomery, Samuel A.
• Morgan, Richd. P.
• Morris, Hardy
• Pershing, E.J. [see Brown, W.J. 05/12/1855]
• Sheahan, J.W
• Strange, William
• Wadsworth, Julius
• Waldo, Loren
• Whitaker, J.A. [see Grown, W.J. 05/12/1855]
• Young, Richard M.

Box 4
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1855 September 11 - November 29
• Calhoun, J.
• Ficklin, O.B.
• Grandin, William
• Harris, W.O.
• Hendricks, Thos. A.
• Inspectors of the Revenue
• Logan, A.
• Read, Ezra, enc: letter of Cook, I., to SAD
• Reynolds, Harmon G.
• Smith, J.R.
• Stedman, James B.
• Tanner, H.A.
• Underwood, Lewis C.
• Wood, Hiram

Box 4
Folder 15
Correspondence, 1855 December
• Bunten William E.
• Dennis, G.G.
• Henry, Joseph
• Logan, A.
• McKnight, J.W.
• Nixon, A.H., enc: Minutes of public meeting re: postmaster
• Palmer, Henry D.
• Pugh, G.E.
• Wilson, John
• Underwood, Lewis C.

Box 4
Folder 16
Correspondence, 1856 undated - February 12
• Brady, John T.
• Conner, D.
• Dennis, G.G.
• Dickens, Asbury
• Dickens, Asbury (2nd)
• Douglas, [?]. B.
• Drapier, A.E. et al. (Senate Reporting Corp)
• Forney, Jno. W.
• Guard, John L.
• Henington, A.W.
• Hoffmer, John
• King, John B.
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Shine, James N.
• Smith, E.R.
• Stevens, Isaac I.
• Unsigned, to Samuel A. Lowe
• Vanderventer, James
• White, M.
• Wright, Joseph A.

Box 4
Folder 17
Correspondence, 1856 February 14 - 21
• Brady, Jos.
• Brawley, L.W.J.
• Brown, W.J. to W.A. Richardson
• French, Parker H.
• Jones, W. Claude, enc: Jones, W. Claude, et al
• Kuetz, M.T.
• Longhran, Chas.
• Meyler, William
• Richardson, W.A. [see Brown, W.J. 02/17/1856]
• Scott, Winfield
• Sheahan, J.W.
• West, Edw. C.
• Whepley, James D. (House of Legation of Nicaragua)

Box 4
Folder 18
Correspondence, 1856 February 23 - 27
• Baryhydt, D.P.
• Disney, D.T.
• Gray, Alexander T.
• Harrington, A.W.
• Harrington, James to Col. Richardson
• Hyslop, Stephen K. et al. to Post Master of the U.S.
• Johnston, Edward
• Law, John
• Mills, Saml. J.
• Morton, Alex. C.
• Read, Geo. D.
• Richardson, Col. [see Harrington, James 02/25/1856]
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Sweat, Peter
• Thwaits, James H.
• Wetmore, T.C.

Box 4
Folder 19
Correspondence, 1856 February 28 - 29
• Atchison, D.R.
• Burrall, E., Jr.
• Disney, D.T.
• Gorman, W.A. to Robert McClelland (copy)
• Hudson, Alfred
• Lowe, Samuel A., to Senate and House of Representatives, February 28, 1856, 2 pp.
  check
• Manypenny, Geo. W. to Robert McClelland
• McClelland, Robert [see Gorman, W.A. 02/11/1856 and Manypenny 02/28/1856]
• Shellehburger, Aug.
• Sook, Geo. H.
• Waller, C.C.

Box 4
Folder 20
Correspondence, 1856 March undated - March 4
• Cook, I.
• Curtiss, Mason
• Disney, D.T. (3)
• Geyer, Hon. H.S.
• Henry, Joseph
• Hewitt, L.
• Hilton, George L.
• Hoffhine, D.
• Jones, Geo. R.G.
• Lawson, E. Floyd
• Lindsley, T.
• Munger, H.R.
• Nash, S.C.
• Philbrook, Daniel
• Spooner, E. Horace
• Van Dieu, R.
• Van Dusen, J.B.
• Willson, Mark

Box 4
Folder 21
Correspondence, 1856 March 5 - 8
• Allen, C.N.
• Ashton, Samuel
• Carr, D.C.
• Hoyt, A.H.
• Linn, W.R.
• Lowe, I.W.
• Lowe, Samuel A. to M.W. Delahay, enc: Delahay's reply, two envelopes
• Norkwood, H.P.
• Pierce, Winslow S.
• Pollack, E.
• Pooley, Samuel Jas.
• Sheahan, Jas. W.
• Shields, James
• Singleton, James W.
• Stetson, Caleb
Box 4
Folder 22
Correspondence, 1856 March 9 - 14
- Bradford, J.
- Burrell, William
- Cook, I. [March 12]
- Cook, Isaac
- Dana, Malcolm M.G.
- Davis, A.C.
- Diller, A.
- Gilbert, G.
- Heiss, John P.
- Mercer, Geo. A.
- Minor, Geo. W.K.
- Mitchell, J.W.
- Murphy, James
- Norman, T.J.
- Peyton, John L.
- Russell, Thomas, Jr.
- Searle, Geo. W.
- Stevens, Isaac I.

Box 4
Folder 23
Correspondence, 1856 March 15 - 22
- Brown, John P.
- Dillaye, Stephen D.
- Hayden, D.
- Horn, Fred. C.
- Ingersoll, J.R.
- Lawrence, David
- Linder, W.F.
- Owen, Levi
- Preston, F.D.
- Redfield, Herman J.
- Rhodes, Chas. L.
- Sheahan, Jas. W.
- Shields, James
- Waulton, D.S.
- Wendell, C.
- Wendell, C. (2nd)
- Wetzell, William Y.

Box 4
Folder 24
Correspondence, 1856 March 23 - 25
- Aiken, Geo. W.
• Allison, William Jr.
• Bokee, D.A.
• Brown, R.N.
• Carter, F.J.
• Dawes, H.M.
• Dix, John A.
• Geatman, Thomas
• Greathouse, Tevis
• Illegible
• Knight, S.S.
• Nixon, A.H.
• Robinson, James T.
• Shirley, John M.
• Streeter, O.W.
• White, Joel W.

Box 4
Folder 25
Correspondence, 1856 March 26 - 31
• Armstrong, N.W.
• Aylett, P.H.
• Breese, Sidney
• Brown, John P.
• Carter, F.J.
• Cook, I.
• Darrow, W. Seeger
• Day, F.L.
• Edgerton, A.P.
• Finley, Dr. Thomas
• Gorman, W.A.
• Gotshall, Daniel
• Mahoor, Alex
• Petriken, J.M.B.
• Pierce, Winslow S.
• Read, Geo. D.
• Sheahan, Jas. W.
• Singleton
• Stowell, Geo. M.
• Sheeler, John H.
• Wales, J.C.
• White, D.

Box 5
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1856 April 1 - 7
• Armstrong, Jno. M.
• Beaubieu, Jean Baptiste
• Betts, Saml. S.
• Bonfield, Thomas P.
• Bradley, B. et al.
• Brego, Geo. W.
• Brown, W.J.
• Bushball, N.W.
• Cameron, B.
• Cleveland, P.
• Deal, B. Franklin
• Drake, John N.
• Garvin, William S.
• Gaston, Ephraim
• Macy, John B.
• McCormack, William
• Palmer, E.
• Read, Geo. D.
• Starkweather, C.R.
• Stowell, Geo. M.
• Tucker, B.
• Wynkoop, H.A.

Box 5
Folder 2
Correspondence, 1856 April 8 - 14
• Arnold, C.O.
• Bates, John
• Cable, Wm. Jr.
• Chase, Thomas
• Cook, J.
• Cowan, John F.
• Dawson, Jno. L.
• Dean, Henry Clay
• Edwards, A.
• Ellen, J.S.
• Hill, Wm. F.
• Hooper, E.R.
• Lindsley, Thales
• McKean, W.V.
• McCorristen, William
• Mory, C.N.
• Noble, Hon. D.A.
• Seymour, Horatio
• Spence, Carroll to J.P. Brown (copy), enc: Spence, Carroll to Sec. Of State (copy),
  verso: Spence, Carroll to William L. Marcy (Sec. Of state) (copy)
• Steinberg, Charles
• Treat, Samuel
• W.(est?), E.C.

Box 5
Folder 3
Correspondence, 1856 April 15 - 25
• Ballard, J.A.T.
• Besore, Geo. W.
• Burns, Jos.
• Champlin, E.H.
• Elliott, W.H. et. al.
• Gray, J.W.
• Greenwood, G.G.B.
• Griffis, Elisha
• Hang, P.H.
• Hood, William B.
• Hooper, E.R.
• Jones, Thomas
• Kennett, F.
• Lamberton, C. L.
• LeVert, (Madam) Octavia Walton, enc: "An Address Upon Laying the Corner Stone of the Monument of Henry Clay"
• McMasters, S.Y.
• McNary, A.
• Meghaman, Jacob
• Morrison, Col. J.D.D.
• Peterson, William B.
• Reeder, A.H.
• Salisbury, G.S.
• Schnabel, Ellis B.
• Short, D.J.
• Simmons, P.C.
• Smith, George, et al.
• Stevens, Isaac I. (Gov.)
• Strange, Robert
• Tucker, B.
• Ward, Thos. M.

Box 5
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1856 April 26 - 30
• Bell, John, et al. (petition)
• Blakely, John S.
• Brega, Geo. W.
• Butterworth
• Button, C.P.
• Cheever, B.H.
• Croyell, Lewis S.
• Dawes, H.M.
• Dean, Henry Clay
• Doheny, Michael
- Hamblin, C., et al. to G.P. Marsh
- Irvine, John
- Leonard, Joseph
- Marsh, G.P. [see Hamblin, C. 04/29/1856]
- McLure, R.M.
- Read Daniel
- Samson, A.H.
- Treat, Samuel
- Vail, I.C.
- Woodle, J.

**Box 5**

**Folder 5**

Correspondence, 1856 May undated - May 9

- Ashton, James
- [Bardin?], James M.
- Boyd, Thos.
- Brown, Austin H.
- Butterworth, S.F.
- Button, Charles P.
- Campbell, John
- Carpenter, R.B.
- DeFarance, R. M.
- Disney, D.T.
- Eccles, D.S.
- Free, D.B.
- Gotshall, Daniel
- Greenwood, G.G.B.
- Harris, H.J.
- Hewitt, A.O.
- Howell, E.
- [Illegible,] Edison B.
- Jackson, William
- Key, H.G.S.
- Lacock, Ira I.
- Lamon, Ward D.
- Laning, J.H.
- Layton, I.M.
- Lumpkin, Wilson
- Matteson, J.A.
- Nora, Frederick W.
- Poppenheim, John F.
- Rynders, Isaiah, et. al. to J.B. Weller
- Salomon, H.M.
- Shearman, Oliver P.
- Vail, James S.
- West, E.C.
• Wilson, Isaac G.
• Woodle, J.
• Woods, W.B.
• Wright, Joseph A. (Gov.)

Box 5
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1856 May 10 - 18
• Boxley, Horatio
• Branard, D.
• Brega, Geo. W.
• Brown, John C.
• Button, Charles P.
• Cook, I.
• Dix, John A.
• Dougherty, John
• Free, O.P.S.
• Gibbs, George
• Gows, [J. ?]
• Harris, Thos. L.
• James, C.T.
• Kinball, G.
• Lacock, Ira J.
• Law, John
• Mather, Jn.C.
• Pollock, I. Bell
• Ramsay, H.A.
• Russell, Thos. J.
• Singleton, James P.
• Steele, J.H.
• Stevens, Isaac I. (Gov.), enc: Stevens to SAD
• West, E.C.
• Wheat, Eliza I.
• Woodle, J.

Box 5
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1856 May 19 - 31
• Barry, Richard F.
• Bird, Nicholas
• Black, Samuel C.
• Boss, H.P.
• Brown David B.
• Button, Charles P.
• Connelly, R.B.
• Cook, Daniel M.
• Dillaye, Stephen D.
• Durbin, Wm.
• English, R.W.
• Fitzgerald, James
• Harris, J. G.W.
• Hendricks, Thos. A.
• Hogan, John
• Hood, William B.
• Kludes, D.P.
• Lathrop, D.A.
• Mather, J.C.
• Medary, S.
• Patterson, A.H.
• Pierce, Winslow S.
• Redfield, Herman J.
• Reuch, D.C.
• Sanford, H.S.
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Spalding, Andrew
• Stern, B.F.
• Stevens, Isaac I. (Gov.)
• Vaughan, William R.
• Waller, C.C.
• West, E.C.
• Williams, William
• Wilson, H. V.

Box 5
Folder 8
Correspondence, 1856 June 1 - 18
• Brainard, D.
• Button, Charles P.
• Chapman, B.B.
• Clay, Geo. H.
• Connely, Saml.
• Cochran, John
• Cunningham, John S.
• Dial, E.G.
• Diller, Isaac R.
• Disney, D.T.
• Doulas, Davis S., et al.
• Drake, C.S.
• Ellis, L.D.
• English, R.W. [see Smith, Robert 06/17/1856]
• Gorman, W.A.
• Griswold, Whiting
• Harris, J. Geo.
• Henderson, John
• Hogan, John
• Hood, William B.
• Johnson, E.G.
• Lewis, I. H.
• Marke, D.
• Miller, John C., et al.
• Morse, Isaac B.
• Pettit, John
• Preston, W.
• Quail, William
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Richardson, W.A.
• Riley, P.H.
• Shearman, Francis W.
• Sherwood, D.L.
• Smith, L., (with envelope)
• Smith, Robert and R.W. English
• Stinchcomb, I.W.
• Ward, T.M.
• Williams, A.J.

Box 5
Folder 9
Correspondence, 1856 June 19 - July 11
• Austin, B.D.
• Bolles, John A.
• Britton, Charles P.
• Cook, D.B.
• Cook, I.
• Cracraft, Joseph
• Danforth, J.B., Jr.
• Dodd, J.W.
• Eaton, Dan., enc. news article, "A Bill to Relieve the People from Taxation"
• Eddy, A.D.
• Faribrother, C.W.
• Gilmore, J.N., et al.
• Girardey, White & Co. to Robert Toombs
• invoice for "Congressional Poplar Log"
• Hallock, W.S.
• Henry, Joseph
• Hewetson, John
• Hines, Jno. D.
• Hood, William B.
• Hooper, E.R.
• Hooper, E.R. for Richard H. Jackson
• Houglan, Edwd.
• Illegible
• Jackson, Richard [see Hooper, E.R. 06/29/1856]
• Jackson Richard H.
• Kishler, Geo.
• Law, John
• March, Geo. P.
• O'Donnell, James, (with envelope)
• Ogle, A.D.
• Richards, Joseph
• Rory, Rev. F.B.
• Rounsville, J.H.
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Shephard, S.R.
• Sparks, J.P.
• Spencer, T. Ruth
• Steadman, James B.
• Sublette, J.W.
• Treat, Samuel
• Turney, J.J.R.
• Van Syckel, B.
• West, Ed. C.
• White, A.S.H.
• Whiteley, M.L.
• Whitney, James
• Wright, E.R.

Box 5
Folder 10
Correspondence, 1856 July 12 - 31
• Anderson, L.D.
• Bailey, George L.
• Broocks, T.G.
• Button, Charles P.
• Ferry, Hiram
• Gillet, R.G.
• Griswold, Wayne
• Haynes, L.M.
• Hook
• Hooper, E.R.
• Houghton, John P.
• Kent, John H.
• Leonard, Russell J.
• McLean, Washington
• Pomeroy, Julius R.
• Raffinsperger [?], H.I.
• Rague, John F.
• Smith, James Q.
• Soule, Pierre
• Ward, Andrew H.
• Weeks, Geo. W.

**Box 5**

**Folder 11**

Correspondence, 1856 August 1 - November 19

• Alderson, J.G.
• Ashton, John L.
• Badcock, V.M.
• Breese, Sidney
• Button, Charles P.
• Campbell, James, with envelope
• Davis, W.W.
• duPonte, Durant
• Flanders, Henry
• Gambell, W.P.
• Heiss, John P.
• Lathrop, E. Howard
• McCook, Daniel
• Miller, Francis Joseph
• Perry, Warner
• Senate Clerk
• Sherwood, W. A.
• Teft, Joseph
• Thompson, C.B.
• Tyler, E.B.
• Van Arsdalen, J. M.
• Wharton, M.P.
• Whittlesey, Elisha
• Williamson, Brainerd
• Wilson, Benjamin
• Woolsey, Geo. C.

**Box 5**

**Folder 12**

Correspondence, 1856 November 20 - December 31

• Ames, E.B.
• Blaisdell, J.W.
• Blythe, A.K.
• Butterworth
• Carpenter, R.B.
• Cooper, J.J.
• Danforth, J.B.
• Eddy, A.D.
• Froisett, Bernard A., enc: recommendation from Henry Greenbaum
• Greenbaum, Henry [see Froisett, Bernard 11/20/56]
• Hendricks, Thomas, enc: circulars, "Swamp Lands." and "Public Notice No.576"
• Hoyne, Tho.
• Knox, John T.
• Matteson, Gov. J.A.
• Newman, Geo. E.
• Pollard, James, enc: Form of Affidavit, Public Notice No.550 "Swamp and Overflowed Lands"
• Randle, P.W.
• Rhodes, Daniel P.
• Sheahan, James W.
• Stephens, Fredrick
• Webster, David
• Whitney, C.S.
• Woodson, Danl., to Samuel A. Lowe

Box 5
Folder 13
Correspondence, 1857 undated - January 14
• Allen, Senator Philip
• Bagg, Charles S.
• Benedict, (Judge)
• Blake, M.W.
• Brent, S.Arthur
• Brown, (Senator)
• Collbaugh, W.F.
• Dewey, John W.
• Donahue, Ed.
• Elwood, S.D.
• Fish, (Senator)
• Garvey, E.C.K.
• Giles, E.G.
• Hall, S.A.
• Hanan, B.P.
• Harris, Major
• Hill, William P.
• King, Horatio
• Marcy, Gov.
• Matteson, J.A.
• Maynard, L., San Francisco, CA, to Mrs. SAD
• Murphy, R.G
• Nickey, B.F.
• Pride, David
• Reneau, Sallie Eula
• Sayles, W.B.
• Seales, W.D.
• Sherburne, A.P.
• Stewart, Hart S.
• Stone, Barton W.
• Strickland, James
• Swain, J.
• Thompson, J.
• Townsend, Samuel
• Walker, R.J.
• Wallace, Hugh, et. al.
• Webster, Sidney

Box 5
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1857 January 15 - 25
• Armun, Charles Lee
• Barry William, enc: Resolution of the Chicago Historical Society
• Barton, F.
• Brown, Henry
• Campbell, James M.
• Cooley, H.S.
• Drummond, W.W.
• Durden, Alexander
• Felt, A.J.
• Gallagher, C.B.
• Goddard, Henry M.
• Goodwin, H.C.
• Grifin, Charles calling card
• Kerfoot, L.H. & Company
• Knox, John T.
• Lakin, William W.
• Lewis, Brancoft, Sr.
• Marshall, J.F.
• Marcy, W.L.
• McGuire, D.C.
• McKeever, Alexander M.
• Murray, H.C.
• Nugent, Jno.
• O’Riely, Henry
• Pooley, Samuel James
• Quinby, A. C.
• Richardson, R.F., enc: petition
• Sperry, Amon
• Sprague, I.T.
• Tooley, D.J., et. al.
• Walker, Charles
• Warren, Hermon enc: broadside
• Whitney, W.S.

Box 5
Folder 15
Correspondence, 1857 January 26 - 31
• Baylor, C.G.
• Brackett, C.H.
• Calhoun, J.
• Cornett, John W.
• Davis, L.H.
• Dixon, James
• Flourney, J.J.
• Garvey, E.C.K.
• Gilbert, D.
• Hagadon, F.S.
• Hall, R.W.
• Hodder, Thos. H.
• James, Jno. O. to Bailey Thomas, Esq.
• Kennett, Ferd.
• Larl, Silas
• Lonig, George B.
• McPherson, James D.
• Mann, R.C.
• Park, R.S.
• Petitions of citizens of Ten Mile Grove, IL for postmaster, January 31, 1857
• Renwick, G.W.
• Ritchie, William T.
• Roberts, D.P.
• Schade, Louis
• Seaver, William
• Seltzer, F.P.
• Sharpe, Leisenring & Co.
• Smalley, D.A.
• Smith, C.K.
• Sweney, Charles
• Thomas, Bailey [see Milnes, Benjamin 01/26/1857]
• Townsend, Isaac
• Unsigned
• Walker, J. Knox
• West, Edw. C.

Box 6
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1857 February undated - February 7
• Adams, Robert, Jr., enc: Petition
• Allen, J.N. [February 4]
• Allen, J.W. [February 5]
• Avery, Edw.
• Boss, Danl. W.
• Brooke, Albert W.
• Burns, Jos.
• Chapman, B.B.
• Connolly, Richard B.
• Cramer, J.S.
• Dayton, Isaac, et al.
• Deck, A.S. to Bailey, Thomas, Esq.
• Diller, Isaac R.
• Diller, Isaac R. [February 7]
• Edams, Hugh
• Fisk, John
• Grund, Francis I.
• Harris, A.F.
• Hebred, Augustus E.
• Herrington, A.M.
• Hutton, Daniel
• Jones, R.N.
• Loring, Geo. B.
• Lossing, Benson J.
• McCallister, John
• McDougal, John H., enc: letter from McDougal to the President, 1 p.
• Magraw, W.M.F.
• Marx, Saml.
• Mix, James, enc: map of Champaign, Vermillion and Iroquois counties in Illinois
• Natchins, Edward R.
• Richardson, W.A.
• Roberts, J.M.
• Roberts, W.S.
• Shaw, Aaron
• Stahl, Daniel
• Wales, Bradford L.
• Walker, G.E.
• Walker, James C.
• West, E.C.

Box 6
Folder 2
Correspondence, 1857 February 8 - 9
• Butler, E.
• Felton, (Mr.)
• Gorman, W.A.
• Howard, B.B.
• Lecompte, Saml. D.
• McClelland, John A.
• Peyton, Henry E.
• Singleton, I.W.
• Spencer, F. Ruth
• Spencer, L.B., Jr.
• Stuart, D.
• Taylor, W.W.
• Walker, J. Knox
• Wright, J.

Box 6
Folder 3
Correspondence, 1857 February 10
• Boss, D.W.
• Cooper, E.R.
• Dyer, Thomas
• Fletcher, Charles F.
• Fuller, T.J.D.
• Johnson, S.M.
• Lalumiere, Simon P.
• Lanphier, Chas. H.
• Lynch, Stafford G.
• McCook, Daniel, enc: letter, I.T. Sprague to McCook
• Minard, Joseph
• Morgan, T.P.
• Parsons, Rufus M.
• Sawyer, William W.
• Walker, Peter
• Wilson, R.S.

Box 6
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1857 February 11 - 12
• Bogue, J.J. to John B. Byrne, enc: calling card
• Carothers, Andrew G., enc: "A course of Lectures on Syria," broadside, enc: Assemblies Church, lecture ticket
• Harris, T.B.
• Helmuth, Charles A.
• Hickox, V.
• Hoyne, TH.
• Jones, Talerton, enc: Fox, Watson A. to Talerton Jones
• Logan, John A and William J Allen
• Longnecker, D.
• Lossing, Benson J.
• Martin, F.I.
• Moore, John
• O'Connor, Chas.
• Richardson, W.A., James M. Davis, O.B. Ficklin, and Saml. Holmes
• Skinner, John L.
• Stowell, Geo. M.
• Treat, Samuel
• Walker, Geo.
• Ward, Saunders, and Hunt
• West, E.C.
Correspondence, 1857 February 13 - 16
- Bishop, Henry S.
- Button, Charles P.
- Campbell, I.
- Cowart, Robert J.
- Dennis, Edgar W.
- Driscoll, B.
- Gettings, Saml. N.
- Ham, Charles H.
- Kepper, T.P., enc: letter of recommendation
- Knapp, J.N.
- McLean, I.B.W.
- Manly, Isaac
- Ogden, D.A.
- Read, Daniel
- Sheahan, J.W.
- Shilele, John
- Street, C.
- West, Edward C.
- Whiting, Geo. C.
- Whittlesey, Elisha
- Wright, Gov. I.A.

Box 6
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1857 February 17 - 20
- Bell, Isaac Jr.
- Calhoun, J.
- Capen, Nahum
- Cobman, A.D. [see McDougall, Jno.]
- Conway, Jas. J.
- Coursiering [?] & Co.
- Cushman, William H.W.
- Dallas, G.M.
- Daniel, Jno. L.
- Flannicken, R. N.
- Grund, Francis J.
- Hallett, W.R.
- Hewitt, Abram S.
- Hise, Elijah
- Johnson, E.G.
- Jones, John Q.A.
- Kimball, James B.
- Lawrence, Saml.
- Louber, R.W.
- McCook, Daniel, et al.
- McDougall, Jno., verso: Cobman, E.D.
• Miles, D.H.
• Richards, J.J.
• Rhodes, Levi
• Shallenberger, M.
• Soule, Pierre
• Taylor, James E.
• West, Ed C.
• Folder 7: Correspondence, 1857 February 21 - 24
• Bass, D.M.
• Brandon, William, enc: testimonials, circular
• Cameron, Anna M.
• Cowen, John F.
• Diller, Isaac R.
• Garvey, E.C.K., written on petition SEE Oversize
• Gorman, W.A.
• Greene, Charles G.
• Hendricks, Thos. A. (2)
• Lawson, Geo. W.
• Little, James L.
• McClelland, R. [see Hendriks, Thos. A.]
• Moulton, E.C.
• Pomeroy, Daniel
• Pomeroy, Wm.
• Pooley, Samuel James
• Thornton, W.F.
• Walker, I.P.

Box 6
Folder 8
Correspondence, 1857 February 25 - 26
• Cass, Lewis
• Gorin, J.R.
• Green, James S.
• McGrew, Robert
• McKnight, [Illegible]
• Masten, Jos. G.
• Sheahan, James W. (3)
• Walker, J.P.
• Whittlesey, Elisha

Box 6
Folder 9
Correspondence, 1857 February 27 - 28
• Ballingall, P., enc: Ballingall, P., et. al., to (Pres.) Franklin Pierce, enc: Drummond, Thomas
• Button, Charles P.
• Drummond, Thomas [see Ballingall, P.]
• Ferris, Robt. M.
• Gorman, W.A. enc: news article
• Herbert, Thos. R.
• Leavitt, D., et al.
• Longstreet, E.W.
• Malony, M.S.
• Mix, James, enc: partial map of Illinois
• O’Connor & Brothers
• Philips, M.D.
• Pierce, Franklin [see Ballingall, P.]
• Roberts, Daniel
• Schell, Richard
• Sheahan, James W.
• West, Edw. C.
• Willard, Ashbal P.
• Williams, G. Stedman

Box 6
Folder 10
Correspondence, 1857 March 1 - 3
• Ainsworth, J.S.
• Barlow, Joseph C.
• Beck, Richard
• Bennedict, Kirby
• Button, Charles P.
• Campbell, James
• Cook, I.
• Cook, J.
• D’ALmaine, George
• Felton, C.C.
• Hammer, D.
• Haski, John B.
• McHelhany, F., enc: Amendment to Naval Bill
• Marvin, M., Warren
• Mather, J.C.
• Petition for new Post Office in Clinton Co
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Schroder, Hermann
• Seaver, Robert
• Sheahan, James W.
• Soulard, James G. (2)
• Stetson, C.A.
• Townsend, Sol

Box 6
Folder 11
Correspondence, 1857 March 4 - 8
• Barnes, David H.
• Blackwell, R.S.
• Bovee, Marvin H.
• Butler, R.P.
• Button, Charles P.
• Carpenter, R.B.
• Conly, Philip
• Cook, Isaac
• Corey, I.A.
• Danforth & Shurley
• Davidson, N., enc: two newspaper clippings
• DeForest, J.W.W. & Co.
• Doggett, S.W., enc: letter of recommendation
• Ellsworth, E.A.
• Hayward, George O.
• Hillard, Henry, W.
• Hyam, B.D.
• Johnson, J. H.
• Lacey, John
• Latham, R.W.
• Loughborough, Jno.
• Mitchell, Geo. W.
• Pertenels, Jacob A. et. al.
• Phelps, Oliver, Jr. (2)
• Pomeroy, Wm. M.
• Rolfe, H.C.
• Todd, E.A.
• Semmes, B.J.
• Smith, Samuel
• Stowell, Geo. M.
• Webb, General
• Wright, Wilson S.
• Young, Richard M.
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• Ackerson, John O.
• Averill, C.K.
• Bradford, S.D.
• Bristol, Charles L.
• Caulfield, B.G.
• Forman, Ferris
• Graham, Thomas
• Hayward, Jabez L., enc: clipping
• Hogan, John [see Soulard, James G.]
• Hoskins, Robert
• Inglehart, A.P.
• Lee, Daniel Smith
• McCormick, C.H.
• McFarran, John H., enc: Weston, W.A.
• Matteson, J.A. [see Soulard, James G.]
• Morss, James
• Parkhurst, Jno. G., enc: 2 letters of recommendation
• Porter, Samuel Humes
• Read, Sheridan P.
• Ryan, E.E.
• Sargent, Thos. D.
• Spencer, H., enc: attached list
• Stevenson, J.W.
• Treat, S.
• Waller, Caleb
• Weston, W.A. [see McFarran, John H.]

Box 6
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• Brumbuck, Henry C.
• Button, Charles P.
• Conley, Philip
• Coolee, Samuel A., enc: Colt, Saml.
• Douglass, Jno. Graham, T.
• Fowler, C.S. & Company
• Huling, Truman, et. al.
• Kelly, J.R.
• King, Sallie A.
• Mitchell, James
• Morris, J.N.
• Southall, R.M.
• Webb, W.H.

Box 6
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Correspondence, 1857 March 15 - 17
• Achade, Louis
• Burton, Philip, enc: Merrick, R.T.
• Cameron, J., Jr.
• Camp, Elisha P.
• Cochran, R.
• Harvey, H.G.
• Le Peit, Octavia Walton
• Merrick, R.TR [see Burton, Philip]
• Morris, J.N.
• Peck, L.B.
• Smally, D.A.
• Steen, E.
• Stephens, Ann J.
• West, Edw. C.

Box 6
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• Ashton, Samuel
• Black, J[eremiah] S.
• Bradley, M.E.
• Breckenridge, J.W. [see Dickerson, H.J.]
• Buchanan, James (Pres.) [see conley, Philip]
• Conley, Philip, enc: Conley, Philip to (Pres.) James Buchanan
• Culverwell, S.E.
• Dickerson, H.J. to J. C. Breckenridge
• G., J.L.
• Halleck, J.T.
• Holland, Isaac
• Noonan, J.A.
• Reynolds, Thomas C.

Box 6
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• Benedict, Kirby
• Benedict, Levi
• Brackney, B.
• Brawley, F.W.S.
• Button, Charles P.
• Cotton, C.W.
• Diller, Isaac R. (2)
• Hahn, James F.
• Howell, T.M.
• Sheahan, Jas. W.
• Smally, D.A.
• Stuart, Chas. E.
• Tharp, John, R.
• Walker, M. O.

Box 6
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Correspondence, 1857 March 30 - 31
• Bell, J.W.
• Fortune, Alex
• Fowke, P.B.
• Hadley, J.
• Hodges, E.F.
• Hyatt, John [see Hendricks, Tho. A.]
• Janny, P.M. to C.N. Pine
• McLaughlin, H.G., enc: SAD to H.G. McLaughlin
• Pomeroy, Esther
• Pine, C.N. [see Janny, P.M.]
• Stow, R.H.
• Towson, James O.
• Turnbaugh, John J.
• Whitmore, E.W.
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• Allen, N.
• Bacon, Samuel
• Black, J.S.
• Black, Samuel W.
• Boss, Daniel W.
• Boston, J.N.O.
• Brown, Austen H.
• Brown, W.J.
• Burnes, Fielding
• Button, Charles P.
• Cass, Lewis, [see Harvie Andrew]
• Clark, Henry A.
• Conner, Edward
• D’Almaine, George
• Elbett, Charles, Jr.
• Emory, J.F.
• Gray, J.W.
• Grove, J.H.
• Harris, Nathaniel
• Hedge, J.H., enc: items on public land matters
• Heise, Augustus
• Hendricks, Tho. A. to John Hyatt, enc: land claims
• Hofer, A.V.
• Holloway, R.
• Isacks, A.J.
• Johnston, Dewitt C.
• Lecompt, T.B.
• Marvin, Daniel Jr.
• McKaig, Thomas J.
• McLean, John
• Melvin, John M.
• Morris, J.N.
• Munvoe?, W.V.
• Reyment, J.D.
• Richardson, W.A.
• Rusk, Thomas J.
• Sheahan, James W.
• Smith, Robert
• Turner, H.S. [etal]
• Vanhorn, Abraham C.
• Walker, J. Knox, et. al.
• Wilber, Hocum
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• Benham, S.C.
• Bennett, C.W., enc: Commissioner of Pensions to Bennett, C.W.
• Blair, H.A.
• Boyce, L.
• Boyd, N.P.
• Brendel, MD. Fredrick R.
• Bull, D. M., enc: Gerauld, C.M. to Bull, D.M.
• Button, Charles P., enc: newspaper clipping
• Calhoun, J.
• Camp, Elisha A.
• Connett, P.W.
• Conley, Philip
• D’Almain, George
• Davenport, Henry
• Dunscomb, J.H.A.
• Emory, Geo. F., enc: copy of letter from James Guthrie to Emery
• Forman, Ferris
• Graham, John S.
• Grimes, John L.
• Herrington, A.M..
• Holtzman, James H., [et.al.], enc: petition
• Hoyne, Thomas
• Kennedy, Michael
• Knapp, J.N.
• Knapp, J.N. [April 7]
• Lemoines, John B.L., et. al.
• McVickar, B.
• Marriott, J.C.
• Mather, Wm., [et. al]
• Morgan, George C. to J.H. Clay Mudd
• Mudd, J.H. Clay [SEE Borgan, George C. 04/10/1857]
• Noble, D.A.
• Pine, Charles N.
• Pomeroy, Charles W.
• Reymert, J.D.
• Robinson, E.C.
• Ryan, E.G., enc: clippings
• Seeley, John M.
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• Blake, Jno. B.
• Buchanan, James M. (2)
• Byrne, J.B.
• Cain, John
• Camp, Elisha E.
• Chandler, John
• Chase, Henry
• Coyle, John T.
• Crandall, O.H.
• Curtis, Samuel
• Dickson, John
• Disney, Mrs. D.F.
• Dower, E.W.
• Dullus, G.M. [etal]
• Eastman, E.G.
• Fouke, P.B.
• Gibson, W.N.,
• Graham, I.S.
• Hassler, F.E.
• Hodder, Thomas H.
• Homans, J. Smith
• King, Horatio
• Macatee, Henry
• Many Democrats
• Mason, Charles
• Murphy, Richard
• Murphy, William D.
• Nash, Simeon C.
• Nokes, James
• Page, Th. J.
• Parker, George W.
• Petition for J.W. Connett to be named Special Mail Agent
• Richmond, John P.
• Ryan, E.Z.
• Shaw, Hon. Aaron
• Smith, Robert
• Throckmorton, I.A.
• White, E.
• White, I.H.

**Box 7**

**Folder 4**
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• Breslin, J.W., enc: Sheahan, J.W., et al.
• Bruce, E.M.
• Crandell, L.D.
• Disney, Mrs. D.F. enc: letter from A.G.W. Carter
• Gumey, T.T.
• Jewett, H.J.
• Mitchell, James
• Moore, S.R.
• Pine, Charles N.
• Samson, Georg W. enc: Wilcox, Mary Jane to Sec. of Interior Tho. Washington, enc: Wilcox, Mary Jane to SAD
• Seymour, David S.
• Sheahan, Jas. W. [see Breslin, J.W.]
• Stevens, Elijah
• Wilcox, Mary Jane [see Samson, George W.]

**Box 7**

**Folder 5**
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• Brown, M.A.P.
• Camp, Elisha E.
• Clusky, C.B.
• Connett, J.W.
• Dimmick, Isaac
• Edwards, A.W.
• Heath, J.W.
• Illegible
• Jones, R.W.
• Jones, W. Clande
• Keese, James
• Larkin, P.
• Law, John
• Lowe, E. Louis
• Lughurst, I. Hammond
• Masterson, W.D.
• McClerand, John A.
• Mitchel, Henry A.
• Morris, J.N.
• Morton, Alex C.
• Mudd, J. H. Clay
• Pepper, John C.
• Rice, H.M.
• Stahl, Daniel
• Tripp, J.S.
• White, Alex
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• Black, J.S. [see Danforth, J.B., Jr. 04/25/1857]
• Brown, D.P.
• Calkins, H.A.
• Clark, Hiram
• Cotton, George
• Cuire, Mrs.
• Elliot, William H.
• Jewett, Isaac W.
• May, James [see Danforth, J.B., Fr. 04/25/1857]
• Mix, R.C.
• Pine, Charles N.
• Price, William (2)
• Reynolds, H.G.
• Sonlard, James G.
• Stanbaugh, L.C.
• Taylor, R.W.H.
• Tucker, Gidean J.
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• Anonymous (Signed "A Democrat")
• Arnold, S.W.
• Bigler, William (with envelope)
• Briggs, E.N.
• Button, Charles P.
• Cass, A.J.
• Danforth, J.B., Jr., enc: May, James to Black, J.S. (Attny. Gen)
• Kimberly, E.S. (2)
• Masten, Jos. G.
• Mitchel, H.A.
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Richardson, William H.
• Sheahan, Jas. W.
• Walworth, T.P.
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• Brink, C.W.
• Bushnell, William H.
• Callan, J.F.
• Hall, B.F.
• Kaine, D.
• Kitchum, Silas
• King, Horatio
• Loring, Geo. B.
• Lourks, Wellington
• Morris, I.N.
• Seaver, William A.
• Sheahan, Jas. W.
• Taylor, Geo.
• Vallandigham, Clem. S.
• Walling, A.L.
• Walten, W.L.
• Watts, Amos
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• Cavitt, N.Y.
• Davis, Geo.,
• Disney, William
• Gillet, R.H.
• Heseec, Julius
• Jones, Geo. W.
• King, Horatio (3)
• McCook, Daniel
• Oatten, Jas. F.
• Page, J.A.
• Randall, Henry S., enc: newspaper clippings
• Sanders, H.T.
• Smith, R.W.
• Stambaugh, S.C.
• Taylor, John J.
• Weidman, John
• Williams, J.
• Young, Ogilvie Byron

Box 7
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• Byrne, William S.
• Coming, Alvin J.
• Comstock, E.
• Daily, William M.
• Eads, Jamis D.
• Ellington, J.W. Jr.
• Elliot, W.J.
• Gallagher, George J.
• Harris, Arnold
• Holmes, George E.
• Jannin, Louis
• King, Horatio (2)
• Knox, William Morrow enc: letter from John Van Buren
• Lobdell, Seth
• Marry, Lycaster enc: news clipping, broadside, and envelope
• McComas, H.C.
• McDowall, Samuel
• Munson, Merritt
• Phillips, J.F.
• Pratt, Jas. T.
• Ross, Leonard F.
• Sheldon, Jno. P., enc: letter of Martin W. Anderson to Sheldon
• Tanner, Gordon
• Townson, J.O.
• Unidentified
• Vedder, Nicholas

Box 7
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• Adams, Henry S.
• Beckwith, J.G.
• Boss, D.M
• Boston, J.N.O.
• Benton, R.W., M.D.
• Cassman, C.P.
• Drummond, W.W.
• Farrelly, R.F.
• Fitts, J.W.
• Fuller, Henry M.
• Graham, John L
• Johnson, J.C.
• Krull, August A.
• Magraw, A.J.
• Marshall, Wm.
• Mitchell, James, et. al.
• Mood, William
• Motherspaw, William
• Noyeles, M.N.
• Olmsted, E.K.
• Rucker, H.L.
• Schubnell, S.
• Scruggs, W.F., et al.
• Sheahan, James W.
• Smith, J. Bright, enc: added note of JWS to SAD
• Stapp, W.W.
• Towson, James O.

**Box 7**

**Folder 12**

Correspondence, 1857 May 18 - 19

• Banks, A.D.
• Barlow, Samuel L.
• Burchell, P.J.
• Danforth, J.B., Jr.
• Diller, Isaac R.
• French, Philip J.
• Harris, A.
• Holland, Isaac
• Little, J.B., and Miles, J.B.
• Lytle, B.F.
• Ransom, C.
• Rucker, Joshua
• Shepard, Albert
• Towle, Geo. M.
• Treat, Saml.
• Woollett, C.
• Yost, James E.

**Box 7**

**Folder 13**

Correspondence, 1857 May 20 - 21

• Beardslee, William
• Brand, Robert
• Camp, Elisha E.
• Cushman, William H.W.
• Dickey, Mrs.
• Hale, Luke
• Henning, R.L.
• Lansdale, P.
• Seely, John M.
• Smith, Orson
• Smith, Robert
• Trimony, J.P.
• Webster, Chas. P.

**Box 7**

**Folder 14**

Correspondence, 1857 May 22 - 25

• Barstow, William A.
• Brawley, L.W.J.
• Button, Charles P.
• Drummond, W.W.
• Dulanzy, Michael
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• Hedrick, Jos.
• Hibbard, Julius E.
• Johnson, J.C.
• King, Horatio
• King, Horatio [see Smith, Chas. W. 05/25/1857]
• Mansfield, James H.
• Moore, John
• Pearson, John
• Plitt, George
• Smith, Chas. W., et al., to Horatio King
• Smith, J. Bright
• Smith, Robert [see Vance, E.M. 05.23/1857]
• Stowell, Geo. M.
• Unsigned, Post Master recommendation
• Vance, E. M., enc: Smith, Robert to Vance, E.M.
• Wilson, Edwin C.

Box 7
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• Ames, E.B.
• Bascom, Harvey K.
• Brisbain, W.M.
• Clements, John F.
• Detwiler, John R.
• English, R.W.
• Gally, J.W.
• General Land Office
• King, Horatio (4)
• Loving, D.H.
• Mayrun, H.S.
• Payne, Charles S.
• Perkins, William
• Pine, Charles N.
• Pugh, G.E.
• Richardson, Col.
• Stadden, Richard
• Stilwell, William
• Sweet, Geo. H.
• Tanner, G.
• Tanner, Gordon
• Walker, Geo.
• Walling, A.L.
• Wilson, Nathaniel et. al.
• Woolett, C.
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• Bennett, John E.
• Bodman, Joseph
• Boulton, D.S.
• Connell, John T.
• Douglas, Geo.
• Fitch, C.W.
• Foster, William K.
• Graham, John L.
• Growe, L.L.
• Henderson, H.
• Hendricks, Thomas A.
• Herrisse, Henri
• Huling, Truman
• Hull, Andrew J.
• Huntington, E.M.
• King, Horatio
• Lucas, J.M.
• McCook, Daniel
• Morrey, Sylvester
• Ott, O.
• Post, J.L.
• Sharpstine, J.R.
• Spencer, W.A.
• Sweat, Peter (2)
• Thorp, E.M., et al.
• Toucey, Isaac
• Van Arsdulen, Joel M.
• Verner, Angus A.
• Wallace, R.R.
• Weaver, Geo. F.
• Webb, Henry L.
• Wilson, Life
• Zimmerman, J.

Box 8
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• Binmon, Henry enc: letters from N. Paschall with envelope
• Boyd, W.P.
• Buchanan, James M.
• Callan, J.F.
• Carpenter, Mathew H
• Carroll, C.W., et. al.
• Chapman, B.B.
• Danforth, J.B., Jr.
• Dow, Miss Emily enc: theater tickets with envelope
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• Dutcher, Frederick R.
• English, R.W.
• Gallaher, W.
• Garvey, E.C.K.
• Greene, Hon. James S.
• Hammer, D.
• Hart, John A. (with envelope)
• Hendry, L.A.
• Johnson, Norton B.
• Jones, D.W.
• King, Horatio
• LeGrand, Jno. C. [see Buchanan, James M., June 19, 1857]
• Lester, Edward E.
• McLean, Wash.
• Parks, B.F.
• Perian, Jos.
• Reynolds, E.D.
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Richardson, B.W. [see Buchanan, James M., June 19, 1857]
• Santmyer, Jos. P.
• Sheahan, James W.
• Short, Daniel with envelope
• Towson, James
• Tudor, Samuel M.
• Webb, Susan E.
• Weller, Fayette M.
• Wickersham, T.D. calling card

Box 8
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• Bagg, Chas. L., enc: newspaper article, "Democratic Meeting"
• Barrit, J.R.
• Barrit, L.R.
• Bonfield, Thomas P.
• Buchanan, James M., enc: LeGrand, Jno. C. to SAD; enc: Richardson, B.W. to SAD
• Burr, David H.
• Callan, J.F.
• Campbell, J.B.
• Coleman, E.D.
• Fitch, T.S.
• Garrett, Y.P.
• Hart, John A. to Osgood, William
• Homer, J.D.
• Howe, James
• King, Horatio (2)
• Lanphere, Charles H.
• Linley, B.
• Mansfield, J.H.
• McLean, Washington enc: newspaper clipping
• Miller, John B.
• Moriarty, P.M., Rev.
• Muller, Magnus
• Schade, Louis
• Scott, A.C.
• Shepard, Albert
• Smith, C.K.
• Spencer, Hon. B.
• Sylvester, Richard H.
• Tanner, Gordon
• Walker, J.C.
• Webb, J. Watson
• Wilson, H.V.

Box 8
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• Anonymous
• Barron, William T.
• Borger, William
• Bowman, A.G. to Cobb, Howell (copy), verso: rough report re. Springfield, IL (copy)
• Bristame, William
• Buck, Jno. A.W.
• Butts, Isaac
• Campbell, A.B.
• Chapman, B.B.
• Cobb, Howell
• Danforth, J.B., Jr.
• Daniels, William Y.
• Draper, Lyman C.
• Francis, Simeon
• Hall, B.F.
• Hanney, Lewis
• Heiss, John P.
• Hogan, John
• Hough, J.A. (copy)
• Kerfoot, F.H.
• King, Horatio (2)
• Leddy, James M. et al
• Marshall, J.N.
• McArthurs, H. enc: petition
• McCook, Daniel
• McCormick, William, enc: "Little Giant..." political cartoon
• Morris, B.S.
• Orcutt, J.H.
• Osgood, William [see Hart John A. [June 25, 1857]
• Ott, O. to Pine, C.N.
• Pine, C.N. (2)
• Pine, C.N. [see Ott, O. [June 27, 1857]
• Priest, John W. et. al.
• Preston, F.D.
• Read, Ezra
• Reed, Columbus I.
• Smith, B.F.
• Stewart, Hon. James A. with envelope
• Stowell, Geo. M. (2)
• Tanner, Gordon
• Towle, George M.
• Walter, Charles O. enc: newspaper clipping
• Walters, William
• Willison, H.V.
• Winship, Edward K.
• Young, O.P.
• Zimmerman & Richards

Box 8
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• Allen, J.C.
• Andrews, T.P.
• Bradford, J.S.
• Brownly, F.W.S.
• Button, Charles P.
• Corse, John M.
• Diller, Isaac R.
• Eaton, Isaac E.
• Faulkner, C.J.
• Finch, A., et. al.
• Fletcher, Charles
• Hoffman, John
• Jones, Aquilla
• Keeler, Oscar T.
• King, Horatio
• King, Horatio [July 6]
• Mason, Charles
• Meagher, T.F.
• Mitchell, James
• Myers, M.W.
• Mowry, Sylvester
• Pomeroy, Paris R.
• Sharp, J.F.
• Sheahan, Jas. W.
• Smith, B.F.
• Smith, Geo. B.
• Tanner, Gordon
• Walker, J.G.
• Webb, Henry L.
• Whitney, Charles A. with invitation to annual fair
• Wick, W.W.
• Wright, Joseph A.
• Zimmerman, F.

Box 8
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Correspondence, 1857 July 9 - 11
• Ashton, Leonard
• Banks, A.D.
• Button, Charles P.
• Cluskey, Michael W.
• Davidson, -M.B.
• Deforest, Edward
• Dermont, John
• Forney, John W., enc: printed notice of establishment of a new paper
• Fry, E.M.
• Henderson, D.P.
• Hendricks, Thos. A.
• Isacks, Gen. A.J.
• King, Horatio
• Koch, C.F.
• Ledlie, Joseph
• Mabie, E.M.
• Mason, Charles
• Pomeroy, Charles
• Read, Daniel
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Smith, Enos W.
• Story, H.V., to Stuart
• Vedder, A.

Box 8
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• Black, Samuel W.
• Campbell, E.V.
• Cushman, William H.W., enc: notarized statement
• Dunning, Benjamin
• Howell, Thomas M.
• Philips, W.D.
• Skinner, O.W.
• Spencer, James

Box 8
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• Anderson, Geo. W.
• Caulfield, B.G. with petition
• Chapman, B.B.
• Clark, Edward
• Cobb, Howell
• Cushman, H.M.
• Dyer, -F.
• Fuller, Levi
• Grantilson?, James
• Gregory, M.E.
• King, Horatio
• Harlow, A.M.
• Harrison, J.O.
• Hendricks, Thos. A.
• Herbert, T.H.
• King, Horatio [July 14]
• King, Horatio [July 16]
• Lamphere & Walker
• Orcutt, J.H.
• Owner, Henry
• Pike, Samuel
• Pine, C.N.
• Read, Daniel
• Ridgely, N.H.
• Ridgely, N.H. [July 14]
• Rust, J.
• St. George, John F.
• Seldon, Chas.
• Smith, Timothy, C.
• Turner, S.W., enc: handbills and ticket

Box 8
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• Abell, William
• Adams, J.L.
• Belden, Douglass D., enc: clippings
• Catley & Washington
• Clerk, Kansas Territory
• Cushman, W.H., et al.
• Danforth, J.B. Jr. (2)
• Day, Thomas D.
• Ellithorp, G.W.
• Gover, Samuel H., enc: clipping attached, "Notice of Auction"
• LeRoy, Daniel, et. al.
• McConnel, M.
• Morris, J.N.
• Nammend, E.
• Plitt, George, to Horatio King
• Toucey, Isaac
• Tripp, Thomas S.
• Walker, George E.

Box 8
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Correspondence, 1857 July 21 - 27
• Armstrong, Terry A.
• Brainard, C.H., enc: business card
• Brown, A.G.
• Borfuton, S.C.
• Button, Charles P.
• Harris, Thomas L. with enclosed letter from E.G. Eastman
• Illegible
• Jackson, R.H.
• Loring, E. to Colonel May
• McClure, J.C.
• McCook, Daniel
• McHenry, George
• Mallory, S.R.
• Mayo, Z.B.
• Moore, Chas. E.
• Norton, G.W.
• Payne, H.B.
• Plitt, George, (with envelope)
• Rhodes, Danl. P.
• Steward, Lewis
• Underhill, Cyrus
• Vedder, Nicholas
• Wood, F.W.
• Wright, Isaac H.

Box 8
Folder 10
Correspondence, 1857 July 28 - 31
• Bagg, Chas. S.
• Bauer, L.
• Benton, R. W.
• Bishop, H.N.
• Burnam, A.
• Callan, J.F.
• Cook, I.
• Edward, A.W.
• Emmons, S.
• Fletcher, Charles F.
• Goodell, P.J. enc: calling card, Reid Sanders
• Graham, Ben
• Jackson, William M.
• Judd, George and others
• King, Horatio
• King, Horatio with attachment from M.N. D. Noyelles
• Lynch, Michael
• McCook, Daniel
• Mitchell, James (2)
• Osgood, Uri with attached note from C. Zarley
• Perian, James
• Presbury, William W.
• Roma, W.W.
• Skinner, G.W.
• Thurston, R.B.
• Toucey, Isaac
• Wyatt, John

Box 8
Folder 11
Correspondence, 1857 August 1 - 5
• Brainard, C.H.
• Cowan, John F. enc: calling card
• Cutts, Richard D.
• Diller, Isaac R.
• Felt, A.J.
• Ferris, Benjamin G.
• Granger, J.N.
• Griffith, J.G.
• Hale, Luke
• Harris, Thos. L.
• Hughes, Jas. W.
• Illegible (Acting Commissioner)
• Jackson, R.H.
• James, C.T.
• King, Horatio
• Mayo, Edward L.
• Mitchell, H.A.
• Parks, B.F.
• Piper, E.T.
• Porter, J.M.
• Read, Ezra
• Rice, H.M.
• Simonton, James W.
• Vedder, Nicholas
• Veeder, Frederick

Box 8
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• Button, Charles P.
• Carson, Robert H.
• Callan, J.F. (2)
• Caulfield, B.G.
• Dean, Henry Clay
• Eberest, Aaron S.
• Felton, C.C.
• Hoyt, H. Edgar
• Osborn, William
• Rawlins, Jno. A.
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Rice, Edmund
• Schade, Louis
• Shutt, Geo.
• Skinner, St. John B.L. (2)
• Swain, A.H.
• Throop, Amos G.
• Wanless, John
• Wilson, H.V.
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• Aiken, Frederick K.
• Bigelow, Henry H.
• Brisbin, Hon. John B.
• Butler, H.
• Cobb, Hon. Horwell
• Crop, I.R., enc: Opening Festival, ticket, enc: Festival Committee list
• Danforth, J.B., Jr.
• deMoreto, Pedro P.L.
• Donsman, H.L.
• Douglas, Byron
• Forney, J.W.
• Gondy, W.C.
• Hise, Jm., Ottawa, IL, to [unidentified], August 16, 1857, 1 p.
• Gray, J.W.
• Kittridge, C.W.
• Lambonne, M.T.
• Mitchell, James
• Moore, Washington E.
• Murray, W.C.
• Osgood, Uri
• Perkins, David L.
• Philips, James R.
• Pride, David S.
• Rice, Edmund
• Ryan, S., Jr.
• Skinner, St. John B.L.
• Sweat, Peter
• Turner, Benjamin
• Turney, William A.
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• Danforth, J.B., Jr.
• Ford, Geo. W.
• Hackley, William R.
• Hanlin, John, et. al.
• Kelly, John S.
• Kelly, Jno., et. al.
• Moloney, R.G.
• Muller, Magnus
• Murphy, R.G.
• Page, J.W.
• Read, Daniel
• Riddick, William, enc: petition to the Postmaster General
• Seeligson, S.
• Shields, J.W.
• Sibley, H.H. et. al.
• Simpson, John
• Spencer, W.A. (2)
• Torbet, A.M.
• Ward, R.I.
• Warner, Mormon
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• Barnes, N.R.
• Bragdon, Joseph H.
• Collet, Oscar W.
• Danforth, J.B., Jr.
• Davis and Tipton
• English, J.G. et al.
• Fisher, Lyman
• Johnston, William S.
• Kerfoot, S.H. (2)
• Jones, Geo. W.
- Leighton, T.M.
- Masten, Jos. G.
- Morris, I.N.
- Olmstead, E.K.
- Payne, H.B.
- Pike, Samuel
- Pillow, April
- Rice, H.M.

**Box 9**

**Folder 1**

Correspondence, 1857 September 1-9

- Aikin, F.A.
- Ames, E.B.
- Blunt, Ellen Kay
- Burroughs, J.C.
- Burroughs, Rev. J.C.
- Carpenter, Matt H.
- Clarkson, Robert H. with enclosed letter from Charles Walker
- Cook, A.G.
- Danforth, W.B., Jr.
- Deitz, Geo.
- Devlin, J.S.
- Eagan, W.B.
- Effendi, L.
- Forsyth, James H.
- French, [illegible]
- Gurnee, W.G.
- Harris, Thomas L.
- Henry, Geo.
- Howard, B.B.
- Kennett, F.
- Kenzie, John H.
- King, Horatio
- Lee, Judge C.M.
- Mayo, Edward L.
- McCall, John C.
- McCook, Daniel
- McConnell, Murray
- McDugall, Samuel
- Miller, Magnus
- Mitchell, James
- Nash, Jas.
- Payne, H.B.
- Pine, C.N.
- Riggs & Co.
- Solomon, D.H.
• Stevens, Oliver
• Sweat, P.
• Tanner, S.
• Toucey, Isaac to Thomas, Bailey
• Turner, Benjamin
• Vanden, James Ross
• Wagner, H.O.
• Walker, Alexander
• Warner, H.
• Wyatt, John
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• Barstow, William A.
• Brown, George H.
• Butts, J.B. et al. [Petition]
• Clark, Saml.
• Cox, Samuel L.
• Cummings, Francis G.
• Danforth, J.B., Jr.
• Dunning, W.C.
• Foster, E.
• French, Stephen
• Hempstead, C.S. et al
• Judson, George
• King, Horatio
• Le Grand, John C.
• Lindley, Charles
• Mann, H.E.
• Mason, J.J.
• McConnell, Hon. Murray
• McCook, Daniel
• McGraw, Lewis P.
• Moore, John
• Odlham, Montcalm
• Read, George D.
• Rogers, George W.
• Roosevelt, William R. et al. petition
• Schade, L.
• Sheahan, James W.
• Smith, L.T. et al. with note from J.H. Forsyth
• Snowe, George G.
• Sweats, Mr. & Mrs.
• Swiggett, S.W.
• Sylvester, Richard H.
• Towson, James O.
• Turney, Wm. A.
• Vaulk, Leonard W.
• Vincent, M.J.
• Wheeluck, F.A.
• Winston, Thomas B.

Box 9
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• Aiken, Fred. O.
• Arnett, W.D.
• Benham, J.C.
• Chandler, S.C.
• Chapman, B.B. (2)
• Chester, Anson G.
• Clark, Edward
• Cockle, Washington
• Compton, J.
• Danforth, J.B., Jr.
• Day?, H.D.
• Dillaye, Stephen D. et al
• Dow, George J.
• Dulaney, M.
• Gooding, William
• Gorman, Peter
• Hertford, Joseph
• Jackson, Richard H.
• Jaycox, Jno.M.
• Johnsen, Thomas L. et al [Petition]
• Kerfoot, J.H. with enclosed letter from Rev. C.E. Swope
• King, Horatio
• Lawrence, W.W. H.
• Lewis, J.S.
• Miller, F.
• Neal, J.R. et al
• Niles, Samuel V.
• Palmer, J.L.
• Parker, S.H.
• Perkins, David L.
• Perkins, William T.
• Ragland, William L.
• Sharpstein, J.H.
• Shephard, L.W.
• Smith, A.J.
• Smith, Robert
• Sperry, Anson
• Stephenson, W.J., et al.
• Stevenson, J.W.
• Strickland, Joseph
• Towson, James O.
• Walker, Alex (2)
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• Abert, James W.
• Anthony, Elliot
• Banks, A.D.
• Butler, Henry
• Button, Charles P.
• Clark, Edward
• Danforth, J.B., Jr. (2)
• Dement, John
• Froiseth, B.A.
• Forsyth, J.
• Gregg, Davis L.
• Grund, Francis
• Hertford, Joseph (2)
• Hill, Egbert O.
• Kendig, H.L.
• Kennicott, Charles
• King, Horatio (3)
• McDougel, J.N.
• McRoberts, J.
• Martin, William B.
• Mattis, J.A.
• Miller, William W.
• Mitchell, James H.
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Smalley, William F.
• Taylor, James
• Toucey, Isaac
• Trapp, Albert H.
• Turner, J.B.
• Wales, Brandon L.
• Walker, Alex
• Whiting, George
• Willard, Thos. J.
• Wilson, T.S. et. al.
• Wyatt, W.D.
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• Banks, E.
• Blassingame, W.L.
• Carlyle, R.
• Chapman, B.B.
• Cook, Mr. [see Walsh Mike 10/11/1857]
• Danforth, J.B. Jr.
• Dupree, Charles A.
• Farrell, R.F.
• Johnson, Benj. F.
• Kidder, J.W.
• Kidder, J.P.
• King, Horatio (2)
• Lindsley, Thales (2)
• Mason, Jno. Thomson
• McAdssin, William J.
• Medury, Col. Samuel
• Miller, J.E.
• Payne, H.B.
• Prentice, Wm. S.
• Rice, H.M.
• Richmond, O.
• Shields, Hon. James
• Sherrod, J.B., et al.
• Shumman, I.
• Steedman, James B.
• Strickland, James
• Sweat, Peter
• Trowbridge, J.M.
• Walsh, Mike to Mr. Cook
• Whetton, W.H.

**Box 9**

**Folder 6**

Correspondence, 1857 October 26-31

• Angel, B.F.
• Armstrong, Perry A.
• Brawley, J.W.
• Broach, Calivin
• Clark, Edward
• Crandall, L.D.
• Douglas, Samuel
• Ford, Samuel
• Hedrick, Jos.
• King, Horatio (4)
• Massie, J.W.
• Masters, S.O.
• McArthur, Arthur
• McElhiney, G.D. (2)
• Morris, J.N.
• Orr, James L.
• Steedman, James B.
• Wallace, Hugh
• Webb, Susan E.
• Willard, Thos. J.
• Woodward, J. Douglas
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• Allen, J.C.
• Condow, S.S.
• Diller, Isaac R.
• Downer, E.W.
• Dresser, T.W.
• Elgin, P.O.
• Furguson, W.J.
• Greene, George E.
• Hetton, J.A.M.
• Hubbell, P.P.
• King, Horatio
• McClure, J.A.
• McDougall, J.S.
• Moore, John
• Penks?, B.F.
• Pride, David S.
• Shepherd, Jesse M.
• Shehan, Jeremiah
• Snyder, H.M.
• Starr, Charles
• Stearns, A.L.
• Thomas, James M.

Box 9
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• Baldwin, L.Y.
• Benedict, Kirby
• Boydston, W.L.
• Chapman, James
• Colbert, James
• Coleman, A. B.
• Davis, M.B. (Mrs.)
• Dickson, John
• Finch, J.
• Forney, John W. enc: newspaper
• Gregg, Davis L.
• Hoyne, Thos.
• Knapp, H.S.
• Johnson, John D.
• Lanphere, G.C.
• Lindsley, C.
• Lindsley, Thales
• Marshall, E.L.
• McLauglin, P.S.
• Massie, J.W.
• Meip, M.
• Murphy, R.G.
• Reddick, William
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Seymour, David L.
• Seeligson, L.
• Stuart, Chas. E.
• Weer, William
• Wilson, H.D.
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• Armstrong, Geo. W.
• Bleder, -.
• Brennan, John
• Bryan, Thos. P.
• Chenowith, C.N.
• Crockwell, J.D.M.
• Darr, Joseph Jr.
• Eads, James D. (2)
• Elsworth, E.A.
• Fisk, Joel
• Fisk, John
• Frost, Morris H.
• Gilchrish, J.J.
• Gillman, A.R.
• Isacks, A.J.
• Jacobi, A. et. al.
• King, John A.
• McAllister, Richard
• Mitchell, William L.
• Murphy, R.G.
• Parker, Nathan D.
• Shepard, Albert
• Treat, Samuel
• Wallace, Hugh
• Warner, H.G.
• Webber, T.R.
• Wells, John J.
• Wise, Ashton
• Wright, Joseph A.

Box 9
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• Alexander, C.C.
• Bristol, W.H.
• Crucraft, Geo. A.
• Downer, E.W.
• Elsworth, E.A.
• Garvey, E.C.K.
• Hamilton, Rich, J.
• Isacks, A.J.
• Jackson, William M.
• Johnson, A.M.
• Latihaw, W.D.
• Merritt, A.G.
• O'Connor, B.
• Packard, B. Winslow
• Read, R.
• Read, Sheridan P.
• Samford, T.P.
• Smith, G.W., et al.
• Spencer, H.
• Thomas, Bailey
• Walker, Alexander
• Wells, John J.
• Wick, W.W.

Box 9
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• Boyakin, W.S.
• Bryan, Thos. B.
• Conkling, James C.
• Corning, Erastus
• Breen, Augustus
• Herford, Joseph
• Lanphere, G.C.
• Lanphere, G.C. , verso: Sheahan, J.W.
• Marlin, Robt. A.
• McArmstrong, William, et al.
• Morse, William M.
• Mudd, J.H. Clay
• Proudfit, Andrew
• Spencer, T. Ruth
• Stevens, Jo.
• Stron, Moses M.
• Wager, D.E.
• Wilcox, Jno. A.
• Wright, -P.
• Wright, Charles (copy of Affidavit)
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• Allen, James C.
• Baker, William S.G.
• Benjamin, H.K.
• Briggs James A.
• Brown, E.P.
• Bullock, Jno. O.
• Campbell, J.M.
• Coles, W.N.
• Cranford, Saml.
• Crucraft, Geo. A.
• Detrich, John W.
• Everett, Edward
• Gillman, Annette M.
• Grove, L.S.
• Hobbs, J.R.
• Huntington, E.M.
• Mace, Danl.
• Morey, Hiram T.
• Spencer, F.Rurth
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Correspondence, 1857 November 30 (H-Z) - December undated (A-C)
• Abbott, J.B.
• Anonymous
• Anonymous, Emile
• Atwter, Henry
• Baker, Oliver
• Brawley, L.W.J.
• Burroughs, J.B.
• Catlin, Seth
• Caymin, Abijah
• Champan, J.W.
• Collins, W.T.
• Coolbaugh, J.B., et al.
• Crane, S.D.
• Latham, Milton S.
• Lindsley, Thales
• McCook, Daniel
• Newell, Augustus
• Reynolds, H.G. (2)
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Tanner Halpin and Co.
• Taylor, T.H.
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• Davis, Charles M.
• Donnelly, B.
• Dufour, W.M.
• Elliot, A.B.
• Brimes, Alex
• Harris
• Harvey, J.H.
• Holt, Edwin E.
• Kennicott, John A.
• Lauman, Geo. M.
• Northrup, W.W.
• Ohl. S.
• Peyton, W.Y.
• Powdish, John
• Saxton, Horace, et al.
• Sewall, Chas. H.
• Snyder, Gutelius, enc: calling card
• Strous, Joseph
• Terrill, J.P.
• Timby, T.R.
• White, M.
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• Allin, Tho.
• Brandt, Henry
• Benedict, Kirby (2)
• Bloomfield, R.
• Buell, Geo. P.
• Grandin, William
• Hurst, Chas. R.
• May, A.
• West, Edwd.
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Anonymous
Bancroft, George
Barnes, David H.
Beck, Jacob
Benedict, Kirby
Bowen, Levi K.
Bradley, Geo. W., et al.
Bradgon, Chas. D.
Burke, Edmund
Connell, John T.
Fisher, Saml. H.
Gibbons, A.M.
Grandin, W.
GRexeley, G.W.
Hanna, William
Illegible
Lanborn, Dyer H.
McClelland, John A.
Morgan, E.D.
Moses, Isaac
Starkweather, C.R.
Stoughter, H.E.
Taylor, L.J.
Treat, Saml.
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• Chapman, Zorah M.
• Hunt, Wilson S.
• Illegible
• Maples, O.B.
• Masi, Mrs. S.
• Morgan, E.D.
• Morrey, R.N.
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Swingley, William, Sr.
• Tirrell, A. Quincy
• Treat, Saml.
• Trowbridge, R.F.
• Van Gosen, Geo. W.
• Walker, John
• Wick, W.W.
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• Addison, Thomas G.
• Bailey, J.T.
• Baker, N.B.
• Barrett, C. L.
• Burge, R.J.
• Castelman, T.T.
• Elliot, W.J.
• Freeman, Geo. M.
• Gardener, W.H.
• Green Augustus
• Hovey, William B.
• Hull, William
• Knapp, William
• Leete, Ralph
• Logan, John A.
• McNair, D.R.
• McNamara, Tho.
• Miller, H.L.
• Moore, William
• Paine, N.E.
• Pitts, Jos. A.
• Schell, Augustus
• Stevens, R.H.
• Thornton, J. Quinn
• Webster, Geo. H.
• Weer, William
• Wise, Henry A.
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• Bartlett, Theodore I.
• Brady, Joseph H.
• Chase, Paul
• Chipman, A. Logan
• Fitch, J.
• Hodges, E.F.
• Huse, O.
• Kirke, H.
• Stone, H.
• West, Edwd. C.
• Wick, W.W.
• Wilson, Charles
• Wyatt, Jno.
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• Anonymous (A Virginian)
• Bauman, Benjamin
• Crump, William W.
• Ellis, J. Ward
• Farrman, Jno. P. W.
• Hyam, B. D.
• King, Horatio (2)
• Lott, (no first name)
• Lucas, James M.
• Ludlow, William H.
• Norton, G. W.
• Otterson, Henry N.
• Peck, O. S. X.
• Sheahan, J. W.
• Smith, Jno. Haddock
• Swingule, Jas. P.
• Tobias, H. P.
• Walker, R. W.
• White, C.
• Woodard, W., II
• Youlen, John, P.
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• August, F. P.
• Baker, H. I.
• Becker, George
• Bolton, Arthur W.
• Brent, S. A.
• Briggs, James A.
• Brown, Geo. H.
• Crawford, James
• Cury, Shephard
• Davis, Geo. M.
• Deintzelman, R. B.
• Dickson, John
• Ely, B.
• Foster, Charles J.
• Getze, J. A.
• Hilton, George S.
• Houk, Geo. W. to S. S. Cook
• How, Henry K.
• Hughes, Jas. W.
• Jones, E. A.
• Kellogg, H. H.
• Kimball, Jas. B.
• King, Horatio
• Knapp, J.N.
• Lott, (no first name)
• Miskey, William F.
• Smith, Myron W.
• Spaulding, C.L.A.
• Spencer, Jervis
• Tiby, Jno. B.
• Towson, James O.
• Weed, Thurslow
• Wetmore, T.C.
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• Ames, Berenice D.
• Andrews, J.R.
• Anonymous (Douglas Democrat)
• Barstow, Thos. A.
• Beckwith, C.
• Beldin, Laurel O.
• Blodget, L.
• Burt, Jno
• Cain, John
• Calkins, H.A.
• Cothun, M.M.
• Ellis, Vespasian
• Fisk, John
• George, P.R.
• Breen, Horace
• Houghton, James
• Lawrence, Edward N.
• Lawrence, Robert S.
• Lockwood, T.T.
• Merrill, R.E.
• Philleo, Calvin W.
• Rogers, B. Franklin
• Scott, J.B.
• Sharretts, B.K.
• Sharts, D.W.
• Smith, David T.
• Stanton, Edwin M.
• Steadman, James B.
• Striker, John
• Thomas, J. Bayard
• Wakeman, Abram
• Wolcott, Saml.
Folder 8
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- Adams, Charles
- Allen, J.C.
- Allen, Willard B.
- Anonymous, (Philo)
- Antonin, Josiah
- Atwater, J.C.
- Barrell, Almond
- Bartlett, E.B.
- Benson, S. B.
- Brown, W.W.
- Button, Charles P.
- Clark, Enos
- Davidson, Jas. W.
- Douglas, Nathan
- Dunham, Thos. H.
- Dunlap, E.A.
- Eads, James D.
- Frank, F.
- Gibbons, Wathington
- Grandin, W.
- Hampton, J.G.
- Hanks, Byron M.
- Hobbs, J.R.
- Hubbard, S.G.
- Ludlow, William H.
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- Magone, Daniel
- Mattews, John
- Maubeck, E.
- Pease, A.S.
- Peck, O.S.X.
- Petrikin, R.Bruce
- Roberts, Lewis
- Robertson, Wyndham
- Ryan, []
- Sample, William to Hon. Jas. Burns
- Sheldon, Clinton J.
- Skinner, O.C., et al.
- Smith, Jno. Haddock
- Taylor, E.D.
- Vinton, H.L.
- Walton, D.S.
• Welles, Gideon
• West, Edwd. C.
• Whitaker, W.R.
• Winter, T.D.
• Wise, John
• Yeargin, J.S.
• Yeatman, Thomas
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• Child, Peles C.
• Collier, R.R.
• Cookerly, G.F.
• Cox, Saml.
• Forney, J.W. (2)
• Froelick, Victor Wilhelm
• Grandin, W.
• Green, Harley
• Howell, Thos. H.
• Illegible
• Kirk, J.E.
• Magruder, C.E., et al.
• McCorkel, J.W.
• McKee, Francis
• Sherwin, W.W.
• Sill, Andrew
• Stokes, Amanda
• Thorne, Jos.
• Tillinghast, D.
• Van Buren, Jno. D.
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• Abbott, John
• Anonymous (H.W.)
• Armstrong, Danl.
• Aylett, Patrick Henry
• Barrett, William
• Borrows, W.
• Bell, Jas. B.
• Blanchard, Jno. S.
• Bradley, F.W.S.
• Burns, Chas. H.
• Cameron, D., Jr.
• Campbell, Jno. P.
• Carroll, Thos. B.
- Chase, J. Eastman
- Clough, A.J.
- Connelly, Richard B.
- Cook, Thos. W.
- Cowperthwait, Geo. W.
- Dalnimble, V.
- Dockray, F.A.
- Douglass, J.W.
- Eaton, S.B.
- Fairfield, Geo, A.
- Fisher, G.M.
- Fitts, Warren J.
- Fogg, Jesse
- Fopping, W.H.
- France, Jos. S.
- Frazer, E.S.
- Frost, Morris H.
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- Gaggin, Richard F.
- Gillespie, Jas. L.
- Glazebrook, L.D.
- Goodwill, William F.
- Grandin, W.
- Hacker, William A.
- Hadduck, E.H.
- Hook, James M.
- Houghton, Edwin Brown
- Iglehart, N.P.
- Jones, W.M.
- Kingman, E.
- Lanahan, Chas. H.
- Lane, H.S.
- Langer, William W.
- Leidy, William B.
- Manley, William K.
- McClure, J.A.
- McCook, Daniel
- Merrill, Geo. F.
- Merthook, W.
- Morse, Sidney H.
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- Newport, David
• Opidicke, Emerson
• Paine, Seth
• Patterson, James G.
• Philips, John A.
• Pike, Asa O., et al.
• Pillsbury, D.J.
• Pooley, Samuel
• Reynolds, E.D.
• Rice, Francis
• Rice, Jos. S.
• Rogers, A.E.
• Sargent, Bartlett
• Sergeant, Jackson
• Sharpstein, J.R.
• Smith, Grey
• Smith, Jas. Haddock
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• Snyder, William H.
• Stevens, E.L.
• Stratton, Nathan
• Strickland, Hugh
• Tallmadge, N.P.
• Taylor, John J.
• Taylor, S.R.
• Thompson, Samuel
• Tyler, Saml.
• Weer, William
• Wheaton, Horace
• Whittemore, E.S.
• Wiley, William B.
• Wilson, Joseph M.
• Yeatman, Thomas
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• Allen, William C.
• Allison, G. W.
• Alston, Raymond
• Ames, E.B.
• Baldwin, Charles
• Bartline, William
• Blackwell, R.S.
• Blakeley, John S.
• Bowen, S.W.
• Boyce, H.G.
• Button, Chas. P.
• Chadbourne, Samuel
• Chester, Jos. L.
• Clarke, Charles E.
• Cook, J.H.
• Corl, Jacob H.
• Davenport, Bailey
• Davis, H.
• Dunlaney, H.
• Eames, C.
• Editor, "Gazette"
• Evans, Alexander
• Fish, H.H.
• Hanes, Pasco, Jr.
• Harrison, B.M.
• Hart, A. Wellington
• Hawkins, L.R.
• Hawley, William S.
• Henry, Jno.
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• Delavan, Daniel, et al. (2)
• Jones, Jno. R.
• Leonard, M.G.
• Lilly, Saml.
• Lace, Danl.
• Marks, J.M.
• Matthews, Geo. W.
• Mc., Thomas
• Merrick, R.T.
• Mitchell, Ira C.
• Morehead, J.K.
• Moyer, H.C.
• Norris, William Geo.
• O’Mulvany, W.W.
• Ogden, D.A.
• Parsons, Solomon
• Pearson, John
• Porter, A.S.
• Purdy, Elijah F. et. al.
• Shumway, J.P.
• Storry, Thomas
• Thayer, S.H.
• Thompson, B.H.
- Tyner, William
- Van Allen, John J.
- Wells, John S.
- Wick, W.W.
- Woodruff, John
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- Allison, Geo. W.
- Anonymous, Member of MN Convention
- Barney, Vincent
- Bowen, Ira A.
- Brown, A.B.
- Buck, Jno. A.W.
- Butler, Henry
- Carpenter, Mat. H.
- Chester, Jos.
- Churbbuck, O.J
- Clark, Alva
- Clemments, John J., enc: calling card
- Danforth, J.B.
- Denison, Ch.P.
- Densman, H.
- Eads, James D.
- Egry, William
- Forney, William
- Frazer, W.E.
- Freeman, Geo. A.
- Fulton, J. Alexander
- Gilbert, Lyman
- Haskins Ch. H.
- Hendricks, Thos. A.
- Hersey, G.W.
- Hessee, Julius
- Hopkins, James H.
- Howe, George S.
- Hubbs, Ch.
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Correspondence, 1857 December 16 (J-W)
- Judd, A.B.
- Laird, Wilson
- Lee, I.S.
- Lesley, John M.
- Lewis, G.F.
- Massey, Charles
• McDonalk, A.
• McLarenm, R.N
• Medary, S.
• Moulton, H.W.
• Murphy, William D.
• Noyes, E.P.
• Pooley, Samuel
• Robinson, A.M.
• Shafer, J.F.
• Sick, John H.
• Smith, G.A.
• Stroh, D.
• Swigart, Amos F.
• Todd, C.S.
• Trask, B.B.
• Tucker, P.
• Webster, J.
• White, J.W.
• Wilder, John N.
• Wiley, Jas. S.
• Willard, W.T.
• Wilson, Isaac G.
• Winslow, Bradley
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• Allen, N.
• Barnett, M.W.
• Bassuck, Thomas
• Bowen, Edw. L.
• Brainard, D., enc: calling card
• Browne, Gibson
• Campbell, James M.
• Campbell, James M., et al.
• Carl, Francis A.
• Chase, D.W.
• Clark, H.
• Clark, Orville
• Clemens, Shendard
• Dean, Henry Clay

Box 10
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Correspondence, 1857 December 17 (E-M)
• Evans, W.J.
• Fain, William P.
• Farrell, W.B.
• Faulkner, William
• Finkbine, T.
• Goschall, Daniel
• Gowans, William
• Hamilton, J.N.
• Hammore, H.
• Harris, Abner
• Hill, Geo. Canning
• Hodge, O.J.
• Hoffman, Frederic
• Howland, Chas. H.
• Hoy, Adam
• Johnson, Parish B.
• Kingsley, William L.
• Klinck, Dwight
• Laycock, Jno Chs.
• Lindsay, John F.
• Lockwood, Arthur, et al.
• Mahood, Alex.
• McMurry, Albert G.
• Meddaugh, E.W.
• Morgan, James M.
• Scruggs, John E.
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Correspondence, 1857 December 17 (O-Y)
• Otis, C.S.
• Parsons, Henry A.
• Pattillo, James
• Perry, F.W.
• Philips, Henry A.
• Philips, John F.
• Pomeroy, Chas. Carroll
• Purdy, Elijah F., et al. (Tammany Hall)
• Quincy, W.W.
• Ramsdell, J.A.
• Read, Geo. H.
• Reid, James M., enc: calling card
• Rider, J.E.
• Sage, Omar V.
• Seaver, William A.
• Seete, Ralph
• Smith, H.C.
• Stalle, James W.
• Stiewell, Thos. N.
• Stone, W.C.
• Storrs, William
• Sweet, Geo. H.
• Tarr, , E.F.
• Thomson, C.B.
• Trippe, And. C.
• Tucker, G.W.
• Tyler, R.H.
• Warden, Chas. A.
• West, E.C.
• Weston, H.G.
• Willard, Isaac
• Williams, Saml.
• Williamson, William L.
• Wunder, Lewis H.
• Young, Jn.

Box 10
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Correspondence, 1857 December 18 (A-G)
• Balch, B.W.
• Bank, Joseph
• Beal, Elisha
• Bliss, E.J.
• Brock, J.M.
• Burde, James M.
• Burton, R.
• Butler, R.J.
• Campbell, Thompson
• Chapman, S.F.
• Connor, James M.
• Dix, Joel H.
• Eastman, Norman
• Gleason, Danl. C.
• Goodspeed, H.S.
• Gourdy, James H.
• Guild, H.A.

Box 11
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Correspondence, 1857 December 18 (H-P)
• Hale, R.C.
• Hamilton, A.
• Hammer, Jac.
• Hardenbergh, A.A.
• Haskins, T.S.
• Huff, William
• Herrington, A.W.
• Hills, A.B.
- Hodges, Geo. H.
- Ingham, W. Smith
- Johnson, E.G.
- Kidd, J.K.
- King, Finlay M.
- King, Geo. H.
- Lyman, D.
- Mace, Benjamin H.
- Mansfield, J.H.
- Martin, Albert
- Maynard, N.F.
- McArthur, Arthur
- McGarvey, John A.
- Miller, C.G.
- Miner, F.D.D.
- Mitchell, James
- Padgett, W.L.
- Pratt, Oscar H.

**Box 11**

**Folder 2**

Correspondence, 1857 December 18 (R-W)

- Reineman, Frederich G.
- Rugton, John
- Rupley, F.A.
- Ryerson, Martin (2)
- Samson, Geo. W.
- Schaffner, Shas.
- Scofield, William E.
- Sheahan, J.W.
- Simpson, A.J.
- Smith, W.F.
- Smith, William R.
- Southall, A.G.
- Staals, John
- Starr, Henry W.
- Steel, Thomas
- Stevens, John
- Terhune, Henry Clay
- Todd, J.B.S.
- Towson, James O.
- Walker, Geo. C.
- Washington, Lewis W.
- Watson, James E.
- Weller, F.M.
- Wheelock, Hiram N.
- Whipple, W.B.
• Wiles, D.H.
• Woodward, Charles W.

Box 11
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Correspondence, 1857 December 19 (A-F)
• Allen, Frank J.
• Allen, William J.
• Applegate, James P.
• Appleton, D. & Company
• Atwater, Henry
• Bristol, Chas. L.
• Buxton, Henry
• Chamberlain, John
• Chandler, Thompson
• Chase, Seymour
• Clarke, D.W.
• Condell, J.W.
• Davis, Chales F.
• Davis, W.W.
• DeLong, Shas.
• Dewey, Chas. and O.T. Dewey
• Foster, John (2)
• Foz, John, Fr.
• Frey, Saml. C.

Box 11
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Correspondence, 1857 December 19 (G-L)
• Galinger, S.
• Graham, J.H.
• Hall, Henry K.
• Harden, W.
• Hatch, J.M.
• Henderson, D.P.
• Hickock, James R.
• Holley, H.A.
• Hope, Jos. P.
• Horn, Fred. C.
• Hoyt, U.
• Hull, Franklin
• Hyde, B.H.S.
• Jackson, Edwards
• Jacobs, Ferris, Jr.
• Kearns, Thomas
• Ketcham, Silas
• Lumbard, Geo. W.
• Lynch, John A.
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Correspondence, 1857 December 19 (M-W)
- Macy, William C.
- Markham, A.G.
- Marvin, Selden
- Miller, Samuel
- Miller, William H.
- Morgan, E.O.
- Norton, I.H.
- Osman, M.
- Penington, G.B.
- Pritchard, John O.
- Rankin, Robert
- Robbins, R.B.
- Rogers, A.W.
- Shoemaker, Chas.
- Smith, H.-.
- Speed, J.F.
- Stone, Richard H.
- Thompson, Harvey
- Walker, David
- Walker, R.J.
- Wick, W.W.
- Wiggins, William H.

Box 11
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Correspondence, 1857 December 20
- Chilson, Israel F.
- Crawford, S. Johnson
- Fink, S.P.
- Goudy, C.
- Hewitt, A.O.
- Hutchison, E.E.
- Jenkins, A.W.
- Jewitt, Sol. W.
- Lindsley, Thales
- Moore, O.F.
- Robinson, J.
- Thomas, Webster
- Walker, John C.
- Wright, Jno. -. 

Box 11
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Correspondence, 1857 December 21 (A-C)
- Adams, John S.
• Anonymous
• Baker, H.F.
• Baker, N.B.
• Bean, M.P.
• Bench, Jn. S.
• Birdsall, D.C.
• Brady, I.E.
• Brewer, C.S.
• Briggs, S.A.
• Brown, Mortimer S.
• Calvin, William
• Carter, W.S.
• Cartwright, S.A.
• Chadwick, S.D.
• Chamberlain, F.O.
• Chamberlain, John
• Chase, W.P.
• Clark, John B.
• Crane, S.

Box 11
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Correspondence, 1857 December 21 (D-J)
• Davenport, B.
• Davis, R.S.
• Deneen, W.L.
• Dressen, Henry
• Eastman, H.W.
• Eaton, Geo. C.
• Egi, A.G.
• Fell, Joseph
• Fulton, W.
• Graves, E.A.
• Greenwood, Harry
• Hannah, Jas. M.
• Harris, Charles C.
• Hovey, Alvin P.
• Jaynes, Jas. S.
• Howe, Henry
• Howell, B.B.
• Jones, J.O.
• June, Stephen B.

Box 11
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Correspondence, 1857 December 21 (K-P)
• Kincaid, Jas. T.
• Lapham, John
• Larkin, J.
• Magraw, H.S.
• Marks, John J.
• Marks, Thomas
• Matteson, Amos
• Maus, W.S.
• McLean, Alexander
• Mills, F.J.
• Moore, Enoch
• Moore, Geo. W.
• Morehouse, E.P.
• Newell, Augustus
• Newton, George M.
• Niven, Duncan C.
• Onderbonk, A.
• Parsons, Eben Jr.
• Peake, W.
• Perham, Josiah
• Prather, Hiram
• Prescott, Samuel D.
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Correspondence, 1857 December 21 (R-Y)
• Rea, W.G.
• Renwick, G.W.
• Reynolds, R.J.
• Rhodes, Daniel P.
• Riggs
• Ritchey, S.H.
• Robie, Reuben
• Robinson, W., Jr.
• Ross, William
• Selmar, H., M.D.
• Settle, W.H.
• Shotwell, Samuel L.
• Shufeldt, Geo. A., Fr.
• Snyder, Thos. D.
• Southall, A.G.
• Starkweather, C.R.
• Stoddard, Albert
• Strong, N.D.
• Taylor, J.B.
• Taylor, John W.
• Thatcher, C.
• Thayer, Pliny
• Thomas, Bailey
• Wales, W.H.
• Warden, R.B.
• Weer, William
• Wells, Arthur
• Williams, E.S.
• Williams, Rchd.
• Williamson, Brainerd
• Williamson, R.H.
• Woodle, O., enc: circular re: Mass Meeting, Kansas statehood
• Wright, Robert
• Yeargin, N.R.

Box 11
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• Aiken, Charles
• Bannan, Benjamin
• Blakeles, A.P.
• Burlison, John
• Candee, John D.
• Carter, Ezra, enc: newspaper clipping (see oversized)
• Chase, Arnold
• Cleveland, J.H.
• Davis, Henry M., et al.
• Dawson, Jno L.
• Emery & Co.
• Erving, J.F.
• Farr, Jno. P.
• Folger, Robt. H.
• Gage, D.W.
• Gibbs, William K.
• Golding, Charles H.
• Guyer, G.W.
• Harney, J.H.
• Hayden, L.H.
• Heicks, R.S.
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Correspondence, 1857 December 22 (I-R)
• Iles, William P., et al.
• Jewett, Edward A.
• Judy, John
• Kirk, William
• Krune, John M.
• Larimer, J.G.
• Liming, John P.
• Litgen, James H.
• Merrill, Abel
• Millison, James
• Murphy, Ed.
• Myers, Amos
• Norton, S.L.
• Packard, B. Winslow
• Pangburn, D.
• Parsons, Solomon
• Quartermass, William
• Russell, E.

Box 11
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Correspondence, 1857 December 22 (S-Z)
• Saxton, J.
• Scruggs, Jno. W.
• Spinney, Samuel
• Stark, William M.
• Stevens, Geo. W.
• Stilwell, H.
• Stone, W.W.
• Strong, N.T.
• Sutherland, James H.
• Tenny, A.W.
• Tolman, M.C.
• Vail, Jame S.
• Van Alstine, E.T.
• Walker, J.C.
• Wick, W.W.
• Wilson, E.M.
• Winslow, John R.
• Zarino, W.M.

Box 11
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Correspondence, 1857 December 23 (A-G)
• Aldrick, E.S.
• Allison, Alexander, Philomathian Society
• Alnutt, G.A.W.
• Anderson, John R.
• Anonymous
• Bacon, Marshal J.
• Banfield, E.C.
• Bartlett, W.M.
• Bastian, W.
• Batcheller, P.S.
• Benedict, B.G.
• Bridges, A.F.
• Brother, William
• Case, L.B.
• Chapman, Logan C.
• Clarke, O’Lems
• Cole, W.N.
• Davis, Chas.
• Denny, F.M
• Dow, P.A.
• Eads, James D.
• Elliott, John
• Fee, James A.
• Green, Noah M.
• Gunby Jason

**Box 11**

**Folder 15**

Correspondence, 1857 December 23 (H-Z)

• Hall, Daniel
• Hall, W.F.
• Hamilton, Ira
• Hill, Edward
• Hock, Ed. Et al.
• Holt, Jacob H.
• Hopkins, G.W.
• Jarboe, J.C.
• Judson, R.W.
• Leavitt, Edward C.
• May, James
• May, James (2nd)
• McCann, Thomas
• McCollum, Jacb.
• McCreery, Chas. H.
• McLean, William F.
• Michel, William A.
• Moulton C.
• Olney, Jas. B.
• Parsons, Galusha
• Perkins, W.
• Pickering, Chas. W.
• Pratt, H.D.J.
• Ranney, D.H.
• Richardson, W.
• Rust, William E.
• Schenck, Junius, enc: calling card
• Sewall, G.P.
• Short, John
• Stickney, C.W.
• Sturtevent, E.A.
• Weaver, Geo. F.
• Zacharie, Francis C.
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• Addison, Thomas G.
• Anderson, A.J.
• Anderson, J.M.
• Barrett, J.C.
• Belcher, N.
• Bennett, J.C.
• Bower, M.S.
• Collier, R.R.
• Conwell, Benjamin G.
• Doyle, Thos. A.
• Fosdick, Andrew J.
• Freedley, E.T.
• Garison, Geo. H.
• Goss, Alfred F.
• Grigg, John
• Griswold, Wayne
• Harlan, James
• Hinkley, H.
• Hipple, Kate
• Hofman, J.J.
• Hood, W.C., enc: news clipping (see oversized Flat Files)
• Hoornbeek, Jacob
• Howell, Robert
• Hoyne, Thos. W.
• Ingalls, Thomas
• Johnson, William K.
• Jones, J.Q.A.
• Lanphere, G.C.
• Leitch, John M
• Leonard, H.L.W.
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• Manly, William, enc: "Democratic Meeting" announcement
• Mason, S.K., enc: calling card
• McCormel, M.
• McDowell, W.C.
• McGorrey, John A.
• Merrill, Caleb and D.E. Stevens
• Mitchell, A.J.
• Morgan, J.M.
• O'Donnell, James, enc: calling card and newspaper clipping
• Ogden, Horan
• Ourand, J.T.W.
• Patterson, James G.
• Perkins, Alanzo
• Peter, Thos. J.
• Pratt, J. Hamilton
• Roemer, John
• Rowan, Jno. B.
• Sanger, L.P.
• Southworth, J.B.
• Sweed, Geo. H.
• Swift, C.C.
• Tucker, P.
• Vattier, J.L.
• Wheat, Jno. C.
• White, W.G.
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Correspondence, 1857 December 25
• Abbott, John
• Anderson, James
• Bass, Jonathan R.
• Benedict, Daniel D.
• Brooks, Theodore
• Brown, E.P.
• Bruner, F.F.
• Cayuin, Abijah
• Collier, R.R.
• Collins, Lewis B.
• Cooke, D.B.
• Crow, Col. William
• Curtis, H. Nelson
• Decker, Moses
• Dille, T.J.
• Fairchild, Lewison
• Fisk, John
• French, B.B.
• Gilroy, Henry D.
• Goodsil, C.
• Henry, John
• Hurlbut, S.A.
• Knortle, Geo.
• Gurtz, M.T.
• McKnight, Logan
• Milton, J.H., enc: calling card
• Moore, Geo.
• Murphy, John B.
• Nayor, H.B.
• Russell, John
• Smith, Alfred
• Smith, E.
• Waite, H.F.
• Weer, William
• Young, Enoch P.
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• Adams, Isaac
• Armstrong, James W.
• Barry, William B.
• Bates, E.R.
• Boyle, Timothy
• Carver, Henry
• Clark, Jas. Murray
• Clifford, Nathan
• Coblintz, B.C., et al.
• Coppinger, William, enc: List of Officers of PA Colonization Society and newspaper clipping
• Corning, Albion J.
• Cummings, -.-.
• Dille, E.
• Dockery, O.H.
• Dorrough, Cornelius
• Drake, Chas, D.
• Duffey, M.
• Eads, James D.
• Foster, Charles
• Fullerton, B.M.
• Furren, A.D.
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Correspondence, 1857 December 26 (G-W)
• Greenbaum, Henry
• Haff, H.H.
• Haley, S.G.
• Henry, Jas. T.
• Hurd, H.B.
• Irwin, B.H.
• Miller, Thos.
• Montgomery, Tyra
• Moyer, J.B.
• Oliver, John F.
• Owens, S.B.
• Peebles, Jno.
• Pierce, J.D.
• Plumer, Geo. W.
• Race, Henry
• Rathbun, H.
• Rodey, Samuel Jas.
• Rumsey, James
• Sawyer, S.
• Sherman, F.C.
• Slainback, E. H.
• Smith, S.T.
• Storrs, Henry R.
• Strong, J.C.
• Upham, S.A.J.
• Van Etten, Thomas, Jr.
• Wick, W.W.
• Witmer, Calvin
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• Barstow, William A., enc: letter, C.M. Hunter to William A. Barstow, enc: new clipping on Democratic rally in Janesville
• Bear, John M.
• Benson, Benjamin, et al.
• Butterfield, W.
• Elson, Joseph
• Foltz, W.W.
• Gorman, W.A.
• Harrison, J.S.
• Kelly, Henry C.
• Lawrence, J.N.
• Longstreth, Lydia, enc: Lippincott, Mary S. Quaker Slave Address
• Martin, Jno.
• Mather, J. Goold
• Thompson, -.B.
• Walker, J.C.

Box 11
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Correspondence, 1857 December 28 (A-G)
• Alben, W.W.
• Babcock, John D.
• Biden, Henry M.
• Browne, J.J.
• Caplinger, Wilson J.
• Child, W.H.
• Clarke, Thomas
• Cock, H.
• Cox, James E.
• Curtis, A.
• Delano, Ira D.
• Douglass, A.
• Durga, L.F.
• Emery, N.J.
• Foster, J.L.
• Gaines, Henry
• Goble, F.S.
• Gregg, P., et al.
• Grinnell, J.B.
• Griswold, Chas.
• Gorghan, J.R.

Box 12
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1857 December 28 (H-M)
• Haines, H.
• Hammond, C.G.
• Harmer, R.I.
• Hatten, E.C.
• Hurd, J.S., enc: Steamboat ticket
• Jackson, Andrew
• Jeffrey, Jos.
• Johnson, E.P.
• Jones, Horatio Hates
• Kelley, Joseph
• Knowlton, Cyrus
• Libbey, Oliver
• Lilly, William
• Madden, Joshua
• McCracken, Edwin
• Mix, James
• Morson, Larkin
• Mowin, John J.
• Myers, John

Box 12
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Correspondence, 1857 December 28 (N-W)
• Newton, C.
• Nichols, Geo. W.
• Nodine, J.
• Norton, Arthur
- Oliphant, S. Duncan
- Patterson, A.H.
- Payne, H.B.
- Perry, W.
- Polley, Samuel L.
- Porter, A.G.
- Pough, I.S.
- Pratt, D.
- Rankin, A.A.
- Reehan, G.W.W.
- Richardson, Benjamin
- Root, Henry
- Roundy, Reuben
- Sanders, James
- Schroyen, Will
- Sears, Silas
- Shaw, Alex
- Smith, Henry
- Smith, Leo H.
- Speer, S.G.
- Steedman, James B. (with envelope)
- Stevens, L.A.
- Stevens, R.H.
- Thompson, E.A.
- Truitt, Jabey
- Turner, Benjamin
- Turner, Samuel W.
- Underwood, A. Leslie
- Wells, Willoughby W.
- Wright, W.R.

Box 12
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- Allen, Fred. H.
- Baldwin, Charles, enc: calling card Dunbar & Gaston
- Beam, C.Q.
- Brooks, F.W.
- Brown, F.A.
- Brown, John P.
- Brown, William S.
- Butler, Geo. B., enc: newspaper clipping Butler to Tammany Hall Comm.
- Cavaness, William
- Chase, Henry A.
- Connelly, Henry M.
- Conner, John A.
- Crawford, William F.
• Curdy, H.M.
• Davis, Geo. H.
• Dickinson, Randolph
• Eddy, A.D.
• Edweston, William
• Emerson, Frank
• Emerson, H.P.
• Farming, Henry W.
• Hascom, S.P.
• Harper, Samuel
• Hurlbart, C.S.
• Joachimsen, D.J.
• Jones, John
• Kasey, Alexander
• Knight, D.C.
• Langston, Henry

Box 12
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Correspondence, 1857 December 29 (M-W)
• Mattelson, -.B.
• Matthew, J.H.
• Murphy, R.G.
• Olliman, E.A.
• Page, H.L.
• Pearce, S.A.
• Penslu, William J.
• Price, William
• Remington, James
• Robertson, Wyndham
• Root, J.P.
• Ruyer, Jno.
• Scobey, L.
• Sherman, B.H.
• Simpson, John A.
• Slyter, A.
• Smith, C.K.
• Smith, Harry S.
• Stevens, A.C.
• Trotter, W.D.R.
• Van Antwerp, W.P.
• Vance, John L.
• Wait, C.B.
• Wallace, Edwin
• Walters, Aaron
• Wells, Lewis I.
• White, Davis
• Windett, Arthur W.

**Box 12**

**Folder 5**

Correspondence, 1857 December 30 (A-F)

• Armstrong, G.W.
• Arnold, Sol., et al.
• Barthy, L.W.S.
• Baum, William T.
• Beers, Bryan
• Billinghurst, C.
• Brown, G.J.
• Burnham, Edwin
• Burns, L.D.
• Carlin, Jno. S.
• Chapman, L.M.
• Clark, John M.
• Connelly, D.G.
• Core, Isaac
• Cox, John T.
• Dunn, W.M., et al.
• Emery, Geo. F.
• Ernst, Charles C.
• Fell, Joseph
• Fisk, Eli C.
• Fusselman, J.C.

**Box 12**

**Folder 6**

Correspondence, 1857 December 30 (G-W)

• Goss, Warren L.
• Gray, R.P.
• Gunn, Jones M.
• Ham, Thos. J.
• Harkrader, John
• Hawkins, L.L.
• Heffren, Horace
• Humphrey, D.H.
• Keenan, Jno. W.
• Lozing, James C.
• McKee, D.D.
• McLaughlin, Kaniel, enc: Portion of supply list
• McLenan, William
• Miller, James B.
• Morton, John A.
• Morton, Joseph F.
• Mylin, A.H.
• Pearce, Abraham
• Reichenbach, Ignatz
• Rounds, Maseon,
• Ruby, Addison
• Ruby, William H.
• Sanders, H.B.
• Seely, S.S.
• Smith, B. Wilson
• Smith, J.W.
• Sweet, Geo. H.
• [?], Walter, Aston House, [torn fragment]
• Wanbaugh, W.W.
• Weber, Jacob
• Wilson, Braman I.
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• Allen, H.B.
• Baker, -.
• Bancroft, George
• Beauseed, D.
• Carter, Ezra
• Chase, James M.
• Cooper, John
• Hill, Nicholas
• Hoser, W.J.
• Hunter, J.R.
• Jackson, Obadiah
• King, Joseph
• Learned, Edw.
• Mann, R.C.
• Meech, Geo. A.
• Moore, George B.
• Nash, John
• Opdycke, Peter
• Philips, M.D.
• Robinson, E. DeWitt
• Sewall, K.B.
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Smith, J. Edward
• Smith, W.L.
• Spencer, W.A.
• Waller, C.P.
• White, Isaac D.
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• Applegate, J.S.
• Barns, Isaac
• Bartram, F.S.
• Bishop, John W.
• Boreman, Jacob S.
• Bowen, P.
• Brody, Franklin
• Canfield, Halsey
• Carpenter, R.B.
• Chamberlin, Millo
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• Davenport, T.P.
• Denny, F.M
• Eddy, A. et al.
• Egerton and Bro., enc: Raffle broadside
• Farrell, M.I.
• Gaige, W.H.
• Glenn, W.M.
• Hall, Samuel et al., enc: Ticket to Washington Birthday Ball
• Harrington, H.W.
• Herrington, A.W.
• Irvine, James T.
• Jewell, J.Grey
• Mars, J.
• Mason, Amasa
• Moon, A.
• Norton, E.O. and Co.
Box 12
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• Peasler, William L.
• Philips, John D.
• Rankin, W.R.
• Reeser, Jacob
• Robinson, J.W.
• Rosebrugh, M.K.
• Ross, Franklin
• Sappington, A.J.
• Seldon, C.
• Shinn, Lewis
• Snead, John L.
• Souther, C.E.
• Stettinius, Saml.
• Stroup, J.
• Sumner, Thos.
• Todd, William
• Underwood, Julia A.
• Van Alstine, E.T.
• Van Hook, W.R.
• Varden, V.W.
• Verozie, B.G.
• Wheeler, R.L.
• White, George
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• Anderson, John G.
• Atherton, Thomas M.
• Baker, D.P.
• Buck, H.
• Burdick, J.H.
• Butler, L.
• Camp, Elisha E.
• Chase, Fred.
• Coy, B.A.
• Cropsey, A.J.
• Donalds, D.H.
• Eberle, Augustus
• Egan, William B.
• Elliott, W.H.
• Evans, Asbury
• Long, John
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• Fellows, James
• Foley, C.
• Ganamarry, I.H.
• Given, Janez I.
• Glover, G.L.
• Harzler, J.D.
• Hawes, John
• Hollenbuck, John
• Hoyt, Edmund H.
• Hubbs Ch.
• Jackman, Sam. H.
• Kendrick, Geo. W.
• Kinney, J.F.
• McCabe, R.L.
• Miller, Jas. L.
• Mory, C.N.
• Muhlenberg, Chas.
• Odell, Isaac
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• Kramer, W.A.
• Parsons, Samuel S.
• Pearson, John
• Pennock, A.
• Plimpton, A.S.
• Robinson, Robert I.
• Root, Seth M.
• Scott, James
• Segur, Danl.
• Shrader, W.M.
• Sibley, P.B.
• Slinker, C.W.
• Srope, W.T.
• Staples, G.L.
• Storr, R.H.
• Tait, Michael
• Terrell, H.A.
• Tracy, E.G.
• White, C.D.
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• Alton, Davis
• Ball, Flawer
• Ballow, E.
• Briskirk, Samuel H.
• Brown, E.B.
• Button, Charles P.
• Campbell, Lewis B.
• Carpenter, Edwin L.
• Clough, F.V.B.
• Coleman, A.B.
• Dean, James J.
• Ellerson, Lars
• Evans, D.C.M.
• Flanders, Geo. A.
• French, W.M.
• Greene, David B.
• Grove, Andrew
• Hartford, Joseph
• Johns, P.A.
• Kern, John M.
• Magruder, A.B.
• Marsh, F.A.
• Morgan, O.H.
• O’Reilly, Henry
• Osborn, Stephen
• Pearce, J.S.
• Peare, A.S.
• Philips, I.F.
• Saeb, Isidor
• Schlater, William H.
• Sears, Cyrus
• Simmons, John M.
• Smith, C.K.
• Spencer, Jms.
• Taylor, Michael
• Thomas, Webster
• Van Vlack, E.B.
• Ward, Thos. M.
• Warren, A.F.
• Wick, W.W.
• Worrell, Edw.
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• Corliss, W.F.
• Douglass, H. Ford
• Downman, R.W.
• Fitnam, Thomas
• Hertford, Joseph
• Jaques, T.
• Jones, James C.
• Lafferty, John F.
• Laurence, J.M.
• Mathews, Samuel M.
• Mealambre, Geo. W.
• Mellock, G.B.
• Nash, Richard
• Sherman, Edgar H.
• Thomas, C.M.
• William E.N.
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• Alexander, William B.
• Alliger, M.J.
• Babcock, E.
• Barton, W.B.
• Brass, Saml. L.
• Brattin, J.L.
• Brett, -. Haines
• Brooks, S.
• Caldwell, J.W.
• Carter, Ezra, Jr.
• Chambers, William H.
• Chester, A.
• Clark, William M.
• Coolbaugh, M.W.
• Crum, G.C.
• Dailey, M.A.
• Day, Alfred
• Diggs, Beverly
• Elliott, W.J.
• Fleming, John
• Foulke, B.F.
• Gale, Geo.
• Gill, James
• Goodin, Chas. R.
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• Hendricks, Thos. A.
• Herbert, Samuel
• Holcomb, B.D.
• Howard, John R.
• Hunter, J.W.
• Illegible
• Jenkins, A.M.
• Jones, Henry
• Ketchum, A.C.
• Laurie, Sylvester W.
• Lawson, R.D.
• Lowry, R.
• McGrew, David
• McGroarty, S.J.
• Mead, W.R.
• Meade, William F.
• Merryman, George
• Nicholson, Jno. J.
• Odell, L.
• Payne, H.B.
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• Ramsay, Rev. S.
• Ramsey, William
• Reynolds, Thompson
• Robillard, O.L.
• Sampson, James H.
• Sauback, William H.
• Searle, Geo. W.
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Shirley, John M.
• Smith, D.
• Southack, Charles
• Staples, Danl. T.
• Stetson, Albert
• Stevens, John
• Swift, S.
• Torbett, Geo. A.
• Trimmers, S.W.
• Utley, A.J.
• Walford, E.
• Walling, A.T.
• Wheaton, W.G.
• Wheeler, Theodore C.
• Widney, Joseph C.
• Wiswell, Frank W.
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• Allen, R.N.
• Amberg, M.
• Anderson, J.M.
• Babcock, J.W.
• Bennett, A.
• Bennett, J.C.
• Bickerton, George
• Bigler, Edmund
• Brunner, H.W.R.
• Bunwell, J.G.
• Burbank, David
• Burt, Dickinson
• Bush, Harvey
• Curran, H.A.
• Davis, H.
• DeWolfe, Stephen
• Eamshaw, Thos. T.
• Ellen, J.S.
• Emery, David J.
• Goodloe, S.S.
• Gross, Magnus
• Henry, Joseph
• Hodder, A.J.
• Hood, William H.
• Howell, T.M.
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• Jones, Edwin S.
• Kellogg, R.B.
• Lanphere, G.C. to J.W. Sheahan
• McCarriher, James W.
• Merwin, Geo. B.
• Moose, A.M.
• Morris, Morton
• Nassau, C. William , Jr.
• O’Brien, Jeremiah
• O’Neil, John H.
• Parker, Thos. M.
• Peck, J.M.
• Pratt, E.B.
• Pratt, Geo.
• Reynolds, Z.
• Scott, C.R.
• Semple, John B.
• Shaw, H.T.
• Sibley, P.B.
• Smith, Nathaniel
• Smyles, John
• Speed, James S.
• Tustin, Thomas
• Williams, Jere.
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• Belt, T.H.
• Bond, B.N.
• Bunn, Horace, F.
• Clark, W.
• Davis, J.A.
• Decker, John T.
• Dutrow, Jno.S.
• Emery, C.H.
• Epperson, W.S.
• Fales, A.B.
• Fenno, John
• Fielding, J.B.
• Francis, S.
• Greenamyer, J.
• Hite & Watts
• Hogins, A.B.
• Holland, Isaiah
• Howland, Henry A.
• Jordan, M.W.
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• Kain, W.C.
• Kelly, A.S.
• Kern, L.B.
• Lewis, Benjamin
• Lowe, C.H.
• Merritt, A.G.
• Murphy, William D.
• Nemmally, N.W.
• Palmer, A.S.
• Parker, Henry L.
• Peck, W.G.
• Pepper, Laurence S.
• Pinney, A.
• Pomeroy, B.
• Sang, Peter V.
• Snow, J.P.
• Sutherland, William W.
• Thomas, Ed. L.
• Upham, Nathan
• Ward, A.
• Weeks, Geo. W.
• Weeks, James R.
• Williams, M.H.
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• Bremner, C.A.
• Caldwell, Henry M.
• Clarke, Edwards H.
• Crabb, George W.
• Creitz, William F.
• Crouch, H.G.
• Dean, H.C., enc: newspaper clipping
• Dunlary, H.
• Eayrs, William N.
• Felton, C.C.
• Ferris, C. Theo.
• Gleason, Danl. C.
• Green, Edw. T.
• Haney, William
• Hartness, Jas. A.
• Holmes, S.
• Keene, Jno. Henry, Jr.
• Laing, Thomas J.
• Liverzy, Joseph R.
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• Heginney, L.
• Henry, Geo.
• Macatee, Henry
• Metcalf, Geo.
• Rankin, B.P.
• Rhodes, A.H.
• Richards, Geo. W.
• Rider, J.E.
• Roberts, J.S.
• Sloan, M.M.
• Sutton, William
• Trembley, J.B.
• Tucker, Enoch Geo.
• Vinson, John N.
• Wait, S. Lee
• West, Edw. C.
• Worely, J., Jr.
• York, N.
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• Alton, J.E.
• Ashby, A.L.
• Bell, A.F.
• Blague, Theo.
• Bojan, B.L.
• Bowker, A.M.
• Burchard, S.P.
• Carty, J.J.M.
• Cushman, Julius
• Evans, H.B., enc: Circular of Fulton Seminary
• Feeny, E.P.
• Field, F.G.
• Fitch, Edward H.
• Glup, R.H.
• Grider, Charles H.
• Harbaugh, Jonathan
• Hazen, James, Jr.
• Jackson, Pickmore
• Jayne, William H.
• Kent, J.H.
• Kum, Jonathan
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• Loudon, John
• Marmion, N.
• Montgomery, William
• Moorman, J.H.
• Morse, Henry L.
• Myers, Joel
• Newall, Joseph
• O’Reilly, Henry
• Patrick, William R.
• Philips, N.G.
• Proper, Cicero J.
• Shiverick, A.F.
• Stephens, H.
• Stoever, M.L.
• Storms, E.G.
• Seeley, Fredr. V.
• Thompkins, J.C.
• Thompson, Harvey
• Tompkins, J.C.
• Townsend, A.H.
• Van Alstine, E.T.
• Van Horne, James
• Ward, Durbin
• Warren, Geo. W.
• Waterhorse, J.M.
• Wheeldon, W.W.
• Woodford, Secor
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- Adams, Gen. W.
- Allard, Andrew
- Armsby, A.
- Baldwin, Charles
- Ballantyne, Jas. F.
- Butler, Ira F.M.
- Comihe, William M.
- Davis, W.A.
- Draper, Edw.
- Edgars, P.J.
- Fairchild, David A.
- Griswold, W.
- Hoyte, H. Edgar
- Higgins, E.
- Petition from Nebraskans
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- Kendig, David
- Keschava, Ed. F.
- Marsden, James
- Noyes, W.V.
- Park, Geo. S.
- Park, Robert E.
- Phillips, C.B.
- Philips, John Thos.
- Powers, James
- Parsons, Solomon
- Spring, Daniel G.
- Terrill, B.E.
- Tobey, O.A.
- Townsend, Isaac
- Wick, W.W.
- Willard, S.F.
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- Bacon, William
- Cox, John R.
- Douglas, J. M.
- Ellis, D.H.
- Hays, John
- Howard, John
- McBride, James J.
• O’Neile, John. H.
• Pratt, A.W.
• Simmons, W.P.M
• Thomas, James Bayard
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• Adams, Seth
• Allen, Henry S.
• Andrews, Sam G.
• Ashton, Andrew J.
• Barkley, R.M.
• Bellows, Charles
• Boggs, Cyrus
• Boggs, Cyrus, enc: calling card
• Boyarin, W.F.
• Brown, Austin A.
• Butterworth
• Cahill, Dave
• Cist, Charles
• Cooke, R.M.
• Coyle, Henry
• Davenport, W.
• Deary, Jacob
• Downey, Nash
• Dyhrenforth, J.D.
• Gracie, William R.
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• Hasney, J.H.
• Homer, F. B.
• Howard, Manley
• Hughes, Arthur
• Johnston, John
• Jones, George H.
• Knowles, Charles W.
• Lanoher, Charles H.
• Large, S.N.
• McGilliard, Reeves
• Nash, S.C.
• Otis, L.B.
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• Palmer, A.H.
• Perham, Josiah
• Robinson, C.H.
• Runnion, David
• Scaulan, James J.
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Shinn, Thomas J.
• Steele, A. Henry
• Stiles, B.B.
• Stodrab, Robert
• Towars, G.H. M.D.
• Twombly, John W.
• Wales, R.W.
• Warren, J.L.
• Warren W.N.
• Wickliffe, William
• Wood, B.S.
• Wilson, Robert
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• Atwood, E.S.
• Bend, Silas
• Boone, Daniel
• Brown, N.K.
• Buchanan, Col. A.
• Burnside, J.
• Chandler, D.S.
• Cherrco, B.G.
• Coburn, Charles Dr.
• Commsuck James K.
• Delay, William
• Dornell, Joseph H.
• Foster, A. Augustus
• Genclay, W.I.
• Glick, G.W.
• Greenault, J.I.
• Grosvenor, H.C.
• Ginnip, R.H.
• Haywood, Elijah
• Hickman, George H.
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• James, John B.
• Kildon, Uriah
• Landnike, E.
• Maddock, John
• Morrison, William R.
• Nelson, David
• Otto, William C.
• Peck, John
• Pike, Daniel T.
• Reynolds, John H.
• Rice, Charles
• Roush, D. Houston
• Rucker, A.C.
• Sheil, Thomas
• Smith, Timothy C.
• Sowell, H. C.
• Stoddard, H.P.
• Suesserott, Rev. Benjamin C.
• Sutton, A. Schuyler
• Tewksbury, H.F.
• Thomas, Lewis A.
• Walker, Francis A.
• Walers, Andrew G.
• Wheeler, Henry
• White, R.L.C.
• Wick, W.W.
• Wilcox, E.
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• Balch, Benjamin
• Berry, J.O.
• Buroughs, J.C.
• Carpenter, S.L.
• Cass, Austin
• Crawford, E.K.
• Dawes, William
• Dickson, D.
• Dunning, W.I.
• Eggleston, Moses
• Fairbanks, Sorenzo
• Fonda, T.W.
• Forney, John N.
• Grimes, T.M.
• Harlerton, George, V.
• Hunt, I.W.
• McNally, P.W.
• Martin, J.P.
• Merrison, W.
• Richmond, Charles T.
• Rightmya, James S.
• Schult, Ephraim
• Seelye, H.E.
• Sherman, D.J.
• Strong, Henry K., Jr.
• Sullivan, Michael O.
• Turner, James T., enc: calling card
• Ward, T.M.
• West, E.C.
• Winn, Saul James
• Wright, J.
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• Baldwin, G.S.
• Beebe, H. Herbert
• Bissell, P.B.
• Bruce, David S.
• Burdick, J.H.
• Bussard, J.
• Butterfield, Simeon
• Clemmes, G.G.
• Cox, Edwin M.
• Cruger, Jefferson
• Davis, George R., enc: newspaper clipping
• Dows, C.R.
• Eddy, Alexander
• Gibbens, J. Henry
• Grim, Samuel
• Hewitt, D.
• Holt, D.
• Judson, George
• Ketchum, Silas
• Vernon, Melford
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• Lawrence, E.W.
• Lightfoot, Goodrich
• Mabry, A.G.
• McDougall, J.M.
• Marshall, O.F.
• Merrill, R.E.
• Mosher, G.S.
• Newton, G.F.
• Ogden, C.
• Osborn, Thomas R.
• Peck, John, enc: Letter of invitation from the "Syracuse Citizens Corps"
• Read, T.W.
• Rice, William E.
• Rowell, Edward J.
• Sheahan, James W.
• Smith, O.H.
• Wise, Henry A.
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• Baldwin, R.S.
• Boss, Dan W.
• Butler, William
• Clark, N.B.
• Coleman, Samuel
• Dickinson, E.
• Drummond, W.W.
• Dutton, G.W.
• Eddy, J.W.
• Engelmann, John B., enc: letter from Hoffman, Francis A.
• Garritt, George F.
• Gorman, J.W., enc: committee letter with signature of Strong, J.G. and Vanhorn, N.
• Gowns, W.
• Haskins, Charles H.
• Holdredge, William
• Johnston, James S.
• Kendrick, George A.
• Kirk, G.W.
• Lankins, R.S.
• Lewis, G.W.
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• McNeal, H.B.
• Merrill, James
• Peck, Franklin
• Sinclair, A.T.
• Stoops, John
• Swett, J.P.
• Taylor, A.
• Thomson, William E.
• Tomlinson, Lewis
• Tyler, B.O.
• Valentine, Caleb H.
• Walker, Isaac P.
• Wheeler, A.K.
• Willard, Joseph H.
• Wilson, Joseph F.
• DeWolfe, Fred S.
• Wright, John P.
• Wright, J.S.
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• Bourer, John A.
• Carpenter, C.C.
• Chamberlain, E.M., enc: Speech Hon. E.M. Chamberlain , of IA
• Cherevoy, E.C.
• Cropwell, Edwin
• Doyle, John c.
• Dunn, John P., enc: news clipping
• Gallaher, John S.
• Hannum, O.E.
• How, George S.
• Keller, David
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• Lanran, L. & Co.
• Lindsley, S.
• Payne, John B. Jr.
• Perrine, W.V.
• Robinson, John W.
• Sherman, J.D.
• Smith, Noah H.
• Smith, George Washington
• Stowell, D.P.
• Shubb, Asbury
• Treat, J.H.
• Weeks, Ebin
• Whitaker, Benjamin
• Wiggins, W.H.
• Winn, Owen T.
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• Ballard, A.W.
• Cochran, John B.
• Fish, Austin
• Gates, Horace
• Gelwicks, D.W.
• Guffy, B.S.D.
• Knox, John
• Lanphier, Charles H.
• Murdock, F.B.
• Powers, C.J.
• Reed, H.C.
• Riley, O.H.
• Roman, W.W.
• Wallace, Lewis
• White, Parkes
• Wick, W.W.
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• Baker, N.B.
• Bates, Thomas
• Bien, W.D.
• Blackinton, E.W.
• Blood, C.E.
• Boardman, H.
• Buchanan, John H.
• Buckley, J.S.
• Button, Charles P.
• Clarke, S.C.
• Clement, G.W.
• Cole, S.C.
• Cooke, D.B.
• Crandall, Hennie
• Dailey, Ohio B.
• Dravo, Frank R., Jr.
• Dutches, E.W.
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• Eastman, Charles G.
• Ellison, Lars
• Emmons, J.B.
• Ferguson, Jones
• Francis, S.
• Hamilton, H.E.
• Harlan, A.J.
• Harrington, W.C.
• Hickman, George H.
• Havey, J.N.
• Hurd, J.S.
• James, Henry
• Keagler, L.S.
• Kellogg, R.B.
• Koplin, John A.
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• Lamprey, Uri
• Libby, J.E.
• Maple, T.
• Mathys, John
• Mullan, L.
• Newton, Albert J.
• Osgood, Jacob H.
• Patterson, John
• Ratliff, John
• Robinson, C. A.
• Ryan, E.E.
• Samson, John W.
• Sarle, Silas
• Steven, Thomas
• Stokes, John G.
• Stowe, L.S.
• Thompson, G. Burton M.D., enc: newspaper clipping
• Vedder, Isaac D.
• Walker, G.A.
• Walters, G.J.
• Washburn, F.T.
• Woodbridge, William L.
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• Anderson, A.S.
• Barrett, C.L.
• Belleville, James R.
• Bowman, S.M.
• Briston, B.F.
• Carls, Joseph S.
• Cabaugh, N.B.
• Clarke, George, C.
• Drummond, W.W.
• Druvy, E.N.
• English, Charles C.C.
• Fleming, John
• Goss, William F.
• Green, Augustus
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- Hayden, J.J.
- Hayden, J.J., enc: newspaper clippings
- Hink, J.D.
- Hobart, C.H.
- Isaacs, William B.
- McBride, James J.
- Mace, W.W.
- Meservey, William N.
- Molony, R.S.
- Roberts, Omar
- Richardson, William A.
- Potwin, W.S.
- Sharp, Cyrus
- Skinner, F.G., enc: newspaper clipping
- Stan, John
- Welham, H. B.
- Wick, W.W.
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- Barnes, Emery P.
- Benedict, Kirby (2)
- Bennett, John C.
- Bowen, Ira A.
- Causin, John W.S.
- Cox, S.S.
- Crawford, George A.
- Dill, John B.
- Dixon, Hon. James
- Francis, Lucius C.
- Gambrill, A.H.
- Groom, John C.
- Grummon, Robert
- Houts, William M.D.
- Johnston, James A.
- McCarty, W.-. et. al.
- Mahony, John W.
- Manning, William E.
- Marty, Hiram
- Misner, George P.
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• Newhouse, S.H.
• Patterson, J.C.
• Rose, S.S.
• Salisbury, S.S.
• Scott, John S.
• Sharon, Joseph
• Slater, F.W.
• Smalley, Ellis
• Smeltzer, Charles, C.
• Thompson, William A.
• Van Hamm, Alex
• Warner, Isaac
• White, L.C.
• Wick, W.W.
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• Barry, William B.
• Benedict, George B.
• Bermes, Jacob
• Brand, Robert
• Bird, T., enc: calling card
• Cabaniss, S.D.
• Caldwell, J.F.
• Calhoun, J.
• Clough, Charles F.
• Cragin, A.H.
• Drew, C.C.
• Eastman, C.W.
• Elap, R.H.
• Goldsborough, Dr. C.C., enc: letters of recommendation
• Hachett, Phillip W.
• Haw, Joel T., enc: Memorandum of a plan for the construction of the Atlantic, Mississippi & Pacific Railway
• Howard, W.G.
• Hurlbert, David L.
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• Jackson, W.T.
• Kinney, Josiah M.
• McCluskey, C.L.B
• Mann, Ed. A.
• Mason, John Thomson
• Murdock, James
• Pease, Joseph T.
• Price, John T. et. al.
• Rand, John S.
• Read, Ezra
• Smith, Cyrus B.
• Smith, W.T.
• Spencer, A.K.
• Vogder, William
• Waldon, Joseph
• Weeks, Augustus W.
• Willmarth, J.M.
• Wilson, H.
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• Andersen, John K.
• Bacon, Michael
• Baskerville, William, Jr.
• Boyd, Thomas Z.
• Beath, John
• Chapman, William
• Crawford, John T.
• French, J.W.
• Gamble, T.B.
• Grabill, A.
• Hall, J.G.
• Hayden, J.J.
• Hays, P. Louis
• Higenbottom, Benjamin H.
• Hill, R. Stuart
• Lanphier, Charles H.
• Magraw, W.M.
• Marden, B.F.
• Merritt, John W.
• Nevins, H. G.
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• O’Brien, Thomas M.
• Ogden, David, enc: published essay "The Claim of David Ogden and others"
• Oliver, J.K.
• Patterson, F.F., enc: newspaper clipping
• Philips, John F.
• Seibert, Joseph L.
• Sheahan, J.W., enc: envelope Sikes, Oren C.
• Sise, Edward F.
• Sleeper, Henry S.
• Smith, E.
• Spencer, S.S.
• Stevens, Thomas
• Studwell, E.A.
• Sweltand, E. M.
• Weir, Melvin
• Wilson, John C.
• Wilson, William T.
• Young, Merill C.
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• Atkinson, Edward S.
• Boswell, James C.
• Byrd, T.D.
• Cowles, Alfred
• Dains, William
• Foster, C.H., enc: letter from E.W. Eastman
• Hadwett, J.E.
• Harper, Samuel
• Hill, Moses et. al.
• Hart, T.
• Kingsbury, E.M.
• Lawman, George M.
• Morill, Nathan
• Murphy, Robert L.
• Porter, J.M.
• Putney, John A.
• Settle, William H.
• Shangle, A.L.
• Smalley, D.A.
• Tolen, S.C.
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• Baker, Jon S.
• Bloss, H.H.
• Broth, Louis W.
• Buckner, S.B.
• Cooper, James
• Cuslow, A.G.
• Knerr, Levi P.
• Leech, Samuel
• Madeira, Ashton
• Moritz, Sol.
• Nash, L.
• Peck, John
• Poppes, Joseph C.
• Ratliff, C.L.
• Reny, H.C. & Eldred, Ward
• Tower, J.D.
• Welch, A.
• Wilgus, John

Box 14
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1858 January 25 (B-J)
• Anonymous
• Aldrich, Charles
• Baldwin, Charles
• Berry, J.R.
• Brockway, David
• Brown, John H.
• Butterfield, Simeon
• Chart, George S.F.
• Clough, William H.
• Cornwall, L.S.
• Daggett, J.M.
• Davis, N.L.H.
• Eads, James D.
• Ellington, John A.
• F-, G.H.
• Forest, Edward D.
• Hart, A. Wellington
• Hart, A. Wellington (copy of memorial)
• Harwood, Marsh
• Hansen, N.T.
• Hawkins, Charles T.
• Howard, B.B.
• Jackson, Andrew
• Jackson, Obadiah

Box 14
Folder 5
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• Kinney, Joseph A.
• Loew, Edward
• Loring, John H.
• McClaskey, Josiah
• Maddress, W.H.
• Marden, F.A.
• Mathews, W.S.B.
• Milligan, Dixon
• Russell, Ralph P.
• Sanborn, B.T.
• Sherwood, George P.
• Stutsman, E.
• Thomas, Bailey
• Thompson, W.R.
• Topping, W.H.
• Tucker, William
• Van Dalpen, Mrs. R.M.

**Box 14**

**Folder 6**
Correspondence, 1858 January 26 (A-K)
• Alsbury, John
• Anonymous, enc: calling card
• Briggs, S.A.
• Chancellor, H.W.
• Denison, C.DW.
• Dickerman, H.C.
• Dugan, William
• Foster, D.E.
• Fry, Johnson with envelope
• Garland, G.W.
• Graves, Allen
• Grover, S.S.
• Howe, Charlton H.
• Johnston, Edward
• Keys, O.W.

**Box 14**

**Folder 7**
Correspondence, 1858 January 26 (M-W)
• McBratney, R.
• McClellan, Robert
• McMahon, James
• Mathews, Albert
• Merriam, J.W.
• Parris, D.G.W.
• Prince, Thomas S.
• Shaw, C.T.
• Sheldon, A.S.
• Straffordshire, George
• Tower, B, Jr.
• Vore, Elliot C.
• Wesley, Arthur
• West, Isaac S.
• Wheeler, H.A.
• Williams, James
• Williams, Nath.
Box 14
Folder 8
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- Andrew, C.C.
- Ballon, N.E.
- Betts, Samuel S.
- Bower, Isaac
- Brown, John B.
- Cleveland, W.A.
- Crowingshield, George F.
- Davis, H.
- Dewey, A.B.
- Ellsworth, S.
- Fifield, A.C.
- Frey, Andrew C.
- Ganson, John
- Graham, John S., enc: newspaper clipping

Box 14
Folder 9
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- Haines, A.
- Hill, John L.
- Hogne, D.P.
- Holloway, E.F.
- Hamilton, Jon M.
- Hyneman, M.L., enc: The Origin of Free-Masonry
- Jackson, Andrew
- Kinney, W.C.
- Loughran, Charles
- Longnecker, D.
- McFarland, George
- Mathews, Rev. Jacob
- Pepper, Charles L.
- Perry, Seely
- Rand, William N.
- Rutter, Charles
- Ryan, R.J.
- Simpson, George W.
- Stick, Jesse M.D.
- Thomas, Edmund
- Wright, M.F.

Box 14
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- Allen, A.
- Atwood, J.P.
• Badger, Joseph W.
• Bailey, Dr. Joseph H.
• Baker, Warren
• Carr, Clark E.
• Cornell, M.M.
• Davison, William C.
• Doran, J.A.
• Graham, L.P.
• Harris, Charles, F.
• Harris, George W.
• Ingles, Fred C.
• Merritt, H.H.
• Parker, C.L.
• Platto, J.V.V., enc: calling card
• Potter, P.L.
• Reid, J.B.
• Taylor, Goodwin
• Viers, J.M.
• Williams, R.G.
• Wyant, L.B.

Box 14
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• Ackley, W.A.
• Boyle, John H.
• Cobb, Walter W.
• Cox, B.M.
• Cox, Daniel M.
• Currier, E.
• Davis, H.
• Drew, Jeremiah
• Funk, L.H.
• Giles, C.K.
• Guild, Charles
• Hopkins, William F.
• Johnson, J.H.
• Kernicott, John A.
• McNair, Edward A.
• Massey, Charles
• Meredith, H.
• Price, George Thaddeus
• Sherman, Charles D.
• Weeks, John H.
• Whitterey, Elisha
• Wick, W.W.
• Williamson, William A.E.
- Wood, G.L.

**Box 14**

**Folder 12**
Correspondence, 1858 January 30 (A-W)
- Adolphus, Joseph
- Ames, John B.
- Ball, G.W.
- Buckmaster, George H.
- Casmon Thomas
- Crandall, L.D.
- Crepy, Justin
- Eddy, Alexander
- Faltonock, C.E.
- Fiefield, William L.
- Gleason, H.C.
- Gordon, Jacob D.
- Hanan, B.P.
- Sawson, W.C.A.
- McAlpine, William
- McLaughlin, Randal
- Noel, T.
- Quarles, John J.
- Portergiella, I.B.
- Reed, Silas
- Ronaldson, R.
- Strichcomb, J.W.
- Thomas, F.W.
- Towle, George W.
- Treadway, John G.
- Ward, Nancy

**Box 14**

**Folder 13**
Correspondence, 1858 January 31
- Baker, Norman
- Bornhill, R.S.
- Cannon, Thomas S.
- Geiger, A. M.D.
- Hard, Clinton
- Porter, William R.
- Read, G.G.
- Schoonmaker, Saul H.
- Sears, Ephraim
- Senex
- Walton, Thomas
Correspondence, 1858 February undated
- Ackley, H.A.
- Armstrong, Dawes
- Brodhead, M.
- Brown, James
- Dyer, Elisha
- Grimsby, J.W.
- Hastings, F.W.
- Hazzard, C.
- Johnson, James
- Kline, Jacob
- Lee, S.C.
- Long, Peter
- McNeely, William M.
- Marshall, John
- Martin, F.S.
- Merritt, J.H.
- Perry, A.G.
- Pratt, J.H.
- Richards, George, H.
- Smith, S.
- Sturgis, W.E.
- Sullivan, J.W., verso: Petition to Congress
- Taylor, E.R.
- Vedder, N.
- Walington, H.H.
- Wood, S.N., enc: calling card and Land Agency broadside

Box 14
Folder 15
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- Beebe, A.G.
- Briggs, Edward
- Bryant, F.E.
- Burns, A.M.
- Button, C.P.
- Caley, Samuel B.
- Carpenter, S.D.
- Carson, Isaac D.
- Chapman, S.F.
- Chapman, Wright
- Cooper, Charles
- Cox, C.C., enc: calling card
- Davis, Thomas
- Engle, C.S.
- Eecles, D.S.
- Fitch, T.
• Flicke, Leroy P.
• Gilchrist, J.J.

Box 14
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• Haight, Charles D.
• Haymond, L.D.
• Haskins, A.N.
• Hoyt, Daniel N.
• Keach, E. & Co.
• Knall, Franklin M.
• McKee, M.
• Mathenson, A.J.
• Mullin, Maurice H.
• Newell, A.L.
• Newman, J.D.
• Phemlt, Andrew Jackson
• Pony, Thomas W.
• Robinson, Joseph W.
• Sample, A.H.
• Simpson, William M.
• Smith, C.K.
• Spinney, Samuel
• Tyler, John
• Thomas, I.H.
• Turney, D.

Box 14
Folder 17
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• "Many Citizens"
• Bates, George C.
• Beekman, Cornelia S.
• Brop, Moses
• Butterworth, Hiram
• Clarke, S.G.
• Collins, A.S.
• Collins, Clarkson T.
• Collins, C.W.
• Flowers, Richard B.
• Grawes, James A.
• Haight, John
• Halbert, N.A.
• Henderson, D.P.
• Hodgeman, Charles H.
• Homer, Fred A.
• Hitchcock, W.G.
Box 14
Folder 18
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- Ingle, L.W.
- Lee, William
- Manly, John E.
- Morton, L.S.
- Pritchett, William H.
- Read, R.L.
- Sipe, F.D.
- Smith, D. Howard
- Smith, Nathaniel
- Tilton, W.W.
- Trimble, Silas
- Makeman, Mary C.
- Walton, Joseph C.
- Yates, Thomas

Box 14
Folder 19
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- Bilderback, William H.
- Collson, Anthony
- Cromwell, S.K
- Cumingham, J.B.
- Davis, George P.
- Fifield, C.W.
- Fisk, John B.
- Foster, Charles H.
- Foster, Charles J.
- Foster, Joseph
- Hickman, George
- Irvin, Thomas
- Irvin, Walter R.
- Jones, C. Barrett
- Lincoln, J.M.
- Lowell, Henry R.
- McMahon, J.
- Murphy, James
- Rightmyer, James Lawrence
- Sinclair, William T.
- Taylor, William W.
- Wright, C.A.

Box 14
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- Ackley, H.A.
• Andrus, S.C.
• Barllell, William M.
• Bracken, Charles, verso: recommendation for the appointment of Maj. Henry Van Ordell
• Chandler, William H.
• Crooks, I.
• Ellsworth, Lewis
• Fahnestock, William
• Fellows, C.C.
• Fellows, H.
• Forman, Ferris

Box 14
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• Henry, Robert M.W.
• King, Horatio
• Lee, Baker P., Jr.
• McBride, L.S.
• McCleery, James
• Matteson, J.A.
• Mathew, H.S.
• Moulton, D.S.
• Mullen, G.W.F.
• Odlin, William C.
• Pierce, N.H.
• Riddler, A.N.
• Smith, R.B.
• Snyder, H.M.
• Stevens, R.S.
• Wilson, E.V.
• Wright, L.A.

Box 14
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• Backman, George, enc: calling card
• Baker, W.H.
• Bradley, C.S.
• Broaddus, Simsford
• Brown, Charles H.
• Carey, F.G.
• Ellsworth, L.S.
• Fitzpatrick, Thomas
• Forest, Henry D.
• Forney, J.W., enc: invitation
• Gentry, Z.B.
• Griswold, J.
• Goble, J.G., enc: newspaper clipping
• Maddox, W.H.
• Henderson, D.P.

**Box 14**

**Folder 23**
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• Johnson, H.D., Jr.
• Mizner, L.B.
• Munn, B.M, enc: newspaper clipping
• Norton, E.M.
• Parker, Fran. J.
• Potter, Edgar
• Pintt, A.M.
• Rausoh, Joseph N.
• Snyder, George
• Stout, W.B.
• Van Hamm, W.
• Wilkes, W.D.

**Box 14**

**Folder 24**
Correspondence, 1858 February 6 (B-C)
• Beatty, John
• Bokee, D.A.
• Brown, William A.
• Combs, Leslie
• Coulking, Edgar, enc: Mackinaw City petition and map
• Curtip, D.L.

**Box 14**

**Folder 25**
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• Gibbs, C., enc: list of names
• Henry, A.G., enc: newspaper clipping and broadside
• Hicks, R.S.
• Hoke, G.F.
• Lafin, George H.
• McHenry, Charles W.
• Macy, O.H.P.
• Mason, A.C.
• Orvall, Isaac, H.
• Ogle, Benjamin N.
• Redding, A.W.
• Reed, J.B.
• Schurman, L.
• Taylor, Charles
• Tracy, E. Waldo
• Weil, Paul A.
Box 15
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• Anonymous
• Burdick, O.R.
• Churchill, Amelia
• Callan, J.F.
• Davis, H.W.
• Fulton, Lee M.
• Holly, Charles F.
• Mitchell, Samuel
• Topping, W.H.

Box 15
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• Baldwin, A.
• Baldwin, Charles
• Baucroft, George
• Bishop, William
• Black, B. Frank
• Butler, H.A.
• Carver B.F.
• Cox, John
• Curtis, C.B.
• Emory, B.F.
• Fieroe, J.P.
• Forney, J.W.
• Fry, Andrew
• Grover, H.E.
• Handey, William H.
• How, H.H.
• Hudson, T.J.
• Law, J.G.
• McGeehan, Thomas
• McNeil, Quincy
• Neivill, M.

Box 15
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• Power, R.H.
• Pratt, W.B.
• Putney, J.E.
• Ramsdell, George A.
• Reeder, Levi
• Rice, L.T.
• Sells, Elijah
• Storm, Isaac H.
• Strong, Julius L.
• Sweat, Peter
• Thomas, Charles H.R.
• Louphins, Amos
• Townsend, Samuel
• Votaiv, Benjamin
• Wertz, Daniel, enc: newspaper clipping
• Wise, John F.
• Wright, E.

Box 15
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• Blackford, John R.
• Bop, D.M.
• Bristol, W.H.
• Brown, N., enc: newspaper clipping
• Butler, George B.
• Cantme, J.J.C.
• Coburn, Augustus L.
• Downer, E.W.
• Duncan, France C.
• Eaton, Isaac E.
• Farnham, George H.
• Jones, Milton J.
• Kilgone, Pames S.
• Manchester, Daniel H.
• Newhouse, L.H.
• Leitz, Fred L.
• Stiles, E.B.
• Simple, Isaac M.
• Tuley, C.S.
• Woodward, James

Box 15
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• Bardon, Richard
• Cain, J.G.
• Cleveland, J.T.
• Dickson, John
• Fogle, William A.
• France, J.-.
• Manseon, John
• Head, S.K., enc: newspaper clippings
• Hill, J.V.
• Hollister, William H.
- Kettlewell, John
- Moulton, M.M.
- Norton, Reuben
- Pitkin, S.H.
- Redden, William C.
- Rose, S.S.
- Selmer, G.A.
- Shaw, W.A.
- Sheahan, James W.
- Sherwin, C.O.
- Smith, G.H.
- Stilwell, William H.
- Stone, B.O.
- Turner, C.J.
- Wilson, William T.

**Box 15**

**Folder 6**
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- Ballance, C.
- Barry, C.T.
- Butler, D.H.
- Chamberlain, R.
- Craneraft, George A.
- Douglass, J.L.
- Gage, B.F.
- Hachitt, Philip W.
- Heastings, E.H.
- Jones, John F.
- Koller, B.F.
- Lusk, Alex
- Park, Robert E.
- Perly, P.A.
- Penni, E.O.
- Philips, William R.
- Pierrefort, Edward, enc: pamphlet
- Roche, Richard W.
- Spencer, A.K.
- Williams, James
- Wray, John E.

**Box 15**

**Folder 7**
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- Aier, H.P.
- Appleton, D. & Company with envelope
- Baird, S.M.
- Burns, Gail
• Chase, L.B.
• Collins, R.R.
• Collins, A.S.
• Coxen, William
• Crutchfield, S.R.
• Dalrymple, S.H.
• Davidson, J.M.
• Davis, John Wesley
• Davis, S.G.
• Givyer, R.C.
• Kinans, John
• Louck, Wellington

Box 15
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• McClermand, John A.M., enc: newspaper clipping
• Manker, Joseph J.
• Mop, William S., enc: newspaper clippings
• Ormsby, William M.
• Paddock, R. Elmer
• Parker, John A.
• Saroyer, Augustus
• Swett, Jona. M.D.
• Thompson, George M.
• Willis, H. Fisher M.D.
• Willoughby, John
• Wright, James A.

Box 15
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• Anonymous
• Adams, O.N.
• Ashton, Francis
• Barrell, O.K
• Bogert, L.
• Brown, Hiram
• Clark, S.C.
• Clarke, Charles H.
• Dailey, H.C.
• Davis, L.
• Durfu, Philip
• Frank, W.F.
• Goeff, C.

Box 15
Folder 10
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• Hayden, S.
• Hill, John E.
• Hoye, Benjamin G.
• Little, H.
• McClary, S.D.
• McCorriston, William
• Mason Brother
• Reed, Silas
• Scott, Martin
• Sigur, Daniel, enc: newspaper clipping
• Starks, A.
• Tucker, H.A.
• Wait, William S.
• Weeks, J.C.
• Wheeler, S.C.
• Wick, W.W.

Box 15
Folder 11
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• Creighton, William
• Drummond, W.W.
• Forney, John W.
• Gerge, John E.
• Gilepins, C.H.
• Gould, D.C., Jr.
• Green, James S.
• Hamilton, Richard J.
• Howard, B.B.
• Kellsey, F., enc: Sheet music score "Kellsey Man of War Steamer"
• Pemill, W.A.
• Price, Rodman M.

Box 15
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• Armstrong, James
• Bolling, R.R.
• Butler, John B.
• Clapp, Samuel D.
• Furred, John L.
• Fluke, Leroy P.
• Grimes, W.T.
• Henry, A.G.
• Hobbs, Ulysses
• Holmes, E.B.
• Kolp, John
• Ligget, Benjamin
• McDonald, J., enc: newspaper clipping
• Pressey, John
• Rhey, John S.
• Robbins, R.N.
• Stoner, Philip
• Thurston, O.B.
• Towle, G.F.
• Ward, Durbin
• Wray, John E.
• Wright, E.

Box 15
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• Atkinson, J.T.
• Ballard, L.O.
• Campbell, L.W.
• Clark, George H.B.
• Cromwell, J.S.
• Davis, Benjamin
• Davis, John W.
• Hammond, F.M.
• Jackson, Norman S.
• Leiden, James
• Lewis, B.
• Mc-.Henry
• Miller, Isaac, L.
• Miller, L.G.
• Neel, William
• Phillips, D.L.
• Peitzell, L.
• Robertson, W.G.
• Thomas, William H.
• Waine, John

Box 15
Folder 14
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• Bogen, F.W.
• Brown, William R.
• Case, Lora
• Crandall, R.H.
• Ewer, J.G.
• Faulhon, Charles
• Fountain, William
• Free, J.N.
• Hubbell, George E.
• Leovitt, E.
• Lyle, J.N.
• McClanard, John A.
• McGroarty, S.J.
• McKinley, D.M.
• Manley, William K.
• Parkhurst, John G.
• Pedding, Hildah
• Roots, B.G.
• Sengstack, C.P., Sr.
• Sieg, Henry W.
• Smith, E.
• Stanton, R.H.

Box 15
Folder 15
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• Axtell, Hiram
• Bagley, J.
• Bancroft, George
• Butler, L.
• Chapman, A.W.
• Cone, J.W.J.
• Falls, H.
• Gloracks, Henry J.
• Kenny, J.W.
• McDonald, J.
• Griffin, John H.
• Head, Thomas
• Hubbell, Lew.

Box 15
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• Jenny, R.W., enc: newspaper clipping
• Johnston, Benjamin W.
• McChesney, John
• Gaw, C.A.
• Meader, William F.
• Nathan, Horace A.
• O’Rielly, Henry
• Olie, D.
• Pierce, J. Lewis
• Renno, John A.
• Rives, John C.
• Seibert, William H.
• Smith, D.M.
• Tudor, John F.
• Turner, A.
Box 15
Folder 17
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- Balch, Thomas
- Barrington, Victor C.
- Barry, William
- Brewer, Alfred
- Brockman, Thomas L.
- Chapman, Albert J.
- Cole, W.S.
- Curtis, O.B.
- Daniels, J.B.
- Eaton, S.B.
- Fellows, A.W.
- Frierson, J.W.

Box 15
Folder 18
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- Gardner, H.R.
- Harner, Henry C.
- Howard, Francis
- Keally, W.F.
- Kendall, Amos
- Philbrier, D.
- Pupe, F. Lchwedler
- Staples, William P.
- Shtivell, Edward F.
- Sullivan, Michael O.
- Youngling, D.J.

Box 15
Folder 19
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- Allen, Hon. J.W.
- Cheever, B.H.
- Dewey, George W.
- Grop, Magnus
- Hodo, D.C.
- Hoyte, A.E.
- Kindred, Edward
- Liber, Francis
- Lloyd, H.
- Phelps, Elmina Keeler
- Roberts, J.M.
- Sale, John W.
- Simmons, George
- Smith, C.K.
• Stevens, Edward L.
• Stewart, James
• Tompkins, J.C.
• Trickman, George -.
• Wright, Joseph A.

Box 15
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• Baker, Charles W.
• Buscome, Samuel Y.B.
• Chapman, B.B.
• Jackson, W.S.
• Phillips, William C.
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Rhodes, Daniel P.
• Wallace, John C.
• Woodridge, Joseph

Box 15
Folder 21
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• Barrington, Edward
• Brackett, Albert G.
• Brown, Henry
• Chandler, William H.
• Cochran, John B.
• Cuyler, William H.
• Davis, H.
• Dickerson, C.D.
• Dill, C.G.
• Dykeman, J.W.
• Evans, Alex
• Filson, James
• Fullerton, H.G.
• Gransby, E.A.
• Herrick, John J.
• Hicks, Thomas F.
• Hogan, Joseph
• Lorden, M.
• Keach, Horace A.
• Kendall, A.G.

Box 15
Folder 22
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• Laughlier, William M.
• McCall, A.
• McCollister, Jacob
• Manson, Alfred W.
• Mayers, B.H.
• Merrick, Richard
• Montgomery, William
• Morton, Daniel O.
• O’Rielly, Henry O.
• Parker, Charles
• Payne, H.B.
• Peck, John
• Prentis, B.T.
• Scott, J.B.
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Sherman, Henry
• Tomson, L.
• Walher, Charles
• Walker, Will C.
• Wiley, James L.

Box 15
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• Abbott, E.J.
• Armstrong, William B.
• Bartlett, J.C., Jr.
• Benedict, Le. G.
• Brown, Charles B.
• Byrne, Peter
• Clark, Peter
• Currier, J.F.
• Dutcher, Davis
• Francis, L.
• Harvey, G.C.
• Hunt, T.E.
• Hutton, James M.
• Peyton, John S.
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Waddill, J.W.
• Whitteman, Thomas

Box 15
Folder 24
Correspondence, 1858 February 24 (A-L)
• Arnold, S.G., enc: newspaper clipping
• Ballard, W.H.
• Dyer, Henry W.
• Eustaphive, F.E.
• Evans, Elwood
• Grawe, C.E.
• Griffin, J. Franklin
• Hervey, John C.
• Hubbs, Charles
• Ingersoll, Charles T.
• Kowlton, J.S.C.
• Lamport, Archie K.
• Loomis, A.

Box 15
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• McCarty, W.W.
• Mayer, D.B.
• Mendenhall, J.D.
• Moore, A.
• Shepard, A.C.
• Shepard, William H.
• Snyder, M.
• Stineson, A.P.
• Tilley, Charles N.
• Westbrook, T.R.
• Whitacker, Thomas H.
• Whitaker, William

Box 15
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• Baldwin, C.J.
• Booth, Joseph C.
• Brown, William W.
• Chamberlin, S.D.
• Chapman, William
• Donahue, Edward, Jr.
• Donegan, John
• Fairchild, Franklin
• Forney, John W.
• Gowen, William
• Hamilton, J.R.
• Herrington, Elisha
• Hatch, James L.
• Hughes, George, verso: broadside of Pennsylvania Seamens’ Society
• Jordan, J.H.
• Kreiter, J.M.
• McLane, James W.
• Manley, W.K.
• Martin, Thomas E.
• Mather, J. Goold
• Norton, S.D.
• Pattee, Samuel N.
• Shindell, Jacob A.
• Taylor, J.B.
• Thompson, William R.
• Walker, George W.

Box 15
Folder 27
Correspondence, 1858 February 26
• Ames, Alvan
• Ashburner, A.E.
• Benn, James C.
• Bingham, H.
• Eads, James D.
• Hacker, Will A.
• Hall, Lew.
• Livermore, Lewis
• McCrea, A.J.
• Mills, William
• Murray, Bronson
• Palmer, LeRoy G.
• Payne, O.A.
• Pratt, A.S.
• Randall, S.W.
• Shoecroft, M.J.
• Smith, Jeremiah
• Sullivan, Michael

Box 16
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1858 February 27 (A-J)
• Allison, George A.
• Atkinson, Charles
• Charles, enc: letter from A. Ellison
• Casy, Z.
• Chadwick, Charles E.
• Cleveland, C.J.
• Dyer, Samuel M.
• Dickinson, E.
• Dean, Henry Clay
• Fletcher, C.W.
• Frisbin, D.G.
• Irvin, James
• James, W.
• Jones, John C.

Box 16
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Correspondence, 1858 February 27 (K-W)
• Kirk, William T.
• Mannypenny, George W.
• Means, Thomas
• Miller, Cyrus K.
• Moore, E.C.
• Roseburgh, James
• Ramsey, James G.
• Skelton, Thomas
• Stagner, Albert H.
• Tyler, John C.
• Van Pelt, James
• Wick, W.W.

Box 16
Folder 3
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• Frey, August
• Haines, A.
• Jones, Aquilla
• Longnecker, D.
• McNeill, James
• Lrons, John F.
• Stewarts, D.M.
• Turney, William A.
• Wilson, H.D.
• Wright, Hon. Joseph A.

Box 16
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1858 March undated
• Anonymous
• Anonymous (suggestions as to admission of Kansas as State)
• Angelou, S.M.
• Applegate, J.S.
• Baker, Mrs. L.C.
• Bronson, Augustus J.
• Clive, Thompson
• Davis, Charles E.
• Herron, A.D.
• Hollis, S.
• Knapp, R.M.
• Leach, T.A.
• McCormic, J.T.
• Matteson, Hon. J.A.
• Morrison, John
• Munsell, W.L.
• Palmer, Thomas H.
• Peuse, Benjamin L.
• Ramsey, S.
• Robinson, D.J.
• Webster, O.B.
• Wells, E.P.
• Welling, H.F.

Box 16
Folder 5
Correspondence, 1858 March 1 (B-M)
• Bachman, George
• Bartlett, W.P.
• Beaumont, George H.
• Brooks, J.C.
• Campbell, A.W., verso: Wheeling Daily Intelligencer
• Clarke, O.L.
• Colina, Franzesco
• Dorr, Gustavus
• Ellison, Lars
• Fransworth, C.M.
• Foreman, T. Hall
• Foster, Charles J.
• Fuller, Alex
• Fulton, J. Alexander
• Funkey, John
• Hackleman, P.A.
• Hammond, B.C.
• Hickman, George H.
• Hipolit, W.W. M.D.
• Hoag, J.R.
• Ingalls, Charles A.
• Kelly, John L.
• Kneas, George W.
• Maginness, J.F.
• Moore, George
• Muse, R.W.P.

Box 16
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1858 March 1 (N-W)
• Newland, Benjamin
• Norrison, Richard
• Page, William
• Pearson, William H.
• Philp, Franklin
• Prather, H.
• Sample, George W.
• Sawyer, B.A.
• Sellon, Edward
- Senate of the United States (Notification of Meeting of Committee Public Grounds)
- Soulard, James G.
- Sparks, J.P.
- Wead, H.M.
- West, Isaac E.
- White, Joseph V.
- Wooster, H.A.
- Wyrick, David

**Box 16**

**Folder 7**

Correspondence, 1858 March 2 (A-H)
- Alexander, George
- Berrian, Hobart
- Blaisdell, Kimball F.
- Bowman, Henry
- Boyce, H.G.
- Coffin, James B.
- Dow, Albert, enc: newspaper clippings
- Drove, C.
- Ellis, L.D.
- Fieroe, J.P.
- Hackett, Frank W.
- Hill, George C.
- Howard, N.P.

**Box 16**

**Folder 8**

Correspondence, 1858 March 2 (J-W)
- Johnston, D.R.C.
- Jordan, William
- Kingsley, Mary C.
- Keirtz, J.G.
- Otterson, H.N.
- Pitman, N.Thomas
- Pope, John
- Redfield, Isaac F.
- Shepherd, Levi
- Shepherd, W.D.
- Walrath, C.A.
- Waterbury, Ezra B.
- Woodhull, H.H.

**Box 16**

**Folder 9**

Correspondence, 1858 March 3 (A-M)
- Anonymous
- Barlow, Lorenzo
- Carr, R.W.
• Clarke, F.G.
• Finley, A.C.
• Gage, M.B.
• Hilton, George S.
• Huntington, H.F.
• Johnson, Jon B. M.D.
• Jordan, M.
• Lamberton, N.A.
• McCaney, John
• McCulloch, J.F.
• McGirr, Thomas
• McHugh, Patrick
• Mackay, J.D.
• Madden, Joshua
• Mannypenny, George W.
• Moore, Lorenzo

Box 16
Folder 10
Correspondence, 1858 March 3 (N-W)
• Nolan, M.P.
• Ogden, W.B.
• Reed, Anson
• Rider, J.C.
• Smith, Charles E.
• Smith, James Haddock
• Stainback, C.H.
• Van Slyck, G.G.
• Walsh, Benjamin D.
• Wardwell, D.K.
• Wilcox, C.

Box 16
Folder 11
Correspondence, 1858 March 4
• Apgar, Louis J.
• Bernacoer, C.
• Brainerd, W.H.
• Burke, William H.
• Burns, Charles H.
• Clark, A.H. M.D.
• Dean, J.
• Douglass, H.C.
• Geiger, Joseph H.
• Goodieve, William F.
• Hill, John M., verso: Rooms of the Democratic State Committee
• Hastings, F.W.
• Jewitt, Hon. J.H.
• Little, George O.
• Loring, George B.
• McLier, Montgomery
• Odele, William J.
• Payne, H.B.
• Ree, Wm. S. (in seal enclosure)
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Shapes, William Thompson
• Strong, Joseph G.
• Sweat P.
• Warren, Fitz Henry
• Williams, J.D.
• Wilson, W.B.
• Wingard, S.C.
• Yeatman, Thomas

Box 16
Folder 12
Correspondence, 1858 March 5 (B-M)
• Baker, L.
• Blood, William H.
• Edwards, N.W.
• Evans, D.D.
• Favor, H.W.
• Ford, J.H.
• Garden, J.M.S.
• Garland, Richard
• Hall, William A.
• Halpin, William
• Hiles, W.H.
• Hodges, George H.
• Jewell, R.B.
• Johnson, W.B.
• Lewis, William M.
• Matteson, Hon. J.A.
• Mattice, A.F.
• Maxfield, George W., enc: broadside "Waverly Republican—Extra"
• Merriam, Charles F.
• Minear, Rev. P.N.

Box 16
Folder 13
Correspondence, 1858 March 5 (R-T)
• Righter, William A.
• Rinehart, W.L.D.
• Sage, C.
• Salisbury, D.G.
• Schumaker, John G.
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Smith, F.P.
• Stanley, John
• Swan, George G.
• Treat, S.

**Box 16**

**Folder 14**
Correspondence, 1858 March 6 (A-L)
• Alton, Davis
• Baker, David P.
• Brown, D.T.
• Crannell, Monroe
• Cross, H.B.
• Dudley, Elijah
• Eastman, Mrs. H.G.
• Gamble, James M.
• Gerrish, James L.
• Glace, William H.
• Griffith, A.J.
• Hicks, R.S.
• Hubbell, George C., enc: newspaper clipping
• Keady, W.F.
• Lacock, Jra. P.

**Box 16**

**Folder 15**
Correspondence, 1858 March 6 (M-W)
• Mitchell, James
• Mop, William S.
• Sweat, Peter
• Moores, Benjamin H.
• Norton, G.W.
• Pierce, H.J.
• Pillsbury, G.L.
• Renwick, Capt. G.W.
• Robinson, A.N.
• Ryerson, Martin
• Stephens, W.J.
• Snitzler, W.F.
• Wilson, Judge L.S.

**Box 16**

**Folder 16**
Correspondence, 1858 March 7
• Bailey, William L.
• Braodbent, R.N.
• Bush, Daniel B.
• Fearing, C.F.
• Fowler, William R.
• Hubbell, William L.
• Hall, George W.
• McBam, H.M.L.
• Morris, Hon. B.S.
• Rankin, B.P.
• Younger, Lewis

Box 16
Folder 17
Correspondence, 1858 March 8 (A-M)
• Anonymous
• Boris, N.H.
• Bradt, Isaac M.
• Campbell, J.M.
• Cleaver, William L.
• Cox, Henry
• Curtis, C.W.
• Dixon, Hon. J.
• Drake, John N.
• Duncan, Henry
• Felton, C.C. (with envelope Forney, J.W.)
• Garrigus, Jeptha
• Gibbons, Washington
• Goodsmith, William
• Holmes, C.B.
• Hutchins, H.S.
• McClury, A.C.
• McClury, John
• Marland, Charles H.
• Marlett, J.J.
• Marston, Charles W.
• Matthews, H.M. (2)
• Morris, William

Box 16
Folder 18
Correspondence, 1858 March 8 (P-W)
• Payne, G. Herbert
• Peck, W.R.
• Sampson, James H.
• Sergeant, J.T.
• Sexton, William
• Smith, Lewis C.
• Smith, William L.
• Spencer, William G.
• Swan, Alonzo M.
• Thomas, William J., Jr.
- Tyler, A.S.
- Walker, G.C.
- Walker, L.W.
- Walker, Samuel S.
- Weeks, J.W.
- Whiffen, U.J.
- Whiffen, W.J.
- Willcox, Lyman G.

**Box 16**

**Folder 19**

Correspondence, 1858 March 9
- Ballingall, P.
- Burnside, Jas., enc: attached list of names
- Culfs, Jacob
- Elbridge, Charles J.
- Ells, George F.
- Hankes, Benjamin
- Johnston, Thomas
- Lindsley, W.L.
- Lowe, O.F.
- Moore, James
- Riley, Philip D.
- Roberts, Omar F.
- Rockwell & Schofield
- Smucker, George, W.
- Taylor, P.H.
- West, B.J.
- West, H.R.
- Withers, E.

**Box 16**

**Folder 20**

Correspondence, 1858 March 10 (B-M)
- Batchelor, Edward
- Blodgetts, J.S.
- Danenhower, William W.
- Davis, M.
- Downs, T.W.
- Flood, John M.
- Gibbons, Washington
- Jeffreys, John J.
- Johnson, R.M.
- Gowes, S.
- Kistter, Jacob
- Leach, James B.
- Lloyd, Thomas, enc: newspaper clipping
- Ludlow, J.D.
Box 16
Folder 21
Correspondence, 1858 March 10 (O-W)
• Morton, J. Sterling
• Mimson, F. and Bradley L.
• Olds, Edson B.
• O'Toole, Rev. T.J.
• Page, S. Smith
• Preston, F.D.
• Pugh, H.H.
• Row, Lorenzo
• Simpson, A.L.
• Smith, S. Griffiths
• Solomon, J.T.
• Swany, Samuel
• Uiler, Edward
• Webster, O.B.
• Wheelock, Hiram M.
• Wilson, J.M.
• Worden, Warren T.

Box 16
Folder 22
Correspondence, 1858 March 11
• Anonymous, "A Friend", enc: newspaper clipping
• Brigham, Robert (in sealed enclosure)
• Burton, G. Gilmon
• Chase, Henry, enc: calling card
• Crosby, R.R.
• Deneale, George E.
• Dodge, Lewis
• Dowler, Miss Marrion R.
• Duncan, J.B.
• Gilbert, Porteus
• Hagadorn, F.S.
• Hill, Charles H.
• Kellogg, Justin
• Meagher, F.
• Parker, C.B.
• Parmenter, R.A.
• Prince, S.B.
• Sweet, A. William
• Tuley, M.F.

Box 16
Folder 23
Correspondence, 1858 March 12
• Africa, J. Simpson
• Baker, R.
• Berrien, Hobart
• Clark, Lincoln
• Cooley, A.
• Grier, Isaac
• High, B.A.
• Howell, Thomas F.
• Huff, J.W.
• Kighttinger, Jacob
• Payne, H.B.
• Riley, James
• Roddy, E.G.
• Satterfield, E.V.
• Stain, D.G.
• Todd, C.S.
• Webster, Daniel D.
• White, H.G.

Box 16
Folder 24
Correspondence, 1858 March 13
• Ambrouse, Peter
• Bradley, Asu F.
• Clark, H.S.
• Farlin, D.H.
• Greenwood, John
• Harman, Samuel H.
• Peabody, Aug. S.
• Philips, W.L.
• Scruggs, John C.
• Stanton, H.L.
• Waterbury, John, Jr.
• Williams, William G.
• Woodman, Clarence W.

Box 16
Folder 25
Correspondence, 1858 March 14
• Abbott, John
• Campbell, William M.
• Fisher, James A.
• Gardener, William
• Grimes, James W., enc: newspaper clipping
• Hopkins, S.P.
• Johnson, Edward F.
• Murphy, William D.
• Newman, G.G.
• Purnell, S.H.
• Stnder, Jacob H.
• Torry, E.
• Wood, A. Stanley

Box 16
Folder 26
Correspondence, 1858 March 15
• Adams, William H.
• Baker, T.
• Bennett, Warren G.
• Blake, M.W.
• Bratton, E. A.
• Burchmaster, S.A.
• Byone, Peter
• Capps, Jacob
• Cullen, W.A.
• Dailey, Charles
• Dickinson, A.J.
• Donnelly, B., enc: newspaper clippings
• Dye, S.M.
• Eaton, Samuel
• Eddy, T.M.
• Forest, Henry D.
• Hendershort, H.B.
• Hinton, Genl. Otho
• Johnson, J.E.
• Kanady, R.E.
• Kellogg, John D.
• Kirtland, Jared P.
• Leavell, L.L.
• May, James
• Park, George S.
• Ross, Franklin
• Stony, J.C.
• Thompson, Irz F.
• Umac, E.H.
• Woodruff, Truman

Box 16
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Correspondence, 1858 March 16
• Anonymous, "Anti Lecompton"
• Bennett, John C.
• Collins, A.L.
• Cooke, Benjamin F.
• Howard, John R.
• Hudson, James
• Jackson, William M.
• Macartney, William
• Scott, Martin
• Sheaffer, John W.
• Stanton, H.B.
• Welles, Gideon

Box 16
Folder 28
Correspondence, 1858 March 17
• Campbell, James M.
• Canden, A.C.
• Chapman, William D.
• Cochran, Samuel H.
• Hofer, A.V.
• Hoym, Philip A.
• Locke, W.G.
• Pierce, Thomas S.
• Preston, F.D.
• Shirk, Samuel
• Switzer, A.C.

Box 16
Folder 29
Correspondence, 1858 March 18
• Bright, M.H.
• Burt, J.M.
• Copeland, Albert W.
• Dickerman, P.K.
• Hayes, John
• Jseminger, Daniel
• Kilgore, James
• Ludby, John
• McCann, D.M.
• North, John R.
• Stan, Henry W.
• Seaman, D.
• Teasdale, John C.

Box 17
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1858 March 19
• Bachus, Truman J.
• Call, Timothy
• French, B.B.
• Hood, W.C. (with wrapper Kerfoot, S.H)
• Leverance, A. M.D.
• McMurray, Edward A.
• Manchester, S.C.
• Moore, E.C.
• Taggart, J.R.
• Tarleton, Robert
• Thomas, J.E.T.
• Walker, Hon. R.J.
• Ward, Thomas M.
• Wood, Walter

**Box 17**

**Folder 2**

Correspondence, 1858 March 20

- Allen, William H.
- Belford, James
- Bishop, Ames
- Boyd, Alexander
- Brown, George W.
- Carpenter, B.W.C.
- Foster, Joseph
- Hazelton, Ladd
- Hyde, Joel W.
- Meserble, Charles B.
- Morris, Charles B.
- Newbury, Henry
- Taylor, J.P.
- Thayer, J.M.
- Trowbridge, A.S.
- Wilson, C.C.

**Box 17**

**Folder 3**

Correspondence, 1858 March 21

- Daniel, A.B.
- Dawes, James
- Goudy, William C.
- Ludwig, Dr. Edward
- M., J.H.
- Schaffer, John M.
- Steadman, Rev. D.S.
- Stow, Josephus
- Whitney, C.J., enc: newspaper clippings
- Torrey, E.

**Box 17**

**Folder 4**

Correspondence, 1858 March 22

- Clark, James
- Eaton, S.B.
- Hurt, Henry B.
- Kreider, William L.
- Lloyd, R.J.
• Lothrop, George F.
• Manks, William M.
• Neely, John T.
• Norris, Frank Elwell
• Pink, Caleb
• Porter, David H.
• Smith, A.G.
• Stewart, Edwin

Box 17
Folder 5
Correspondence, 1858 March 23 (A-M)
• Abbott, A.G.
• Baker, Frank
• Barnard, Watson
• Brackett, Charles A.
• Brashear, T.G.
• Broderick, William
• Campbell, Thomas
• Crellin, John S.
• Davis, Charles Wilder
• Drimmick, P. J.
• Faxm, William C.
• Fuller, Stephen W.
• Hoyt, H, Edgar
• Jeffreys, Joseph
• Johnson, Hon. C.Y.
• Johnson, Grove L.
• Keise, S.T.
• Leonard, James A.
• Lester, C. Edwards
• McElroy, James M.
• Mack, Charles W.
• Magone, David, Jr.

Box 17
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1858 March 23 (P-W)
• Palmer, H.
• Parsons, Galusha
• Payne, O.H.
• Robb, Patrick
• Robbins, R.B.
• Russell, H.E.
• Scott, J.B.
• Smith, S. Griffitts
• Spanow, T.H.
• Stevens, F.A.
• Todd, E.A.
• Townsend, David
• Tredrick, John, Jr.
• Treat, J.H.
• Trusdell, Edward J.
• Washburn, F.
• Ward, S.
• Williams, Benjamin
• Williamson, Brainard
• Winslow, M., Jr.
• Wiswell, F.W.
• Wolfe, Joel

Box 17
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1858 March 24 (B-H)
• Bennett, C.W.
• Bremens, William P.
• Brooks, George B.
• Bunter, William E.
• Carpenter, C.V.
• Clark, John G.
• Clarke, John R.
• Daniel, W.A.
• Davis, Nath.
• Deal, B.F.
• Davis, Albert F.
• Ellen, James S.
• Fearing, C.F.
• Gwin, James M.
• Goble, F.L.
• Gowans, William
• Gray, Alex T.
• Greenwood, Harry
• Gristock, C.F.
• Haines, Ferguson
• Hilton, George S.
• Holland, Stephen
• Hopper, John

Box 17
Folder 8
Correspondence, 1858 March 24 (K-W)
• Kellogg, B.
• Kendrick, George W.
• Leach, Orlando
• Lee, Andrew
• McCormick, Henry
- McVey, James S.
- Maguire, David, Jr.
- Merrill, George
- Mitchell, James
- Malony, M.S.
- Newman, Isaac
- Nichols, Thomas
- Pillsbury, William L.
- Rider, William
- Riezel, H.
- Roberts, Omar F.
- Roche, Richard W.
- Scott, A.E.
- Smith, R.H.
- Smith, William H.
- Thompson, William A.
- Vanzant, James R.
- Weeks, George W.
- Whitman, L.J.
- Williams, John Howard
- Winslow, J.

**Box 17**

**Folder 9**

Correspondence, 1858 March 25 (B-G)
- Baker, Thomas G.
- Baldwin, Herman
- Baldwin, William T.
- Barry, Charles T.
- Bates, E.R.
- Beckley, D.A.
- Benham, D.W.
- Booth, Joseph C.
- Bostwick, A.W.
- Butt, Martha Haines
- Caufield, S.D.
- Chamberlin, S.W.
- Chase, A.J.
- Chickering, G.E.
- Dexter, M.A.
- Criley, John
- Gittinger, E.A.
- Gooding, William H.

**Box 17**

**Folder 10**

Correspondence, 1858 March 25 (H-R)
- Hammond, John
• Hoyne, Philip
• Hurlburt, Charles F.
• Hunt, Samuel
• Hunt, Thomas E.
• Kellogg, John D.
• Kibben, L.H.
• Kidd, James
• King, William H.
• Lee, J.B.
• Meseroc, George P.
• Peudleton, Isaac
• Pollack, W.J.
• Quirk, D.
• Richardson, W.D.
• Robertson, William
• Robinson, J. Tilghman
• Rumsey, James G.

Box 17
Folder 11
Correspondence, 1858 March 25 (S-W)
• Seribner, John W.
• Sheldon, Clinton J.
• Sibert, M.M.
• Snyder, Philip
• Spaulding, H.T.
• Sprowl, Edwin
• Standard, D.G.
• Steele, James J.
• Stone, R.H.
• Strong, C.K.W.
• Wall, Thomas
• Walsh, John P.
• Welch, John C.
• Wells, M.S.
• Wise, James
• Wright, A.E. M.D.

Box 17
Folder 12
Correspondence, 1858 March 26 (B-G)
• Beaver, P.H.
• Brackin, Charles
• Brackin, C.
• Buford, N.B.
• Douglas, F. Jackson
• Carpenter, W.M.
• Colton, William
• Crawford, H.
• Culver, C.P.
• Dodge, F.K.
• Dorsette, H.W.
• Ewers, Tallmadge
• Faris, John G.
• Feid, Louis
• Goodwin, M.B.
• Goulding, C.H.

Box 17
Folder 13
Correspondence, 1858 March 26 (H-W)
• Holbrook, Amory
• Jackson, James
• Jacobs, Phineas S.
• Johnson, A.G.
• Johnson, William M.
• Leonard, H.L.W.
• Leopold, M.L.
• McNaughton, J.
• Pearce, Thomas A.R.
• Rew, F.E.
• S., J.W.
• Sibley, George Ed.
• Spratt, T.B.
• Stone, W.M.
• Thompson, E.D.
• Waters, O.
• Warner, Ezra I.

Box 17
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1858 March 27 (A-F)
• Allen, James F.
• Bailey, C.P.
• Barrell, O.K.
• Biddle, John M.
• Bullock, S.B.
• Bushnell, O.
• Choate, Samuel L.
• Clark, William S.
• Clement, Frank
• Cochraine, C.B.
• Coulser, L.C.
• Curtis, O.B.
• Dann, E.S.
• DeKorponay, G.
- Douder, James O.
- Drake, William
- Dritton, G.W. Dr.
- Echols, Marcus W.
- Farnham, George H.
- Fench, M., enc: broadside, Wilberforce University school circular; pamphlet, A Monumental Tribute, image of Wilberforce University

**Box 17**

**Folder 15**
Correspondence, 1858 March 27 (G-M)
- Giveen, T.M.
- Hays, Samuel E.
- Herron, James S.
- Hickman, George H.
- Horne, Mrs. M.A.
- Hoyne, Philip A.
- Kizer, John M.
- Knowles, R.D.
- Laughlin, Daniel M.
- Ltont, J.W.
- McCluskey, C.L.B.
- McGindley, A.M.
- Merrick, R.T.
- Murray, D.S.

**Box 17**

**Folder 16**
Correspondence, 1858 March 27 (N-W)
- Naylor, Isaac
- Newcomb, J.B.
- Palmer, P.S.
- Plants, A.H.
- Royse, Dan
- Salsbury, C.L.
- Stevens, Hon. J.J.
- Swift, C.C.
- Sylla, James
- Wagoner, H.O.
- Wingerd, S.C.

**Box 17**

**Folder 17**
Correspondence, 1858 March 28
- Anonymous
- Cooke, Benjamin F.
- DeKorponay, Gabriel
- Flake, Leroy P.
- Haight, Elbert L.
• Hale, L., enc: newspaper clipping
• Harris, Nathaniel
• Hayden, Lewis L.
• Hilbon, George G.
• Jacoy, Isaac H.
• Parker, John A.
• Roporough, R.W.
• Shean, James W.
• Smith, John L.
• Storrs, Henry R.
• Williams, A.C.
• Zucker, Hon. Goode

Box 17
Folder 18
Correspondence, 1858 March 29 (A-F)
• Anonymous
• Auchinbeck, William
• Bancroft, Thomas P., enc: calling card
• Barry, John D.
• Binkerhoff, Hon. Jacob
• Bradshaw, Hugh
• Brown, A.F.
• Grown, H.B.
• Campbell, Edward
• Chadwick, J.W.
• Chamberlin, George C.
• Chase, O.M.
• Craftan, James Z.
• Crase, John H.
• Farnham, E.
• Forney, John W.
• Forthingham, C.L.

Box 17
Folder 19
Correspondence, 1858 March 29 (G-P)
• Janney, M.H.
• Givan, N.S.
• Grawes, G.R.
• Gropehp, Manias G.
• Ginn, L.W.
• Hodge, Frank B.
• Hopkins, James E.
• Horn, John H.
• Hubbs, Charles
• Hunter, W.B.
• Lawrence, Samuel
• Lynch, John A.
• Lyon, M.
• Moore, T.J.
• Moriarty, William A.
• Myers, A.W.
• Pearson, H.H.

Box 17
Folder 20
Correspondence, 1858 March 29 (R-Y)
• Reardon, J.G.
• Reid, Samuel
• Scobey, Benjamin W.
• Shin, Lewis
• Snead, John L.
• Shafford, Hon. R.S., enc: newspaper clipping
• Staunton, Phineas
• Stickney, D.C.W.
• Slone, R.S.
• Tenney, H.M.
• Thayer, C.N.
• Thomas, E.B.
• Vawter, James H.
• Whittlesey, A.T.
• Tealman, Thomas

Box 17
Folder 21
Correspondence, 1858 March 30 (A-H)
• Anderson, Leroy H.
• Barnes, Henry
• Bell, J.M.
• Bouham, Hon. M.L.
• Boston, James
• Brigg, Samuel A.
• Brown, John B.
• Drewmond, W.W.
• Carpenter, W.L.
• Chandler, W.H.
• Clapp, Samuel D.
• Clark, L. Elwood
• Crooks, John C.K.
• Dayton, L.B.
• Drove, E.
• Egan, Patrick
• Foster, Charles L.
• Furlong, John
• Howard, John
Box 17
Folder 22
Correspondence, 1858 March 30 (L-W)
- Lander, F.W., enc: newspaper article
- Layman, Amos
- Lenox, John M.
- McHenry, Hugh
- Pearson, Judge John
- Pleasants, William H.
- Reddick, David
- Sawyer, C.
- Scraggs, John W.
- Sherman, Charles D.
- Smith, E.
- Spooner, Edward H.
- Staffuher, J.H.
- Thomas, Cyrus B.
- Vinton, H.S.
- Week, W.W.
- Wilson, John L.

Box 17
Folder 23
Correspondence, 1858 March 31 (A-B)
- Anonymous
- Beebe, G.M., enc: broadside, "Prospectus of the National Union"
- Bell, John W.
- Bramble, J.J.
- Bandt, Henry
- Brant, A.J.

Box 17
Folder 24
Correspondence, 1858 March 31 (C-H)
- Church, M.B.
- Coles, R.
- Crockwell, C.L.D.
- Davis, D.
- Dodge, Lewis
- Farr, A. DeKall
- Harris, J.B.
- Harter, J.S.
- Holder, Daniel
- Hotchkiss, O.
- Hunt, A.
Box 17
Folder 25
Correspondence, 1858 March 31 (J-W)
• Jenkins, George
• Jones, John Q.A.
• Larsen, Thomas, W.
• Marble, F.A.
• Morrill, Charles C.
• Massey, Gorge B.
• Pill, Jacob Hively
• Sauffer, Samuel B.
• Smith, Lucius
• Stimpson, Robert W.
• Stout, John W.
• Tompkins, J.C.
• Voorhees, J.B. and others
• Ward, Thomas B.

Box 17
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Correspondence, 1858 April undated
• Bell, T.W.
• Benjamin, H.R.
• Brown, C.W.
• Cline, Thompson
• Craig, Presley
• Lashbrook, Peter
• McCarthy, J.N.C.
• McKaig, Thomas J.
• Mullay, S.M.
• Noble, D.S.W.
• Ordway, D. Leighton
• Philips, W.L.
• Ramsey, John W.
• Randall, Jedediah
• Rowell, C. T.
• Stringer, Thomas M.
• Thomas, Edward J.L.
• Thomas, J.H.
• Thompson, H.A.
• Velie, Charles F.
• Vinton, Edward
• Wyatt, W.D.

Box 17
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Correspondence, 1858 April 1
• Davis, W.W.H.
• Davis, R.L.
• Dickson, D.
• Groo, W.J.
• Harper, Samuel
• Lohr, Peter P.
• Lahm, L., enc: newspaper clipping
• Lankan, C.
• Mann, J.J.
• Maulin, F. Alexander
• Molony, M.S.
• Rhodes, J.A.
• Sill, Thomas R.
• Willard, P

Box 17
Folder 28
Correspondence, 1858 April 2
• Alexander, W.S.
• Arthur, H.H.
• Bartlett, H.L.
• Boyd, Alex
• Burnham, E., enc: newspaper clipping
• Cannon, George H.
• Chadwick, L.D.
• Coburn, Charles Dr.
• Doshimer, Philip
• Elwood, James G.
• Hibbard, Henry
• Johnson, Gardner R.
• Metcalf, J.N.
• Mylin, Amos Herr
• Patterson, J.N.
• Patterson, John J.
• Sawyer, B.A.
• Smith, David S.
• Stevens, R.H.
• Whiton, J.W.
• Winslow, Francis E.

Box 17
Folder 29
Correspondence, 1858 April 3
• Barker, W.L.
• Carey, Henry D.
• Clarke, F.G., enc: letter from Whiting, George C.
• Cook, Nathan A.
• Daniel, William
• Eads, James D., enc: newspaper clipping
• Evans, Charles M.
• Hathaway, A.K.
• Kelley, George E.
• Marhoe, Francis
• Merritt, Thomas H.
• Mitchell, John J.
• Moulton, S.W.
• Parker, W.F.
• Passmor, William W.
• Phillips, J.P.
• Community of the Public
• Stephens, W. Hudson
• Ward, Thomas M.
• William, Henry W.
• Willing, Henry F.

Box 18
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1858 April 4
• Birckman, S.B.
• Frankunt, Lindley R.
• Henry, Joseph
• McQuaid, James A.
• Ostrander, L.B. Dr.
• Skewes, Edwin
• Wisner, James

Box 18
Folder 2
Correspondence, 1858 April 5
• Adams, B.S.
• Birn, L.V.
• Burford, J.S.
• Cordell, H.W.
• Cropsey, John H.
• Farlin, D.H.
• Gangher, Henry
• Giddings, M.
• Grace, Charles F.
• Hook, James M.
• Howe, Samuel S.
• Halrath, C.A.
• Marshall, James G.
• Moore, L.S.P.
• Prince, L. Thomas
• Robinson, F.P.
• Sampson, James A.
• Smith, O.F.
• Stevens, Fredrick A.
• Stickney, C.W. Dr.
• Taylor, J.B.
• Thomas James M.
• Tyler, John
• Witherspoon, James H.

Box 18
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Correspondence, 1858 April 6
• Armstrong, Perry A.
• Baker, E H.
• Boone, Daniel L.
• Bridge, William
• Dupry, Charles M.
• Field, T.G.
• Henry, A.G.
• Johnson, E.G.
• Manning, P.C.
• Niblack, William E.
• Pike, James L.
• Pugh, G.E.
• Riley, John
• Rock, C.F. Dr.
• Shaw, Edmund
• Sinclair, John G.
• Sweet, George W.
• Taylor, Byron T.
• Temple, Isaac M.
• White, Charles H.
• Winslow, Robert F.
• Yulee, D.L., enc: attached with envelope and one franked enveloped

Box 18
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Correspondence, 1858 April 7
• Barnes, G.W.
• Dilahay, M.M.
• Eddings, I. A.
• Hawley, Betsey
• Holmes, D.E.
• Hudson, Thomas B.
• Irvin, John
• Molony, M.S.
• North, Levi J.
• Pollack, W.J.
• Pughe, Lewis
• Race, Henry
Box 18
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Correspondence, 1858 April 10

• Back, Louis
• Barrell, O.K.
• Bates, E.R.
• Beckwith, Luther
• Bryant, C.-.
• Caley, Samuel B.
• Chapman, S.J.
• Clarke, N.B.
• Crabb, George W.
• Dow, A.F.
• Farnham, E.
• Freeman, George M.
• Hanna, A.B.
• Hoyt, H. Edgar
• Lewis, G.F.
• Line, A.B.
• Laughlin, Daniel M.
• Myers, James M
• Philips, J.L.
• Rencher, A.
• Shook, Hezekiah
• Stevens, George W.
• Stewart, Harriet L.
• Taylor, W.R.
• Turner, J.
• Vandervort, J.M.
• Walker, Horatio N.
• Walker, William P.
• Wilkinson, C.B.
Folder 8
Correspondence, 1858 April 11
- Campbell, J.M., enc: calling card and invitation to National Typographical Union Printer’s Banquet
- Clark, Amos
- Emerson, Curtis
- Gray, N.A.
- Northam, George C.
- Palmer, Francis
- Parker, John A.
- Pitts, T.K.
- Ward, George W.
- Wick, W.W.

Box 18
Folder 9
Correspondence, 1858 April 12 (A-M)
- Adams, D.L.
- Cameron, James F.
- Carpenter, Edwin L.
- Davis, John G.
- Dayton, S.
- Grubb, George G.
- Hayer, Joseph R.
- Hobbs, B.
- Hofer, A.V.
- Holton, J.S.
- Jarnagin, A.G.
- Jones, Aug. T.
- Lowberman, A.
- Maloney, M.S.
- Mann, T.L.
- Morrison, James

Box 18
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- Ogden, W.B.
- Patefield, William
- Perkins, David L.
- Price, William
- Prout, A.W. Jr.
- Richards, W.E.
- Sampson, James H., enc: newspaper clipping
- Stanley, B.O.
- Steinberger, Jashu
- Stone, Spencer
- Stout, Jon W.
• Vance, S.R.
• Vincent, M.G.
• Waggoner, D.J.
• Woodward, Marcellus A.

Box 18
Folder 11
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• Allen, R.R.
• Barnard, James O.
• Barton, Jacob B., enc: calling card
• Bell, John W., enc: calling card
• Crook, James L.
• Crooks, S.E.
• Fall, Gershom S.
• Granger, Gideon
• Grawes, G.A.
• Green, Ellis C. Jr.
• Hartman, Morgan
• Lyman, M.B.
• Mann, R.C.
• Palmer, E.G.
• Palmer P.S.
• Pearson, William
• Reynolds, Levi
• Stevens, F.A.
• Taft, E. Morse
• Totten, M.C.
• Turner, James B.

Box 18
Folder 12

Correspondence, 1858 April 14
• Andrews, J.D.
• Beirs, F.F.
• Brown, Edmund F.
• Brown, Henry
• Campbell, William A.
• Carleton, Stephen C.
• Cosbey, Timothy M.
• Drake, James H.
• Glass, C.C.
• Holm, Norman E.
• Hogan, H.-.
• Hubbard, Stratton
• Livermore, A.H.
• Page, Daniel H.
• Philips, John D.
• Prince, L. Thomas
• Scobey, Benjamin W.
• Small, Joel W.
• Smith, Charles
• Studer, Jacob H.
• Sullivan, J.W.
• Thompson, J.L.
• Wilkinson, C.W.S.

Box 18
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• Brockway, C.B.
• Callan, John F., enc: Speech of Hon. Sydenham Moore
• Frey, August, enc: letter of recommendation from Leidy, Joseph
• Guyhel, M.J.
• Herman, G.N.
• Hopper, John
• Lackey, Rev. A.H., enc: calling card
• McAllister, A.
• McCaffrey, C.B.
• Reynolds, L.P.
• Sherman, Daniel J.
• Stevens, F.A.
• Sweeney, E.D.
• Welling, Henry F.
• Whipple, W.J.

Box 18
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• Allen, C.P.
• Carmon, Thomas
• Chapman, George T.
• Crockett, O.P.
• Dixon, John
• Earl, John W.
• Farnsworth, William
• Goodell, R.E.
• Harmon, J.P.
• Hickman, George, H.
• Howe, John T.
• Hulbert, G.A.
• Leavitt, E.C.
• Marchand, J.S.
• Miller, David
• Sand, Thomas
• Sprague, Israel G.
• Stanton, H.B., enc: House of Representatives Report
• Wick, W.W.
• Wise, James A.

Box 18
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• Banning, H.B.
• Dorr, G.
• Durdin, Alex
• Funk, John H.
• Gardiner, William H.
• Herriman, E.W.
• Huntley, George W.
• Johnson, J.C.
• Larsen, Thomas W.
• Longnecker, D.
• Lumpkin, William
• McCormell, A.W.
• Marshall, W.
• Peck, Jesse
• Putnam, Mrs. E.A.
• Redman, Joseph S.
• Simmons, William E.
• Smith, James T.
• Strandham, John D.
• Waite, M.C.
• Watson, A.
• Watson, William H.
• Wilcox, E.

Box 18
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• Boone, Daniel L.
• Dolyns, Henry M.
• Foltz, H.W.
• Haxwell, William H.
• McClintock, James P.
• Montgomery, S.W.
• Newsom, David
• Osborn, William J.
• Philips, Joseph R.

Box 18
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• Atkinson, J.W.
• Avery, E.W.
• Beebe, A.G.
• Cooley, J.C.
• Dixon, R.F.
• Downing, J.H
• Emerson, Reuben
• Farish, A.G. Jr.
• Ferris, E.P.
• Frost, J.K.
• Lacock, Ira J.
• Lockwood, W.A.
• McLinsey, Frank
• Molony, M.S.
• Moore, Lorenzo
• Mortimer, W.E., enc: calling card
• Olcott, J.B.
• Overton, Charles C.
• Pahlman, John H.
• Rhodes, D.P., enc: Democratic Ticket
• Springer, Moses
• Stetson, Caleb
• Thomas, Bailey
• Webster, James R. Jr.
• Wright, J.W.

Box 18
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• Bennett, John E.
• Boltwood, S.M.
• Brown, William
• Carley, J.M.
• Davis, A.H.
• Goodwin, Charles
• Gay, George F.
• Greenwood, Harry
• Hickling, William
• Hunt, T.F.
• Jacob, J. Elliot
• Johnson, Daniel D.
• McGill, John
• Manchester, P.B.
• Merriman, E.S.
• Morgan, S.
• Parke, William J.
• Perry, B.F.
• Pinkerton, John J.
• Sinclair, Samuel
• Sutherland, William A.
• Van Syckel, Chester
• Thomas, Charles
• West, James M.
• Window, William H.

Box 18
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• Ackley, P.
• Allen, J. Adams
• Babcock, Ransom
• Berchire, John G.
• Booth, Joseph C.
• Braggip, William W.
• Bryant, Charles S.
• Cooper, Peter
• Emerson, William
• French, George M.
• Garrett, Henry S.
• Goff, J.L.F.
• Hollister, William H.
• Hudson, Thomas B.
• Kelley, J.M., enc: calling card
• Larsen, Thomas W.
• Olden, Thomas L.
• Ramsey, Alex, enc: newspaper clippings
• Redman, Joseph S.
• Scruggs, J. Emmett
• Stewart, A.J.
• Sweat, Peter
• Thornton, H.W.
• Van Pelt, James
• Witham, Ira

Box 18
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• Baldwin, Charles
• Barnes, Joseph F.
• Barret, James A.
• Coman, J.W. Dr.
• Cox, J.C. Watson
• Coyle, Randolph
• DeWitt, John
• Goodich, Aaron
• Grund, R.S.
• Howard, John H.
- Merrill, E.V.
- Semmes, B.J.
- Vliet, G.L.
- Van Osdell, Henry E.
- Watlle, C.A.

**Box 18**

**Folder 21**
Correspondence, 1858 April 23
- Andrews, A.S.
- Benedict, John C.
- Burke, Thomas J.
- Clapp, Sam D.
- Jones, J.B.
- Hayes, L.D.
- Hertford, I. Joseph enc: newspaper clipping
- Matteson, J.A.
- Moore, J.H.
- Numally, N.W.
- Orr, George F.
- Palmer, P.S.
- Scobey, Benjamin W.
- Spencer, Jervis
- Spencer, Jervis
- Williams, E.M.

**Box 18**

**Folder 22**
Correspondence, 1858 April 24
- Barr, J.S.
- Beschke, William, enc: newspaper article and speeches (German)
- Brooks, Samuel L.
- Cameron, John
- Hubbell, George E.
- Kent, George C.
- Leidy, William B.
- Richardson, A.G.
- Shaecroft, M.J.
- Tower, H.W.
- Ward, James

**Box 18**

**Folder 23**
Correspondence, 1858 April 25
- Gillarpy, George
- Muncey, J. Dr.
- Wilde, Henry J.

**Box 18**

**Folder 24**
Correspondence, 1858 April 26
• Bennette, Asa G.
• Bosworth, Andus
• Bourn, John E.
• Bowler, O.H.
• Carpenter, James R.
• Converse, Charles B.
• Cressly, Erastus T.
• Doolittle, J.
• Flote, George H.
• Foster, Joseph
• Gales, Mrs. Joseph
• Hassell, John Blenner
• Pierpout, J.
• Pope, W.S.
• Porter, John K.
• Potter, David
• Todd, G.L.
• Wallace, Theodore C.
• Widney, J.

Box 18
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• Baldwin, Charles
• Bayly, A. Hamilton
• Crannell, Mourae
• Cummingham, B.F.
• Davidson, James W.
• Davidson, James W.
• Draper, S.
• Eckman, D.M.
• Gillett, S.N.
• Hamilton, H.C.
• Harper, Samuel
• Hersey, Francis C.
• Hilton, George H.
• Johnson, B.P., enc: Resolution of WY State Agricultural Society
• Kimball, Edwin
• Lee, D.W.
• McArthur, L.P.
• Morse, Walter R.
• Smith, C.
• Stanwood, Edward
• Stryker, William S.
• Switzer, A.C.
• Williams, Jesse
Box 18
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• Bates, James E.
• Burlison, John
• Cullen, G. Walter
• Davis, David F.
• Elliot, I.H.
• Grant, James
• Herrington, A.M.
• Holden, Thomas M.
• Holland, R., enc: Pamphlet from Graefenberg Water Cure & Kinesipathic Institute
• McKeen, M.M.
• Parmelle, H.-.
• Robinson, J.
• Spanks, J.P.
• Stevens, F.A.
• Titus, Townsend
• Watts & Hite
• Wheaton, F.J.
• Williams, D.E.

Box 19
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Correspondence, 1858 April 29
• Arnold, Henry W.
• Balch, Benjamin, enc: a scheme of banking
• Bement, William P.
• Brackett, Joseph W.
• Bragdon, Charles D.
• Cook, P.B.W.
• Dalrimple, V.
• Grofs, Magnus
• Harford, W.B.
• Hedenberg, C.I.H., enc: letter from Cutts, Madison
• Heuling, T.
• Hill, A.K.
• Larsen, Thomas W.
• Leete, Ralph
• Norris, Jacob
• Pitman, Joseph L.
• Price, George L.
• Schaffer, C. Albin

Box 19
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Correspondence, 1858 April 30 - 31
• Ashum, George, enc: newspaper clippings
• Atkinson, Edward S.
• Bailey, C.P.
• Barge, William
• Chadwick, L.D.
• Corbin, Austin
• Edict, Peter
• Gaston, Joseph
• Gurnsey, Orrin
• Hibbard, A.G.
• Hickling, William
• Laird, John
• McDowall, Samuel Jr.
• Marsh, Mason R.
• Orr, Robert
• Parker, Dillwyn
• Pearce, Abraham
• Roberts, Omar F.
• Stevens, Cyrus T.
• Teese, William M.
• Vincent, M. Judson
• Ward, Thomas M.
• Weeks, George W.
• Welling, Henry F.
• Woodworth, John Maynard

Box 19
Folder 3
Correspondence, 1858 May undated
• Adreon, William T.
• Birth, William W.
• Cropsey, A.J.
• Falley, C.F.
• Markham, George
• Pease, B.L.
• Pooley, Samuel J.
• Rowan, S.R.
• Welling, H.F.

Box 19
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• Balance, C.
• Barry, Charles T.
• Blanchard, J.
• Bowney, James S.
• Bosworth, H.M.
• Bradley, C.S.
• Cladwell, J.W.
• Charts, Jesse P.
• Clark, David
• Drimborn, H.
• Gales & Seaton
• McLain, John
• McLaughlin, Randal, enc: letter from Judge Stephen Douglas in correspondence with Quincy McNeil
• Manier, Wesley H.
• Moore, Joseph
• Olmstead, Samuel G.
• Patton, Ludlow, enc: calling card
• Porter, George W.
• Rollins, D.G. Jr.
• Schouler, William
• Smith, Thomas P.

Box 19
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• Durdin, Alexander
• Norton, John
• Parks, B.F.
• Pearce, Charles E.
• Ryan, C.G.
• Sammons, J.H.
• Samson, Henry A.
• Shipley, J. Lester
• Smith, S.T.
• Thompson, William J.
• Wilson, W.B.
• Zents, H.W.

Box 19
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• Abbott, A.G.
• Bachman, George
• Berkshire, John G.
• Coggeshall, W.T.
• Crum, William A.
• Davis, Thomas Y.
• Eads, James D.
• Fleak, L.B.
• Forney, J.W.
• Francis, S.
• Fyffe, D.P.
• Glasgow, Adam
• Harris, Robert
• Holbach, Thomas L.
• Holliday, George H.
• Hoyt, Edmond S.
• Hudson, W.M.

Box 19
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1858 May 3 (J-W)
• James, Watkins
• Judd, A.B.
• Lawrence, Samuel
• Lewis, G.F.
• Loughary, James
• McElhinney, H.
• Mallory, M.
• Mann, T.S.
• Mozer, John C.
• Payson, William E.
• Pray, T.J.W.
• Prince, L. Thomas
• Rose, William
• Small, T.W.
• Smith, G.W.
• Spotwood, C.F.W.
• Springfellow, J.H.
• White, Charles

Box 19
Folder 8
Correspondence, 1858 May 4
• Austin, Horace
• Buell, George P.
• Chaffin, W.S.
• Crandall, H.
• Engle, C.S.
• Gordon, Samuel
• Green, Robert
• Holley, H.C.
• McKerman, David
• Taylor, John
• Thomas, James M.
• Thompson, E.
• Wier, H.P.
• Wood, E.P.

Box 19
Folder 9
Correspondence, 1858 May 5
• Barton, F.

204
• Bradner, A.
• Elliott, Mrs. J.D.
• Glass, C.C.
• Graham, William H.
• May, E. Sr.
• Ramsey, N.A.
• Warren, A. Jr.
• Whitney, Edmond C.

Box 19
Folder 10
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• Arringdale, Theodore
• Boyden, Henry P.
• Buchanan, John H.
• Burdett, W.D.
• Cable, Fielding S.
• Chapman, S.F.
• Collson, William
• Cummings, J.L.
• Dayton, S.
• Dickey, T.L.
• Dorman, O.M.
• Dunkle, James M.
• Emrick, Simon
• Galt, James
• Goodwin, Charles
• Hobgood, J.F.
• Kough, J.W. Scott
• Labatt, Henry J.
• Larsen, Thomas W.
• Livermore, A.H.
• Macanley, D.
• Murnford, J.E.
• Parney, E.R.
• Preston, F.D.
• Preston, F.D.
• Sanders, James W.
• Shawn, W.D.
• Welch, A.
• Whiting, George C.

Box 19
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• Cook, George W.E.
• Crawford, G.K.
• Durfee, H.B.
• Gibbens, A.F.
• Hoyne, P.A.
• Hoyne, P.A.
• Johnson, B.W.
• Mann, T.S.
• Nebinger, A.
• Pike, Alfred W.
• Renwick, G.W.
• Sang, Peter V.
• Simmons, George C.
• Towne, James W.
• Webb, Thomas H.
• Weeks, Augustus W.

Box 19
Folder 12
Correspondence, 1858 May 8
• Adcock, H.M.
• Bolton, Dr. James
• Burt, John S.G.
• Butler, J.G.
• Cass [?], Leo
• Dayfuff, Josiah
• Greenwood, Harry
• Hearick, S.A.
• Heintz, Frederick
• Hubbell, George E., enc: newspaper clipping
• Jewel, John D.
• June, A.J.
• Leaman, M.W.
• Miller, George S.
• Moore, J.G.
• Ralston, J.H.
• Roberts, Frederick L.
• Rogers, R.G.
• Sigler, James
• Smith, Hon. Robert
• Spaulding, Charles A.
• Waters, George M.

Box 19
Folder 13
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• Birch, James H.
• Corbin, D.P.
• Hawley, George W.
• Owen, Sol. H.
• Smith, J. Haddock, enc: newspaper clipping
Box 19
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1858 May 10
- Albert, Col J.J.
- Belcher, William
- Benham, S.C.
- Bower, Charles V.
- Dilworth, Albert
- Douglas, William H.
- Dunlap, J.M.
- Elson, J.
- Fenno, John
- Foster, Joseph
- Frazier, Charles H
- Gitt, W.W.
- Holland, J.
- Howe, Mrs. M.A.
- Jenkins, A.U.
- Keen, William H. Jr.
- Powell, George W.
- Price, William, enc: newspaper clipping
- Ratliff, C.S.
- Sampson, James W.
- Squier, E. George (2)
- Straznicky, E.R.
- Sweat, Peter
- Tappan, Samuel H.
- Van Bugan, D.
- White, J.B.
- Williams, G.W.

Box 19
Folder 15
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- Bauermeister, Rev. William
- Benting, J.
- Buck, H.
- Bucklin, Edgar A.
- Burton, R.W. M.D.
- Clark, J. Henry
- Davidson, Daniel
- Ewing, James W.
- Gower, E.W.
- Harvey, Robert
- Hilton, George L.
- Kimball, J.M.
- Moore, Robert
• Osborne, A.
• Peyton, William M.
• Ray, Daniel A.
• Rice, F.A.
• Rice, F.A.
• Ritterbach, J., enc: ticket to 2nd Anniversary Celebration of the Mendelssohn Literary Association, event program, and reply from SAD
• Sibley, L.D.
• Small, M.
• Spencer, B.F.
• Taft, W. Morse
• Tracy, William
• Tucker, William
• Widney, J.
• Williamson, B.F.

Box 19
Folder 16
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• Challis, S.H.
• Chapman, B.B.
• Chase, Frederick
• Crandall, H.
• Davis, R.H.
• Douglass, J. Leonard
• Fletcher, C.F.
• Harper, Samuel
• Hubbell, George E.
• Hurst, Charles R.
• Lambert, W.W.
• Owen, Sol. H.
• Pearce, J.L.
• Phelps, W.
• Singleton, O.R.
• Smith, E.
• Watts & Hite
• Yelgnal, John R.

Box 19
Folder 17
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• Anonymous
• Bradbury, Benjamin
• Burt, Dickinson
• Durland, C.C.
• Harmon, A.E.
• Harris, Edward
• Hastings, Frank W.
• Hudson, W.M.
• Johnson, D.M.
• Johnson, E.G.
• Kendrick, George W.
• Kirk, Benjamin
• Larsen, Thomas W.
• McGais, J.F.
• McKusick, J.E.
• Myers, H.
• Naylor, James H.
• Pearson, John
• Wheeler, George S.

Box 19
Folder 18
Correspondence, 1858 May 14
- Chase, Henry
- Cowerford, John A.
- Huling, Truman
- Jerrigan, John
- Lowe, James M.
- Preston, F.D.
- Sedgwick, Stephan J.
- Sheldon, L.A.
- Weer, William

Box 19
Folder 19
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- Benson, Albert G.
- Browley, J. Porter
- Cadwallader, John
- Cavell, J.W.
- Cowley, J.H.
- Currier, J.B.
- Harding, Henry A.
- Hempsted, Alex
- Hertford, Joseph
- Gorman, A.P.
- Oxley, P. Rilner
- Saumon, George M.
- Scheffey, Aaron W.
- Smith, Watson B.
- Sinder, U.W.
- Ward, George L.
- Wells, J.
- Macy, John M.
- Marshall, John D.
- Philleo, Calvin
- Reese, D.W.D.
- White, Parks
- Wick, W.W.
- Wilson, Simon Cameron

**Box 19**

**Folder 23**
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- Brown, C.W.
- Brown, W.A.
- Burt, John S.G.
- Butterworth
- Clinton, J.W.
- Courtoch, E., enc: newspaper clipping
- Gibson, J.
- Holdredge, William
- Moore, J. Wilson
- Ralph, Alexander
- Reily, M.B.
- Stanley, Edward
- Taylor, John B., enc: calling card
- Whipple, H.B.

**Box 19**

**Folder 24**
Correspondence, 1858 May 20
- Allanson, John S.
- Allen, R.R.
- Bennett, E.C.
- Chappell, J.R.
- Cottle, Charles W.
- Dearing, William L.
- Dixon, R.F.
- Estell, J.M.
- Fepender, J.A.
- Goodell, R.E.
- Hickok, J.E.C.
- Hope, William H.
- Hughes, W.E.
- Golden, James C.
- Morgan, Edwin B.
- Paddock, L.P.
- Piper, P.H.
- Platt, John D.
- Poole, Thomas H.
• Preston, Finney D.
• Reinhard, J.
• Sheen, Isaac
• Stephens, B.E.
• Taft, E. Morse
• Wright, J.B.

**Box 19**

**Folder 25**
Correspondence, 1858 May 21 - 23
• Anonymous, enc: newspaper clipping
• Calder, James
• Clark, J.R.
• Cory, James A.J.
• Davies, Samuel
• Dilworth, Albert
• Elson, Joseph
• Grosvenor, Thomas W.
• Harrison, William H.
• Kerr, John L.
• Lindsly, Silas B.
• McCandlers, William
• McQuiston, H.M.
• Mipemer, A.W.
• Pierce, Winslow S.
• Poole, Samuel James
• Randolph, A.M.
• Scholle, Henry P.
• Sherman, Edgar H.
• Simms, Robert W.
• Smith, James Haddock
• Stein, B.F.
• Taylor, William M.
• Wood, E.P.
• Young, W.N.

**Box 19**

**Folder 26**
Correspondence, 1858 May 24 (B-M)
• Barrell, O.K.
• Bussard, John
• Davis, W.W.H.
• Dewey, J.L.
• Dixon, R.F.
• Dodson, C.B.
• Drummoud, W.W.
• Eaton, W.E.
• Foster, Joseph
• Jewell, John D.
• Johnson, R.M.
• Jones, A. Budd
• Lightfoot, Goodrich
• McElroy, Alexander
• McNair, D.R.
• Marshall, D.M.
• Maiston, Charles E.
• Munson & Bradley
• Myers, D.C.

Box 19
Folder 27
Correspondence, 1858 May 24 (N-W)
• Nilson, Justin
• Orndorff, G.W.C.
• Perry, S.E.
• Stranahan, John D.
• Tallenadge, M.M.
• Tobin, Thomas F.
• Vaughn, James, enc: calling card of J. Vanhorn
• Weer, William
• Wightman, J. Wallace
• Williams, Henry W.

Box 20
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1858 May 25 (B-L)
• Begun, B.R.
• Brown, Charles H.
• Bryenbarger, Samuel
• Bundy, Nathan
• Chase, Mrs. A.
• Cobb, J.L.G.
• Coler, W.N., enc: newspaper clipping, Representative for the 36th District
• Cutting, F.B.
• Fisher, Edward
• Hancock, Charles M.D.
• Keilly, M.R.
• Hill, William P.
• Hitt, Emory
• Hofer, A.V.
• Larsen, Thomas W.
• Leavitt, John P.

Box 20
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Correspondence, 1858 May 25 (M-W)
• Murphy, William D.
• Murray, John B.
• Ogle, Benjamin N.
• Payne, H.B.
• Pierson, Thomas
• Potter, D.
• Pratt, William
• Rippetoe, P.B.
• Robertson, Wyndam, enc: letter from C.W. Le Boutillier
• Rusk, James
• Sapp, W.F.
• Wall, Sarah A.
• White, James G.
• White, W.W.
• Illegible

**Box 20**

**Folder 3**

Correspondence, 1858 May 26

• Black-, J.L.
• Campbell, Thomas C.
• Coue, Orello
• Emerson, E.E.
• Gottchalk, Louis
• Gray, George W.
• Hale, E.W.
• Harvey, J.H.
• Kimball, Charles H.
• Lee, George W.
• Rand, Jasper
• Russell, William F.
• Scott, James
• Schutt, Ephraim
• Spang, Chalfante & Co.

**Box 20**

**Folder 4**

Correspondence, 1858 May 27

• Bartlett, N.
• Beard, Hiram
• Brown, J.G.
• Caldwell, J.W.
• Campbell, J.M.
• Cummings, C.S.
• Evans, O.M.
• Goodrich, M.B.
• Hill, Allen J.
• Hill, Hon. Joshua
• Irwin, B.H.
• McCounell, A.W.
• McKennan, James W.M.
• Patt, B.F.
• Rightmyer, James L.
• Taylor, Harrison
• Turkington, George E.

Box 20
Folder 5
Correspondence, 1858 May 28
• Hamilton, Rev. R.G.
• Host, William H.
• Howard, Joseph T.
• Kacy, J.
• Price, Benjamin, enc: signed petition, "Freedom of the Public Lands"
• Spaulding, Edward L.
• Thomas, James M.
• Tricknor, James S.
• Wilson, George

Box 20
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1858 May 29
• Balch, Benjamin, enc: newspaper article, "The Perils of the Border"
• Burton, R.W.
• Cox, W.F.
• Granger, Gideon
• Kline, Thomas B.
• McCarry, H.M., enc: calling card, Editor Bardstown (Ky.) Gazett
• Moore, L.S.P.
• Noble, Dr. S.W.
• O’Reiley, H.
• Perkins, David Lane
• Pooley, Samuel J.
• Swindell, John H.
• Ward, Thomas M.
• Weer, William

Box 20
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1858 May 30
• Bacon, Rodger H.
• Dodd, Parmenas C.
• Forney, J.W.
• McLane, George W.
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Tyler, E.B.
• Wheaton, E.P.
Folder 8
Correspondence, 1858 May 31
• Babcock, Ransom
• Booth, Joseph C.
• Boltwood, Thomas K.
• Chamberlain, Joseph
• Farmham, Thomas H.
• Fay, Sarah
• Finnissy, W.T.R.
• Hillis, N.W.
• Hite & Watts
• Huling, T.
• Kent, George C.
• Kittle, Jacob
• Knowlton, J. Jr.
• Miller, J.H. Jr.
• Murray, Henry B.
• Palmer, E.A. Jr.
• Pooley, Samuel James
• Pratt, E.B.
• Scruggs, J.R.
• Tucker, Charles S.
• Turner, H.B.
• Webster, Edward F.
• Willey, O.

Box 20
Folder 9
Correspondence, 1858 June 1
• Arnett, W.D.
• Conard, William
• Emersen, William
• Ettinger, John A.
• Grant, Timothy B.
• Lane, J.G.
• Loring, John H.
• Morgan, J.T.
• Redman, Joseph L.
• Rice, F.A.
• Seely, W.A.
• Williams, John

Box 20
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Correspondence, 1858 June 2
• Ambrose, G.W.
• Baker, S.
• Beardsley, Najah
• Brown, Shepard, & Clark
• Cottle, Charles W.
• Henry, Dr. A.G.
• Johnson, I.H.
• King, John F.
• Law, Samuel N.L.
• Lycett, Edward, enc: calling card, Bookbinder
• Moore & Osborn
• Pearson, John
• Pooley, Samuel James
• Porterfield, J.B.
• Read, Ezra
• Roman, W.W.
• Snyder, William H.
• Willard, D.C.
• Woodbury, Roger W.

Box 20
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Correspondence, 1858 June 3
• Beard, Solomon
• Butterfield, W. enc: newspaper clipping
• Crumolly, Richard B.
• Cook, Lowe P.
• Douglass, J.L.
• Gardner, J.F.
• Glasier, George G.
• Goepp, C.
• Howell, T.M.
• Lee, Charles F.
• Payne, H.B.
• Potter, F.S.
• Roberts, Omar F.

Box 20
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Correspondence, 1858 June 4
• Beardsley, A.W.
• Birch, J.H. Jr.
• Collson, William
• Dann, Elias
• Dawson, Robert
• Dixon, R.F.
• Dixon, R.F.
• Fisher, Mary P.
• Gibson, P.S.
• Kirk, Benjamin, enc: newspaper clipping, National Democratic County Convention
• Morrison, Hugh H.
• Payne, Douglas
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Rightmyer, James Lawrence
• Seeger, J.H.
• Shindell, J.A.
• Tonge, S.D.
• Wadsworth, Philip

Box 20
Folder 13
Correspondence, 1858 June 5
• Bourn, William
• Beers, E.A. M.D.
• Bird, N.
• Conell, J.P.
• Cooper, B.
• Dyer, Elisha
• Fysinger, H.
• Green, C.K.
• Lee, Miron L.
• Sanders, George N.
• Smart, B.F.
• Thompson, Ambrose W., enc: printed copy of letter from Thompson, Abrose W. and Bill S. 430.
• Whitaker, William R.
• Wyatt, W.D.

Box 20
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1858 June 6 - 7
• Brawley, F.W.S.
• Burke, Michael
• Chase, P.G.
• Dohoney, R.B.
• Eldred, James
• Fordham, Elbert H.
• Foster, Joseph
• Garrison, Samuel
• Goodrich, Amos
• Grover, H.E.
• Haight, John
• Hedenberg, C.I.
• Herrington, A.M.
• Johnson, Martin
• Kendrick, George W.
• Maires, Thomas W.
• Montgomery, Peter H.
• Mott, J.M.
• Porter, George W.
• Scott, J.B.
• Shattuck, E.D.
• Thomas, Mrs. William H.
• Turner, Henry
• Wilson, Isaac G.

Box 20
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Correspondence, 1858 June 8 - 9
• Anonymous
• Barringer, Victor C.
• Burleson, John H.
• Hawkins, A.M.
• Holbach, Thomas L.
• Lynn, Josephus
• McClelland, Milton
• Osborn, William
• Price, William
• Simonson, J.H.
• Smith, James Haddock
• Taber, Hawk & Co., enc: calling card
• Tindall, Daniel W.
• Van Ranplaer, C. Jr.
• Van Pelt, J.
• Whigam, David P.
• Whitney, Frank T.

Box 20
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Correspondence, 1858 June 10 - 11
• Appleton, B.K.
• Barnes, David
• Booth, Joseph C.
• Brown, John J.
• Bunker, B.B.
• Cummings, J.L.
• Dearborn, Luther
• Farnham, Thomas H.
• Hale, Elias W.
• Harrington, H.W.
• Hughs, W.E.
• Keerns, Samuel H.
• Parker, John A.
• Peck, O.S.X.
• Rawlings, Augustus
• Rice, F.A., enc: newspaper clippings, "Kansas Territory-Our first Trip", "From Kansas", and "A Stage Line from Kansas City"
• Riggs, A.L.
• Sage, Omar V.
• Smythe, H.G.
• Thomas, Joseph F.
• Warne, John
• Woollen, William Wesley

Box 20
Folder 17
Correspondence, 1858 June 12 - 13
• Clough, William
• Dixon, R.F.
• Ford, George W.
• Hazlett, Joseph
• Hunt, Israel Thorndike
• Lanford, H.J., enc: Acts
• Ledyard, H.T.
• Morse, William Wallace
• Powell, B.
• Schmidt, George M.
• Scroggs, J.R.
• Seaman, Vernon
• Shindell, Jacob A.
• Smith, A.J. Jr.
• Thurber, A.J.
• Vallandighan, C.L.

Box 20
Folder 18
Correspondence, 1858 June 14 - 15
• Bennett, E.C.
• Brown, C.W.
• Burchard, S.B.
• Farnum, Francis D.
• Hedrick, Jacob, enc: Letters from Hindrick, Thomas and Wilson, John
• Holland, Isaac
• Osgood, E.B.
• Sawyer, C.S.
• Shaw, James Jr.
• Ward, Thomas M.
• Bernhard, Oscar H.
• Chandler, Joseph B.
• Chapman, Wilie
• Davies, Newton R.
• Davis, Samuel
• Hilton, George L.
• Jones, John Q. Adams
• King, Robert C.
• Sheridan, James B.
• Wilson, John M.

Box 20
Folder 19
Correspondence, 1858 June 16 - 18
• Brown, C.W.
• Conard, William
• Douglass, J.S.
• Pender, William P.
• Barlow, J.D.
• Causey, P.C.
• Chester, John L.
• Dixon, R.F.
• Grinn, John E.
• Kimball, Alonzo
• Southall, A.G.
• Stevens, Oliver
• Stevens, F.B.
• Waters, W.C.
• Baker, Charles W.
• Chandler, George
• Gibson, J.
• Murray, Henry B.
• Sheffield, William E.
• Smith, E.
• Wise, James M.

Box 20
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Correspondence, 1858 June 19 - 21
• Bainard, C.H.
• Bolling, R.R.
• Carter, H.P.
• Conklin, T.A.
• Dawson, W.C.
• Forbes, C.P. Jr.
• Fountain, William A.
• Hammond, B.C.
• Howe, George S.
• Ingham, W. Smith
• Kinds, Charles H.
• Lippincott, Jesse H.
• May, James
• Parker, John A.
• Pearson, John
• Sherman, James L.
• Southall, A.G.
• Styker, John
• Taylor, Linus

**Box 20**

**Folder 21**

Correspondence, 1858 June 22 - 24

- Bonar, D.
- Brooks, S.S.
- Brown, D.J.H.
- Calder, John
- Harrington, H.W.
- Highn, C.L.
- May, James
- McCormick, J.L.
- Morse, John W.
- Randall, Nelson
- Randall, Nelson
- Ross, Franklin
- Stone, Alfred J.
- Waldron, J.W. Jr.

**Box 20**

**Folder 22**

Correspondence, 1858 June 25 - 27

- Burton, R.W.
- Casey, Wright
- Dyer, Elisha
- Francis, S.
- Gallion, Uriah G.
- Hand, D.H.
- Hubbell, George E.
- May, James
- McLean, Washington
- Perkins, D.L.
- Ross, Robert R.

**Box 20**

**Folder 23**

Correspondence, 1858 June 28 - 30

- Arhman, George
- Beebe, J.M.
- Bernhard, O.G.
- Buei, George P., enc: newspaper clipping, "The Integrity of the Democratic Organization in Indiana and Illinois"
- Bushnell, O.
- Day, H.R., enc: letter (signed) P.C. Allen
- Eplen, C.
- Grant, E.J.
- Hite & Watts
- Hopple, Henry
- Illegible
- Smith, Anderson F.
- Vallandigham, C.S.
- Ward, Thomas M.
- Warren, W.B.

**Box 20**

**Folder 24**
Correspondence, 1858 July undated - July 3
- Crandall, R.H.
- Cutting, F.B.
- Cutts, J.M.
- Hoper, A.D.
- Huling, T.
- Jones, Oliver
- Launders, George N., enc: invitation
- Morgan, Abel
- Parker, John A.
- Readman, Joseph L.
- Rice, F.A., enc: news clipping (see oversized Flat Files)
- Svitzn, A.C.
- Welling, Henry F.
- Woodward, James L.

**Box 21**

**Folder 1**
Correspondence, 1858 July 4 - 6
- Campbell, L.D.
- Gillaspey, George
- Grebb, A.
- Howard, Francis
- Illegible
- McCallay, Cornelius
- Myers, William H.H.
- Randle, P.W.
- Rice, F.A., enc: pencil drawn map
- Robinson, T.E.
- Ward, Thomas M.

**Box 21**

**Folder 2**
Correspondence, 1858 July 7 - 9
- Bottwood, Thomas K.
- Chamberlain, R.
- Cooper, Samuel F.
- Harris, Thomas L.
- Heiss, John P.
- Ludlow, William H.
- McClellan, George B.
- McCook, Daniel
- McMarty, Samuel
- Morris, Hon. J.N.
- Murray, John B.
- Peyton, John L.
- Reddick, William
- Richard, J., enc: newspaper clipping, Obituary of infant Arnold Harris, Jr.
- Wood, Fernando

Box 21
Folder 3
Correspondence, 1858 July 10 - 12
- Brener, B.W.
- Chamberlain, John
- Churchwell, W.W.
- Dodge, Levi
- Eaton, L.B.
- Harvey, J.J.
- Heiss, John P., enc: newspaper clipping (See Oversized box 50:1 for newspaper proof and clipping)
- Jackson, C.E.
- Kirk, Benjamin
- Lanphin, Charles H. (2)
- Morris, I.N.
- Pearson, John
- Sharpstine, J.R.
- Van Alsten, E.T.

Box 21
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1858 July 13 - 15
- Aiken, F.A.
- Armstrong, John S.
- Beardsley, R.
- Bruce, E.M.
- Burton, R.W.
- Caldwell, J.W.
- Dodson, C.B.
- Harding, W.E.
- Heiss, John P.
- Heiss, John P.
- Hoper, A. (Western Union Telegraph)
- Low, Joseph
- McArthur, Capt. John
• Molineux, E.L.
• Newman, Jesse
• Pindell, R.
• Ryan, William M.D.
• Schroyer, J.J.
• Spencer, James
• Steele, William
• Truesdale, Darius
• Walker, Robert C.
• White, L.C.

Box 21
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• Daily, William L.
• Fogg, John S.H.
• Halbach, Thomas L.
• Harris, Arnold
• Hickman, George G.
• Lathan, R.W.
• McCorristen, William
• Sanders, George N.
• Walker, A.

Box 21
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1858 July 18 - 20
• Andrews, A.L.
• Atkinson, Thomas P.
• Bennett, John E.
• Binmore, H.
• Briggs, George L.
• Dunn, John K.
• Foster, Lyman
• Frick, W.W.
• Heiss, John P.
• Merriman, M.W.
• Sigler, Daniel
• Smith, G.A.

Box 21
Folder 7
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• Baylor, C.G. (2)
• Binmore
• Davis, J.M.
• Montgomery, S.
• Porter, A.J.
• Puterbaugh, S.D.
• Spencer, T.R.

**Box 21**

**Folder 8**
Correspondence, 1858 July 23 - 26
- Benton, R.W. MD
- Burdick, J.
- Butler, William T.
- Carr, D.H.
- Christy, David
- Harmon, William M.
- Hart, A. Wellington
- Heiss, John P. (2)
- Hill, George C
- McCook, David
- Payor, H.B.

**Box 21**

**Folder 9**
Correspondence, 1858 July 27 - 31
- Allen, J.C.
- Backnoth, P.L.
- Bince, E.M.
- Buckner, C.B.
- Byant, F.
- Crouch, H.G.
- Harris, Arnold
- Heiss, John P.
- Hippee, John J.
- Preston, E.T.
- Richardson, W.A.
- Rop, James D.
- Samson, G.W.
- Sheilds, J.P.
- Terrell, A.H.
- Westfall, Samuel D. II

**Box 21**

**Folder 10**
Correspondence, 1858 August undated - August 5
- Anonymous, enc: statement showing the political complexion of the Germans in different regions of Illinois
- Bristol, W.H.
- Brown, Mary
- Davis, Thomas C.
- Dickinson, A.J.
- Didier, Louis
- Gill, James
- Ingersoll, C.M.
- Kruer, Angus
- Nisley, Abraham
- Pinsifer, E.F.
- Stone, S.W.
- Sutherland, Mark
- Vanghan, J.B.

**Box 21**

**Folder 11**
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- Abbots, John
- Beebe, George M.
- Buell, George P.
- Clagett & Dodson
- Cloak, B.
- Gray, Alexander T.
- Hickman, George H.
- Lathan, R.W.
- Pomeroy, Charles
- Raley, James
- Sheahan, J.W.
- Spalding, Edward L.
- Thompson, John A.
- Wolfe, Lewis W.
- Zucherman, Henry

**Box 21**

**Folder 12**

Correspondence, 1858 August 12 - 17

- Arnett, J.C.
- Bargey, L.A.
- Biehl, Charles
- Brown, A.H.
- Conchman, M.
- de Graffenreid, W.K.
- Gillisen, C.
- Harris, C.M.
- Horman, Thomas C.
- Pepper, John C.
- Platt, John D.
- Pomeroy, Julius R.
- Reese, W.D.
- Ritchie, S.H.
- Sheahan, J.W.

**Box 21**

**Folder 13**
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- Banks, A.D.
• Buckner, L.B.
• Crawford, James
• Dawson, Robert
• Duncan, Blanton (2)
• Emery, George F.
• Kean, R.
• Lamar, George W.
• Lindsley, S.
• Madden, Joshua
• Miner, E.L.
• Morris, J.N.
• Payne, Herbert
• Reinhard, J.
• Wright, J.S.
• Young, E.P.

Box 21
Folder 14
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• Burton, R.W.
• Bush, Arnold
• Coler, W.N.
• Cuylor, William H.
• Early, W.T.
• Fellows, L.C.
• Gillardt, H.
• Lauphier, C.H.
• Livingston, B.F.
• Low, Joseph
• Marshall, John H.
• McIntyre, M.
• Merriman, H.P., enc: newspaper clipping
• Morris, J.N.
• Randall, S.W.
• Rossen, J.Francis
• Saxe, P.
• Snowden, Richard Nicols
• Ward, K.J.
• Whittemore, T.J.

Box 21
Folder 15
Correspondence, 1858 September undated - September 10
• Bachenstos, Jacob L.
• Bardon, Mary
• Campbell, William M.
• Donlom, John
• Drew, Thomas L.
• Gotthold, Ellis
• Grosvenor, H.C.
• Hill, George C., enc: newspaper clipping
• Hollinback, G.B.
• Knight, C.
• McCook, Daniel
• McDougall, J.A.
• Nisley, John
• Norris, Jacob
• Perny, H.B.
• Peyton, John L.
• Shepherd, Jepe M.
• Shirley, John
• Steinback, E.H.
• Teese, John S.
• Woodward, J.H.
• Woodward, James L.

Box 21
Folder 16
Correspondence, 1858 September 12 - 20
• Baker, N.B.
• Cilley, B.G.
• Foster, Thomas
• Hale, John K.
• Henderson, D.P.
• Hope, Thomas M.
• Jones, Roland
• Krum, John M.
• Maginnis, M.H.
• Means, Edwin, enc: two banks notes
• Reynolds, Levi
• Ridge, John R.
• Smith, E.
• Wheeler, John W.

Box 21
Folder 17
Correspondence, 1858 September 21 - 29
• Banks, A.D.
• Dunn, Alexander
• Hann, W.G.
• Hatton, J.A.M., enc: newspaper clipping
• Hill, George C., enc: newspaper clipping
• Krum, John M., enc: newspaper clipping
• Langston, L.
• Longhbornph, John
• Mackinnon, John Jay
• Pegram, N.J.
• Rust, A.
• Smith, E.
• Wise, O.L.

Box 21
Folder 18
Correspondence, 1858 October undated - October 10
• Bush, P.O.
• Cain, John
• Cranford
• Dawner, William G.
• Dill, B.F.
• Ellington, J.W.
• Groesbeck, William L.
• Hale, Charles W.
• Harmon, C.M.
• Harris, Thomas L.
• Kierans, John L.
• Mason, C.H.
• Merriman, A.P., enc: newspaper clippings on Judge Douglas
• Mizner, L.B.
• Nobles, Soloman K.
• Perrin, E.O.
• Reidy, John
• Ryerson, Martin
• Veil, George
• Ward, D.
• Weeks, B.B.

Box 21
Folder 19
Correspondence, 1858 October 12 - 21
• Danforth, J.B.
• DeCarterel, J.Q.
• Donnelly, Ang.
• Elliot, George
• Forney, Col. John W.
• Foster, Charles Henry
• Fuller, H.
• Gardner, James
• Kincaid, William H.
• Murray, John
• Pease, A.S.
• Pendleton, George H.
• Reilly, Barney
• Reinhard, J.
• Sonlé, Pierre
• Turnley, G.T.
• Ward, William
• Wick, W.W.
• Williams, R.G.

**Box 21**

**Folder 20**
Correspondence, 1858 October 23 - 30
• Claiborne, F.L.
• Cochran, John B.
• Cook, T.
• Curran, J.B.
• De Wolfe, Stephen
• DeBow, J.D.
• Helpenstein, William L.
• Lamar, George W.
• Martin, William B.
• Patton, Benjamin
• Sims, Frank D.
• Wood, Francis

**Box 21**

**Folder 21**
Correspondence, 1858 November undated - November 4
• Anonymous
• Anonymous, in reference to the Detroit Free Press
• Bedford, Wimer
• Bradley, John J.
• Clinton, G.W.
• Edwards, T.O.
• Gamon, Thomas L.
• Gibbons, Washington
• Green, C.C.
• Harton, H.D.
• Knox, John C.
• List of names, agreeing to pay five dollars to attend a Public Dinner
• Lyon, W.H.
• Mendenhall, R.J.

**Box 21**

**Folder 22**
Correspondence, 1858 November 5
• Chandler, J.B.
• Elliott, William J.
• Ficklin, James B.
• Griswold, Wayne
• Hewett, A.G.
• Johnson, R.
• Lothrop, George O.N.
• Low, Joseph
• Monroe, James
• Mudd, J.H. Clay
• Myers, Sydney
• Nisbet, James A.
• Payne, H.B.
• Sacia, Henry
• Searle, George W.
• Sylvester, R.H.
• Thomas, James M.
• Turner, Benjamin
• Walker, John R.
• Watkins, G.L.
• Wick, W.W.
• Wood, Fernando
• Wright, J.

Box 21
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Correspondence, 1858 November 6 (A-M)
• Ashman, George
• Colton, David D.
• Comstock, E.
• Conard, William
• Davis, John
• Davison, William C.
• Douglas, W.B.
• Flynn, P.
• Forbes, F.H.
• Gaston, Joseph
• Hallett, B.F.
• Hawkins, Edwin R., enc: Lectures Before the Literary Congress of Philidelphia
• Ingall, Collin M.
• Leland, L.C.
• Ludlow, William H.
• McConnel, M.
• Malawbre, George W.
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Correspondence, 1858 November 6 (N-S)
• Nye, E.
• Oatman, C.L.
• Pahnor, J.C.
• Parker, Nathaniel
• Pendy, B.D.
• Pierrepont, Ed.
• Reynolds, Levi
• Salisbury, S.W.
• Smith, Augustus
• Smith, John S.
• Sparks, J.P.
• Stetson, C.A.
• Stokes, William A.
• Stratton, W.H.
• Stuart, Charles E.
• Taylor, John J.
• Walling, A.L.
• Wise, Henry A.
• Withers, A.
• Wood, James C.
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• Corey, J.A.
• Davidson, J.M.
• Davidson, James M.
• Dawson, R.
• Deloney, Edward
• Dickson, John
• Fuller, Josiah D.
• Gaston, W.C.
• Hacker, I.S.
• Haines, Joseph
• Harmon, A.E.
• Harris, William L.
• Kibbee, A.D.
• Krum, John M.
• Langdon, H.O.
• Lewis, Birdsey M.D.
• Liebeman, Henry
• McCook, Daniel
• Moore, Washington E.
• Norris, B.B.
• Rogers, H.W.
• Segfield, J.M.
• Sigler, Daniel
• Smith, G.A.
• Steadman, James B.
• Wyatt, W.D.
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• Aylitt, Henry P.
• Clack, F.H.
• Clark, Horace F.
• Cook, J.T.
• Dickinson, A.J.
• Goodrich, Earl L.
• Haren, Charles E.
• McKnight, Logan
• Payn, O.W.
• Pierce, Winston S.
• Taylor, Elisha
• Wise, Isaac M.
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• Allen, J.W.
• Chase, L.B.
• Clark, J.H.
• Cook, J.W.
• Falconey, John
• Kennedy, Joseph C.G.
• Kincaid, W.H.
• Lymons, Henry W.
• May, James
• McCormister, William
• Merrian, J.W.
• Nicholson, A.O.P
• Parneelee, T.M.
• Steadman, James B.
• Stokes, William A.
• Ticknon, James S.
• Woodson, Silas

Box 22
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• Adams, S.E.
• Denison, C. Wilberforce
• Ellis, J.W.
• Hall, S.A.
• Harding, A.W.
• Hascall, C.S.
• Molineaux, E.S.
• Nolan, N.P.
• Smith, Lyman B.
• Stone, F.W.
• Studdeford, John N.
• Sweney, Charles
• Unsigned
• Williams, William G.

**Box 22**

**Folder 3**
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- Adams, Joseph
- Alton, D.
- Drew, James S.
- Harvey, J.H.
- Martin, T.C.
- May, A.
- Payne, H.B.
- Simpson, A.L.
- Stokes, W.A.
- Todd, D.
- Welch, J.C.
- Wise, Henry A.

**Box 22**

**Folder 4**
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- Clinton, G.W.
- Emmons, Col.
- Ficklin, O.B.
- Gordon, Samuel A.
- Jenkins, Edw. M.D.
- Johnson, R.
- Palmer, N.B.
- Reid, John T.
- Satum, R.H.
- Storrs, William C.

**Box 22**

**Folder 5**
Correspondence, 1858 November 15
- Alexander, D.P.
- Dennison, B.F.
- Faulkner, William
- Gardiner, Frederick
- Geatman, Thomas
- Halback, Thomas S.
- Harvey, Stewart
- Jones, Oliver, enc: newspaper clipping
- Kennett, F.
- King, M.A.
- Lawrence, Samuel
- Mann, James
- McHutton, J.D.
• Moore, John B.
• Robinson, J.
• Salisbury, D.G.
• Young, James S.M.

Box 22
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• Albea, G.C.
• Child, Pelez C.
• Eddy, N.
• Ferguson, W.D.
• Lanahan, John
• Lanahe, Charles H.
• Lawrence, George W.
• Lester, C. Edwards
• Musser, A.
• Osborn, W.H.
• Parvin, F.L.
• Potter, H.F.
• Rhey, John S.
• Rogers, H.W.
• Stuart, Charles E.
• Symms, John William (Letter to the Congress)
• Treat, Samuel
• Turnley, P.T.
• Wilson, Galen, enc: newspaper clipping
• Young, H.

Box 22
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• Daily, William M.
• Davidson, S. Murray
• Dickson, John
• Fitch, John
• Haskin, John B.
• Kierans, John
• Landers, Reid
• Lowe, W.M.
• Mizner, L.B.
• Newson, Dr. A.R.
• Ray, C.H.
• Reid, James M.
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Ryerson, Martin
• Smith, J. Haddock
• Wilson, George R.B.
Box 22
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- Albea, W.W.
- Bowen, Edward L. enc: letters from A. Laskley and W.D. Jones with envelope
- Chenoweth, Justin
- Doubleday, Elisha
- Garvey, E.C.K.
- Hammond, B.C.
- Harrison, N.
- Kennett, Ferd., enc: "To the Democracy of Missouri and Illinois"
- Levitt, C.F.
- Longborough, J.
- Morse, Isaac E.
- Muir, W.T.
- Payne, H.B.
- Pearson, John
- Smith, E.
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- Allen, J.C.
- Bright, William
- Carpen, S.T.
- Clark, J.R.
- Clark, Lincoln
- Fulton, J. Alexander
- Gregg, Samuel
- Kilborn, Byron, enc: copy of letter from Kilborn, Byron to Hammond, Lenton
- Muir, W.T.
- Murdock, L.C.
- Parmalie, T.N.
- Read, John T.
- Reid, John T., enc: newspaper clipping
- Rich, William M.
- River, John
- Sargen, John O.
- Schineman, L.
- Smith, Alfred
- Webb, Susan E.
- Wick, W.W.

Box 22
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- Arnold, L.W.
- Baker, William E.
• Davenport, P.H.
• Everett, Howard
• Fante, H.G.
• Fountain, William A.
• Haines, A.
• Hubbell, F.B.
• Murphy, Isaac
• Trimble, H.H.
• Young, James M.

Box 22
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• Campbell, J.M.
• Clapp, A.W.H.
• Field, T.G.
• Forney, John W.
• Hammond, Edward
• Hughes, W.D.
• Mayurn, Joseph L.
• Murphy, William D., enc: news clipping (see Oversized Flat Files)
• Samson, Henry A.
• Turnley, P.T.

Box 22
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• Campbell, Hugh J.
• Durkee, C.
• Goodsel, Curtis
• Harris, Amos, enc: letter from Helm Charles J.
• Kinds, Charles H.
• Minick, R.T.
• Rinewalt, John
• Teasdale, Rev. Thomas C.
• Weigler & Reis

Box 22
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• Conlson, L.C.
• Cressy, L.W.
• Dame, A.A.
• Dixon, A.
• Durdin, Alexander
• Dyson, James
• Finnell, Reuben A.
• Forney, John W.
• Lanman, Charles
• Lee, Peter B.
• Myers, Sydney
• Philips, W.C.
• S-, Henryeus
• Snyder, Albert M.
• Soulé, Pierre
• Thompson, R.W.

Box 22
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• Baker, L.W.
• Clack, J.H.
• Dearing, William L.
• Deneen, L.H.
• Dengler, C.W. M.D.
• Everest, Aaron S.
• Griot, W.
• Kennicatt, John A.
• Langnicker, D.
• O’Milvany, J.M.
• Ott, William C.
• Robbins, R.B.

Box 22
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• Bradbury, E.E.
• Carpenter, J.W.
• Cash, George P.
• Claiborne, J.F.H.
• Deeth, Jacob
• Farnham, E.
• Gill, W.H.
• Greene, John W.
• Hayden, Daniel J.
• Houseworth, R.F., enc: newspaper clipping
• Langley, James, enc: newspaper clipping
• Lloyd, Rees J.
• Mizner, J.B.
• Moulton, L.G.
• Pepper, Joseph C.
• Pindy, Robert C.
• Plough, A.L.
• Prince, L. Thomas, enc: Circular from the Library Committee of the Sons of Temperance City Haven
• Reeves, Mills S.
• Richstein, William F.
• Rickert, C.J.
• Simpson, James M.
• Smith, E.
• Smith, J.W.
• Stamps, F.A.
• Thomas, John M.

Box 22
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• Beddes, R.
• Downer, E.W.
• Drum, Richard W.
• Fetron, Martin
• Gibbs, Charles F.
• Gorr, W.J.
• Henderson, D. Pat.
• Herrick, Edward Jr.
• Jones, E.R.
• Kellogg, C.D.
• Odle, William G.
• Scott, Samuel
• Sheridan, James B.
• Simms, J. Marquis
• Southworth, Nellie
• Stanton, John P.
• Walker, E.D.
• Washborne, W.W.
• Wick, W.W.
• Williams, E.S.

Box 22
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• Green, Henry K.
• Grover, Edwin
• Hill, George C.
• Kernz, John C.
• Kuhn, R.K.
• McConnell, M.
• Morris, George S.
• Rathburn, H.
• Redman, Joseph S.
• Richardson, W.A.
• Robertson, Fred.
• Sherwin, E.O.
• Steinberger, Justin
• Stickney, Charles H.
• Townsend, Joseph H.
• Wise, Isaac M.

Box 22
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• Benedict, Kirby
• Cobler, Jesse
• Collier, R.R.
• Correa, Dr. Ricardo, enc: newspaper clippings
• Craig, Lient. W.
• Greene, Talbot
• Gunnison, J. & Co., verso: Real Estate broadside
• Hardestay, Washington
• Harrington, B.
• Harrison, William M.
• Herbruger, F.C.
• Herbruger, F.C.
• Kile, George W.
• McCormick, J.
• McKnelly, G.W.
• Phelps, Adolphus
• Rockwell, Charles
• Smith, Allen (2)
• Wilcox, P.P.
• Williamson, J.B.
• Wood, S.W.
• Worley, J.J.
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• Atkinson, Thomas P.
• Boston, J.N.O.
• Brothers, W.
• Cassard, George
• Copeland, Abel W.
• Cranford, J.C.
• Dempter, W.L.
• Gage, D.A.
• Guffy, B.L.D.
• Herron, A.J.
• Jenkins, A.W.
• Kennicott, R., enc: Zoological Survey of Illinois
• Martin, J.S.
• McLean, Wash.
• McNeil, Y.L. M.D.
• O'Keeffe, Arthur
• Page, Joseph
• Pearman, F.M.
• Peffer, W.A.
• Robinson, Samuel W.
• Smith, E.
• Stewart, A.
• Tredway, John G.
• Willson, Marcius
• Witmore, S.H.

Box 22
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• Alexander, C.C.
• Barclay, P.W.
• Coxe, John R.
• Farrar, W.H.
• Fosmire, J.T.
• Galt, James
• Gilbert, J.R.
• Harris, J.G.
• Johnston, John
• Joyce, M.E.
• Krapp, Z.
• Langer, Ralph
• Lindsay, J.T.
• Marrett, John
• McCook, Daniel
• Misner, C.H.
• Plumer, Nathaniel G.
• Raymond, Charles E.
• Schafer, Lewis
• Sherwood, A.C.
• Siegrist, John
• Smith, T.W.
• Templeton, W.C. (2)
• Tucker, Enoch G.
• Ward, R.J.
• Wise, Henry S.
• Wyatt, W.D.
• Young, John Jay
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• Chamberlin, M.H.
• Eads, James D.
• Ellis, Jesse K.
• Goode, Thomas F.
• Green, Duff
• Hagunin, R.B.
• Harding, B.
• Harrision, H.H.
• Hill, B.J.
• Hillard, Samuel
• Holbrook, Amery
• Koepflin, Solomon
• Larismard
• Long, Thomas W.J.
• Mosher, George S.
• Priest, F.A.
• Schwartz, D.E.
• Small, A.
• Smith, D. Marshall
• Sweat, Peter
• Webster, Sidney
• Whitaker, Benjamin

Box 22
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• Button, C.P.
• Cranch, William H.
• Darling, David D.
• Downs, David
• Fanestock, C.E.
• Freeman, George M.
• Harris, A.
• Henry, J.P.
• Hubbard, David
• Ludlow, Stephen
• McLean, Wash.
• Melveny, H.K.S.O.
• Nash, Richard
• O'Connor, B.
• Poinell, Andrew
• Potter, C.B.
• Samson, H.A.
• Sheeran, James
• Vaughn, James
• Williams, George H.

Box 22
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• Anonymous, "Slaveholder"
- Bell, John W.
- Ceileur, A.
- Harvey, Peter
- Houston, A.
- Hutchins, T.J.
- Jordan, M.W.
- Knott, J.
- Mann, R.C.
- Morris, J.N.
- Neal, John
- Pooley, Samuel Lewis
- Pope, John
- Rogers, A.C.
- Russell, R.P.
- Sweny, Charles
- Tudor, John F.

**Box 22**

**Folder 24**

Correspondence, 1858 December 30 - 31
- Anonymous
- Evans, D.C.M.
- Price, John M.
- Riker, John S., enc: pamphlet for the Fair of the American Union of Inventors and Exhibitors and a complimentary ticket to the event
- Rutland, W.O.
- Small, William F. & Leisenring, H.G.
- Staples, William P.
- Thomas, C.
- Wells, Benjamin F.
- Wheaton, F.J.
- Wick, W.W.

**Box 22**

**Folder 25**

Correspondence, 1859 January undated - January 1
- Illegible
- Brand, Jacob H.
- Ch-, R.H.
- Church, Charles
- Cole, J.E.
- Colmesnil, John D., enc: Memorial of John D. Colmesnil
- Davis, W.W.
- Frelinghaysen, F.T.
- Gerlach, Andrew
- Glazier, A.P.
- Jenkins, A.R.
- Nathans, Horace A.
• Nisett, J.L.L.
• Reych, John
• Ross, W.F.
• Todd, W.
• Beckwith, D.L. M.D.
• Dean, Henry Clay
• Diggs, Beverly
• Grinnly, J.W.
• Harper, Isaac
• Holt, Joseph
• Lehman, W.E.
• Ringgold, John H.
• Swett, Johathan
• Walker, J. Knox
• Ward, Hunt & Co.

Box 22
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• Banks, A.D.
• Graham, H.J.
• Adams, Henry M.
• Adams, John
• Collins, Albert L.
• Harris, C.R. M.D.
• McRory, James H., enc: calling card
• Park, Wesley
• Reeves, Mills L.
• Swift, R.K.
• Vieregg, Charles A.
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• Bowman, D.P.
• Brent, J.L.
• Hamilton, Isaac -. 
• Horton, H.D.
• Manley, John E.
• Reen, G.W.
• Rice, E.M. M.D.
• Searls, W.S.
• Goddelyn, Lewis
• Moran, William Sr.
• Thornton, J.L.
• Boreman, Jacob S.
• Downey, William
• Dufield, Cyrus A.
• Grop, M.
• Hanson, R.W.
• Lawren, A.M.
• Morrow, William M.
• Nesbit, J.C.
• Steadman, James B.
• Turnley, P.T.
• Young, William

Box 23
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• Anonymous, "Uncle Ben"
• Brown, William R.
• Douglas, Erskine
• Dunkle, James N.
• Forester, J.B.
• Griffith, Fanny R.
• Heiss, John P.
• Hicks, Thomas M.
• Hill, George C.
• Hoffman, Thomas N.
• James, Charles S.
• Kendrick, George W.
• Keyes, J.W.
• Lewis, G.F.
• Lu-, William H.
• McKiernan, John G.
• Park, J.D.
• Philport, James E.
• Savage, George, enc: index and contents of book Municipalist
• Scheffey, Aaron W.
• Spencer, Jervis
• Wallbridge, William M.

Box 23
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• Barnes, A.P.
• Beardsley, h.
• Brent, R.J.
• Donaldson, J.
• Hood, Samuel (Care of Matteson, J.A.)
• Hoskins, A.N.
• Hurst, Edmond
• Jennings, Charles B.
• Johnson, Herman L.
• Lanphier, Charles H.
• Marshall, S.S.
• McCook, Daniel
• Murphy, William D.
• Palmer, J.C.
• Richards, Joseph
• Sterrell, John S.
• Tyler, J.B.
• Waddill, J.W.
• Wells, Lewis S.
• Willcockson, J.H.

**Box 23**

**Folder 4**
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• Allen, James
• Birdsall, O.
• Brodhead, J.C.
• Cocker, William A.
• Cromwell, James
• Holiday, George H.
• Hulton, E.S. & others
• Kerr, S.S.
• Malone, William
• Matthews, J.M.
• McClintock, William
• Money, J.B.
• Newcomb, J.B.
• Newhny, Henry L.
• Palmer, P.S.
• Randall, James S.
• Raymond, Charles F.
• Smalley, D.A.
• Smith, B.F.
• Walling, A.T.

**Box 23**

**Folder 5**
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• Barney, E.L.
• Bennet, Charles Ed.
• Bowdish, J.B.
• Brom, E.P.
• Dayton, L.
• Herndon, John B.
• Kellsey, Franklin
• Lampheir, Charles H.
• McLean, Wash.
• Peirce, Thomas J.
• Raymond, Charles F.
• Smith, E.
• Travis, John

Box 23
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• Boston, James
• Emerson, M.E.
• Fletcher, Charles Fosdick, enc: Article "Atlantic and Pacific Railroad: Northern Route"
• Froissett, B.A., enc: letter, unsigned
• Gayle, William E.
• Lanphone, Almon
• McMahan, James
• McMaster, J.A.
• Morgan, Abel
• Myers, Adolph
• Schnabel, Ellis B.
• Sloanaker, A.B.
• Stratton, A.M.
• Stutenroth, C.W.
• Treat, Samuel
• Wetmore, P.M.

Box 23
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Corresopndence, 1859 January 13
• Boykin, W.F.
• Brooks, R.J.
• Cahill, D.
• Chapin, Nathaniel
• Dorrance, John Y.
• Fishbock, James
• Foster, Charles Henry
• Ginn, Robert
• Harvey, J.H.
• Jones, C.S.
• McNair, D.R.
• Orf, John
• Presdon, James
• Reid, J.H.
• Richards, Thomas McD.
• Smart, E.K.
• Upton, Charles

Box 23
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• Bayne, L.P.
- Cohen, Benjamin W.
- Dunhan, P.
- Ezekiel, M.
- Forney, William
- Fowler, Joseph S.
- Griswold, P.N.A.
- Harsh, Col. N.
- Holloway, R.
- Lawman, Charles (2)
- Letcher, J.
- Morgan, George W.
- Parson, Solomon
- Smith, M.H.
- Stinson, A.P.
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- Ball, Charles J.
- Bradley, J.D.
- Brown, S.C.
- Dorzin, J.I.
- Durland, C.C.
- Ellsworth, S.
- Fitch, C.M.
- Hardy, Isaac
- Meinhelger, Marcellus, enc: pamphlet: Ein Stine aus dem State New York
- Johnson, Thomas W.
- Lamoran, Isaac H.
- Miner, Capt. I.
- Nevin, Master Theodore F.
- Powers, Cyrus
- Savage, Silas
- Scudden, Smith
- Stobbs, John

Box 23
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- Anonymous
- Bachman, J.B.
- Bennitt, Charles
- Bundy, J.C.
- Douglas, H.B.
- Gilson, J.
- Harman, William M.
- Hobbs, Mrs. William
- Holmes, Hiram
• Hovey, George D., enc: Dansville Seminary Pamphlet and advertisement for Lecture
• Huster, John A.
• Johnson, A.H.
• Johnson, Thomas
• Judson, George
• Karr, Thomas
• Kindred, Edward
• Luce, Moses A.
• Nabb, H.
• Toumbely, John W.
• West, A.M.
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• Deneen, S.H.
• Law, W.S.
• Ledlie, Joseph
• Loughary, James
• Melvine, H.K.S.O
• Stanton, S.
• Sudden, Spencer
• Tobin, Thomas F.
• Wallace, William
• Willard, Mary
• Windsor, J.W.
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• Bailey, Charles A.
• Beach, Edward P.
• Bigelow, Theodore F.
• Casey, Wright
• Dewey, F.S.
• Forney, J.W.
• Gage, George N.
• Griswold, Wayne
• Johnson, Turner, enc: newspaper clippings
• Lindsey, Silas B.
• McElroy, George W., enc: newspaper clipping
• O’Rielly, H.
• Pratt, James T.
• Reis & Weigler
• Seward, Israel
• Sparks, J.B.
• Strong, A.L.
• Thompson, James N.
• Webb, Henry L., enc: letter from H.J. Samuels
• White, Lyman P.
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• Alteman, Frank L.
• Brown, L.H.
• Connelly, H.M.
• Cunningham, Thomas A.
• Day, B.
• Emerson, William
• Gomer, Rev. T.M.
• Grim, Augustine L.
• Marmion, N.
• Mayberry, James W.
• Miller, J.M.
• Mory, Charles N.
• Partridge, Samuel
• Rudolph, A.
• Scott, Walter
• Tipton, Asa Young
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• Anonymous
• Anonymous (Milwaukee)
• Baker, Robert
• Bartham, F. Sterling
• Brackett, Cyril H.
• Bradbury, Edward E.
• Dent, George
• Dougherty, George L.
• Faber, Nicholas
• Fink, James E.
• Fleming, John
• Gordon, Samuel
• Hilton, George S.
• Howard, B.B.
• McIntire, Rufus
• McLean, M.A.
• Martin, Philip
• Moore, A.H.
• Pomeroy, P.R.
• Pooley, Samuel J.
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Sheffield, William E.
• Stuart, D.
• Sym, William H.
• Tittsworth, Jesse
• Sonlard, James G.
• Turner, Benjamin
• Woodward, William F.

**Box 23**

**Folder 15**
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• Bach, William
• Beardsley, L.S.
• Bell, C.H.
• Bradhead, G.C.
• Brehany, Augustin
• Bundy, Abel
• Calehan, G.B.
• Clough, William
• Corn, Hiram
• Dresser, T.W.
• Eddy, Alexander
• Fitch, G. N.
• Ford, E.P.
• Gilstrap, A.L.
• Griswold, J.
• Helm, Charles J.
• Hetherington, A.H.
• Keirans, John
• Ludlow, W.H.
• Milligan, D.
• Morris, Jacob
• Newman, G.G.
• Nickey, S.P.
• Phelan, John
• Redfield, W.H.
• Robinson, Joseph
• Simmons, J.F.
• Semple, C.D.
• Taylor, James
• Wright, Stephen M.

**Box 23**

**Folder 16**
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• Arnold, Samuel G.
• Buell, George P.
• Canfield, T.C.
• Cirl, Charles W.
• Drew, Thomas L.
• Duvall, B.F.
• Easterday, L.F.
• Gibb, G.N. (2)
• Greene, C.O.
• Grow, A.
• Groff, Samuel
• Hinds, Charles H.
• Holbrook, A. Jr.
• McCallister, John (2)
• McIntire, Rufus
• Martin, Lillie A.
• Orman, R.J.
• Oassard, [illegible]
• Smith, Franklin
• Smith, T.C.
• Small, I.W.
• Stevenson, Michael Sr.
• Wheeler, R.F.
• Wilson, J.J.
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• Becker, George
• Caldwell, W.C.
• Crawford, Joseph
• Egan, M.J.
• Forney, J.W. (2)
• Herrick, Joshua
• Johnston, W.A.
• Law, Samuel A.L.
• Osborn, W.H., enc: letter from W.H. Osborn
• Powell, B.
• Ross & Tosney
• Turkington, George E.
• Warren, C.J.
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Correspondence, 1859 January 26 - 27
• Birdhead, J.C.
• Bradford, O.L.
• Cogar, W.G.
• Dow, A.F.
• Foey, Michael
• Hagan, P.M.
• Haslan, William E.
• Herriman, D.S.
• Hotchkiss, Orrin
• Jones, A.D.
• Logan, William P.
• Low, John
• Lynch, M.J.
• McCarry, C.
• Mitchell, George
• Mitchell, James
• Morgan, William F.
• Nisbett, A.
• Orb, John
• Pehread, William
• Perkins, Emily E.
• Perkins, W.T.
• Plumb, A.J.
• Sherwood, G.W.
• Skelle, D.C.
• Sloamaker, A. Barnes
• Smith, Thomas S.
• Waterman, L.B.
• Whitman, L.J.
• Wood, Thomas W.
• Woodworth, John Maynard
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• Bicknell, William E.
• Bonar, U.B.
• Bremond, L.
• Coghlan, P.G.
• Downes, E.W.
• Farnell, Charles B.
• Gardner, Johnson
• Gifford, Peter D.
• Hackett, P.W.
• Hadley, Alfred S.
• Henry, J.F. Jr.
• Hertford, Joseph
• Hupp, George S.
• Jared, L.D.
• Kendrick, William H.
• Leary, P. Jr.
• Lick, M.M.
• Merrick, R.T.
• Napier, Lord
• Olive, James
• Pacific Railroad Memorial (Newsletter)
• Sampson, G.C.
• Sheffield, William E.
• Southall, A.G.
• Speed, L.G.
• Treadway, William M.
• Widney, Joseph C.
• Wisner, J. & Gillett, L.N
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• Brown, A.G.
• Huntoon, Ransom
• McCormell, H.H.
• Miller, E.V.
• Snow, P.A.
• Vandegriff, D.C.
• Wager, Charles H.
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• Allen, Philips
• Butterfield, Frank
• Currier, E.
• Daskam, George F.
• Davis, Charles
• Everett, Edward F.
• Hardy, William A.
• Howe, S.Storrs
• Hoyne, P.A.
• Jones, Caspar W.
• Jones, H.L.
• Jones William L.F.
• Kerfort, L.R.
• Lowry, William J.
• McDonald, C.W.
• Norton, C.P.
• Pearson, John
• Ray, W.A.
• Roberts, J.G. (2)
• Samson, Henry A.
• Smith, E.
• Tate, H. M.D.
• Vane, William
• Wright, M.F.
• Ziepher, J.

Box 23
Folder 22
Correspondence, 1859 February 1
• Brady, M.B.
• Brinks, William
• Cate, J.D.
• Clark, S.F.
• Davis, A.J.
• Fash, Daniel
• Hoyt, T.R. Jr.
• Lrego, C.D.
• Wiggins, C.A.
• Bennett, Asa F.
• Colné, J.G.
• Dockny, F.A.
• Hornsby, T.N.
• Hutchinson, S.
• Kelly, Edward
• Lane, J.G.
• May, H.
• Putnam, G.F.
• Ralston, James B.
• Smalley, D.A.
• Smith, E.
• Squier, E.G.

Box 23
Folder 23
Correspondence, 1859 February 2
• Adams, David
• Bradbury, James W.
• Bush, Hudson
• Chaffin, W.L.
• Crandall, Eli J.
• Douglass, Alexander
• Gibbs, Charles
• Keener, W. Thomas
• McCary, W.W.
• Moore, D.H.C.
• Newcomb, John B.
• Nicholson, Joseph H.
• Porter, Albert
• Snow, Josiah
• Van Deryn, J.V.
• Walker, L.W.

**Box 23**

**Folder 24**

Correspondence, 1859 February 3
* • Baker, Charles W.
  • Boggs, William G.
  • Boone, W.F.
  • Brent, Heath
  • Brown, Amos
  • Burn, Mr. & Mrs. A.V.
  • Chase, Fredrick
  • Douglas, Erastus
  • Harman, William W.
  • Keenan, I.W.
  • Lamb, James R.
  • Lawrence & Donnell, enc: Prospectus of Clinton County Journal McCarty, W.M.
  • Law, Richard S.
  • McCarty, W.M.
  • Marshall, William Jr.
  • Musgrave, H.B.
  • Ordway, William T.
  • Shively, W.T.
  • Smith, David T.
  • Terrill, Robert J.
  • Thompson, Mr. & Mrs. J.
  • Turnely, Mr. & Mrs.
  • Turner, Giles H.
  • Williams, John A.

**Box 23**

**Folder 25**

Correspondence, 1859 February 4
* • Bedford, Wimer
  • Bishop, William D.
  • Brown, Benjamin H.
  • Culin, C.P.
  • Dunlany, H.
  • Green, L.H.
  • Holloway, E.F.
  • Loring, Thomas & Holderby, Joseph
  • Macon, I.H.
  • Meseme, Roger P.
  • Miller, J.M.
  • Palmer, J.C.
  • Sharmmod, John
  • Stewart, A.
  • Tanlman, David S.
Box 23  
Folder 26  
Correspondence, 1859 February 5  
- Austin, Charles W.  
- Bailey, E.C.  
- Bourne, William  
- Douglas, Charles S.  
- Douglas, George B.  
- Farrar, W.H.  
- Freas, P.R.  
- Humphreys, P.H.  
- Jewett, J.H.  
- Kelly, John P.  
- Miller, James H.C.  
- Norton, Thomas F.  
- Reynolds, M.S.  
- Rogers, H.W.  
- Rust, W. Erskine  
- Whyte, W.P.  
- Willard, D.E.  

Box 23  
Folder 27  
Correspondence, 1859 February 6  
- Grant, M.  
- Mondelet, Charles  
- Purnell, John W.  
- Rose, William B.  
- Sweet, A. William  

Box 24  
Folder 1  
Correspondence, 1859 February 7  
- Allsworth, C.A.  
- Bartlett, B.G.L.  
- Chandler, Joseph B.  
- Coltman, Thomas  
- Dickey, T. Lyle  
- Dodge, John R.  
- Evans, H.B. & Hughes, G.D.  
- Hitt, M.E.  
- Hoyt, H.H.  
- Kent, J.C., Wilmot Luce and Thomas N. Allen  
- Larsh. L.W.  
- Leland, Frank  
- Martin, John G. W.  
- Merrill, J.W.  
- Perry, T.M. Jr.
• Swain, John
• Swallow, William K.
• Taylor, H.J.
• Taylor, J.B.
• Tinlock, S.M.
• Vandervort, James M.
• Wetherbee, Charles F.
• Young, Richard M.

Box 24
Folder 2
Corresopndence, 1859 February 8 - 9
• Baker, William E.
• Burnham, Mrs. Walter
• Downey, William
• Dutcher, D.
• Emery, Mary O.
• Feagins, John L.
• Fickles, D.
• Gray, T.L.
• Horrell, T.M.
• Knapps, Z.
• Ladd, E.
• Lanman, Charles
• Lawson, Joseph
• Lewvitt, E.C.
• Miller, C.G.
• Ordway, Carrie F.
• Robinson, Joseph
• Scott, Samuel
• Sexton, A. James
• Thomas, William H.
• Warren, H.L.
• Willard, J.A. Jr.
• Wolfe, Adolph
• Woodward, James L.
• Wooldridge, George B.

Box 24
Folder 3
Corresopndence, 1859 February 10 - 11
• Ames, Alvin
• Ayres, Helen M.J.
• Bradley, C.
• Browning, Silas
• Candy, James
• Carter, S.C.
• Danker, J.F. & Hicks, C.R.
• Douglas, Mrs. C.
• Erimer, Simon
• Farlin, J.W.
• Galt, James
• Hunt, Edward S.
• Jekis, Michael
• Ketchman, A.C.
• McCornihe, William
• Northrop, E.P.
• Quagle, William
• Rice, Thomas J.
• Riddle, Edward
• Ring, John L.
• Sharp, A.W.
• Springsteen, A.J.
• Thompson, George W.
• Wiggins, Benjamin
• Wilson, Myron F.
• Wooldridge, George B.

Box 24
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1859 February 12 - 13
• DeGroat, John
• Jewett, H.C.
• Leshe, J.R.
• McCaslin, M.
• Moulton, M.M.
• Parker, A.R.
• Parker, W.A.
• Pierce, Abraham
• Rathbun, H.
• Sewall, G.P.
• Ward, Thomas M.
• Yulee, E.

Box 24
Folder 5
Correspondence, 1859 February 14
• Arthur, H.H.
• Bansman, J.L.
• Boyd, H.W.
• Connelly, D.J.
• Douglass, J.L.
• Fyfe, William B.
• Gove, A.D.
• Grant, E. Thompson
• Graves, O.F.
• Jany, Peter V.
• Lawrence, Samuel
• Machin, Thomas
• McNeill, James F.
• Manning, Julius
• Roan, Janus
• Sanders, H.T.
• Sewall, George T.
• Stewart, A.M.

Box 24
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1859 February 15 - 16
• Barry, Elisabeth W.
• Bronson, D.
• Crangle, James Beatty
• Davenport, Simon J.
• Douglass, Robert
• Goddard, M.V.
• Hartman, J.G.
• Hashaway, J.
• Leslin, Hiram P.
• McAlpine, William
• McCown, Harry
• McGail, J.F.
• McMasters, S.Y.
• Metcalf, C.H.
• O’Reilly, H.
• Pratt, James T.
• Turkington, George E.
• Vanmetre, Abner
• Wallace, Lewis, enc: remarks of Mr. Wallace of Montgomery
• Wallace, Lewis
• Walsh, John P.
• Williams, R.E.

Box 24
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1859 February 17
• Brown, E.D.
• Davis, John
• Davis, J.W.
• Ives, George W., enc: newspaper clippings
• Johnson, J.E.
• Lanhan, L.
• Lloyd, W.W.
• McCann, J.R.
• McCorrister, William
• O’Brien, John
• Patton, Robert L.
• Varney, Downing
• Woodord, Sol.

Box 24
Folder 8
Correspondence, 1859 February 18 - 19
• Bird, W.H.
• Blair, A.
• Bradley, William
• Brew, Jeremiah J.
• Cochran, John
• Collins, M.L.
• Drummond, John
• Gage, Isaac K.
• George, John H.
• Grinn, A.L.
• Hagen, Norman F.
• Hatch, O.M.
• Kile, J. Milton
• Miller, C.K.
• Owen, S.R.
• Pinn, A.
• Penry, B.T.
• Pusdom, James
• Reid, John T., enc: newspaper clipping
• Rider, H.C.
• Smith, A.J.
• Wagenhals, W.
• Whitney, C.L.
• Williams, F.C.

Box 24
Folder 9
Correspondence, 1859 February 20 - 21
• Austin, G.W.
• Black, Samuel C.
• Connell, David A.
• Dockray, Fred. A.
• Everhart, Peter
• Ferrall, Calvin
• Field, W.A.
• Fisher, James A.
• Flagg, E.W.
• Fleetwood, J.H.
• Garber, H.H.
• Gilmore, J.F.
• Henrick, Edward Jr.
• Kile, George W.
• McLean, Wash.
• Morton, A.J.
• Palmer, C.
• Prince, J. Hardy
• Sanger, L.P.
• Scott, Thaddeus
• Singleton, James
• Tormry, John M.
• Walker, W.L.
• Wells, James H.

Box 24
Folder 10
Correspondence, 1859 February 22
• Balch, B.
• Bush, Miss Emma
• Gilman, Albert
• Graham, H.J.G.
• Hinsey, J.A.
• James, J.G.
• Jones, J.H.
• McKean, James H.
• Millard, J.A. Jr.
• Moore, Samuel G.
• Murray, G.W.
• Nisbett, A.
• Pringle, Barton, S.
• Ryerson, Martin
• S-, Thomas
• Stufflebian, J.H.
• Tarkington, John S.
• Wekeley, J.B.

Box 24
Folder 11
Correspondence, 1859 February 23
• Brown, C.W.
• Douglass, J.L.
• Edwards, N.W.
• Gardiner, A.J.
• Guild, Charles
• Hovey, C.E.
• Morse, A.
• Myers, E.E.
• Payne, H.B.
• Philologian Society
• Willis, J.G.

Box 24
Folder 12
Correspondence, 1859 February 24
• Baird, Robinson
• Brent, R.J.
• Brittell, John
• Gardner, Johnson
• Miller, H. Clay
• Mitchell, George M.
• Nash, L.C.
• O’Sullivan, Michael
• Pfeil, John C.
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Skelly, D.C.
• Spalding, Edward L.
• Tappan, Sam F.
• Wike, Scott
• Witter, O.

Box 24
Folder 13
Correspondence, 1859 February 25
• Bryant, William
• Christy, Dr. R.W.
• Clark, F.R., enc: newspaper clipping
• Cox, H.N.
• Curran, J.B.
• Davis, H.T.
• Daggett, T.M.
• Dozier, J.J.
• Drake, John N.
• Frink, Martin
• Gaston, W.C.
• Hayes, J.R.
• Hilton, George L.
• Kendrick, George W.
• Kennett, Ferd.
• McCleary, Dr. J.
• Medinger, John G.
• Merrill, R.E.
• Newbolef, Watson
• Pearson, John, enc: newspaper clippings (2)
• Sampson, Gay C.
• Thompson, J.
• Van Duyn, I.
• Willard, Isaac W.
Box 24
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1859 February 26 - 27
• Andrews, A.L.
• Barden, Richard
• Blanchard, P.S.
• Brady, Joseph
• Bridges, Lyman
• Buchanan, James
• DeWolfe, F.L.
• Deneen, S.H.
• Efner, William H.
• Fellows, C.C.
• Hoppack, Jonathan M.
• Jenkins, A.N.
• McClure, W.E.
• Marea, Elias
• Miller, E.M.
• Mitchel, John
• Rose, William B.
• Smith, William
• Steele, James I.
• Titus, Jacob
• Tyler, John L.

Box 24
Folder 15
Correspondence, 1859 February 28
• Baldwin, Charles F.
• Bowers, H.C.
• Brand, William H.
• Bullard, Otis
• Dean, Henry Clay
• Dilworth, Albert
• Eaton, Samuel
• Eych, Miles Tew
• Gillaspy, George
• Goodwin, William F.
• Gratz, Simon
• Green, R.
• Harmon, J.B.
• Harris & Waters
• Henry, Joseph
• Hill, G.C.
• House, George
• Hughes, D.W.
• Hyeman, William
• Jones, B.F.
• McCarty, W.M.
• Malthy, Jasper A.
• Mead, William R.
• Merritt, John W.
• Patterson, William J.
• Pool, William
• Sanford, J.M.
• Sharpstein, J.R.
• Srope, William T.
• Starks, Henry A.
• Wethevill, Sam
• Wheaton, M.C.
• Williamson, J.S.
• Wolfe, Morris

Box 24
Folder 16
Correspondence, 1859 February 29 - March 1
• Alvis, Henry J., verso: Letter from United States Patent Office
• Babbitt, A.W.
• Baker, Norman
• Barringer, D.W.
• Carter, Robert enc: calling card and news clipping from C.H. Brainard
• Collier, R.R.
• Dodge, J.G.
• Foster, J.R.
• Gowans, William
• Hall, Phebe J.
• Hartley, Jacob J.
• Hood, Samuel
• Huse, Edward C.
• Jones, Casper W.
• Marquis, G.W.
• O’Doris, St. John
• Oley, H.C.
• Sargent, Bartlett
• Smith, E.
• Thompson, Thomas
• Viele, E.L.
• Wood, T.L.

Box 24
Folder 17
Correspondence, 1859 March 2
• Aandler, Joseph R.
• Cottle, Charles W.
• Cropman, L.D.
• Douglass, George B.
• Edwards, W.A.
• Galen, G.E. M.D.
• Gilmer, John H.
• Harding, Henry A.
• Hart, Fredrick W.
• Marshall, J.M.
• Merriam, Charles F.
• Shales, C.
• Smith, E.

Box 24
Folder 18
Correspondence, 1859 March 3
• Bixby, G.A.
• Bremmer, D.F.
• Christian, John B.
• Foley, James B.
• Hopkins, L.B.
• Jenkins, Ed.
• Jerrell, J.D.
• Kirrn, S.M.
• Musgrove, T.B.
• Nelson, J.D.G.
• Patten, Benjamin
• Thompson, John
• Walton, George
• Wick, W.W.

Box 24
Folder 19
Correspondence, 1859 March 4
• Albra, W.W.
• Dow, S.A.
• Eads, James
• Edmondson, Samuel
• Graves, E.A.
• Gray, James
• Green, C.C.
• Hibbard, J.P.
• Jameson, E. Jr.
• Kimball, C.P.
• Kurtz, J.C.
• Ludlow, William H.
• Moore, W.A.
• Reid, John T.
• Sandford, Hiram
• Plunk, H.L.
• Smith, E.
• Wyman, H.A.

**Box 24**

**Folder 20**
Correspondence, 1859 March 5 - 6
• Andrew, Edward
• Bell, William
• Bright, H.
• Chadborune, Israel
• Elwood, S.D.
• Falkner, Joshua
• Garisché, A.P.
• Gaston, W.C.
• Hagaman, A.
• May, H.
• Prescott, E.L.
• Smith, J.W.

**Box 24**

**Folder 21**
Correspondence, 1859 March 7 - 8
• Barr, Samuel L.
• Bell, E.T.
• Brown, L.R.
• Butterfield, Fr.
• Carter, Robert
• Cravins, J.A.
• State Central Committee of Democracy of Maine (Copy)
• Cravins, J.A.
• Delany, Thomas
• Drummond, A.J.
• Dudin, Alexander
• Ferguson, F.
• Forman, Mrs. L.
• Hammond, Samuel
• Johnson, E.G.
• Kelly, John P.
• Liming, J.J.
• McCullough, A.
• Moore, W.E.
• Persons, Alexander
• Reynolds, E.L.
• Sergeant, Jackson
• Skiels, H.B.
• Strong, Charles H.
• Williams, E.F.
Folder 22
Correspondence, 1859 March 9 - 11
• Allen, Robert G.
• Bentley, C.W.
• Brennan, Thomas
• Bird, Nicholas
• Bolding, W.B.
• Chandler, Joseph B.
• Cochran, J.B.
• Conway, Isaac H.
• Cooper, Thomas
• Fox, F.P.
• Hart, Samuel
• Haight, Gilbert L.
• Horton, William B.
• Hughes, Ellis
• O’Brien, John
• Mason, J. Blaine
• Parkinson, E.W.
• Rightner, James L. Jr.
• Robinson, A.
• Williams A.J.

Box 24
Folder 23
Correspondence, 1859 March 12 - 14
• Barnes, David H.
• Brainard, C.H.
• Bullard, L.V.
• Byrne, T.
• Cooke, D.B.
• Cool, Isaac
• Danforth, J.B. Jr.
• Gittings, L.N.
• Glency, Thos.
• Haren, Dr. Ian
• Hart, William H.
• Kuhl, C.A.
• Law, A.T.
• Lowberman, A.
• Mills, William
• Mudd, J.H. Clay
• Murphy, J.H.
• Pearson, William H.
• Peters, J.B.
• Price, G. Thaddeus
• Stearns, Heman L.
• Strong, J.L.
• Valk, L.W.
• Warren, George

Box 24
Folder 24
Correspondence, 1859 March 15 - 18
• Allen, Maj. C.P.
• Bartlett, D.W.
• Bell, E.T.
• Byrns, John C.
• Cochran, Robert
• Halfback, Thomas L.
• Hamilton, William L.
• Hertford, Joseph
• Magraw, H.J.
• Parsons, Solomon
• Pearson, John
• Perkins, D.L.
• Perkins, Emily E.
• Yeatman, Thomas

Box 24
Folder 25
Correspondence, 1859 March 19 - 24
• Adamson, G.
• Bailey, George A.
• Bishop, W.D.
• Clark, Henry
• De Wolfe, L.E. Jr.
• Dickinson, A.J.
• Duncan, Henry
• Frinck, Martin
• Frizell, Augustus enc: letters from J.H. Thompson, James H. Canston, R.B. Carpenter, Charles G. Cooley with wrapper
• Hyde, A.P.
• Jones, William
• Lauman, Geo. M.
• Lee, Charles
• McBain, A.M.L. M.D
• Meigs, H.
• Merrill, R.E.
• Pilsbury, John H.
• Pratt, James T. (2)
• Ramsey, J.D.
• Stockwell, C.H.
• [Unnamed] - about prospects of SAD’s nomination
• Van Alstine, E.T.
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• Walters, Martin
• Woodward, Marcellus
• Yeatman, Thomas (3)
• Young, Aaron
• Zimmerman, H.W.

Box 24
Folder 26
Correspondence, 1859 March 25 - 28
• Avery, Dwight W.
• Baldwin, Charles F.
• Bradley, William
• Chandler, Joseph B.
• Clay, H.
• Cooke, D.B.
• Fetron, Martin
• Forney, J.W.
• Forsythe, B.D.
• Forsyth, John (2)
• Gallagher, James
• Gilmer, T.H.
• Harmon, William M.
• Harriman, Hon. Walter
• Hill, George C.
• Leland, E.H.
• Lewis, Robert
• Leofield, J.M.
• Loring, George B.
• Palmer, J.C.
• Scofield, J.M.
• Templeton, W.C.
• West, E.B.

Box 24
Folder 27
Correspondence, 1859 March 29 - 31
• Borchia, R.A.
• Brainard, C.H.
• Campbell, W.M.
• Cooke, D.B.
• Dougherty, N.
• Ely, Foster
• Forsyth, John
• Holtzman, J.H.
• Kellsey, Franklin
• Kimmel, J.B.
• Lanman, Charles
• Leary, J. Jr.
• Nicholls, William T.
• Pierce, Winslow
• Porter, D.H.

Box 24
Folder 28
Correspondence, 1859 April undated - April 2
• Brainard, C.H.
• Calhoun, G.J.
• Cunningham, B.F.
• Gallagher, James
• Garvey, E.C.K.
• Gurnsey, Thomas H.
• Lassow, E.J.
• Martin, Thomas H.
• Meiys, M.C.
• Patterson, James K.
• Rose, E.A.
• Switzer, Louis M.

Box 25
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1859 April 3 - 5
• Barr, James P.
• Buchanan, T.C.
• Carlisle, James C.
• Dowling, M.A.
• Durga, L.F.
• Farnsworth, J.F.
• Flagg, E.W.
• Foote, Charles E.
• Gilmer, John A.
• Hume, John m.
• McLean, W., verso: Daily Cincinnati Enquirer printing advertisement
• McGhee, John
• Palmer, J.C.
• Willard, A.P.W.

Box 25
Folder 2
Correspondence, 1859 April 6 - 8
• Allen, S.S. de W. M.D.
• Benedict, Bial
• Benedict, Bial (Copy)
• Casler, John
• Casler, William
• Cochran, M.B.
• Congle, Abrom
• Conch, A.A.
• Corwell, J.P.
• Green, Charles
• Herrick, N.J.
• Hotchkiss, A.S.
• Kendrick, George W.
• Kinley, P.M.
• Lilly, William H.
• Long, H.W.
• Macgill, R.G.
• Meiys, W.R.
• Porter, James R.
• Smith, Franklin
• Sowkes, P.B.
• Wynne, L.B.

Box 25
Folder 3
Correspondence, 1859 April 9 - 11
• Abbott, W.H.
• Baird, William B.
• Barnes, E.R.
• Bullard, Otis
• Downer, E.W.
• Foley, James B.
• Hedger, Cornelius
• House, George
• Hyatt, A.
• Jefferson, M.L.
• Lewis, E.H.
• Lieberman, Henry
• Mudd, J.H. Clay
• Scofield, J.M.
• Schomerus, E.G.
• Smith, Hon. E.S.
• Stanley, Samuel G.
• Truesdell, Darius
• Wells, C.W.
• Wilson, J.H.
• Winne, M.V.B.

Box 25
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1859 April 12 - 14
• Bartlett, Nicholas
• Bogan, B.S.
• Burton, W.D.
• Clark, Henry
• Daskam, George F. (2)
• Dawes, Henry D.
• Dixon, R.F.
• Gardner, Johnson
• Hale, Hon. John P.
• Hargitt, Robert
• Howe, C.F.
• Huesman, C.A.
• Man & Waters
• Morgan, William F.
• Osgood, L.W.
• Payne, Hon. H.B.
• Phade, Louis
• Smith, C.K.
• Travis, Joseph T.
• Wilson, E.M.

Box 25
Folder 5
Correspondence, 1859 April 15 - 18
• Alexander, Albert
• Benedict, James P.
• Chadburn, Israel
• Dean, Henry Clay (2)
• Dodds, W.
• Grimes, Andy
• Hertford, Joseph
• Kidder, J.P.
• McCleary, J.
• McDaniel, William
• Manker, S.L.
• Moore, Cyrus
• Orr, Alexander N.
• Pearson, J.
• Pratt, James F.
• Ross, W.
• Scott, Charles
• Skeel, B.H.
• Winston, Thomas B.

Box 25
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1859 April 19 - 22
• Banks, A.D.
• Barry, William
• Brown, J.O.
• Burke, James
• Dixon, Hon. James
• Forsyth, J.
• Gallagher, James, enc: newspaper clipping
• Hertford, Joseph oath
• Kernett, F.
• Lauphlier, Charles H.
• Lyman, S.R.
• Marshall, J. Birney, enc: Article from ‘The People’s Press’
• Miller, William
• Ross, Enoch A.
• Tiemann, Daniel F., enc: Pamphlet for Horticultural School for Females: Preliminary Festival
• Unnamed, regarding Virginia colony and slave trade, 2 pp.

Box 25
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1859 April 23 - 28
• Brown, Moses R.
• Connelly, Peter
• Connolly, R.B.
• Everest, A.S.
• G., J.P.
• Graesbeck, J.B.
• Hertford, Joseph 2nd enc: letters from James W. Sheahan and Augustus Frizell
• Hicks, James
• Keene, John Henry Jr.
• McCabe, H.H.
• McCook, G.
• McCorristen, William
• McKinley, William H.
• Martin, D.B.
• Mason, C.H.
• Meech, J.H., enc: calling card
• Murphy, John H.
• Riddle, Edward
• Sheridan, J.B.

Box 25
Folder 8
Correspondence, 1859 April 29 - 30
• Bacheller, Franklin
• Boston, I.O.P.
• Camp, George W.
• Chinn, Richard H.
• Denman, H.B.
• Fink, H.M.
• Kise, William C.
• Lam, Joseph S.
• Raymond, Charles E.
• Ritterband, M.
• Smith, James Q.
• Walters, Wart

**Box 25**

**Folder 9**
Correspondence, 1859 May undated - May 5
• Banks, A.D.
• Bishop, William C.
• Buchanan, -
• Cochran, M.B.
• Dill, B.F.
• Dower, D.D.
• Eyck, A.T.
• Hamill, George H.
• Hayden, Horace E.
• Hill, George William
• Hill, G.C.
• Peyton, John L.
• Reid, John A.
• Snyder, D.W.
• Spencer, J.
• Southale, A.G.
• Walker, L.W.

**Box 25**

**Folder 10**
Correspondence, 1859 May 6 - 12
• Bennett, George L.
• Clarke, Harry E.
• Dent, Walter Chapman, enc: calling card
• Drew, Thomas S.
• Fancen, James L.
• Lothrop, E.H.
• Ludlow, James H.
• Maguire, James
• Mills, Rev. James
• Morehead, James
• Richardson, Jackson
• Spofford, R.S.
• Terney, J.E.
• Ticknor, George
• Wade, Edward

**Box 25**

**Folder 11**
Correspondence, 1859 May 13 - 21
• Adams, J.P.
• Banks, A.D.
• Bick, William W.
• Collicotte, William
• Cleveland, J.S.
• Evans, James W.
• Harris, A.
• Ludlow, William H.
• McKillap, John
• Reid, John T., enc: newspaper clippings (6)
• Sanborn, John C.
• Smith, Norman
• Van Cleave, Edwards
• Walters, G.J.
• Wick, W.W.
• Wise, Henry A.

**Box 25**

**Folder 12**
Correspondence, 1859 May 22 - 31
• Beall, W.T.
• Bridges, George W.
• Brooks, Thomas J.
• Clark, W.P.
• Estes, William R.G.
• Gentry, Will D.
• Haskell, Frank W.
• Hibbon, A.A.
• Morse, E.
• Palmer, J.S.
• Philips, M.D.
• Ramsey, Alexander Jr.
• Rea, J.H.
• Roback, C.W.
• Story, James
• Thompson, S.B.
• Towle, Francis
• Wilby, Hiram Hunt

**Box 25**

**Folder 13**
Correspondence, 1859 June 2 - 11
• Backns, A.S.
• Banks, A.D.
• Cameron, Daniel Jr.
• Dickey, John H.
• Dyer, Thomas
• Farrell, R.F.
• Harrisse, Henry
• Hofer, A.V.
• Hood, Wilson B.
Box 25
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Correspondence, 1859 June 12 - 17
- Bradbury, Bion
- Chatfield, John
- Dorr, J.B.
- Dunn, John P.
- Froiseth, B.W.
- Glap, B.H.
- Hale, T.J.
- Illegible
- Liveyey, Joseph K.
- McCorristen, William
- Merrill, J.H.
- Read, Daniel
- Reid, John T.
- Wick, W.W.
- Wills, John
- Wilson, T.S.
- Young, VanBuren
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Correspondence, 1859 June 18 - 24
- Barr, James P.
- Clarke, O.S.
- Harrisse, Henry
- Hofer, A.V.
- Lay, Richard G. (Statement)
- Lorin, E.
- Nisbet, James A.
- Nisley, S.D.
- Pierce, James W.
- Piffer, W.A.
- Pritchard, J.C.
- Reid, John T.
- Reis & Weigler
- Rice, S.D.L.
- Rice, W.C.
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Saxe, John G.
• Seaver, B.A.
• Smith, B. Everett (2)
• Vernon, George R.
• Warden, R.B.
• Wills, William

Box 25
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• Baldwin, Charles
• Eads, James D.
• Forsyth, John
• Hertford, Joseph
• Holloway, E.F.
• Johnson, James
• Manypenny, George W.
• Moffett, H.G.
• Nisbet, James A.
• Scofield, J.M.
• Warner, Joseph
• Watson, B.R.
• Wedeman, Ivan
• Wilkinson, J.H.
• Williams, E.M.
• Wheeler, W.

Box 25
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Correspondence, 1859 June 28 - 30
• Aunissa, Bernard
• Bromer, L.B.
• Dorr, J.B.
• Foster, John L.
• Gaynor, James
• Martin, L.V.B.
• Morse, Isaac E.
• Moss, H.
• Powers, Dr.Cyrus
• Scofield, J.M., enc: newspaper clippings (2)
• Walker, Percy

Box 25
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Correspondence, 1859 July 1 - 5
• Bates, Moses
• Berry, J.A.
• Boyd, Robert L.
- Breslin, enc: newspaper article
- Clark, John
- Davis, W.T.
- Florence, Hon. Thomas B., enc: Subscription to the National Democratic Quarterly Review, empty listing
- Gray, N.A.
- Hall, R.B. (2)
- Heikel, J.
- May, Peyton R.
- Miller, James L.
- Morris, Richard R.
- Reid, John T.

Box 25
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- Broslie, George W.
- Cassard, George
- Clark, John
- Cleveland, J.T.
- Ferguson, Jonas T.
- Gardner, Johnson
- Gurney, A.H.
- Hart, Frederick W.
- Hauser, J.
- Horan, B.F.
- Hudson, Charles
- King, Austin A.
- Lewis, G.F.
- Lyman, S.R.
- Lyons, E.C.
- Robertson, Frederick
- Simmons, I.F.
- Shaw, James Jr.
- Skeel, H.T.
- Stranp, Dr. H.F.A.
- Thomby, N.C.
- Wick, W.W.
- Wright, John

Box 25
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Correspondence, 1859 July 11 - 13
- Alford, L.A.
- Babbitt, John E.
- Bernard, Jepe T.
- Carnall, John
- Cleveland, J.T.
Box 25
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Correspondence, 1859 July 14 - 16
• Bristol, C.C.
• Cleveland, J.T.
• E-, Albert, enc: newspaper clipping
• Ellis, B. Morris
• Farrell, Roderick F.
• Gallagher, Joseph
• Gilman, John T.
• Grossman, Henry C.
• Hertford, Joseph
• Lathan, R.W.
• Lloyd, Thomas
• Lyman, S.R.
• Miller, James L.
• Palmer & Blackford
• Patillo, James
• Randolph, John R.
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Sallé, George F.
• Seaver, William A.
• Sherman, Henry
• Smith, A.C.
• Treanor, B.L.

Box 25
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Correspondence, 1859 July 17 - 22
• Baldwin, J.D.
• Bennett, Dr. J. Edmond (Speech)
• Bricklin, E.A.
• Chadborne, Israel
• Drew, Thomas L.
• Drummond, W.W.
• Gilson, James
• Griggs, William Lee
• Haskin, John B.
• Heard, J.S.
• Keith, M.
• May, Henry
• Menefee, James T.
• Morris, Isaac N.
• Payne, Henry B.
• Roberts, J.H.
• Sherman, Henry
• Smith, E.
• Spencer, Jervis
• Woodward, James M.

Box 25
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Correspondence, 1859 July 24 - 27
• Canlfield, B.G.
• Clark, John
• Drummond, W.W.
• Forney, J.W.
• Graham, Thomas B.
• Griggs, William Lee
• Hill, George C.
• Hopper, Henry J.
• John, Jehu
• McNulty, John S.
• Peniman, John
• Pitkin, J.H., enc: drawing of a cannon ball
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Steere, Thomas
• Taylor, Goodwin
• Tiscomb, Francis
• Vanter, James H.
• Wick, W.W.

Box 25
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Correspondence, 1859 July 28 - 30
• Bates, George C.
• De Amond, John
• Forsyth, J.
• Harper, Fletcher
• Lyon, J.W.
• Mert, J. Howard
• Morse, Isaac E.
• Myers, M.
• Will, John

**Box 25**

**Folder 25**
Correspondence, 1859 August 1 - 4
• Blake, James
• Brass, Samuel L.
• Brocchus, Perry E.
• Buell, George P.
• Butterfield, A.
• Cain, John
• Cleveland, J.T.
• Cook, William W.
• Dockray, Frederick A.
• Forsyth, John
• Gallagher, W.H.
• Humphrey, L.W.
• Jones, Aquilla
• Martin, John
• Parsons, Johnson
• Peairs, James S.
• Pearson, John
• Peyton, Jno. L.
• Seaver, William A.
• Smith, B. Everett
• Sparks, J.P.
• Spencer, William A.
• Thomas, J. Bayard
• Williams, A.J.

**Box 25**

**Folder 26**
Correspondence, 1859 August 5 - 7
• Allen, E.M.
• Bell, A.F.
• Cheney, T. Apoleon
• Dyer, Thomas
• Harleston, George B.
• Lawrence, W.F.
• Leavitt, C.F.
• Samuels, Benjamin W.
• Wheat, James E.

**Box 26**

**Folder 1**
Correspondence, 1859 August 8 - 10
• Barrett, J.R.
• Dement, John
• Hill, George Canning
• Hotchkip, A.J.
• John, Jehu
• Kennett, Fred.
• McClintock, E.W.
• McCorrsten, William
• Menefee, James
• Preston, F.D.
• Smith, C.K.
• Smith, James Q.
• Taylor, M.C.
• Williamson, M.T.
• Wright, J.C.

Box 26
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Correspondence, 1859 August 11 - 13
• Bates, George C.
• Carlisle, James C.
• Casady, P.M.
• Finn, William L.
• Havens, C.E.
• Hoffman, Fred. W.
• James, Charles T.
• Lashley, A.
• Lawrence, R.S.
• McElroy, George W.
• McKibbin, D.
• Pugh, George E.
• Rice, E.M.
• Savage, John M.
• Wick, W.W.
• Yeargain, D.J.

Box 26
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Correspondence, 1859 August 14 - 15
• Atwood, J.P.
• Brent, R.J.
• Casler, George
• Chittender, George R.
• Dunbar, W.
• Edwards, N.W.
• Fitzpatrick, Benjamin
• Foster, F.
• Foster, J.L.
• Gooding, Michael
• McLean, Thomas E.
• Mitchell, James
• Preston, Samuel
• Savage, Silas
• Smith, James R. Jr.
• Tracy, George H.

**Box 26**

**Folder 4**
Correspondence, 1859 August 16 - 18
• Anderson, J.J.
• Banks, A.D.
• Blake, James
• Bradley, Joshua T.
• Buck, Hi. Jr.
• Crouch, H.G.
• Dent, Walter Chapman
• Dyer, Thomas E.
• Herrisse, Alfred
• Johnston, Edward
• McNamara, Thomas
• Parson, Solomon
• Pomeroy, Paris R.
• Reynolds, Levi
• Riddle, Edward (2)
• Sanders, George N. (2)
• Scofield, James M.
• Shollenbarger, I.B.
• Spencer, A.H.
• Swann, T.B.
• Van Eaton, H.L.
• Whittlesey, A.L.
• Williams, James W.

**Box 26**

**Folder 5**
Correspondence, 1859 August 19 - 21
• Connolly, R.B.
• Goodrich, Earle S.
• Laman, George W.
• Lawman, George M., enc: handwritten copy of "Articles of Agreement"
• McCook, Daniel
• McKay, Donald
• May, James (2)
• Morse, Isaac N.
• Rafferty, P.
• Reid, John T.
• Rickey, J.M.
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Shade, Louis
• Stanley, Samuel G.
• Steadman, James B.

Box 26
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Correspondence, 1859 August 22 - 24
• Barr, James P.
• Burnell, William N.
• Cormolly, R.B.
• Dill, Charles G.
• Dupree, L.J.
• Eady, Alexander
• Finch, D.O.
• Flagg, E.W.
• Harleston, G.B., enc: Sample of handwriting of Mrs. G.B. Harleston
• Heikell, J.
• Lander, James
• Lewis, G.F.
• McClain, J.H.
• McKay, Henry
• Mayor, Samuel B.
• Nisbet, James A.
• Rich, John C.
• Ryerson, Martin
• Turner, G.H.
• Waite, C.B.

Box 26
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Correspondence, 1859 August 25 - 26
• Bradley, Joshua T.
• Cox, S.S.
• Douglas, Erskine
• Forrest, George J.
• Gimble, F.
• Granger, J.N.
• Herrington, A.W.
• Kerford, J.H.
• McCormick, J.H.
• Merrill, R.E.
• Ryerson, Martin
• Seibels, J.J.
• Smythe, W.A.
• Ward, Samuel
• Wick, W.W.

Box 26
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Correspondence, 1859 August 27 - 29
• Brown, H.J.
• Carrol, William H.
• Dent, Walter Chapman
• Eads, James D.
• Gorman, W.W.
• Ingersoll, Hon. C.A.
• McClintock, J.G.
• Merriweather, M.
• Packer, William F.
• Prince, L. Thomas
• Reeve, David
• Roberts, Omar F.
• Sharpenstein, J.R.
• Smith, B. Everett
• Stantson, Henry T.
• Thomas, J. Bayard
• Walker, Samuel P.
• Wardall, William T.
• Wittlesey, M.
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• Anonymous, enc: newspaper clippings, pages from the Democrat’s Market, Wisconsin
• Bickle, Robert G.
• Hamilton, A. Boyd
• Heard, John T.
• Kembel, Hon. John C.
• May, James
• Merrill, Charles B.
• Pryor, J.P.
• Rea, J.J.
• Shink, W.S.
• Wells, Samuel
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Correspondence, 1859 September undated - September 2
• Barr, James P.
• Brownell, Edwin
• Child, James J.
• Cooper, E.A.
• Dolan, John
• Forsyth, John
• Howland, H.A.
• Hughes, R, to George Landers
• Jones, G.W.
• Jones, James C.
• Lincoln, Frederic
• Musser, A.
• Redding, Thomas H.
• Scobey, Frank H.
• Steele, Horace Jr.
• Stevens, Oliver

Box 26
Folder 11
  Correspondence, 1859 September 3 - 5
  • Bailey, Frank
  • Banks, A.D. (3)
  • Banks, A.D. with envelope
  • Crawford, M.M.
  • Culver, C.P.
  • Dean, Henry Clay, enc: newspaper article "Extracts from the Speech of H.C. Dean, delivered at Marion Hall, on Saturday the 6th"
  • Dorr, J.B.
  • Dunbar, W.
  • Ewing, Andrew
  • Fuller, Isaiah D.
  • Gardner, Johnson
  • Holloway, E.F.
  • Marke, Thomas Dr. John T. Brook & Sheridan P. Read
  • Mory, Charles N.
  • Palmer, John
  • Sheridan, James B.
  • Smith, E.
  • Tanner, Gordon
  • Tomblin, J.W.
  • Wood, Henry Stanley

Box 26
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  Correspondence, 1859 September 6 - 8
  • Adams, Isaac, enc: minutes from meeting of the Democracy of South Boston
  • Aylett, P.J.
  • Bangh, D.
  • Benn, Dr. F.
  • Calley, Benjamin
  • Chrisman, J.S.
  • Clack, James H.
  • Clark, Agustus G.
  • Downs, D.L.
  • Dunbar, William
  • Haper & Brothers
  • Horan, B.F.
  • Jerrett, D.J. Alexander
• Jones, James C.
• Kean, B.O., enc: newspaper clipping
• Kenney, J.
• Manypenny, George W.
• Marsh, A.C.
• McLean, Washington
• Morrow, John L.
• Morse, Isaac E.
• Stine, James H.
• Vallandingham, C.L.

Box 26
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• Bayne, L.P.
• Brown, Albert G.
• Brown, J.D.
• Bryant, J.F.
• Burns, B.
• Carpenter, Stiles S.
• Cottom, C.W.
• Dyer, Thomas
• Edgerton, William P.
• Ellister, John A.
• Foster, Charles Henry
• McClintock, William
• O’Kane, Bernard
• Reading, E.M.
• Sawyer, A.
• Schrack, John
• Seymour, Thomas H.
• Stevens, I.F.
• Thompson, N.B.
• Thornton, J.Z.
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• Bristol, C.C.
• Cheney, J. Apolion
• Cox, Samuel S. enc: letter from Charles F. Baldin
• Crow, A.T.
• Diggin & Ross
• Dill, J. Lewis
• Eastman, William L.
• Eddy, Alexander, enc: newspaper articles (2)
• Finn, William L.
• Gordon, G.J.
• Haley, W.D.
• Hammer, D.
• Jones, Aquilla
• McKnight, William
• Meyers, A.W.
• Mowry, Sylvester
• Organ, W.P.
• Pratt, Benjamin M. & Omar F. Roberts
• Sanders, George N.
• Smith, Ford
• Whitney, C.S.
• Williams, E.M.

Box 26
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Correspondence, 1859 September 16 - 19
• Browne, Thomas C.
• Cleveland, Henry
• Dyer, Thomas
• Harper & Brothers
• James, George
• Johnson, N.L.
• Johnson, Reverdy
• Kean, B.O.
• Kelley, John M.
• Laflin, G.H.
• Lathan, Milton S.
• Lee, J.E.
• Lindsay, D.H.
• Lome, Enos.
• McMillan, Carrett
• Merritt, William H.
• Millère, Charles
• Muse, R.W.P.
• Preble, George Henry, enc: letter from US Navy Lieutenants requesting promotion
  Bates, Moses
• Renwick, G.W., enc: Circular letter, National Democratic Quarterly Review
• Vanghan, Thomas

Box 26
Folder 16
Correspondence, 1859 September 20 - 21
• Babb, William
• Bagby, J.H.
• Barr, James P.
• Dyer, Thomas
• Eoclett, G.W.
• Harper & Brothers
• Harper, Samuel
• Holbrook, J.
• Jewett, H.J.
• McCorristen, William
• McGen, H.H.
• McLean, Washington
• Merrill, George F.
• Milly, Robert A.
• Mudd, J.H. Clay
• Pryor, Charles R.
• Setton, N.W.
• Smith, E.
• Smith, James H.
• Smith, Joseph
• Thomas, Samuel B.
• Van Myers, J.W. (2)

Box 26
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Correspondence, 1859 September 22 - 23
• Banks, A.D.
• Blymyer, J.C.
• Bomburgin, J.C.
• Brown, Beriah
• Campbell, James F.
• Cook, L.
• Cox, James L., enc: newspaper article and calling card
• Dodge, Stephen
• Gosnell, M.T.
• Hamilton, A. Boyd
• Hauser, N.T.
• Kunkel, J.C.
• Langston, R.H.
• Morris, William F.
• Pearson, H.H.
• Seaver, William A.

Box 26
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• Backns, Abner L.
• Banks, A.D.
• Dickinson, D.L.
• Dunbar, W. H.B. Banning, James Blake, and Moses White
• E-, A., enc: Providence Daily Post article
• Everett, Edward
• Forney, J.W.
• Forney, J.W.
• Hadley, John L.
• Harper, Samuel
• Hartley, A.W.B., enc: note from Governor Thomas H. Seymour
• Hayner, Herrick
• Hill, George C.
• Hordy, John
• James, Charles P.
• Johnson, Reverdy
• Moore, R.
• Myers, E.E.
• Scofield, J.M.
• Sublett, D.D.
• Turner, Gordon
• Tyler, William
• Ward, C.S. [Enclosed in letter of Wm. Miller Harrisburg, PA 9/7/1859]
• Woods, Harvey, H.
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• Banks, A.D.
• Connell, M.M.
• Cox, C.C.
• Cummings, Charles W.
• Cracraft, George K.
• Flint, H.M.
• Gabriel, R.W.
• Guffy, B.L.D.
• Harney, J.H.
• Hineline, C.D.
• Hodge, P.
• Jhrie, George
• Jones, Aquilla
• Latton, Harris
• Lloyd, J.
• Miller, William H.
• Morse, J.E.
• Moulton, C.
• Ryerson, Martin
• Salisbury, S.
• Walker, John C.
• Webster, Sidney
• Wright, Agustus R.

Box 26
Folder 20
Correspondence, 1859 September 30
• Cantrell, B.
• M-, S.
• Mayo, Edward L.
• Raub, Dr. Christian
• Whitney, V.
• Williams, James W.

**Box 26**

**Folder 23**
Correspondence, 1859 October 8 - 13
• Aten, Charles M.
• Balden, W.T. M.D.
• Corey, J.A.
• Davidson, J.M.
• Eady, Alexander, enc: newspaper clipping
• Elliott, W.J.
• Forsyth, J.
• Haskin Guard (invitation to Second Annual Parade)
• Havens, Charles E.
• Horan, B.F.
• Kean, B.O.
• Keynton, John
• Merrick, R.T.
• Morris, J.N.
• Payne, John C.
• Pierce, Winslow
• Read, Ezra
• Reynolds, Levi
• Sublett, D.D.
• Wick, W.W.
• Wilkes, George

**Box 26**

**Folder 24**
Correspondence, 1859 October 14 - 17
• Alexander, Amos L.
• Authony, H.B.
• Burke, Thomas J. (2)
• Cleveland, J.T.
• Driggs, T.P.
• Edwards, Richard, enc: newspaper clippings and copy of photograph
• Estes, John M.
• Ellis, L.D.
• Forsyth, J.
• Foster, J.L.
• Gelwicks, D.W.
• Goodsil, C.
• Johnson, Hon. R.
• McConnell, M.
• McDougal, J.
• Markham, V.D.
• Meslier, A.R.
• Phillips, William D.
• Redington, Alfred
• Richhart, R.L.
• Seaver, W.A.
• Seaver, William A. [2nd]
• Wattles, G.A.
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• Backns, A.L.
• Banks, A.D.
• Berry, J.O.
• Binham, L.C.
• Byrne, P.
• Cotton, D.D.
• Cox, James E.
• Danford, J.B., enc: newspaper articles (3)
• Eastman, E.M.
• Eveleth, G.W.
• Forman, Ferris
• Gallagher, J.
• Gibson, A.M.
• Hakel, J.
• Howell, John T.
• Johnson, Hon. Reverdy
• Johnson, Prof. R.M.
• Malony, W.S.
• Mayone, Daniel Jr.
• Payne, H.B.
• Rust, W.
• Ryan, James B., enc: newspaper articles
• Smith, Franklin
• White, B.H.

Box 27
Folder 2
Correspondence, 1859 October 21 - 23
• Branch, S.O.B.
• Cronan, D.
• DeLano, Clayton H.
• Enderis, Henry
• Heywood, J.C.
• Lownsdale, Daniel H.
• Puterbaugh, S.D.
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Robinson, John
• Simmes, Samuel M.
• Spencer, Ambrose
• Walter, Charles O.
• Wick, W.W.

**Box 27**

**Folder 3**
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• Bradbury, Edward E.
• Bernhard, G.H.
• Cadady, R.N.
• Durham, James H.
• Forney, J.W.
• Fuller, Sam. W.
• Glass, R.H.
• Hadnett, James Edward
• Johnson, Reverdy
• Jones, Aquilla
• Judd, A.B.
• McGinnis, T.
• Nisbet, James A. (2)
• Ogden, John T.
• Parsms, Solomon
• Puterbaugh, S.D.
• Rife, Fred.
• Streeter, Dr. H.S.
• Van Hych, N.
• Wilson, E.M.

**Box 27**

**Folder 4**
Correspondence, 1859 October 26 - 28
• Anderson, J.J.
• Bellinger, P.J.
• Bickford, Lyman
• Cotter, C.B.
• Cunningham, Thomas A.
• Davis, George R.
• Dunglison, J. Robley
• Emerson, W.A.G.
• Foster, C.H.
• Fritz, J.T.
• Gilmer, John H.
• Graves, E.A.
• Hammond, J.W.
• Henry, John F.
• Herrick, A.J.
• Hunter, J.R.
• Johnson, Reverdy
• McMaster, J.A.
• Nelson, Charles
• Otis, J.E.
• Pelton, S.B.
• Vaughn, James
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Correspondence, 1859 October 29 - 30
• Anderson, James B.
• Banks, A.D. (3)
• Culver, C.P.
• Dupree, A.H.
• Evans, A.H.
• Everett, Edward
• Forney, J.W.
• Johnson, L.M.
• Jones, George W.
• Letcher, John
• McMaster, J.A.
• Putney, John a.
• Sanders, George N.
• Smith, James H.
• Smtgler, W.F.
• Tipton, Samuel S.
• Weston, H.G.
• Whittlesey, A.T.
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Correspondence, 1859 October 31
• Crane, F.M.
• Donovan, David
• Fash, Daniel
• Gilmer, H.L.
• Johnson, Reverdy (2)
• Roberts, Omar F.
• Smith, James Q.
• Swann, Thomas B.
• Tree, P.
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Correspondence, 1859 November undated - November 1
• Banks, A.D.
• Boyle, J.T.
• DeCarteret, J.L.
• Forsyth, Hon. John
• Hall, Louis W.
• Jerrett, J.H.
• Johnson, Reverdy
• Kean, B.O.
• Massey, R.W.
• Parkhurst, J.
• Peck, O.S.A.
• Pryn, R.A.
• Raymond, H.J.
• Robertson, John E.
• Smythe, W.A.
• Van Tassel, E.B.
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• Baldwin, Charles F.
• Bapett, Allen L.
• Carr, John T.
• Culver, C.P.
• Dill, Benjamin F.
• Foley, J.B.
• Gerrald, Alexander
• Gowdey, David C.
• Hardy, John
• Highton, H.E.
• James, ?
• Jones, Aquilla
• Loutter, J.P.
• Morrison, Joseph
• O’Neill, M
• Owen, John
• Pearson, Hon. John
• Prentice, Rev. William S.
• Tanner, Gordon
• Tiffany, Otis E.
• Thayne, L.W.
• Tyler, Robert
• Ubest, Charles H.
• Winfield, C.H.
• White, George W. Jr

Box 27
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Correspondence, 1859 November 4 - 6
• Anes, E.T.
- Atherton, B.M.
- Berry, J.Y.
- Fanhestock, William
- Furlong, J. Kennedy
- Gillett, John R.
- Gross, M., enc: newspaper clippings (3)
- Hadcock, John W., enc: preface to "Science, Illustrated and Applied; A Poem"
- McCorkle, J.W.
- McDonald, J.R.
- Miller, James L.
- Molony, Matthew S., enc: calling card
- Nisbet, James T.
- Perpetual Organization of the Patriotic Union Club
- Pierce, W.L.
- Rea, J.J.
- Richardson, A.K.
- Sheffield, W.E.
- Tanner, Gordon
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**Folder 10**

 Correspondence, 1859 November 7
- Bond, Benjamin
- Curran, J.B.
- Durdin, Alexander
- Dwinelle, John W.
- Egan, Patrick, enc: newspaper clipping
- Halteman, J.T.
- Holstein, Annoch
- Hubble, George E., enc: newspaper clipping
- Humphreys, David C.
- Johnson, Reverdy (2)
- Lyon, J.W.
- Pitkin, J.H.
- Rogers, Charles J.
- Simpson, A.C.
- Snell, Joseph
- Thorne, James

**Box 27**

**Folder 11**

 Correspondence, 1859 November 8
- Banghman, William
- Burns, B.
- Butts, Isaac, enc: news clipping (SEE OVERSIZE)
- Chin, R.H.
- Ingalls, D.W.M.
- Irvine, T.B.
• Macatee, Henry
• McCook, John, enc: newspaper clippings (3)
• Pattillo, James
• Sherman, C.A.
• Thompson, J.L.

Box 27

Folder 12

Correspondence, 1859 November 9
• Bogan, B.L., enc: newspaper clipping (see oversized Flat Files)
• Dawson, J.W.
• Dill, B.F.
• Dombaugh, Val
• Goodloe, Speed S.
• Hill, W.P.
• Horan, B.F.
• Mitchener, Charles H.

Box 27

Folder 13

Correspondence, 1859 November 10 - 11
• Adams, Joseph
• Anderson, Charles H.
• Banks, A.D.
• Bradley, Joseph C., enc: newspaper clipping
• Clark, W.
• Dodge, A.
• Doolan, William
• Freeze, John G.
• Gordon, John W.
• Henderson, John
• Hunt, J. Daggett
• Jones, Aquilla
• Kendrick, George W.
• Marshall, J. B.
• O'Shanessy, J.J.
• Philips, John F.
• Pryor, I.P.
• Soffold, S.J.
• Stewart, G.T.
• Warren, Thomas
• Webb, R.B.
• Woodson, Silas
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• Anderson, John Jay
• Burke, Thomas J.
• Caginn, H.A.
• Chichester, C.E.
• Coler, W.N.
• Cox, Edwin M.
• Doyl, H., John Shinn, and W.M. Buster
• Dupree, L.J., enc: newspaper article
• Grossman, Henry C.
• House, J.
• Johnson, James
• Kennedy, H.
• Lacock, Ira J.
• Manley, John E.
• Pugh, G.E.
• Raymond, W.
• Shelton, Hawkins, enc: petition
• Shollenbarger, V.B.
• Strong, J.P.
• Turner, William E.
• Walker, J.C.

Box 27
Folder 15
Correspondence, 1859 November 17 - 21
• Altman, Henry
• Bell, C.H.
• Boggs, William G.
• Bolding, W.B.
• Carver, D.D.W.
• Chadbourne, J.
• Clach, Franklin H.
• Cotton, David D.
• Cox, John R.
• Crawford, John T.
• Diller, Isaac R.
• Drummond, W.W.
• Eads, James D.
• Ellen, J.S.
• Enleth, G.W.
• Fisher, Lyman
• Glass, R.H.
• Jennings, M.J.
• Little, H.d.
• McClintock, William
• McKinnon, John J.
• Sigler, D., enc: newspaper clipping
• Van Alstine, E.T.
• Wick, W.W.
Box 27
Folder 16
Correspondence, 1859 November 22
• Avery, A.W.
• Banks, A.D.
• Blake, James
• Buell, George P.
• Daily, William M.
• Dupree, L.J.
• Eaton, S.B.
• Harper, Samuel
• Keilsy, A.M.
• Lahms, Hon. S.
• McLean, G.W.
• McLean, Washington
• McMaster, I.Y.
• Roberts, Omar F.
• Smedes, Hon. William C.
• Starr, Henry W.
• Tracy, George H.
• Uptersee, S.S.

Box 27
Folder 17
Correspondence, 1859 November 23 - 25
• Anderson, James B.
• Burton, John B.
• Bush, A.
• Coalfield, B.G.
• Dent, Joseph C.
• Everett, Howard
• Forney, Wein
• Gomer, Rev. T.M.
• Halderman, T.J.
• Handy, L.G.K
• Jenkins, P.H.
• Johnson, Reverdy
• Kirkscey, E.J.
• Long, C.
• Milstom, MD. I. Miles draft in short hand
• Mitchell, James
• O’Brien, John James
• Ryerson, Hon. Martin
• Sanger, W.D.M.
• Smitzer, W.F.
• Sparks, A.L.
• Steele, James J.
• Taylor, C.
• Taylor, J.B.
• Thornton, J.Z.
• Wright, Weldon E.

Box 27
Folder 18
Correspondence, 1859 November 26 - 27
• Adams, O.N.
• Armstrong, William W.
• Barton, Samuel
• Canfield, M.P.
• Eads, James D.
• Fitzmillain, T.P.
• Fry, Jacob
• Furnas, R.W.
• Hand, Thomas
• Johnson, B.W.
• Morse, Hon. Isaac E.
• Page, Joseph
• Pearson, John
• Samson, H.A.
• Smith, C.K.
• Sweet, A.W.

Box 27
Folder 19
Correspondence, 1859 November 28 - 29
• Allmond, R.J. M.D.
• Brown, Austin H.
• Coulter, Samuel
• Dunlany, H.
• Geiger, Joseph W.
• Gilman, M.D.
• Hedges, Charles E.
• Hotchkiss, A.J.
• Irish News Guard, Invitation to Annual Ball
• Johnson, Hon. Reverdy
• Josselyn, Jonis
• Keener, N.T.
• Moose, Washington E.
• Morehead, C.S.
• Murphy, William K.
• Nesmith, James W.
• Ramsey, John W.
• Scobey, Levi
• Shannon, Milton
• Stinson, A.P.
• Templeton, N.C.
• Vawter, David G.
• Wall, James W.
• Wilson, A.G.
• Wilson, Henry H.

**Box 27**

**Folder 20**

Correspondence, 1859 November 31 - December undated

• Andrews, L.J.
• Bolding, G.W.
• Ford, Gordon
• Gray, T.W.
• Griswold, Wayne
• Hart, J.a.
• Jones, Oliver
• Lawver, J.L.
• Martin, William J.
• Murray, F.W.
• Simpson, John T.
• Smyth, W.A.
• Wright, J.T.F., enc: calling card

**Box 27**

**Folder 21**

Correspondence, 1859 December 1 - 2

• Bartlett, A.B.
• Bell, Robert
• Booth, Joseph C.
• Boyd, G.D.R.
• Buell, George P., enc: newspaper clipping
• Cornor, A.J.
• Cox, James E.
• Gray, J.W.
• Hill, G.C.
• Irvine, J.M.
• Keith, Alfred
• Kendig, H.L.
• Kizer, Fernando
• Mills, E.R., verso: prospectus for a new paper, "The Southern Statesman"
• Nisbet, James A.
• Reynolds, Levi
• Scott, George R.
• Smith, G.A.
• Walker, H.W.

**Box 27**

**Folder 22**

Correspondence, 1859 December 3
• Backns, A.L.
• Berry, H. Jr.
• Beschke, William, enc: article, "Baunscheidtism: A New Method of Curing Diseases"
• Bishop, E.B., enc: newspaper clippings (3)
• Digs, J.L.
• Felton, C.C.
• Franks, Adam
• Lapsley, J.W.
• McCanley, L.w.
• Rathburn, H.
• Rickman, Jesse
• Stratton, Judge R.E.
• Wheeler, R.L.
• Whitney, V.

Box 27
Folder 23
Correspondence, 1859 December 4 - 5
• Adams, k.
• Anderson, L.J.
• Atwood, J.P.
• Blake, James
• Boyer, H.
• Brinkley, William
• Buell, George P.
• Chadbourne, J.
• Colton, D.D.
• Cowvers, Tiffany
• DeLong, C.E.
• Farnsworth, A.D.
• Griswold, Wayne
• Harmon, William M.
• Hubbard, George
• Hantington, E.M.
• Johnson, Reverdy
• Lovell, William R.
• Lowe, Lewis G.
• Morey, Amos C.
• Mulford, Jacob
• Philip, Franklin
• Ryerson, Martin
• Shotwell, Samuel L.
• Smith, A.
• Vawter, James H.
• Walker, C.O.
• Wicklin, E.S.
• Woodruff, F.B.
Box 27
Folder 24
Correspondence, 1859 December 6 - 7
• Babcock, L.
• Bade, A.
• Brunnun, John
• Cagger, P.
• Castle, James L.
• Chase, D.H.
• Clarkson, B.Y.N.
• Denny, F.M.
• Gardner, Johnson
• Geiger, Joseph H.
• Groenendyke, D.
• Hammon, Herman B.
• Hanna, W.P.
• Kershaw, M.E.
• McClernand, John A.
• Mungen, W.
• Patrick, Spicer
• Philips, William D.
• Rightmyer, James L.
• Wick, W.W.
• Wickizer, John H., enc: Petition for Relief

Box 27
Folder 25
Correspondence, 1859 December 8 - 10
• Babbitt, John E.
• Castolay, P.J.
• Culver, C.P.
• Dickey, C.E.
• Goodwin, M.B.
• Jewell, John D.
• Linn, D.B.
• Lloyd, A.
• McClellan, Robert
• McNair, D.R.
• Mace, A.W.
• Mayor, L.B.
• Moore, H.R
• Payne, H.B.
• Philpott, James E.
• Ryan, Thomas
• Sanger, L.P.
• Singleton, James W.
• Steele, Horace Jr.
• Steeler, H.S.
• Stephenson, R.H.
• Tam, Silas
• Trimble, J.A.
• Whitney, C.S.

**Box 28**

**Folder 1**
Correspondence, 1859 December 11 - 13
• Abbott, John
• Bell, Capt. John W.
• Coran, B.F.
• Crawford, John N
• Fleming, D.M.
• Forsyth, John
• Herndon, John B.
• James, +
• Johnson, Peter
• Johnsten, John
• Jones, Aquilla
• Ker, Leander
• Lamar, George H.
• Lanthier, Charles H.
• Lathan, R.W.
• Lawrence, R.L.
• McMillian, John
• Mason, T.L.
• Odell, Isaac
• Pate, J.Frank
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Rogers, H.W.
• Steadman, James B.
• Tenney, J.E.
• Thomas, J.B.
• Whitney, George A.
• Young, J.W.

**Box 28**

**Folder 2**
Correspondence, 1859 December 14 - 15
• Ambrose, George H.
• Ashe, John G.
• Bennett, John C.
• Bond, B.N.
• Brady, Joseph
• Brutus
• Bryant, C.H.
• Bunnel, L.
• Camron, A.C.
• Daily, William M.
• Douglass, George B.
• Everett, H.
• Fitnane, Thomas
• Hartman, C.B.
• Huntley, George W.
• McCracken, Benjamin
• McNair, D.R.
• Mitchell, E.C.
• Page, Dr. William
• Schrack, Charles
• Scohey, L.

Box 28
Folder 3
Correspondence, 1859 December 16 - 17
• Beal, C.
• Burnside, L.L.
• Clough, A.B.
• Cox, S.S.
• George, John H.
• Green, H.
• Kearney, R.
• McClemand, John A.
• Naper, Joseph
• Park, Robert E.
• Peinotto, B.F.
• Schvell, M.
• Spencer, Jervis, enc: newspaper clipping
• Tuttle, W.F.
• Varnell, A.W.H.
• Yulee, D.L.

Box 28
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1859 December 18 - 19
• Baham, William M.
• Byrne, Peter
• Caldwell, J.W.
• Cook, D.B.
• Cunningham, D.A.
• Haley, William D.
• Hanks, M.
• Hendricks, Thomas A.
• Jones, R.
• Kendrick, George W.
• McDonald, L.G.
• Mills, F.J.
• Pirece, W.L.
• Stinson, A.P.
• Syenberger, J.
• Tarkington, W.C.
• Walter, C.
• Wick, W.W.

Box 28
Folder 5
Correspondence, 1859 December 20 - 21
• Barlow, John H.
• Brown, Amos
• Brown, E.B.
• Dean, H.C., enc: newspaper clipping
• Donaldson, J.
• Dupree, L.J.
• Echman, D.M.
• Gates, C.N.
• Grisamore, A.W.
• Kintell, C.P.
• McGrail, John
• McNair, D.R.
• Otero, M.A.
• Pool, Charles
• Sheridan, J.B.
• Smith, James

Box 28
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1859 December 22 - 24
• Bogan, B.L.
• Bryant & Stratton
• Bunch, T.S.
• Chenoweth, H.S. M.D.
• Clark, Augustus Grant
• Coin, T. Park
• Cole, A.A.
• Couch, J.H.
• Cox, James E., enc: newspaper clipping
• Culver, C.P.
• Day, John E.
• Fitzmillian, F.P.
• Forsyth, J.
• Hayward, E.L.
• McKinnon, John J.
• Pitman, Hiram T., enc: newspaper clipping
• Shaver, A.G.
• Singleton
• Smith, William
• Stone, J.W.
• Talbot, W.K.
• Wyatt, B.N.

Box 28
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1859 December 25 - 26
• Adams, Samuel
• Bristow, B.F.
• Cravens, J.A.
• Danforth, J.B. Jr.
• Downer, E.W.
• Forsyth, J.
• Hoxsey, Mrs. E.M.
• Laird, J.M.
• McGrew, R.
• McNair, D.R.
• Maynard, J.W.
• Pattella, James
• Rust, George W.
• Simpson, A.C.
• Watkins, G.L.

Box 28
Folder 8
Correspondence, 1859 December 27 - 28
• Abbott, N.W.
• Aldridge, S.M.
• Allen, William H.
• Bowman, D.P.
• Browne, J.N.
• Dervey, A.B.
• Eckley, Charles
• Gordon, David
• Gratz, Simon
• Haldeman, T.G.
• Jefferinberger, C.A.
• Knapp, A.S.
• Lay
• Montgomery, William
• Nisbet, James A.
• Pearson, John
• Pottle, A.M.
• Runkle, A.W.
• Ryerson, Martin
• Sanders, George N.
• Sowler, John
• Waller, H.
• Wheaton, W.G.
• Wilkinson, J.H.

Box 28
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Correspondence, 1859 December 29 - 31
• Atkinson, C.F. & Harrison, W.H.
• Bahan, William M.
• Callender, N.H.
• Dabrock, J.P.
• Danson, Edward
• Dean, Henry Clay
• Foster, Joshua
• Greenebann, Henry
• Hamilton, James T.
• Knox, James H.
• Livermore, T.S.
• Miller, George A.
• Morton, William M.
• Robertson, J.H.
• Skinner, Samuel R.
• Sockwood, T.L.
• Stearns, Seargent P.
• Steadman, James B., enc: newspaper clipping
• Tupper, J.R.

Box 28
Folder 10
Correspondence, 1860 January undated
• Burt, John M.
• Crelon, John V.
• Echman, D.M.
• Faye, Sister Mary Lucretia
• Fox, James P.
• Gore, Henry H.
• Janvier, Francis De H.
• King, William H.
• Lancer, Geo. N.
• Lentz, M.H.
• Logan, James S.
• McLain, B. & Co.
• McNamee, Joseph
• Macomb, Mrs.
• Miller, George A.
• Newbury, Henry
• Richmond, D.
• Scofield, J.M.
• Sanders, G.N.
• Seibels, J.J.
• Smively, J.M.
• Van Hoesen, J.W.
• Veatch, E.

**Box 28**

**Folder 11**

Correspondence, 1860 January 1 - 2
• Binson, James
• Bush, W.W.
• Carr, E.N.
• Garvey, Edward C.K.
• Hunter, William
• Hutchins, Edward R.
• Jeffries, John P.
• Jones, Thomas T.
• McMaster, J.A.
• Mossgrove, Robert G.
• Payne, H.B.
• Pearsall, James Buchanan
• Porter, F.W.
• Purnyea, S.P.
• Raftery, Patrick, enc: court plea of Jonathan C. Perkins to be granted USA citizenship
• Scofield, J.M., enc: newspaper clipping
• Turney, N.Y.

**Box 28**

**Folder 12**

Correspondence, 1860 January 3 - 5
• Bate, Thomas
• Bittinger, Rev B.F.
• Clark, E.S.
• Crouch, H.G.
• Dumm, E.A.
• Duncan, Blanton
• Fry, J.M.
• Hildebrand, John
• Hooker, Stephen G.
• Horn, John Jr.
• Huger, John M.
• Kellogg, R.D.
• Lanphier, Charles H.
• Livingston, M.L. Jr.
• McCorristen, William
• McCownell, George W.
• McDaniel, Thomas, enc: calling card
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Correspondence, 1860 January 6 - 7
• Bacon, E.G.
• Barrett, F.N.
• Bowie, James
• Calkin, Charles A.
• Carr, C.E.
• Claiborne, J.F.
• Clark, B. Franklin
• Drew, Thomas L.
• Eddy, Alexander
• Forsyth, J.
• Henry, Joseph
• Hill, Robert
• Jenkins, A.R.
• Lanphier, Charles H.
• Lowe, L.A.
• McDonald, F.G.
• Pierce, Winslow S.
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Ryerson, Martin
• Spoor, J.W.
• Steabler, William
• Wheelock, F.A.
• Wick, W.W.
• Willson, H.V.

Box 28
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1860 January 8 - 9
• Bramble, John Jay
• Dickey, C.E.
• Doran, J.A.
• Harriman, Walter
• Howell, T.M.
• Hoyte, A.C.
• Johnson, Dr. J.B.
• Lane, John E.
• Mahon, John
• Montgomery, James
• Nisbet, James A.
• Payne, H.B.
• Peck, John D.
• Prichard, K.F.
• Rust, Hon. A.
• Sharp, George S.
• Sherwood, T.R.
• Smith, P.C.
• Stuart, Charles E.
• Vail, Almon
• Vanatta, Jacob
• Williams D.P.

Box 28
Folder 15
Correspondence, 1860 January 10 - 11
• Antle, F.P.
• Bailey, E.C., enc: newspaper clipping
• Bennett, J.C.
• Bingham, John
• Bonner, N.B. Burns Henry Co.
• Bradess, H.B.
• Carl, Francis A.
• Chandler, Joseph B.
• Cook, D.B.
• Cran, Hon. Samuel
• Curtis, W.J.
• Danforth, J.B. Jr.
• Dickson, George B.
• Gamble, J.G.
• Gardner, G.
• Hamill, G.A.
• Hickox, V.
• McElroy, D.R.
• Rider, William B.
• Seller, M.W.
• Tudor, J. Frank
• Turner, John B.
• Walters, G.J.
• Wheeler, Henry
• Wright, L.A.

Box 28
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Correspondence, 1860 January 12 - 13
• Bailey, J.B.
• Boggs, William G.
• Brown, Austin H.
• Chamberlain, F.O.
• Coflsy, Joseph H.
• Coldis, William
• Eads, James D.
• Faye, Sister Mary Lucretia
• Forsyth, J.
• Hann. N.T.
• Harney, J.H.
• Hewitt, A.D.
• Hildreth, John T.
• Hoard, C.B.
• Hope, C.C.
• Huston, Gen. Almanzon
• McKinless, James C.
• Marvin, Tasken H.
• Mullins, Samuel J.
• Odell, Isaac
• Olds, F.A.
• Price, Daniel E.
• Price, J.M.
• Read, Ezra
• Ryerson, Martin

Box 28
Folder 17
Correspondence, 1860 January 14 - 15
• Bailey, George A.
• Bartlett, Matthew
• Campbell, Joseph T., and Fields, James
• Carbery, Joseph P.
• Collin, R.R.
• Cosnell, W.C.
• Cutter, Charles C.
• Guthrie, A.
• Hayner, W.F.
• Hick, George B.
• Hill, Henry
• Johnson, Peter
• Kesner, W.D.
• Leopold & Schlossman
• Leslie, A.S.
• Lowentille, M.
• Lynn, John
• Lyon, D.E.
• McLean, George W.
• Mayers, A.G.
• Miller, E.M.
• Molony, M.S.
• Murphy, R.G.
• Palmer, P.S.
• Robinson, John W.
• Spencer, A.
• Steele, Gov. John H.
• Vawter, James H.
• Washburn, F.T.
• Wick, W.W.

Box 28

Folder 18
Correspondence, 1860 January 16 (A-H)
• Allin, Thomas
• Anderson, A.
• Ballard, L.V.
• Barney, William H.
• Buskirk, Samuel N.
• Clement, D.G.
• Crucy, W.P.
• Downey, William
• Eddy, Norman
• Forsyth, James N., enc: newspaper clipping
• Hammond, Richard P.
• Harlblut, W.H.
• Hartman, P.B.
• Harvey, J.J.
• Hogle, M.
• Honk, George W.

Box 28

Folder 19
Correspondence, 1860 January 16 (M-W)
• Miles, J.G.
• Murphy, M.H.G.
• Patt, J.S.
• Randall, S.W.
• Rankin, B.P.
• Sanburn, Charles
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Smith, David T.
• Turner, J.G.
• Weaver, Joseph B.
• Webster, D., enc: newspaper clipping
• Weiler, Capt. T.
• Wier, H.P.
• Williams, J.O.
**Folder 20**
Correspondence, 1860 January 17
- Colby, G.W., (Invitation to Annual Ball & Banquet of the Typographical Union)
- Cochran, L.
- Gilchrist, D.
- Glick, Charles S.
- Harvey, J.N.
- Higby, F.W.
- Hughes, E.
- Johnson, Reverdy
- Johnson, T.A. M.D.
- Milligan, R.
- Miller, W.B.
- Reynolds, L.
- Seaver, W.A.
- Sepins, J.Q.A.
- Todd, G.M.
- Willson, William
- Winslow, R.H.
- Wright, Miles K.

**Box 28**
**Folder 21**
Correspondence, 1860 January 18
- Allen, W.
- Baines, Charles H.
- Bertolett, W.J. & Robinson, John
- Bettle, Charles
- Botler, W.
- Brockney, David
- Campbell, Judge
- Daily, W.M.
- Douglas, S.A.
- Eads, James D.
- Foley, James B.
- Gorman, W.A.
- Harmon, A.E.
- Helfenstein, William L.
- Holloway, E.F.
- Law, John
- May, A.
- Mitchell, James
- Coggeshall, W.T.
- Phillips, Fred.
- Pomeroy, Charles Carroll
- Power, John
- Purdy, F.C.
• Roberts, M.M.
• Salenger, A.

**Box 28**

**Folder 22**
Correspondence, 1860 January 19
• Bennett, John C.
• Carvey, Edward C.K.
• Chaplin, H.S.
• Clarke, F.G.
• Connolly, Hon. R.B.
• Estabrouh, Hon. E.
• Goodrich, M.B.
• Handley, William H.
• Hanghwoent, E.N.
• Livermore, T.L.
• Johnston, Noah
• Prince, L. Thomas
• Rule, Charles
• Starr, E.
• Tyler, John S.
• Wilson, George, F.

**Box 28**

**Folder 23**
Correspondence, 1860 January 20
• Clark, Samuel S.
• Cravens, J.A.
• Henderson, J.B.
• Hoard, O.B.
• Holloway, E.F.
• Kay, A.M.
• Keeler, R.K. M.D.
• Kline, T.B.
• Livingston, M.L. Jr.
• McGonigle, John T.
• Mason, J.W.
• Mills, William
• O’Brien, William B.N.
• Payne, H.B.
• Rattan, Robert N.
• Scates, W.B.
• Steele, R.W.
• Tewksbury, H.F.
• Walker, Samuel P.
• Whittlesey, A.T.
Correspondence, 1860 January 21
- Ball, A.M.
- Bennett, John C.
- Bristol, Charles L.
- Brown, J.F.
- Colt, Samuel
- Davenport, J.P.
- Dorr, J.B.
- Eastman, Charles G.
- Goodsil, C.
- Guffy, B.L.D.
- Morrill, Charles B.
- Parker, S.
- Thomas, J. Bay, enc: newspaper clipping
- Thomas, J.H.
- Wilson, H.V.
- Wood, Fernando

Box 28
Folder 25
Correspondence, 1860 January 22 - 23
- Andrew, George F.
- Barley, J.D.
- Bell, A.F.
- Bigg, G.J.
- Bishop, E.B.
- Cannon, G.S.
- Dunbar, J.F.
- Gillelen, J.W.D.
- Goodwin, James A.
- Hull, John Henry
- Kendrick, George W.
- Lawrence, Samuel
- McGrew, Samuel
- Mann, Eleazor
- Massey, R.W.
- Scofield, J.M.
- Smith, E.
- Storm, Isaac H.
- Todd, G.M.
- Willson, H.V.

Box 28
Folder 26
Correspondence, 1860 January 24
- Bennitt, J.C.
- Bucklin, M.D.
- Courtenoy, Thomas E.
• Elliott, J.D.
• Hamilton, J.R.
• Harllee, A.T.
• Heffernan, James J.
• Lawrence, R.S.
• Marsh, E.P.
• Mory, C.N.
• Spalding, Edward L.
• Stewart, A.

Box 28

Folder 27
Correspondence, 1860 January 25 (A-H)
• Anderson, L.J.
• Bach, John C.
• Bussey, Henry G. M.D.
• Bush, William W., enc: newspaper clippings (2)
• Collier, Robert R.
• Denner, Frank J.
• Dinkins, A.
• Dougherty, Daniel
• Ellicott, George
• Fowler, Charles A.
• Gardner, Lester T.N.
• Harrington, H.W.
• Heil, L.
• Hook, James M.
• Hunter, Joseph R.

Box 29

Folder 1
Correspondence, 1860 January 25 (K-W)
• Keynton, John
• Markland, George L.
• Merritt, John W.
• Peyton, John L.
• Phelps, W.W.
• Pinkerton, Allan
• Quarles, Henry W.
• Sanders, George N.
• Shearman, Francis
• Sincolhe, S.F.
• Smith E.R.
• Henry, Joseph
• Thomas, George P.
• Wales, Bradford
• Wilson, George W.
Folder 2
  Correspondence, 1860 January 26
  • Beck, Samuel
  • Bristol, C.C., enc: Invitation to the Annual Festival of the Buffalo Grand Benevolent Association
  • Cook, Thomas W.
  • Dillon, David R.
  • Dunning, John
  • Garrius, J.
  • Harper, Samuel
  • Lewis, Thomas
  • Newbury, James
  • Oppenheimer, Isaac
  • Pattison, George
  • Priet, F.
  • Smith, B. Everett
  • Taylor, Thomas A.
  • Wildman, S.K.

Box 29
Folder 3
  Correspondence, 1860 January 27
  • Burton, Philip
  • Cogle, J.A.
  • Cooper, Joseph
  • Cromwell, W.A.
  • Crosland, John W.
  • Diefendorf, M.
  • Dyer, C.L.
  • Gaige, W.H.
  • Goodrich, Earle S., enc: newspaper clipping
  • Hossmer, William H.C.
  • Keese, Richard
  • Kibbee, A.D.
  • Lindsley, Thales
  • Lotten, James F.
  • McMaster, D.S.
  • Madden, Joshua
  • Parker, James Jr.
  • Storrs, William C.
  • White, B.H.
  • Whitney, William
  • Woldridge, John H.
  • Wright, G.C.

Box 29
Folder 4
  Correspondence, 1860 January 28
• Brooks, W.H.
• Brown, E.P.
• Buckingham, L.A.
• Butler, L.
• Chamberlain, F.B.
• Clark, J.M.
• Cowpen, Leopold C.P.
• Colt, Samuel
• Dow, L.A.
• France, L.B.
• Johnson, J.C.
• Jerritt, H.J.
• Johnson, R.M.
• Marshall, D.M.
• Mott, Benjamin
• Oliver, M.
• Price, Mordecai
• Quackenbush, Jay L.
• Shillem, James P.
• Sole, John
• Townshend, R.W.
• Young, A.P., enc: Honorary Membership Certificate to the Greenwood Literary Society of Greenwood Seminary

Box 29
Folder 5
Correspondence, 1860 January 29
• Benson, A.G.
• Gorman, W.A.
• Hawkes, Moses
• Hodder, A.J.
• McDonald, Isaiah B.
• Simmons, J. Ed.
• Taylor, J.B.

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 January 30 (A-H)
• Ayers, Oliver
• Baldwin, Charles F.
• Betzer, James H.
• Boon, A.B.
• Bunell, W.M.
• Carr, R.W.
• Dickinson, A.G.
• Dittoe, George M.
• Edwards, Dr. T.O.
• Elliott, W.J.
• Flagg, S.
• Gardner, James, enc: newspaper clipping
• Gerean, Alexander
• Henderson, D.P.
• Hersey, J. Noble
• Holmes, Milo
• Howell, B.H.
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Correspondence, 1860 January 30 (J-W)
• Judd, A.B.
• Kelley, John M.
• Ludlow, Thomas H.
• McCormick, M.L.
• Mayhall, George E.
• Moorman, Robert B.
• Munch, Lewis
• Strong, J.J.
• Taylor, John J.
• Tyler, R.H., verso: publication of "The Bible and Social Reform; The Scriptures as a Means of Civilization"
• Waite, James M.
• Wallace, Lewis
• Whaley, D.C.
• White, Robert J.
• Wick, W.W.
• Winship, J.O.

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 January 31 (A-K)
• Allen, William F.
• Bailey, George A.
• Bent, S.A.
• Botta, V.
• Bowee, Matthies J.
• Breen, Nicholes
• Brown, J.E.
• Caldwell, William P.
• Dennis, Albert G.
• Doe, Benjamin
• Forsyth, John
• Gibbons, Washington
• Harding, Henry A.
• Hight, John L.
• Holderly, J.
• James, Dr. W.P.
• Keeffe, W.D.
• Kelly, James W.

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 January 31 (M-W)
• McGrew, C.A.
• Motley, John B.
• Neal, Jairus E.
• Nevin, Theodore F.
• Phillips, J.T.
• Rice, J.W.
• Richardson, W.L.
• Runyan, Philip
• Smethurst, Joseph
• Smith, B.B.
• Stenson, A.P.
• West, H.P.

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 February undated - February 1
• Allen, Asa W.
• Baird, Robert M.
• Banks, E.A.
• Barber, Henry
• Barr, Samuel S.
• Bell, Seneca M.
• Bennett, J.C.
• Berry, William C.
• Billings, F.P.
• Bocker, Ira E.
• Carter, Ezra Jr.
• Clapp, Samuel D.
• Cox, A.P.
• Farmer, W. Pillow
• Fitman, Thomas
• Hagan, J.B.
• Henry, Joseph
• Hitchcock, J.F.
• Jones, Calvin
• Keedy, Joseph M.
• Lillard, J.H.
• May, Henry
• Meguire, A.L.
• Moon, A.C., (Pamphlet with financial information for Central College, Franklin Co., Ohio)
• Nisbet, James A.
• Seavers, James A.
• Smith, James H.
• Smith, Joseph
• Smoke, David
• Stein, B.F.
• Steketee, C.
• Towns, L.
• White, James G.
• Williston, G.N.W.
• Wolgamuth, Fra. F.

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 February 2 (A-H)
• Aston, Ed. J.
• Brodep, H.B.
• Byrne, P.
• Carr, G.L.B.
• Chadbourn, Israel
• Child, Thomas Jr.
• Cook, Martin K.
• Dashiel, E.
• Elliott, R.J.
• Farnham, Thomas H.
• Faxon, W.C.
• Gooding, William H.
• Gordon, George F.
• Harney, J.H.
• Hiser, J.
• Holly, Charles F., enc: newspaper clipping

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 February 2 (K-W)
• Kimball, C.P.
• Lowry, R.H.
• Martin, Charles
• Nicholson, Henry C.
• O’Niell, John
• Richie, J.S.
• Snowden, Theodore F.
• Sutter, J.F.
• Townsend, Samuel, enc: newspaper clipping
• Vanpelt, James
• Varner, T.E.
• West, Edward C.
Correspondence, 1860 February 3 (A-H)
- Bailey, E.M.
- Baylor, Robert W.
- Bradley, John C.
- Byron, J.G.
- Caldwell, W.S.
- Carpenter, H.A.
- Cracraft, George A.
- Dillon, M.C.
- Dinsmoor, S.M.
- Douglas, S.
- Newton, O.P.
- Eaton, J.B.
- Elliott, W.H.
- Farran, J.J.
- Griffith, A.J.
- Haines, Howard S.
- Hardeastle, Charles H.
- Hechrbrandt, G.
- Hubbard, G.S.
- Hubbell, George E.

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 February 3 (J-W)
- Jernigan, John
- Johnston, C.
- Pryor, J.P.
- Raymond, Silas
- Sherman, Henry
- Simmons, S.F.
- Wanzer, J.H.
- Wilkinson, J.H., enc: calling card
- Woodruff, F.B.

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 February 4 (A-F)
- Armstrong, Emma D.
- Barksdale, William H.
- Bennett, Asa F.
- Briggs, Hon. George
- Burke, John M., enc: newspaper clipping
- Buskirk, Sameul H.
- Davis, W.W.H.
- Dean, Henry Clay
- Dickinson, William C.
- Easley, Thornton T.
• Eckardt, Thomas
• Flood, William G.
• Forsyth, John
• Foster, Joshua L.
• Frisbie, William
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Correspondence, 1860 February 4 (G-S)
• Gordon, Robert
• Hammon, Herman B.
• Hume, Sidney
• James Edwin
• Jones, Oliver
• Law, R.
• McNeelty, Edward
• Manning, Dr Mc.E.
• Maughs, Milton M.
• Moulton, James T.
• Palmer, G.C.
• Pooley, Samuel J.
• Rowan, John B.
• Sanders, Lewis
• Sanders, G.M.
• Sanner, John F.
• Sargent, Bartlett
• Sazenby, James E.
• Scofield, G.M.
• Smith, E.
• Switzler, William F.

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 February 5
• Bennett, J.C.
• Gale, R.
• Kennedy, H.
• Manesd, B.G.
• Penn, John E.
• Pledge, George F.
• Sanders, George M.
• Shoop, William
• Wilkins, W.P.
• Wilkinson, Rosa A.

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 February 6 (A-M)
• Allan, T.
• Baldwin, Charles A.
• Benter, Nick. L.
• Caldwell, W.S.
• Calvert, J.A.
• Cohen, S.E.
• Davidson, W.T.
• Everett, Oliver
• Franhan, Clarence
• Freeman, George M.
• Gover, Truman M.
• Griffin, James R.
• Handsley, J.M.
• Harrison, R.S.
• Ide, John S.
• Johnston, G. Will
• Kennedy, H.M.
• Mattson, W.H.
• Miller, George S.
• Miller, William Macon

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 February 6 (N-W)
• Newton, J.B.
• Palmer, J.S.
• Peirce, H.C.
• Poore, Benjamin Perly
• Pratt, James T.
• Reid, John R.
• Rix, G.C.
• Shaw, Alexander
• Shepler, Samuel P.
• Smith, A. Jackson
• Stanton, H.T.
• Stokes, G.W.
• Stevens, Cyrus T.
• Sumner, J.G.P.
• Thomas, Lewis P.
• Vedder, Nicholas
• Weeks, J.D.
• Whittaker, Charles H.

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 February 7 (B-G)
• Bailey, E.C., enc: newspaper clipping
• Banks, Robert T.
• Bernard, Adolph
• Bratton, John B.
• Butler, Sister Mary L., enc: letter from Charles H. Stonehill
• Clark, E.J.
• Coles, W.N.
• Collins, C.F.
• Coolbanch, W.F.
• Daily, William M.
• Davis, William M.
• Donahue, Ed. Jr.
• Driver, J.C.
• Edgett, George W., enc: newspaper clipping
• Gross, M.

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 February 7 (H-W)
• Hampton, Thomas F.
• Keen, A.C.
• Kimmel, W.
• McLean, Wash.
• Marge, Simon B.
• May, H.
• Oldham, N.W.
• Pearson, John
• Roe, Joseph
• Sanger, L.P.
• Searle, John G.
• Shakleford, James B.
• Stuart, Hon. Charles E.
• Sturgis, William
• Terry, G.E.
• Tompkins, John C.
• Willett, Henry R.
• Williams, B.D.

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 February 8
• Bagby, G.H.
• Butler, Benjamin F.
• Cornstock, Elon
• Cook, W.E.
• Cooper, T.C.S.
• Dean, Henry Clay
• Dewey, Charles H., enc: broadside, Democratic Ticket
• Eckerson, Theodore J.
• Glick, G.W.
• Hammond, Samuel L.
• Lawman, Charles
• Letton, N.W.
• McClanahan, J.N.
• Marsh, Lewis H.
• Nicholson, C.C.
• Price, S.H.
• Quinn, Peter
• Rhodes, Daniel P.
• Sanden, George N.
• Senate of the United States
• Spofford, R.J. Jr.
• Summers, J.W.B.
• White, Jole W.
• Wilson, Dr. Thomas Smythe
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• Anonymous, enc: newspaper clipping
• Brass, Samuel L.
• Cassard, George
• Cavert, George N.
• Corey, J.D.
• Dewboran, Thomas M.
• Donahue, E. Jr.
• Fleming, Henry
• Forsythe, John
• Gibbens, Alvaro
• Green, J.A.
• Hayes, Joseph R.
• Howe, Carrie A.
• Hickey, James
• Kerr, John S.
• Lawrence, Samuel
• Manley, W.H.
• Moore, W.W.
• Robinson, M. Mollie
• Simmons, Charles E.
• Ulrich, C.

Box 29
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• Aylett, P.H.
• Bonton, S.W.
• Burdich, J.H.
• Catter, William
• Chamberlain, John
• Cole, C.L.H. M.D.
• Cromwell, Hon. W.A.
• Gordon, William
• Hammond, E.S.
• Hart, Edwin A.
• Hyssong, John A.
• Ludlow, William H.
• McClure, John W.
• Miller, C.G., enc: broadside, "Old Settlers’ Metting"
• Morgan, O.H.
• Peavoy, Z.T.
• Peterson, John A., enc: newspaper clipping
• Sewall, George P.
• Watts, O.P.
• Wilson, G.W.

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 February 11
• Alton, Davis
• Beall, Benjamin T.
• Carroll, William H.
• Carroll, William H. [2nd]
• Darlington, J.G.
• Dawson, Peter
• Greene, Talbot
• Gregory, P.S.
• Hanna, A.B.
• Harrington, H.W.
• Hartley, H.W.B., enc: note from Gen. C.F. Hemmingsen
• Hawkins, H.C.
• Hayes, T.M.
• Holdsclaw, J.P.
• Irvin, Mathew
• [J-,-] Mrs. M.
• Jordan, William
• McGail, John F.
• Malony, James R.
• Morrison, W.V.
• Powars, J.P.
• Savage, Darius, enc: Testimonials
• Snowden, Theodore F.
• Spencer, William A.
• Tracy, E.W.
• Weeks, W.J.
• Woock, Martin
• Wright, Andrew J.
Box 29
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- Crowell, J.T.
- Hewes, D.T.
- Hofer, A.V.
- Holland, W.W.
- Neil, B.M.
- Pattello, James
- Reddingten, D.

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 February 13 (A-H)
- Albertson, Nathaniel
- Brown, E.P.
- Bullard, Otis
- Burwell, William M.
- Campbell, James M., enc: note from John T. McCorn
- Danby, S.G.
- Ely, J.M.
- Flitcraft, W.H.
- Gorman, W.A.
- Gross, Samuel
- Herbert, Samuel, enc: Speech of Samuel Herbert, "On the Resolutions Relating to Kansas Affairs and the Attack on Senator Sumner"

Box 29
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Correspondence, 1860 February 13 (J-W)
- Johnson, Hezekiah S.
- Lamb, A.W.
- Mackey, W.H.
- Morrow, Joseph K.
- Morse, J. Curtis
- O’Brien, Thomas M.
- Prentis, Eton
- Price, G.T.
- Richardson, B.H.
- Rutherford, Thomas
- Seaver, William A.
- Spinney, Edwin B.
- Staples, S.M.
- Tannenhill, William S.
- Williams, W.S.
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- Bachman, Benjamin C.
- Barrett, D. Laurea
- Bennett, J.C.
- Cagger, P.
- Cain, E.
- Douglas, Erskine
- Farner, W.H.
- Graham, B.G.
- Harrison, Dr. Robert
- Jones, Jno. O.
- Kane, Pierre C.
- Keily, A.M.
- Lawrence, Sidney
- Legget, M.D.
- Maginnis, John
- Marion, W.G.
- Menefee, J.T.
- Mitchell, E.H.
- Muse, R.W.P.
- Sherman, Henry
- Smith, G.W.P.

**Box 30**

**Folder 1**

Correspondence, 1860 February 15

- Bailey, James T.
- Bayor, Jerome
- Bolling, R.R.
- Figures, W.B., enc: news article
- Gallagher, James
- Heart, Henry
- Hirdman, Hon. T.C.
- Holmes, Milo
- Hughes, Aaron P.
- Irvin, Benjamin H.
- Keefe, W.D.
- Knowlton, Willis Sargent
- Langdon, Paul H.
- Marshall, J.T.
- Perkins, R.S.
- Read, James
- Reddick, William, enc: notification of receipt of patent; Grand Land Office Washington City
- Sheahan, J.W.
- Stevens, D.E.
- Terwilligen, Mrs. Ann H.
- Vaughn, John C.
• Walker, K.D.
• Waring, John L.
• Weer, W.
• Williams, J.E.

Box 30
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• Anonymous
• Berkley, G.
• Bradley, Joseph C.
• Cotter, C.B.
• French, C.J.
• Green, Willis L., enc: newspaper clipping
• Howard, John G., enc: program for public meeting of Philadelphia Literary Institute, 02/20/1860
• Jamison, S.G.
• Kibler, S. Henry
• McNutt, Samuel
• Palmer, J.G.
• Peck, Oren H.
• Perry, N.M.
• Pound, F.
• Rea, J.J.
• Ryerson, Martin
• Spencer, Ambrose
• Spinney, Samuel
• Stinson, A.P.
• Wilkes, Warren D.

Box 30
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• Colt, Samuel
• Eads, James D.
• Fancett, James L.
• Lee, C.W.
• Ogel, Benjamin N.
• Phillips, William D.
• Pindle, A.T.
• Scofield, J.M., enc: newspaper clippings (3)
• Shephard, W.D.
• Taylor, Elisha
• Taylor, J.B.
• Ten-, A.
• Wilson, Judge T.S.

Box 30
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• Anonymous
• Anderson, S.J.
• Benedict, Kirby
• Chisholm, John W.
• Chubb, Mrs. Eliza Marrington
• Clark, E.P.
• Cullis, Charles
• Eyck, A.T.
• Gillett, John R.
• Hudley, Elisha E.
• Kerr, L.H.
• Loen, Edward V.
• McConihie, W.
• McConnell, Murray
• Pate, J. Frank
• Pierpont, Edwards
• Poindexter, A.B.
• Scheffey, Aaron W.
• Smith, A.L.
• Whitney, V., enc: newspaper, Binghamton Democrat

Box 30
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• Benedict, Kirby
• Brent, Robert J., enc: newspaper clippings (2)
• Kennedy, H.
• Lea, Alexander
• Mungen, W.

Box 30
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1860 February 20 (A-L)
• Aiken, Austin
• Barr, James P.
• Carr, J. Wingate
• Carroll, W.H.
• Clark, J.M.
• Cotton, D.D.
• Douglass, J.L.
• Drew, C.K. Jr.
• Foley, Hon. James B.
• Forsyth, John, enc: newspaper clippings (2)
• Hanane, Philip
• Howe, James
• Hurst, S.W.

Box 30
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• Jackson, D.K.
• Johnson, Willard
• Keenan, James
• Kip, William W.
• LaRue, S.D.
• McDonald, Isaiah, B.
• Martin, J.F.
• Montague, R.D.
• Nisbet, James A.
• Pangburn, Dr. D.
• Pooley, Samuel J.
• Prouse, Thos. C.
• Richards, D.
• Rosser, J. Travis
• Swants, James T.
• Thompson, J.H.
• Thompson, Samuel
• Townsend, Samuel
• Unsigned, addressed to "Gentlemen"
• Weston, J.P.

Box 30
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• Bartlett, A.B.
• Bayne, L.P.
• Cable, James D.
• Cobb, Emory
• Cook, John H.
• Ellsworth, William L.
• Fessenden, C.B.H.
• Harvey, J.H.
• Hillard, Henry W.
• Hunt, Dr. Henry
• Jones, Aquilla
• Jordan, John R.
• Kelly, John
• Martin, Charles L.
• Millitary Army, (Invitation)
• Montgomery, James
• Powell, Dr. M.
• Smilie, William
• Staples, John H.
• Steele, A.
• Stewart, John L.
• Tower, John J.
• Woods, W.
• Wylie, S.A.

Box 30
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Correspondence, 1860 February 22 (B-M)
• Brega, George W.
• Coats, H.H.
• DeBaun, J.T.
• Dunham, J.G.
• Ellsworth, L.L.
• Fitzsimmons, Patrick
• Geilhousen, William
• Hogan, James
• Hooker, S.G.
• McCormick, William
• McDonald, J.
• Mace, Daniel
• Marage, Simon B., enc: newspaper clipping
• Maxwell, Ferdinand Esq.

Box 30
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• Plumer, Abraham
• Prentis, Edwin
• Provost, Andrew J., enc: newspaper clipping
• Reddington, D.
• Russell, E.F.
• Smith, E.
• Smith, Jacob R.
• Stomell, J.A.
• Thompson, W.R.
• Underwood, T. Hulbert
• Weaver, Josua
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• Alexander, C.C.
• Atwood, J.P.
• Barbour, James
• Bates, George Clinton
• Bent, Silas
• Brevard, Theo. W. Jr.
• Bowman, S.M.
• Brent, R.J.
• Canfield, D.B.
• Coates, Henry T.
• Daily, B.B.
• Johnson, Alonzo
• Johnson, Joseph G.
• Johnson, J.H.
• Langdon, Paul H. Esq.
• Larabie
• Loring, George B.
• McKae, D.K.
• Matthews, H.W.
• Norcross, E., et. al.
• Parrish, Joseph
• Preston, J.M.
• Rearick, J.W.
• Rogers, Joseph
• Snyder, J.H.
• Spencer, William A.
• Storey, Wilbur F.
• Swain, Edward

Box 30
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• Bates, George Clinton
• Bell, A.F.
• Canls, Joseph S.
• Cochran, J.W.
• Cooley, John M.
• Correll, W.F.
• Crafton, R.T.
• Dorsey, G. Volney
• Draper, William H.
• Dwinelle, John W.
• Eyer, E.H.
• Farnum, G.V.
• Haldeman, R.G.
• Handebert, J.
• Huff, Henry L.
• Jordan, William
• Kieffer, S.
• Lockwood, Dr. J.D.
• Lott, Richard P.
• Mathews, F. Eugene
• Porter, Benjamin F., newspaper clipping
• Powell, J.N.
• Pratt, A.F.
• Raymond, Geo. L.
• Scofield, J.M.
• Shade, Louis
• Smith, William L.
• Spencer, Jervis
• Thompson, Frederick H.
• Thompson, John A.
• Toole, J. Warren
• Tyrrell, Samuel
• Westwood, Frederick E.
• Whitney, George W.

Box 30
Folder 13
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• Abbat, L.L.
• Baldwin & Charles
• Bell, C.H.
• Bennett, J.C.
• Brag, John T.
• Comegys, E.F.
• Cook, Samuel C.
• Crosland, D.V.
• Culbertson, Benton
• Daggett, Albert
• Devecmon, Thomas
• DeBois, John W.
• Engleman, H.P.
• Farrar, John L.
• Griffie, Geo. W.
• Heller, W.L.
• Hemphill, L.L.
• Jewett, A.G.
• Lewis, Bindsey
• Mason, M.
• Meeker, B.B.
• Merrick, R.T.
• Newcomb, John B.
• O’Neil, Dr. C.F.
• Patterson, A.G.
• Peck, John
• Rockwell, Chas.
• Roberts, H.B.
• Ryan, John A., enc: newspaper clipping
• Snowden, A. London
• Tracy, William H.
• Walling, A.T.
• Wilson, David S.
Box 30
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1860 February 26
• Carpenter, E.B.
• Claiborne, N.C.
• Drummond, W.W.
• Ege, A.G.
• Gurnee, W.S.
• Linden, Usher F.
• McCary, W.M.
• Maynard, Spencer
• Motley, John B.
• Peters, Geo. B.
• Rix, G.C.
• Sanders, G.A.
• Simpkins, Ezra [et. al., Petition]
• Stewart, John A.

Box 30
Folder 15
Correspondence, 1860 February 27
• Ahern, Eugene
• Baee, Matthies G.
• Benefiel, Dr. R.A.J.
• Black, Franklin H.
• Blue, Job. W.
• Cain, John, Rutland
• Dambrymple, James
• Dougherty, Dan
• Dunkle, James M.
• Elwood, George M.
• Holdridge, William, verso: letter from Homestead Fire Insurance Company
• Johnston, William M.
• Kent, P.M.
• Lehman, Wm. E.
• Lettz, J.M.
• Lindsay, J.S.
• McClelland, Thomas S.
• McCorristern, William
• McNulty, Edward
• Miller, David
• Nickerson, Alonzo
• Noyes, C.D.V.
• Palmer, Z.W.
• Payne, H.B.
• Perry, C.W.
• Perry, N.
• Roure, L.D.
• Sahler, Hasbrouck
• Sahme, S.
• Shropshire, R.D.
• Smith, James H.
• Thompson, W.P.

Box 30
Folder 16
Correspondence, 1860 February 28 (B-L)
• Bailey, George A.
• Bromley, H.M.
• Carroll, William H.
• Cathcart, E.
• Christian, A.M.
• Church, C.A.
• Clarke, Stephen G.
• Clarke, Thaddeus F.
• Converse, W.M.
• Cowper [?], Leopold C.P.
• Davidson, S. Murray
• Detrick, John E.
• Dickinson, Wm. C.
• Dunham, J.S.
• Gavitt, John S.
• Gibbs, J.
• Hayes, L.D.
• Jones, Osmond T.
• Huntington, C.F.
• Lander, W.F.
• Langé, Oscar G.
• Lester, Edwards

Box 30
Folder 17
Correspondence, 1860 February 28 (O-Y)
• O’Byrne, John
• Pearson, John
• Price, Thomas L.
• Ransom, W.L.
• Reeves, Mills S.
• Sebastian, W.K.
• Sewall, G.P.
• Smart, E.K.
• Snowdon, Theodore F.
• [Tichenov, G.]
• Tilghman, Tench
• Turner, Thomas W.C.
• Winslow, John
• Young, Merritt

Box 30
Folder 18
Correspondence, 1860 February 29
• Barclay, Daniel
• Bolding, W.D.
• Boyce, W.W.
• Branch, William D.
• Cochran, John W.
• Dill, B.F.
• Dyre, Thomas
• Groesbeck, E.A.
• Hall, William B.
• Kelly, William
• Lippitt, A.C.
• McLorley, John
• Mahan, John W.
• Merrick, R.T.
• Merry, Thomas H.
• Moyes, Charles P.
• Scofield, J.M.
• Smalley, D.A.
• Smart, E.K.
• Stiglar, David
• Turner, William
• Van Gay, Calvin
• White, J.H.
• Wordsworth, Samuel Y.
• Wright, M.V.

Box 30
Folder 19
Correspondence, 1860 March undated - March 1
• Anonymous
• Barrett, Edward
• Bell, John M.D.
• Bridge & Samuel
• Cundiff, S.H.B.
• Davis, John B.
• Dahovy, Michael
• Ellsworth, D.F.
• Herbert, Samuel
• Huey, Samuel B.
• Hunt, Wilson G.
• Larned, Mrs. Sarah J.
• McGangly, A.J.
- Manley, John E., enc: Essay, "The Popular Sovereignty Controversy"
- Muhlholm, Frederick
- Patten, J.C.
- Ranney, D.T. & Thurman
- Ransom, E.B.
- Ross, H.W.
- Rowan, Louis H.
- Rynden, Isaiah
- Shepard, George Vail
- Sherman, Henry
- Stevenson, D.W.C.
- Sweet, George H.
- Wearts, Daniel
- Whitney, Benjamin
- Young, Robert H.

**Box 30**

**Folder 20**

Correspondence, 1860 March 2 (B-L)
- Anderson, G.
- Bunch, J.H.
- Cassady, J.J.
- Class, Allen
- Coats, H.H.
- Coshun, Stephen
- Cox, W.H.B.
- Daniels, William Y.
- Davis, Alexander
- Dunlany, H.W.
- Greer, D.H.
- Howard, Jay Y.
- Irving, Charles
- Leslie, Frank
- Letton, N.W.

**Box 30**

**Folder 21**

Correspondence, 1860 March 2 (M-Y)
- McLean, Wash
- McMahon, George D.
- McMillion, M.L.
- Maynard, John W.
- Mitchell, D.D.
- Montgomery, J.B.
- Nunn, D.A.
- Oberty, George M.
- Odell, Isaac
- Redding, T.H.
• Shields, Hiram
• Smart, E.K.
• Stevens, George W.
• Thomas, Charles
• Thomas, J. Bayard
• Wolgamuth, F.F.
• Yantis, S.V.

Box 30
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• Baer, W.J.
• Bouden, S.G.
• Bronghton, L.D.
• Byrne, Peter
• Campbell, J.C.
• Conklin, C.W.
• Dow, Caleb R.
• Fleming, D.M.
• Hulbert, E.B.
• Langdon, P.H.
• Lewis, W.G.
• Lawman, George M.
• Nill, James
• Smallenburg, C. & N.W.A.
• Smith, J.A.
• Thomas, Stephen
• Walbridge, D.M.

Box 30
Folder 23
Correspondence, 1860 March 4
• Beckman, George C.
• Buell, George P.
• Cochran, J.
• Cochran, J.B.
• Cotton, D.D.
• Dohoney, R.B.
• F-, J.V.
• Gorman, W.A.
• Hutchinson, James
• O’Brien, Samuel
• Odle, W.G.
• Pond, Preston
• Scofield, J.W.
• Thomkins, Wililam H.

Box 30
Folder 24
Correspondence, 1860 March 5 (A-C)
- Angel, Hon. B.F.
- Ayres, Stephen D.
- Bacon, Arthur W.
- Bailey, J.Mason
- Bates, Moses
- Bolding, W.B.
- Bradbury, James W.
- Brant, R.G.
- Burns, Joseph
- Bush, A.G.
- Bush, Isabel
- Chichester, C.E.
- Collier, R.R., enc: newspaper clipping

Box 31
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1860 March 5 (D-Y)
- Davis, S. Jackson
- Dix, William G.
- Ellicott, George
- Fitzgerald, William A.
- Flint, H.M.
- Hallett, B.F.
- Johnston, John
- Jones, J.J.
- Morgan, George H.
- Pitman, Charles H.
- Riborn, G.
- St. John's Catholic Institute (Invitation), enc: Event complimentary ticket
- Shelden, J.F.
- Smith, Thomas E.
- Thomspson, Thomas
- Vanswearingen, Thomas, enc: newspaper clipping
- Westcott, Ebenezer Jr.
- Woodruff, John

Box 31
Folder 2
Correspondence, 1860 March 6
- Adams, George W.
- Babcock, Sidney
- Barbour, Sylvester
- Bulger, W.M.
- Button, Charles P.
- Cole, W.B.
- Downs, David
- Douglass, H.C.
• Ellcott, W.J.
• Foucett, James L.
• Hipple, Henry
• Hopkins, James H.
• Irwin, Benjamin H.
• Jewett, D.J. Mo., Aly
• Kellum, John J.
• Leely, H.C.
• McMaster, William E.
• Maginis, C.J.
• Morse, D.H.C.
• Pillson, Thomas B.
• Porter, George A.
• Putnam, L.P.
• Sanders, George W.
• Scofield, J.M.
• Sloan, Mrs. Marie
• Stevens, G.F.
• Watson, Joseph A.
• Williams, A.F.

Box 31
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Correspondence, 1860 March 7
• Anonymous
• Anderson, G.
• Birch, James H.
• Bloomfield, R.
• Davis, John
• Dickinson, P.M.
• Prescott, John C.A.
• Garvey, Edward C.K.
• Golloday, F.W.
• Hamilton, A.H.
• Ingalls, William Allen
• Lawton, Thomas
• Mulligan, D.
• Sprague, A.W. M.D.
• Stevens, W.H., enc: letter from McDowell, W.H.
• Webster, Clement
• Yost, S.M.

Box 31
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1860 March 8 (B-H)
• Bennett, J.D.
• Corcoran, Patrick
• DeCarberet, J.Q.
• Dent, M.M.
• Dilworth, Albert
• Dodge, Oliver
• Ellis, L.D.
• Farmer, Thomas
• Gillmon, A.R.
• Greene, Mrs. Mattie J.
• Haes, Wiliam M.
• Hill, D.W.
• Hollbrook, J.
• Holland W.W.

Box 31
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Correspondence, 1860 March 8 (K-W)
• Keblinger, William M.
• King, Horatio
• Lieberman, Henry
• Lowentrill, M.
• McClanahan, J.N.
• O’Sullivan, P.
• Parks, Henry
• Pease, B.L.
• Perry, Thomas M. Jr.
• Popper, Joseph C.
• Sharp, A.G.
• Sisson, Joseph T.
• Smith, G.
• Smith, Sumner T.
• Stote, W.J.
• Stoley, George Lewes
• Wendell, C.
• Wiley, J. Jr.
• Wilkinson, R.F.
• Willard, James W.
• Williams, Henry F.

Box 31
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1860 March 9
• Bacon, W.W.
• Bovee, Mathias J.
• Chamberlin, George E.
• Cookens, J.N.
• Cotter, C.B.
• Denslow, George A.
• Downs, T.W.
• Forsyth, John
• Greenwood, Henry
• Groom, B.R.
• Harris, J. George
• Hoym, P.A.
• Jenkins, E.M.
• Langdon, P.H.
• Larue, S.A.
• Lyman, Sarah
• Moffitt, P.B.
• Pierce, James W.
• Pope, John
• Purdy, William H.
• Sappington, Dr. A.A.
• Shriner, Elias N.
• Starks, A.

Box 31
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Correspondence, 1860 March 10 (A-G)
• Native Americans
• Armstrong, -.
• Bucklin, James M.
• Burnham, George P.
• Cummins, C.W.
• Curran, James
• Davis, Henry C.
• Eastman, H.G.
• Eckman, D.M.
• Edmondson, James
• Flournoy, T.B.
• Gray, J.W.

Box 31
Folder 8
Correspondence, 1860 March 10 (H-W)
• Haley, Charles E.
• Haviland, F.P.
• Horn, J.T.
• Jones, H.S.
• Keith, Calvin
• Kirkscey, E.J. M.D.
• Knox, J.L.
• Ladd, A.
• Linder, U.F.
• Mack, J.R.
• Moore, D.H.C.
• Masi, Mrs. P.
• Micoy, William
• Mulford, Jacob
• O’Sullivan, Mich.
• Scofield, J.M.
• Seamans, O.A.
• Smith, Gilbert
• Thornley, James M.D.
• Thompson, W.R.
• Thorpe, Spencer R.
• Tompkins, John C.
• White, H. Clay

Box 31
Folder 9
Correspondence, 1860 March 11
• Adams, John Jr.
• Ainer, Jacob
• Cook, John H.
• Kellogg, Dwight
• Kelly, Charles
• Proudfit, J.K.
• Samson, George W.
• Stewart, J.A.
• Trowbridge, Judson

Box 31
Folder 10
Correspondence, 1860 March 12 (A-L)
• Alden, J.
• Barrett, D.L.
• Bates, D.C.
• Blance, Joseph A.
• Carroll, William H.
• Clark, John
• Clows, Capt. Charles
• Crumbaugh, Charles D.
• Dick, Robert P.
• Driver, Lhd.
• Dunbar, W.
• Geilhausen, William
• Gose, L.T.
• Haines, Joseph
• Hill, Jacobe B.
• Hill, John D.
• Hilton, George T.
• Holderbaum, Agustus
• Hopkins, Robert
• Hunt, H.L.
• King, E.E.
Box 31
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Correspondence, 1860 March 12 (M-W)
• McCure, Robert M.
• McNair, John
• Mead, Oscar D.
• Norton, G.W.
• Pechl, John S.
• Perry, F.W.
• Price, Benjamin, verso: letter from John Commerford, president of the National Land Reform Association
• Pillsbury, James Monroe
• Pipkin, L.M.
• Ridgeway, Ro.
• Robinson, O.
• Rowley, Jerome
• Selheimer, Miss Maggie
• Sinnott, John T.
• Stowe, L.
• Thompson, R.H.
• Warner, H.G.
• Webster, Clement
• White, William
• Whitley, J. Jr.

Box 31
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Correspondence, 1860 March 13
• Adams, Charles J.
• Allis, Josiah
• Collins, J.B.
• Cotter, Oliver
• Earnshaw, Thomas T.
• Force, John E.
• Haines, H.L.
• Hatch, R.B.
• Hollbrook, J.
• Howard, Jay T.
• Howell, T.M.
• Ingersoll, R.J.
• Jones, J.
• O'Connor, B.
• Sterns, Robert
• Taylor, Milton N.
• Thomas, Bayard
• Thompher, Frederick H.
• Witham, Ira

Box 31
Folder 13
Correspondence, 1860 March 14
• Ayers, E.D., MD.
• Banks, A.D.
• Biggs, R.L.
• Broms, H.H.
• Brown, C.M.
• Brown, J.J.
• Chance, Mahlon
• Crothers, H.M.
• Howland, George
• Hogarty, James D.
• Johnson, Edward M.
• McGill, Henry, enc: prospectus of Council Joint Memorial, No. 3. "Memorial Relative to the War Debt of the Territory of Washington and State of Oregon"
• Partridge, Joseph
• Pennington, George B.
• Rightmyer, J. Lawrence
• Rucker, L.G.
• Scofield, J.M.
• Smith, J. Washington
• Stranp, Simon
• Taber, Hawk & Co.
• Toney, J.A
• Upton, William H.
• Yoote, R. Erskine

Box 31
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Correspondence, 1860 March 15
• Ambrouse, Peter
• Capen, H.
• Currin, John A.
• Faucett, James L.
• Ford, Robert
• Frankum, Lindley R.
• Franks, James P.
• Gotte, B.
• Gosnell, M.T.
• Hendbert, James, enc: newspaper clipping
• Hoke, U.J.
• McNulty, John
• Marquis, W.O.
• Shaw, John W.
• Shannon, Wesley
• Wyatt, William D.
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Correspondence, 1860 March 16
• Black, George and Thomson, James
• Brown, G.W.
• Burns, John Thomas
• Dix, William G.
• Eads, James D.
• Ellsworth, S.
• Gardiner, J.D.
• Griffith, Humphrey
• Goodwin, Thomas J.
• Hane, Abraham
• Harrington, George
• Hoge, Dr. J.F.
• Lamar, George W.
• Lewis, William G.
• McClintock, J.-.
• Meddan, Isaac O.
• Nauman, Charles
• Palmer, C.G.
• Patter, A.M.
• Ritenour, Joseph
• Ruffin, T. Jr.
• Samson, Rev. George W., verso: Information pamphlet for Comumbian College, Washington, D.C.
• Simmons, J.F.
• Wilson, Philo
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• Adams, Charles S.
• Anderson, Clark
• Bates, William H.H.
• Berry, J.C.
• Boggs, R.L.
• Cook, John B.
• Downing, Benjamin W.
• Eaton, J.W.C.
• Eaton, William W.
• Egbert, Isaac H.
• Fontaine, A.M.
• Fodler, O.F.
• Fox, Harry
• Glass, Henry
• Henley, Thomas I.
• Hurley, Th. J.
• Irvine, Charles
• Kendrick, George W.
• Kenley, Thomas G.
• Linn, Mrs. Elizabeth A.R., enc: newspaper clipping
• Mancherster, George
• Payne, Hon. H.B.
• Redington, Alfred Esq.
• Rogers, A.W.
• Schintz, Theodore
• Smith, Joseph
• Henry, Joseph
• Taylor, John J.
• Washington, S.A.
• Wigg, W. Hutson
• Winspear, William

**Box 31**  
**Folder 17**  
Correspondence, 1860 March 18 - 19  
• Barnett, Hon. G.R.
• Birch, James H.
• Burrill, William N.
• Burwell, William M.
• Cochran, W.A., enc: newspaper clippings (2)
• Cooper, Sidney W.
• Dengler, C.W. M.D.
• Elwood, S.D.
• Foster, Edward
• Harr, W.R.D.
• Harris, J. Pinckney
• Hobbie, Calib K.
• Hopkins, James H.
• Huntington, E.M.
• Jenkins, James G.
• Lee, Stephen E.
• McClintock, J.G.
• McQueen, Minor
• Martin, G.H.
• Merrill, Asa B.
• Michael, Samuel
• Michel, William A.
• Miles, O.
• Miller, John L.
• Nelson, Henry
• Olden, Lucius M.
• Oliver, Joshua C.
• Reynolds, Hezekiah
• Roberts, A.W.
• Scofield, J.M.
• Smith, George A.
• Stafford, William B.
• Stanback, E.H.
• Taylor, James C.
• Vedder, Nicholas
• Vermillion, J.W.
• Wagner, Harrison
• Walker, W.H.
• Williams, C.W.
• Wortman, Isaac
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Correspondence, 1860 March 20
• Aten, C.W.
• Baker, A.J.
• Baker, Charles W.
• Baker, N.B.
• Banks, A.D., (fragment)
• Barrows, A.R.
• Bentley, C.B.
• Bouee, M.H.
• Brammer, Francis M.
• Bromer, John D.
• Cautter, John
• Cazman, J.M.
• Chickering, C.A.
• Clark, S.S.
• Cowan, John F.
• Davis, William Reever
• Derby, H.W.
• Devendorf, L.
• Edwards, Rev. Morgan
• Elliott, W.J.
• Frazer, R.E.
• Gregory, Samuel Monroe
• Hamilton, Morris R.
• Heard, D.W.
• Kimball, A.M.
• Letton, A.W.
• McConihe, Samuel
• Martin, John G.W.
• May, Henry
• Metcalf, W.W.
• Miller, C.G.
• Moore, C.F.R.
• Nilson, John R.
• Quartermass, William
• Rust, Hon. A.
• Sharp, A.W.
• Smith, Joseph
• Swaur, J.H.
• Tucker, Thomas Goode
• Washburn, Capt. J.C.
• Williamson, E.
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• Bewley, W.J.H.
• Birding, Nellie D.
• Brees, John
• Chandler, Joseph R.
• Driver, Thomas
• Dyer, Thomas
• Emerson, W.R.
• Farrell, William E.
• Green, T.G.
• Hamilton, John P.
• Hart, Frederick V.
• Hartwell, James M.
• Heed, Albert
• Hickey, John P.
• Holdon, W. B. Esq.
• Marshall, E.C.
• Mucher, H.
• Myerle, David
• Orlon, P.A. Jr.
• Reynolds, George
• Robertson, G.W.
• Robers, Orlando
• Sanders, George W., enc: letter from M.A. Osboe
• Scovel, James A.
• Smith, James H.
• Spencer, Jervis
• Surtey, W.J.
• Templeton, W.
Box 31
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• Anonymous
• Bacon, W.W.
• Brent, R.J.
• Brent, Robert J. [2nd]
• Chatfield, A.F.
• Foote, H.S.
• Frantt, G.F.
• Harley, Charles
• Hayes, Joseph
• Kennedy, Hon. James J.
• Kirke, H.M. M.D.
• O’Neil, C.F. Esq.
• Pattillo, James
• Patterson, N.A.
• Powell, B.
• Reese, William Smith
• Rutland, J.M.
• Turner, Benjamin
• Upson, Dr. S.C.
• Yost, I.M.
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• Anderson, W.S.
• Bacon, W.W.
• Barclay, Frank F., enc: publications of the newsletter L’Estafette du Kansas
• Gibson, G.L.
• Jennings, James S.
• Knight, A.A.
• McDonald, Isaiah B.
• Morgan, John
• Perkins, Joshua enc: newspaper clipping
• Peyton, Robert E.
• Wells, John Esq.
• Welsh, J. Henry

Box 31
Folder 22
Correspondence, 1860 March 24 - 25
• Anthony, Samuel J.
• Burke, T.M.
• Cannon, John M.
• Carmichael, G.W.
• Clancy, John Esq.
• Cleveland, Henry
• Devecmon, Thomas
• Earnshaw, Thomas T.
• Harrington, H.W.
• Hertford, Joseph
• Helpenstein, William L.
• Hobbs, Josiah
• Johnson, Hon. Reverdy
• May, Henry
• Noble, Henry Shaw
• Parker, Harrison
• Phelps, W.W.
• Putney, David
• Redner, Charles B.
• Smith, Jer.
• Spencer, Jervis
• Thomas, James M.
• Unidentified, letter to E. Foster
• Vaughn, Frank
• W., Mrs. E.L.M.
• York, George S.

Box 31
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• Bigler, C.D.
• Billings, Henry M.
• Black, Franklin H. Esq.
• Bucklin, James M.
• Connolly, R.B.
• Fox, Charles H. Esq.
• Hendrickson, H.
• Huey, J.C.
• Irving, Charles
• Jeffries, John P.
• Mayor, L.B.
• Miles, Oscar
• Monaghan, James
• Murphy, R.G.
• Perkins, Abraham
• Ross, Alexander
• Sanders, George N.
• Sanders, G.N., enc: letters from A.G. Hogan and A.E. Burr to Sanders
• Smith, James R.
• Smyth, W.A. Esq., enc: letter from John Forsyth
• Snow, J.P.
• Sterling, Charles J.
• Sweet, A.W.
• White, William Davis

Box 31
Folder 24
Correspondence, 1860 March 27
• Baird, Robert M.
• Flood, Mrs. William G.
• Gillett, John R.
• Jackson, John
• McCrum, John
• McCrum, John [2nd]
• McNulty, Edward
• Nears, David Jr.
• Paschall, E.P.
• Pearson, John
• Pooley, Samuel F.
• Thayer, Fred. William
• Townsend, Charles
• Wiley, Hon. James S.

Box 32
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1860 March 28
• Allen, James Esq.
• Bennett, J.C.
• Cook, C.C.
• Crucraft, George A.
• Douglass, A.P.
• Halderman, John A.
• Helpenstein, William L.
• Horn, Fred. W.
• Jones, M.A.
• King, William M.
• Largent, T.R.
• Townsend, Samuel Esq.
• Underwood, T. Hubert
• Ward, Cyrus J.
• White, A.L.

Box 32
Folder 2
Correspondence, 1860 March 29
• Allmond, Dr. R.J.
• Browne, B. Frank
• Carter, S.F.
• Cotter, C.B.
• Dengler, Dr. C.M.
• Foote, H.S.
• Gengler, John C.
• Giffin, Samuel C.
• Heard, G.W.
• Herrick, N.J.
• Hoxsey, E.M.
• Ledo, O. Munoz, (Protest of President Miramon against the Seizure of His Steamers)
• Love, V.E.B.
• McClenand, Hon. John A.
• Veitch, D.A. Esq., enc: letter from H.K. Davis
• Waite, George W.
• Wert, J. Howard, enc: newspaper clippings (2)
• Wilmot, George W.

Box 32
Folder 3
Correspondence, 1860 March 30
• Baker, William C.
• Bess, Robert
• Brady, Joseph
• Buell, Edwin A.
• Gage, Charles P.
• Goodell, R.E.
• Jome, John B.
• Kea, J.J.
• Marshall, D.M.
• Moore, H. Miles Esq.
• Plunkitt, Michael
• Rees, Dr. L.M.
• Rowan, John B.
• Sadler, P.C.
• Sanders, George W.
• Shinn, Dr. John
• Smith, E. Esq.
• Spencer, Jervis
• Stevens, E.L., enc: ballot
• Wade, William
• Weston, J.P.
• Wright, Frederick B.

Box 32
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1860 March 31
• Bliss, George H.
• C., N.
• Chapman, E.
• Calhoun, Sarah (with envelope)
• Cowan, R.E.
• Diefendorf, Oliver (3)
• Duncan, James H.
• Dwight, S.L.
• Emory, Fred, et. al.
• Envelope, franked, Department of State, to SAD, with enclosed letter and clippings
• Farnam, R.E.
• Freer, John
• Harrington, H.W. Esq.
• Head, W.J.
• Heller, Jacob
• Henderbert, F.
• Irving, Charles
• James, Charle T.
• Ludlow, Thomas W.
• McFadden, Edward
• McRae, D.K.
• Reed, P.C.
• Scovel, James M.
• Thelsey, Franklin
• Unidentified
• Westbrook, F.E.
• Winders, W.H.

Box 32
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Correspondence, 1860 April undated
• Anonymous (Signed "Pennsylvanian")
• Bouchelle, A.G.
• Davenport, Dr. T.P.
• Dickson, James M.
• Dunker, J.F.
• Nesbitt, John M.D.
• Runyan, H.S.
• Sanders, G.N. (3)
• Vinson, Capt N.

Box 32
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1860 April 1-2
• Black, William
• Chapman, Dr. John S.
• Clark, John R., enc: letter endorsing E.M. Samuel
• Clarke, Stephen W.
• Cole, George
• Davis, H.P.
• English, R.W. Esq.
• Hallowell, E.D.
• Hollowell, William E.
• Kintell, C.P., enc: calling card of Dr. G. Ludwig
• May, Hon, H.
• Read, Ezra
• Sanders, G.W.
• Sewall, George Esq.
• Spoor, Charles T.F.
• Steele, R.W.
• Vedder, Nicholas
• Weer, William
• Weirman, J.W.G.
• Whitcomb, G. Henry
• Whitney, Daniel H.
• Wilkes, Warren D. Esq.

Box 32
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1860 April 3
• Boggs, William G.
• Clark, Stephen, enc: newspaper clipping
• Derby & Jackson
• Jenkins, Edward Esq.
• Knights, A.A.
• McGurhem, William S.
• Myers, L. J.
• Pillow, Gen. Gideon J.
• Price, Thomas L. Esq.
• Setilwell, E.F.
• Turner, J.A.
• Walker, J.C.
• Whitaker, Ira

Box 32
Folder 8
Correspondence, 1860 April 4
• Bogy, Joseph
• Brown, Nilton A. Jr.
• Carr, Hazen E.
• Davis, Genl. W.W.H., enc: letter from John B. James to Gen. John Davis
• Denton, A.A.
• Duvall, William
• Elliott, George P.
• French, C.J.
• Helpenstein, William F.
• Jordan, J.W.
• Kile, George W.
• Leete, Ralph Esq., enc: "Remarks of Mr. Leete"
• McDermott, John, enc: news newspaper clipping
• McLaughlin, P.S.
• Moore, W.E.
• Moore, Lorenzo
• Robinson, E.C.
• Thayer, Fred. William Esq.
• Walker, C.O., enc: ballot, Democratic Ticket
• Wasson, M.S.

Box 32
Folder 9
Correspondence, 1860 April 5
• Arntzen, B. Esq.
• Barron, Henry A.
• Bartlett, Mathew
• Bowman, S.M.
• Blair, Charles W.
• Dumer, Frank J.
• Forsyth, John
• Henry, Joseph
• Huesman, C.A.
• Jones, Aquilla
• Jones, Oliver Esq. (2)
• King, Robert B.
• Krum, John M. Esq.
• McCloskey, F.
• McGowan, John Esq.
• Nott, B.
• Porter, B.F., enc: newspaper clipping
• Smoot, S.S.
• Tanner, Gordon Esq.

Box 32
Folder 10
Correspondence, 1860 April 6 - 7
• Allen, Henry B.
• Andrews, J.C.
• Blackley, J.Lawrence
• Bradley, Joseph C. Esq.
• Campbell, L.D.
• Cotter, C.B.
• Curman, P.F.
• Farnam, G.H.
• Forsyth, John
• Helpenstein, William F. Esq.
• Hollingsworth, John M.
• Lincoln, C.S.
• Maus, W.S.
• Merrifield, Edwin R.
• Parsons, Solomon
• Pitman, Matthias B.
• Ritchie, James S. Esq., enc: Democratic Ticket for Douglas County Wisconsin
• Skinner William J., enc: newspaper clipping
• Stubenranch, John H. Thayer, William A.
• Wadsworth, A.S.
• Wittle, Conway D. M.D.

Box 32
Folder 11
Correspondence, 1860 April 8
• Bowman, D.P.
• Ege, A.G.
• Lockwood, Dr. James D.
• Love, James R. Esq.
• McCreary, James B.
• Molony, M.S.
• Scofield, J.M.
• Seals, John A.

Box 32
Folder 12
Correspondence, 1860 April 9
• Brown, Agustus C.
• Callaway, G.H.
• Corporate Authorities of the City of Washington, The
• Cox, John C.
• Dascam, George A.
• Douglass, Eastus
• Geiger, J.W.D.
• Haldeman, R.J. Esq.
• Harman, M.G.
• Hershberger, Samuel
• Jewett, A.G. Esq.
• Sanders, G.N.
• Seveney, George, M.
• Shulterly, J.J.
• Stetson, Caleb Esq.
• Tuell, Charles D.
• Vason, W.J.
• White, R.L.C.
• Wright, Hendrick

Box 32
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Correspondence, 1860 April 10
• Anonymous (Signed "Friends")
• Baird, A.R.
• Bayon, T., enc: newspaper clipping
• Burke, W.A.
• Burr, A.
- C-, J.M.
- Danforth, J.B. Jr.
- Dickie, J.G.
- Dunnels, Clifford
- Elliot, J.D.
- Elson, J.
- Farrell, J.T.
- Guyer, G.E.
- Kennedy, W. Esq.
- Loughary, James
- Mahan, John W.
- Otey, Dexter Esq.
- Parsons, Solomon (2)
- Perin, E.D.

Box 32
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1860 April 11
- Bridge, Samuel J.
- Bough, Leonidas Esq.
- Barbaur, Alfred M.
- Barham, James
- Dugro, Anthony
- Gage, D.A.
- Hill, William P.
- Hodges, J.W. Esq.
- Joy, Lyman F.
- McCarty, Thomas
- Mitchell, J.A.L.
- Page, H.C.
- Pinn, E.O., enc: newspaper clipping
- Pond, Charles F.
- Rowan, John B.
- Snow, E.L. Esq., enc: calling card

Box 32
Folder 15
Correspondence, 1860 April 12
- Beach, Hon. E.D.
- Benson, John S.
- Bowman, S.M.
- Campbell, J.P., enc: newspaper clippings (2) and calling card
- Clancy, John Esq.
- Clancy, John [2nd]
- Elliott, W.J.
- Elmore, Albert
- Force, John E., enc: newspaper clipping
- Gage, D.A.
• Geilhausen, William
• Gray, Clark
• Harrington, W.A.
• Hogan, P.A.
• Johnson, E.G.
• Johnson, S.M.
• Krum, John M.
• Ludwigton, Lathrop & Co.
• McBride, James J.
• McGargur, J.W.
• Patten, Banjamin
• Pooley, Samuel James
• Powell, J.N.
• Saresché
• Smith, Dr. Joseph C.H.
• Thomas, J. Bayard
• Thomas, John
• Walworth, N.H.

Box 32
Folder 16
Correspondence, 1860 April 13
• Eads, James D.
• Gardner, James
• Hyde, Amos M.
• Langdon, G.P.
• Lathan, R.W.
• McCoy, Daniel
• May, James
• Pinn, E.O.
• Sampson, A.W.
• Wendell, C.

Box 32
Folder 17
Correspondence, 1860 April 14
• Anonymous
• Crain, G.W.
• Dodge, Hon. Thomas
• Felton, C.C. enc: J. Winthrop Chanler calling card
• Grase, William P.
• Hayfield, D.V.
• Hulpine, Charles Y.
• Kimmell, W.
• Laflin, George H.
• McCann, T.K., enc: newspaper clipping
• McCorristen, William
• McDierman, Thomas

365
• Mozier, A.H.
• Murray, J.D.
• Palmer, A.J.
• Peyton, John L.
• Price, Thomas L.
• Richomond, John P.
• Runyan, G.B.
• Rushmore, D.
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Thompson, George W.
• Van Swartlowe, F.
• Webster, Clement
• Wright, Hendrick B.

**Box 32**

**Folder 18**
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• Felton, C.C.
• Gillett, John R.
• King, Austin A.
• McKibben, Hon. J.C.
• Pierce, T Marcus
• Reed, L.L.
• Robertson, Fredrick
• Sanders, G.N.
• Twombly, John
• Wright, M.A.

**Box 32**

**Folder 19**
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• Anonymous
• Caton, J.D.
• Collier, R.R., enc: newspaper clipping
• Condell, J.W.
• Douglas, B. Stuart
• Gardner, Johnson
• Jacobs, Isaac H.
• Imury, D.A.
• Lathan, R.W.
• Leslie, Frank
• Lyles, A.M.
• May, Henry
• Oliver, Joshua C.
• Paschall, W.
• Piper, Q.N.K.
• Richards, L.M.
• Seebold, James L.
• Shopshire, R.D.
• Walker, Thomas and J.W. McClanahan
• Wall, James W.
• Waltermire, James R.
• West, Edward C.
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• Aiken, F.A., House of Representatives Gallery
• Basting, C.
• Benedict, Daniel D.T.
• Brownell, H.F.
• Davis, Robert
• Jacobs, Emile H.
• Mahan, John W.
• Murphy, R.G.
• Murphy, Hon. W.
• National Democratic Star Club, New York City
• Paschall, George W.
• Robbins, John Jr.
• Sales, A.G.
• Tilton, D.
• Webster, Clement
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Correspondence, 1860 April 18 - 19
• Alvord, E.S.
• Brown, L.
• Chapman, J.F.
• Clemans, B.
• Collier, R.R.
• Culver, C.P.
• De Mott, John P.
• Hix, William
• Jones, J.J.
• Lanahan, T.M.
• Pooley, Samuel C.
• Quinn, Rev. Thomas
• Roberts, A.M.
• Swinnton, Charles E.

Box 32
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Correspondence, 1860 April 20 - 22
• Babcock, S.
• Brent, Robert J.
• Case, Seymour N.
• Chapman, B.B.
• Clancy, John
• Coleman, A.B.
• Coons, A.J.
• Coyt, J.M.
• Farling, Thomas
• Harvey, James E.
• Iglehart, N.P., enc: newspaper clipping
• Johnson, Hon. Rev.
• Jones, J.J.
• Joy, Addison W.
• McConnell, Hon. Murray
• Merriam, Joseph H.
• Miller, H.W.
• Pool, W.P.
• Smith, Edward
• Smyth, William B.
• Stephan, E. Charles
• Wigfall, Hon. Louis T.
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• Allen, L.W.
• Armstrong, John T.
• Baines, D.H.
• Bates, Moses
• Bridgeman, C.R.
• Califf, J.M.
• Culver, C.P.
• Emerson, Sidney T.
• Harmon, Elias
• Helpenstein, J.L.
• Henry, George
• Karr, H.L.
• Kimbal, C.J.
• King, Finlay M.
• McKenzie, C.S.
• Putney, David
• Risk, Harvey
• Scofield, C.
• Sleton, Thomas
• Snowden, Theodore F.
• Stuart, Charles E.
• Weeks, C.C.
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• Anonymous
• Bruce, S.
• Culver, C.P.
• Green, Philip L., enc: newspaper clipping
• Harding, A.E.
• Hart, J.A.
• Keller, S.V.
• Lingneuir, Gavin
• Muncey, Mrs. Mary E.
• Oliver, Joshua C.
• Pelser, Henry C.
• Porter, Benjamin F., enc: newspaper clipping
• Rice, Daniel
• Simmons, J.F.
• Snipley, Samuel R.
• Snowden, Horace S.
• Strouss, Joseph
• Tuttle, James S.

Box 32
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Correspondence, 1860 April 27 - 30
• Burwell, W.M.
• Case, K.E.
• Cochran, S.
• Culver, C.P.
• Doremus, J.E.C.
• Eshleman, John B.
• Flint, H.M.
• Gilkes, Thomas
• Gird, Joseph W.
• Hammond, Samuel L.
• Heldreth, John T.
• Hicks, M.C.
• Johnson, John W.
• Kerr, John D.
• Laffer, P.A.
• Lee, P.R.L. Jr.
• Needham, Jasper
• Smith, Samuel
• Spinney, Edwin B.
• Thomas, John
• Thomas, Lewis G.
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Antioch College (Invitation to attend Commencement)
Armstrong, T.J.
Barhaw, J.W.
Bullard, Joseph A.
Bowyer, William K.
Carpenter, A.E.
Culbertson, Harriett O.
Dubuisson, C.L.
Eldreidge, William H.
Erben, P.
Farrell, James A.
Fagg, Edmund
Fletcher, M.H.
Fogg, J.A.
Foster, E.J.
Gencher, E.T.
Greenlee, E.A.
Hammond, J.W.
Hendy, John F.
Hunter, Joseph R.
Jenness, J.K.
Keown, B.W.
Learned, Mrs. Sarah J.
McDowell, George
McKinney, P.W.
Patton, W.
Powell, W.G.
Richardson, Gov. William A. (2)
Seibels, J.J.
Smith, S.
Van Niss, H.
W.-, R.S.
Weddell, A.W.
West, George H.
Wood, Oliver
Whitmore, William

Box 33
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Correspondence, 1860 May 1 - 2
Anonymous
Chandler, Joseph R.
Cleveland, D.
Flanner, C.
Gross, Magnus
• Hamilton, Rev. Alfred
• Hoag, William H.
• Huntington, L.W.
• McGhee, William T.
• Maxwell, Ferd.
• Savage, J.W.
• Schuerman, L.

**Box 33**

**Folder 2**
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• Birch, James H., enc: newspaper clipping
• Burns, A.W.
• Dillard, R.F.
• Edgerly, Austin
• Frazer, Thomas
• Gardner, Johnson
• Herbert, J.A.
• Judd, Warren
• Laflin, George H.
• Lewis, Birdsey
• Montgomery, James
• Sanders, George Nicholas
• Stainback, E.H.
• Thomas, J. Bayard
• Walsh, Julius S.

**Box 33**

**Folder 3**
Correspondence, 1860 May 5
• Aten, C.M.
• Bailey, E.C.
• Braden, J.P.
• Clemons, B., (with clipping)
• Coshun, Stephen
• English, S.S.
• French, James S.
• French, S.Bassett
• Graves, George W. M.D.
• Halpin, Charles G.
• Helpenstein, William L.
• Kirkscay, Dr. E. John
• McCabe, James D. Jr.
• McDonald, Isaiah B.
• Major, S.B.
• Martin, Albert B.
• Monastic
• Osgood, W.W.
- Scofield, J.M.
- Smith, J. Haddock
- Smith, James R.H.
- Stacy, C.A.
- Weir, A.B.
- Young, J.S.

**Box 33**

**Folder 4**
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- Bates, Moses
- Belmont, A.
- Bovee, Mathew J.
- Cunningham, Thomas A.
- Foster, J.L.
- Glensey, William M.
- Hathaway, Gilbert
- Harrison, N.
- Jobey, C.F.
- Kettlewell, S.H.
- May, H., enc: newspaper clipping
- Murray, John S.
- Schenck, Robert C.
- Smith, C.K.
- Stacy, C.A.
- Stranahan, John D.
- Wilson, Stephen
- Woodman, J.L., enc: newspaper clipping
- Wright, Hendrick B.

**Box 33**

**Folder 5**
Correspondence, 1860 May 8
- Collier, R.R., enc: newspaper clipping
- Denton, R.M.
- Hill, E.C.
- Humphreys, D.C.
- Johnson, S.P.
- McClemand, John A.
- Martin, A.C.
- O’Donnell, James
- O’Donnell, James [2nd], enc: invitation and calling card
- Potter, Oscar F.
- Shelton, F.R.
- Spencer, Jervis
- Ward, C.L.
- Ward, W.C
- Weir, James S.
• Wisner, James

**Box 33**

**Folder 6**
Correspondence, 1860 May 9
• Browne, Agustus P.
• Forsyth, Hon. John
• Gallagher, James
• Jenkins, R.
• Jones, David
• Kevill, Jas.
• McDonald, R.A.
• Murray, John P.
• Parker, Joseph W.
• Richardson, A.K.
• Spencer, Jervis
• Webster, Robert S.
• Westbrook, Theodore, R.
• Wick, W.W.
• Willoughby, F.A.
• Wise, D.A.

**Box 33**

**Folder 7**
Correspondence, 1860 May 10
• Barnes, T.E.
• Bennett, J.C.
• Byrne, P.
• Byrne, P. [2nd]
• Crittenden, Thomas T.
• Crew, Samuel
• Dunlop, Capt. L.H.
• Gardner, J.
• Gibbons, Washington
• Gilmer, G.H.
• Gregory, W.O.
• Harris, J. George
• Kirke, H.M.
• Lamberton, C.L.
• McGinnis, T., enc: calling card
• Mahan, John W.
• Massey, R.W.
• Meacham, C.H.G.
• O'Reilly, James
• Shepherd, W.D.
• Sherer, H.
• Simms, Robert W.
• Thomas, J.M.
Box 33
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Correspondence, 1860 May 11
- Banks, A.D.
- Boggs, B.L.
- Davis, John
- Faran, James J.
- Foote, Hon. H.S.
- Gillelen, J.W.
- Menefee, James T., enc: newspaper clipping
- Mitchell, J.A.S.
- Stainback, William E.
- Thompson, Henry

Box 33
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Correspondence, 1860 May 12 - 13
- Baldwin, H.T.
- Durland, C.C.
- Dyer, Thomas
- Giltshap, A.L.
- Gray, N.A.
- Hixson, Joseph R.
- McNulty, Edward
- Rice, Judge N.D.
- Richardson, Hon. W.A.
- Roles, Joseph O.
- Scott, Upton
- Smith, James O.
- Stevens, Cyrus T.
- Wardall, W.T.
- Wick, W.W.

Box 33
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Correspondence, 1860 May 14
- Barker, Frank T.
- Benham, S.C.
- Brent, R.T.
- Canale, George D.
- Converse, W.M.
- Flourney, R.W.
- Foote, Hon. H.S.
- Ganhy, R.
- Gorman, W.A.
- Harmon, Elias
- Houghton, Rev. A.H.
- Knight, A.A.
• Lanahan, T.M
• Miller, William
• Morgan, James T., enc: calling card
• Patterson, George C.
• Preston, William P.
• Stuart, Hon. Charles E.
• Tilden, Henry A.
• Walers, Frank
• Watson, William C.
• Whitley, J. Jr.
• Wright, Hendrick B.
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• Clancy, John
• Davis, Robert
• Day, B.
• Dewart, W.L.
• Ford, M.A.
• Gross, Mangus
• Gunning, James
• Harris, J. George
• Helfenstein, William L.
• Hickey, A.L.
• Hoover, Dent
• Lee, William
• Lester, John C.
• Patton, Benjamin
• Pollard, James
• St. John, Charles J.H.
• Smith, C.K.
• Spinney, Edwin B., enc: newspaper clipping
• Steward, W.E.
• Underhill, Isaac
• Vance, John C.
• Vinton, H.L.
• Valk, William W.
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Correspondence, 1860 May 16 (A-H)
• Adams, Benjamin P.
• Andrew, Frank, S.
• Bayne, L.P.
• Bishop, Henry H.
• Button, Charles P.
• Campbell, C.B.
• Campbell, M. M.D.
• Carpenter, W.W.
• Democratic National Convention, enc: newspaper clipping
• Dougherty, John
• Forsyth, Hon. John
• Gould, H.C.
• Hart, A. Wellington
• Hasard, A.G.
• Hilton, George L.
• Houser, W.C.
• Hunter, J.R.

Box 33
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Correspondence 1860, May 16 (J-W)
• Johnson, Curran
• Keynton, John
• Kingston, Thomas H.
• McLaughlin, L.F.
• Montgomery, James
• Moore, John W.
• Owen, John
• Payne, H.B.
• Pemington, George B.
• Phillips, S.R.
• Pratt, James T.
• Richstein, William F.
• Ryan, James B.
• Snyder, Jacob
• Stephens, D.A.
• Taylor, John
• Thayer, Fred. William
• Woods, H.B.
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• Allen, Ethan
• Bramble, James
• Buttricks, Minott A.
• Campbell, Neal F.
• Carbery, Michael
• Church, P.
• Coates, N.B.
• Coleman, James W.
• Corell, J.P.
• Cox, J Redman
• Crabb, George W. Jr.
• De Forest, Moulton
• Dick, Robert R.
• Dickey, John A.
• Evans, Levi C.
• Everett, William S.
• Ferrey, John
• Finegan, H.F. Jr.
• Goodwin, William
• Gordon, William
• Griffith, A.J.
• Guernsey, H.W.
• Harte, H.
• Hartwick, D.L., enc: calling card
• Hayner, H.
• Hight, John L.
• Hitchcock, Isaac
• Hoffman, N.N.
• Holland, W.W.
• Holloway, E.F.
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• Isbell, George E.
• Kendrick, George W.
• Kohly, Edward P.
• Leach, J.
• Lipman, Henry W.
• Lum, S.S.
• McLaughlin, Richard
• McQuoid, H.M.
• Maroni, George M.
• Meade, William F.
• Monroe, Lucius M.
• Murdoch, J.
• Nash, A.W.
• Nicklin, Ben S.
• O’Neill, Charles H.
• Parsons, Galusha
• Pierce, J.D.
• Proctor, T.R.
• Record, Calvin
• Richardson, Charles Herbert
• Richardson, Gov.
• Roberts, Daniel
• Robinson, Jonathan P.
• Ross, E.A.
• Sanford, A.C.
• Schwarz, Theordore
• Shaw, S.M.
• Simmons, Charles E.
• Steel, Walter P. & J. Dodson
• Swarts, Jacob
• Swift, Benjamin T.
• Taggart, E.R.
• Thomas, E.B.
• Thomas, William H.
• Westbrook, F.E.
• Wheatfield & Stowe
• Yingling, Daniel

**Box 33**

**Folder 16**

Correspondence, 1860 May 18 (A-E)

• Illegible
• Armstrong, A.
• Bartlett, George W.
• Bates, Moses
• Belmont, August
• Bogart, Seba M.
• Bowen, S.W.
• Biscoe, C.B.
• Butler, L.
• Buttricks, G.H.
• Button, O.P.
• Cagger, P.
• Cain, J.G.
• Canfield, D.B.
• Carpenter, E.Z.
• Case, Seymour N.
• Coleman, F.W.
• Conan, John F.
• DeWitt, William C.
• Douglass, J.W.
• Eaton, George C.
• Edwards, A.W.
• Ellis, F.A.
• Emery, Charles D.
• Emery, Henry
• Emmerson, William
• Evans, D.D.

**Box 33**

**Folder 17**

Correspondence, 1860 May 18 (F-L)
• Ferris, Edwin P.
• Flanders, G.A.
• Ford, Bernard J.
• Gardner, James
• Gellatly, W.A.
• Gordon, L.
• Griffin, T. Nelson
• Handy, William H.
• Hays, George Thomas
• Hinelione, W. Slater
• Johnston, J.
• Johnston, John I.
• Jones, Daniel
• Kerfoot, William D.
• King, Finlay
• Kinney, B.H.
• Lawton, Thomas
• Lincoln, S.F.
• Logan, William C.
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• McDaniel, Wallace
• McLean, George W.
• Meade, Nathaniel B.
• Merrill, George F.
• Moore, W.H.
• Muse, R.W.P.
• Osborne, A.
• Pritchell, William H.
• Quigby, Washington B.
• Reed, P.C.
• Reily, Michael
• Roberts, D.B.
• Roberts, E.A.W.
• Roberts, W.Scott
• Rutledge, James
• Seward, James L.
• Smith, A.J.
• Smith, David S.
• Strand, John D.
• Swift, William
• Thayer, Fred.
• Thomas, Henry F. & Co.
• Tuley, W.W.
• Vought, P.G.
• Vroom, John P.
• Weaver, E.M.
• West, M.R.
• Wright, Luther
• Wright, T.G.

Box 33
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Correspondence, 1860 May 19 (A-L)
• Ayer, D.
• Bacon, W.W.
• Ball, Philip A.
• Bowman, C.B.
• Carnshers, R.L.
• Chickering, Charles A.
• Cosby, Dabney Jr.
• Crook, James L.
• Crown, S.C.
• Davis, D. Franklin
• Davis, Mason
• Diefendorf, Oliver
• Dodge, Herbert E.
• Fairfield, S.S., enc: newspaper clipping
• French, James W.
• Gerry, James C.A.
• Gower, James H.
• Griffin, R.B. Jr.
• Gristock, C.F.
• Guard, Robert C.
• Haddock, T. Clement
• Hall, William
• Heller, Jacob
• Himman, David
• Hoornbeek, Jacob
• Jenkins, Edmund
• Jewell, John D.
• Killinger, F.H.
• Lawrence, John O.
• Linn, D.B.
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• McCabe, William P.
• Maddox, J.T.
• Maund, Robert
• Maxwell, John L.
• Moreland, W.C.
• Morrison, J.J.
• Motley, John B.
• Nutting, J.L.
• Reimensnyder, J.J.
• Richardson, William R.
• Robinson, E.C.
• Sanders, George W.
• Sargent, W.
• Scarborough, A.J.
• Sharp, Charles
• Sherwood, Henry
• Shipley, Colm- T.
• Stearns, Phineas
• Stevens, Oliver
• Sumney, John
• Totten, J.M.
• Viles, John
• Vincent, John F.H.
• Warner, H.G.
• Webster, C.
• Webster, Daniel
• Westbrook, Theodore R.
• Winship, J.O.
• Wood, Daniel D.
• Wrenn, John W.
• Zollickoffer, H.F.
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• Armstrong, James W.
• Blount, H.M.
• Bent, J.A.
• Brown, W.D.
• Dietenich, J.W.
• Dunlap, George
• Dupny, John J.
• Keffington, John S.
• Knerr, Levi P.
• Marshall, Hon. S.S.
• Pattello, James
• Reunion of Phi-Alpa Society (Invitation)
• Sanders, G.N.
• Sargent, R.H.
• Smith, E.
• Thomas, Wesley
• Towle, G.M.
• Tucker, A.W.
• Williams, Isaiah

**Box 33**
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• Baker, T.H.
• Bampton, George W.
• Barnett, Charles
• Barrett, G.R.
• Bayley, W.H.
• Beattie, D.C.
• Beaty, J.S.
• Biklson, Harvey
• Bissell, Charles R.
• Bohannan, M.R.
• Brown, D.W.
• Buck, Norman
• Burns, B.
• Burns, S.H.
• Burwell, William M.
• Cain, John
• Casey, John C.
• De Caster, Charles
• Chase, John M.
• Church, E.F.
• Clark, Charles G.
• Clem, William L.
• Cole, Charles
• Cook, S.S.
• Corle, DeWitt F.
• Cormett, Capt. John W.
• Coryell, Daniel
• Crane, Stephen
• Cumminingham, John

**Box 33**

**Folder 23**
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• Dane, L.L.
• Dedrick, W.W.
• Denniston, Harvey G.
• Drury, W.Henry
• Dryden, John F.
• Faxon, Henry W.
• Fitnam, Thomas
• Foulke, H.B.
• Gillett, John R.
• Glass, Henry Jr.
• Graves, G.A.
• Green, Ashbell
• Griffin, N.
• Hale, John K.
• Hall, Benjamin F.
• Harris, R.W.
• Hatch, H.H.
• Hickey, John P.
• Holt, C.W.
• Howell, T.M.
• Kanll, J.N.
• Kickard, L.H.
• Lanman, George A.
• Leidy, William B.
• Linthicum, John C.
• Lovell, Albert A.
• Ludlow, William H.

**Box 33**
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• McConnell, H.H.
• McDonald, R.A.
• McElroy, George W.
• McGill, C.D.
• Mansfield, J.H.
• Maynard, J.W.
• Miller, James L.
• Peebles, H.F.
• Perrin, E.W.
• Prince, Thomas
• Pudney, John C.
• Raymond, Charles
• Richards, Joseph
• Richardson, Samuel
• Richmond, Alenzo E.
• Ridgely, Andrew Stenett
• Robertson, J.B.

**Box 33**

**Folder 25**
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• Samuels, Benjamin M.
• Sandford, Jared
• Seem, David
• Sheahan, J.W.
• Snell, Lewis
- Stevens, W.W.
- Stewart, E.F.
- Stowell, Henry
- Strong, J.P.
- Shout, Almon A.
- Tarr, Joshua
- Thoman, J.R.
- Upton, R. Burns
- Van Dusen, Stephen
- Van Horne, James
- Welch, N.E.
- Westcott, F.H.
- Whitaker, William R.
- Willis, Francis T.
- Winn, I.T.
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Correspondence, 1860 May 22 (A-F)
- Adams, Charles J.
- Babcock, Giles Jr.
- Barrett, James W.
- Bartlett, Theodore H.
- Bradford, J.V.
- Brice, Andrew N.
- Brown, R.N.
- Budwell, John B.
- Burnham, J. W.
- Cooper, Sidney W.
- Cotter, Oliver
- Deering, E.W.
- Delescluze, Charles
- Denny, L.H.
- Dickson, George B.
- Dille, J.Lewis
- Donaldson, W.G.
- Dowling, A.M.
- Ellis, N.M.
- Elmes, Thomas
- Forsyth, James H.

Box 33
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Correspondence, 1860 May 22 (G-N)
- Garrett, Benjamin
- Gladney, J.B.
- Golladay, F.W.
- Gordon, D.
• Hayes, Joseph R.
• Henderson, Samuel
• Howe, Edward E.
• Hulbert, E.B.
• Hunt, S.S.
• Isett, Thomas M.
• Jennings, M.J.
• Krome, William H.
• Lanahan, T.M.
• Loring, W.A.
• McCulloch, T.H.
• McGinnis, T.
• McGlvain, Franklin
• McLean, Washington
• Meserve, Joseph M.
• Moore, Hugh N.
• Moss, William S., enc: Letter from Mop Harding to Thomas M. Tate
• Nash, S.C.
• Nesbit, F.C.
• Norris, Edward G.
• Norton, J.H.
• Noyes, C.D.V.

Box 34
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1860 May 22 (O-W)
• Orton, P.A. Jr.
• Parker, John A.
• Peters, Francis
• Reddick, David
• Richardson, Hon. William A.
• Robinson, D.S.
• Sanders, James E.
• Schoolcraft, Mrs. Henry R., enc: Dedication of "The Black Gauntlet: A Tale of Planation Life in South Carolina"
• Sefton, M.F.
• Sener, J.B.
• Sherer, W.T.
• Soffold, S.J.
• Srope, W.T.
• Stanton, Henry T.
• Stern, Samuel
• Wakeman, George
• Ward, T.M.
• Washburn, George
• Witlan, John

Box 34
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Correspondence, 1860 May 23 (A-G)
- Anonymous
- Angust, J.A.
- Ankeney, H.N.
- Blodgett, Caleb Jr.
- Brent, H.
- Burke, W.A.
- Clark, William Schulz
- Connolly, R.B.
- Crockett, O.P.
- Danner, T.B.
- Davis, W.W.H.
- Dearborn, S.G.
- Debolt, William P.
- Egbert, Isaac L.
- Ewing, H. McG.
- Follett, Foster & Co.
- Fremont, S.L.
- Gillespie, James L.
- Goulding, C.H.
- Gowans, William
- Grayson, J.B.

Box 34
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Correspondence, 1860 May 23 (H-T)
- Harllee, A.T.
- Harrissy, Henry
- Hendy, C.E.
- Hill, George Canning
- Home, Samuel Storrs
- Hoppock, Johathan M.
- Hunter, S.R.
- Kenney, Horace J.
- Knowlton, William S.
- MacArthur, C.S.
- McCanley, John C.
- McClintock, J.Y.
- McKinney, Alexander
- Marshall, M.S.
- Meredith, Levi
- Mix, James
- Moore, Henry C.
- Morgan, Mrs. C.C.
- Morse, Jacob
- Pachard, B. Winslow
• Peck, R.L.
• Phillips, Daniel
• Schultz, John N.
• Scofield, John
• Sheakley, N.H.
• Shepard, S.R.
• Smith, Henry Park
• Spinney, Edwin B.
• Stephens, John Alexander
• Storkton, John
• Thomas, R.S.
• Turner, W.P.
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Correspondence, 1860 May 24 (A-G)
• Atkinson, N.B.
• Beck, Jacob
• Beers, Reuben
• Bennett, L.H.
• Blackburn, W. Jasper
• Blake, Thatcher, enc: Two invitation cards to the Pioneers of Winnebago County, Ill. Gathering and Pic-Nic
• Carpenter, Henry H.
• Case, A.
• Clark, John H.
• Clay, Samuel D.
• Delano, Ira B.
• Copper, Sidney W.
• Dunlap, Omar H.
• Emerson, W.R.
• Ensor, J.T., enc: Circular calling a mass meeting to consider the political issues developed at the Convention at Charleston, signed J.R. Bowen
• Findley, J.J.
• Fuller, J.L.
• Galligher, Joseph A.
• Georgetown, D.C., (Invitation of the Corporate Authorities)
• Gorman, W.A.
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• Hartee, Joseph L.
• Jewell, J.G.
• Judosn, A.M.
• LeComte, Vincent N.
• Love, J.W.
• McLean, Washington
• Maffis, S.S.
• Mitchell, J.A.S.
• Morrill, Jrank S.
• Norment, William S.
• Powell, J.N.
• Pugh, Hon. George E., enc: letter from W.W. Wick
• Simmons, J.V.
• Spence, George
• Taylor, J.B.
• Tenney, D.B.
• Tucker, Thomas Goode
• Turnille, G.D.
• VanEiper, Jacob
• Vliet, G.L., enc: newspaper clipping
• Vogdes, William
• Washington, A.B.
• Wood, F.A.
• Wood, Arthur

Box 34
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1860 May 25 (A-F)
• Arbuthnnt, John
• Avery, R.B.
• Barksdale, John A.
• Belford, J.B.
• Bouler, O.H.
• Boyd, James P.
• Carver, Elias
• Clapper, Samuel D.
• Caldwell, T.H.
• Colescott, John A.
• Crawford, E.K.
• Currier, S.M.
• Davis, John
• Fahnestock, William
• Fain, William D.
• Fisher, William A.
• Frensley, John L.

Box 34
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1860 May 25 (G-W)
• Gregory, William S.
• Guffy, B.L.D.
• Jefferson, William A.
• Jelliffe, William H.
• McFarland, B.S.M.
Box 34
Folder 8
Correspondence, 1860 May 26 (A-I)

• Alley, James H.
• Alling, J.W.
• Anderson, S.J.
• Armstrong, James
• Baker, Frank
• Barrett, J.C.
• Billo, J.W.N.
• Bird, Lorenzo D.
• Boone, Daniel
• Boyce, H.G.
• Brainard, Cephas
• Brown, P.P.
• Butterfield, James A.
• Clark, Joseph H.
• Cornack, Thomas Dalby, J.F.
• Devemcon, William
• Dewey, Charles H.
• Donovan, David
• Drew, Thomas S.
• Frotime, Thomas L.
• Granhbery, G.L.
• Glenn, George
• Harrington, S.M. Jr.
• Harris, A., enc: newspaper clipping
• Hoge, Daniel H.
• Horan, R.F.
• Halett, C.

**Box 34**

**Folder 9**
Correspondence, 1860 May 26 (J-W)
• Johnson, H.V.
• Johnson, J.B. M.D.
• Jones, C.
• Kanfman, J.B.
• Laied, Frank V.B.
• Lemon, John K.
• Morgan, W.D.
• Owens, W.J.
• Parkhurst, John G.
• Putterson, A. Hill
• Shaw, T. Horace
• Smith, J. Hopkinson
• Smull, J.W.
• Snell, Robert P.
• Taggert, E.R.
• Thomas, John H.
• Warner, William
• Wisely, J.F.
• Wylie, S.A.

**Box 34**

**Folder 10**
Correspondence, 1860 May 27
• Combs, Gen. Leslie
• Fowler, W. Hill
• Goss, Alfred F.
• Hays, J. M.D.
• Johnson, E.G.
• Lotz, J.C.
• Munick, R.T.
• Murphy, Robert L., enc: newspaper clipping
• Parsons, J.R.
• Stuwart, William H.
• Van Auken, D.J.

**Box 34**

**Folder 11**
Correspondence, 1860 May 28 (A-E)
• Allen, James F.
• Baldwin, Charles F.
• Bent, S.A.
• Blackall, T.E.
• Bogg, Joseph
• Buchanan, Col. A.
• Burke, Thomas
• Carr, R.W.
• Cline, Thompson
• Cowgill, Thomas
• Crawford, Thomas
• Davis, George R.
• Delannoy, John D.
• Duncan, Blanton
• Dunkelberger, Jacob R.
• Dunkle, James M.
• Elwell, J.T.

**Box 34**

**Folder 12**

Correspondence, 1860 May 28 (F-L)

• Farr, Evarts W.
• Foote, John C.
• Gardner, William H.
• Harmon, E.M.
• Harper, J.M.
• Houser, Z.H.
• Hiddell, William H.
• Hinckley, F.A.
• Johnson, James
• Jones, R.M.
• Judd, W.A.
• Keller, Joshua S.
• Keys, N.P.
• Kingsbury, E.M.
• Lahm, S.
• Lawther, Robert R.
• Lehman, W.E.
• Lott, Miss Cornelia D.
• Ludlow, William H.

**Box 34**

**Folder 13**

Correspondence, 1860 May 28 (M-W)

• Mead, W.W.
• Merrill, Asa B.
• Miller, A.M.M.
• Mitchell, Jacob A.
• Mytinger, C.H.
• Nead, Benjamin F.
• Ogden, D.A.
• O’Neil, John C.
• Russell, William F.
• Samson, Rev. G.W.
• Schwarz, Theodore
• Seymour, J.C.W.
• Smedley, J.L.
• Stephens, D.A.
• Stevens, J.R.
• Stirman, O.F.
• Stalton & Hubbard
• Sheet, Chancy
• Thompson, J.L.
• Tompkins, P.H.
• Vincent, M.J.
• Waddell, J.D.
• Wheaton, Horace
• Wierman, J.H.G.
• Willey, W.P.
• Wilson, Joseph C.
• Zacharias, A.H.

Box 34
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1860 May 29
• Anthony, Samuel, J.
• Bartlett, T.M.
• Bean, John S.
• Bogy, L.V.
• Canahn, S.H.
• Cahmberlain, John
• Duton, John S.
• Elliott, H.
• Fawlkes, J.
• Furlong, J. Kennedy
• Hoge, E.F.
• Irving, Thomas I.
• Johnson, James
• Lamberton, Ellis T.
• McCleary, Dr. J.
• McElroy, George W.
• Marble, D.
• Moses, Isaac
• Mosher, G.S.
• Preston, William P.
• Rutz, William
• Shapley, Rufus E.
• Upshu, John B.
• Woodward, James L.

Box 34
Folder 15
Correspondence, 1860 May 30 (B-J)
- Beckham, W.N.
- Bonson, E. Willard
- Bride, Charles
- Brown, F.L.
- Brown, J.E.
- Browne, T.H. Bayley
- Buchanan, John M.
- Clearwater, William R.
- Cooke, Benjamin F.
- Deming, E.M.
- Duncombe, John F.
- Earle, W.E.
- Farrell, William
- Forney, J.W.
- Gill, John
- Gould, John S.
- Halpine, Charles G.
- Hanna, N.A.
- Harrington, John M.
- Jones, George H.

Box 34
Folder 16
Correspondence, 1860 May 30 (K-W)
- Kimmel, W.
- Kuester, J.M.
- Louden, J.H.
- Marshall, E.C.
- McCormell, John L.
- McKinless, James C.
- McLaughlin, Richard
- McNair, D.R.
- Merrifield, Edwin R.
- Myers, John
- Perkins, W.P.
- Pettit, M.M.
- Powell, Thomas
- Reed, Charles M.
- Reynolds, W.H.
- Richardson, W.A.
- Root, P. Sheldon
- Robertson, T.M.
- Saum, Joseph F.
- Shafer, William Thompson
- Smith, F.
• Taylor, T. Buckey
• Turnbolt, D.
• Welton, James W.

**Box 34**

**Folder 17**

Correspondence, 1860 May 31 (A-H)

• Alexander, J.R.
• Ayer & Neland
• Bailey, E.C.
• Bogan, B.L.
• Beady, Joseph
• Brown, A.N.
• Brown, William
• Couch, Joseph
• Coulsen, L.C.
• Farquhar, J.B.
• Griswold, Whiting
• Ginn, John N.
• Grandin, E.H.
• Harper, Samuel
• Harriman, Frank P.
• Hickey, John P.
• Hodgdon, E.G.
• Hogan, John P.
• Halcomhe, Henry B.
• Hodge, Ezra D.

**Box 34**

**Folder 18**

Correspondence, 1860 May 31 (M-W)

• McClintock, J.G.
• Maxwell, J.W.
• Newlin, John
• Parker, John T.
• Peters, B.
• Picket, E.C.
• Potter, Fred. A.
• Powell, C.W.
• Reese, Charles M.
• Rogers, W.E.
• Seenle, George W.
• Sheridan, James B.
• Strother, John R.
• Sutherland, James H.
• Townsend, Samuel
• Trafton, H.W.
• Wells, E.T.
• Whiting, J.B.
• Willet, C.M.
• Williams, Chauncey
• Williams, M.H.

Box 34

Folder 19

Correspondence, 1860 undated and June 1 (A-F)

• Arms, Charles H.
• Atherton, George W.
• Bates, D.C.
• Beane, C.C.
• Beheb, J.
• Boughter, Charles E.
• Bray, John T.
• Brewer, A.S.
• Burns, H.H.
• Burrow, Bardon
• Clemans, B.
• Compton, William H.
• Connely, Robert
• Cottman, Thomas
• Cross, H.W.
• Cundiff, W.H.H.
• Dunbar, William G.
• Farnham, Thomas H.
• Foote, A. Hanson
• Forges, J.P.D.
• Futton, W. Jr.
• Jones, Henry L.
• Pearce, Thomas A.R.
• Rives, John C.
• Robert, James
• Taylor, Samuel
• Unsigned, card of admission
• Witter, J.

Box 34

Folder 20

Correspondence, 1860 June 1 (H-Y)

• Harris, J. George
• Hillyer, G.M.
• Helfenstein, William L.
• Herr, A.H.
• Hodges, James
• Holden, W.W.
• Hunter, N.D.
• Jones, J.B.
• Jordan, M.F.
• Lillard, J.H.
• Littlefield, N.
• McCabe, James Jr.
• McChish, A.
• McCollum, E.G.
• McGuire, Hugh H.
• McGuire, R.L.
• McKellor, A.
• McLaren, M.
• Macomber, H.J.
• Miller, S.A.
• Mitchell, John W.
• Nash, John
• Oliver, Joshua C.
• O’Neill, Charles H.
• Parker, Allen B.
• Parval, E.D.
• Pierce, F.T.
• Pinkerton, D.C.
• Sherman, Daniel J.
• Shook, Hezekiah
• Smith, S.A.
• Spnoal, James C.
• Tate, Charles C.
• Voorhees, J.F.
• Young, J.J.

Box 34
Folder 21
Correspondence, 1860 June 2 (B-G)
• Bennett, L.S.
• Buyden, Henry P.
• Burnet, Charlton
• Carr, R.W.
• Cone, Charles A.
• Dinsmore, A.A.
• Duffield, A.T.
• Duglas, Erskine
• Dunning, James L.
• Early, John
• Gage, D.W.
• Gardner, James
• Gerhardt, Conrad
• Goff, Peter
• Griffin, R.B. Jr.
• Guss, Wallace
Box 34
Folder 22
Correspondence, 1860 June 2 (H-W)
- Herrington, T.A.
- Jones, George A.
- Marsh, Mason R.
- Powers, Stephen
- Riding, P.J.
- Rigdon, Thoams
- Routson, S.
- Spinney, Edwin B.
- Stephens, Thomas
- Swearingen, Lee
- Taylor, T.C.
- Tolman, M.C.
- Totten, W.P.
- Ward, William
- Wilson, Philo
- Walker, Rev. James R.
- Yardley, Charles B.
- Yates, Thomas

Box 34
Folder 23
Correspondence, 1860 June 3 - 4
- Brown, C.M.
- Brown, E.
- Bullis, George W.
- Carr, Robert M.
- Chase, William D.
- Coleman, T.G. Jr.
- Culbertson, Benton
- Dawson, Thomas B.
- Farnsworth, Hon. J.F.
- Gallegeher, P.
- Gardner, James
- Goode, John
- Halsted, George B.
- Hamlin, Fayette B.
- Hodder, A.J.
- Holden, Charles C.P.
- Hooton, R.
- Hoyt, Edmund S.
- Lassiler, D.W.
- Mebane, William G.
- Mills, Wm.
- Moore, D.H.C.
• Quinn, J.P.
• Runmin, David
• Sewall, Frank
• Smith, E.
• Taylor, M.B.
• Thompson, W.R.
• Wellsburger, R.T.
• Van Wagner, A.
• Welch, Thomas N.
• Wonell, E.
• Woodson, D.J.

Box 34
Folder 24
Correspondence, 1860 June 5 (A-K)
• Atherton, T.H.
• Bates, Moses
• Church, M.B.
• Crave, J.W.
• Croffat, William A.
• Davidson, Robert F.
• Davis, H.K.
• Dillard, H. M.D.
• Dougherty, John S., enc: circular for a mass meeting in the city and county of Lancaster
• Faison, W.C.
• Hoffman, H.W.
• Hull, M.R.
• Kimmel, W.

Box 34
Folder 25
Correspondence, 1860 June 5 (L-W)
• Ludlow, William H.
• Mathews, Henry M.
• Mettle, Henry
• Oliver, Paul
• Pearce, Samuel C.
• Perrine, William V.
• Price, Benjamin, verso: requesting endorsement of Homestead Bill
• Raymond, Charles
• Schellhous, R.A.
• Seibels, J.J.
• Sharp, William
• Slaughter, James S.
• Sparks, J.P.
• Turnstall, R.J.
• Tyler, B.O.
• Wintersbury, Philip
Box 34
Folder 26
Correspondence, 1860 June 6 (A-G)
• Atkinson, John C.
• Blankingship, Thomas O.
• Blountt, H.M.
• Briscoe, Samuel E.
• Bromley, W.C.
• Clemans, B.
• Davis, Robert
• De Forest, E.
• Derinny, John
• Dilworth, Albert
• Dix, John
• Dozin, J.S.
• Duffy, James N.
• Drew, S.S.
• Ellis, Thomas H.
• Frazin, Charles H.
• French, T.B.
• Gardner, L.M.
• Garthwaite, John W.
• Gilmore, S.F.
• Grant, Jasper S.

Box 34
Folder 27
Correspondence, 1860 June 6 (H-W)
• Hopkins, James S.
• Huntington, E.M.
• Hutchen, C.W.
• Jarbol, John R.
• Koiner, Absalom
• Lance, Uriah
• Lazenby, J.E.
• Magoffin, Beriah Jr.
• Menefee, J.T.
• Parmer, David B.
• Porter, Benjamin F., enc: newspaper clipping
• Porter, William
• Ransom, William Sherwin
• Shepard, William H.
• Stephens, D.A.
• Strader, J.C.
• Switzler, William F.
• Waring, C.E.
• Washington, S.A.
• Whipple, Eliab D.

**Box 34**

**Folder 28**
Correspondence, 1860 June 7 (A-H)
• Adam, Henry S.
• Belmont, A.
• Anderson, Thomas A.
• Barker, G.
• Batten, J.R.
• Boyle, John
• Bingham, C.D.
• Calawiss, J.W.
• Dougherty, D.
• Eldridge, W.B.
• Glass, R.H.
• Gregg, Abram
• Hall, G.H.
• Hull, John Henry
• Humphreys, D.C.

**Box 34**

**Folder 29**
Correspondence, 1860 June 7 (J-W)
• Jewett, H.G.
• Lawrence, Sidney
• Lowe, I.
• Luingby, Alfred L.
• McClintock, J.G.
• McKinnon, John J.
• Manly, Caleb L.
• Oakley, W.C.
• Oppenheimer, Isaac
• Rabaum, H.
• Sheffield, D.A.
• Sibley, H.L.
• Spencer, J.C.
• Stetson, Samuel
• Tarbox, John R.
• Ware, W.M.
• Wayne, William A.
• Webster, R.S.

**Box 34**

**Folder 30**
Correspondence, 1860 June 8 (A-H)
• Ashburn, T.Q.
• Averill, Horatio F.
• Baird, Robert M.
• Burnett, C.
• Collins, A.L.
• Cook, J.B.
• Dickson, George B.
• Dodd, J.M.
• Dodson, Clagget
• Duncan, John W.
• Flowrnoy, John J.
• Forney, J.
• Gammon, William H.
• Gregory, James Jr.
• Hammond, E.J.
• Herbert, S.
• Holt, Harrison
• Hooff, James Law.
• Hunt, J.Daggett

Box 35
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1860 June 8 (K-W)
• Kane, Edward
• McHatton, J.A.
• Macartney, M.E.
• Miller, W.G.
• Muzzey, David P.
• Northam, George C.
• Perley, M.V.B.
• Pomeroy, Charles Carroll
• Porter, Benjamin F.
• Render, Samuel H.
• Redus, J.M.
• Roberts, William H.
• Shattuck, LeRoy
• Wallace, W.H.
• Washburn, Isaac
• Williams, A.
• Williams, W.R.
• Wood, D.C.
• Wood, R.B.B.

Box 35
Folder 2
Correspondence, 1860 June 9
• Aldrich, O.
• Armour, D.H.
• Bridges, U.F.
• Cole, W.B.
• Dearborn, S.W.
• Farrell, R.F., enc: newspaper clipping
• Fugitt, Rev. J. Preston
• Gaines, Henry
• Goldman, Samuel
• Hasbrouck, J.O.
• Jones, J.
• Koonce, Francis D.
• Long, George H.
• Long, L.
• McRae, A.J.
• Moffett, George
• Rice, H.D.
• Richardson, B.H.
• Robertson, William B.
• Smith, Charles
• Sprowl, M.V.
• Walling, A.J.
• Ward, L.A.
• Watts, Orin
• Welling, George
• Woodward, John L.

Box 35
Folder 3
Correspondence, 1860 June 10
• Arnold, E.M.
• Dunn, Col. Isaac B.
• Letton, A.W.
• Mig-, F.J.
• Price, Thomas A. (2)

Box 35
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1860 June 11
• Alger, E.A.
• Bates, Moses
• Case, Seymour N.
• Chapman, L.
• Child, J.G.M.
• Cushing, S.B.
• Dobie, A.T.
• Dudley, H.W.
• Farwell, H.A.
• Galloway, C.B.
• Greenwood, Henry
• Helpenstein, William L.
• Meyer, C. Jr.
• Miller, Thomas C.
Box 35
Folder 5
Correspondence, 1860 June 12
• Boyd, L.P.
• Carlisle, S.S.
• Crosby, J.W.
• Galligher, J. Aloysius
• Gardiner, J.
• Goewey, Jacob G.
• Hutchins, Edward R.
• Johnson, Hon. Reverdy
• King, John C.
• Knott, L.
• Lowentrill, M.
• McCowen, F.O.
• Major, Samuel B.
• Monroe, W.A.
• Page, H.C.
• Pearson, H.H.
• Townshend, S.
• Wilson, T.L.
• Westcott, Rev. H.

Box 35
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1860 June 13
• No name, enc: newspaper clipping
• Anderson, Thomas a.
• Cottter, C.B.
• Johnson, Reverdy
• Kimmel, J.
• McCloskey, Felix
• McLean & Farran
• Mitchell, John
• Mullen, W.G.
• Nash, William A.
• Rule, Charles
• Tremain, Lyman
• Wansing, G.
• Wick, W.W.
• Wylie, Henry J.

**Box 35**

**Folder 7**
Correspondence, 1860 June 14
• Clifford, W.C.
• Cohen, J. Barrett
• Davis, J.B.
• Dease, J.L.
• Downer, E.W.
• Gardner, Johnson
• Jones, John
• Lloyd, Thomas Fitz
• Miller, H.W.
• Quwinn, Thomas
• Straight, Albert J.
• Strawn, J.E.
• Strickland, A.
• Yorke, Sarah

**Box 35**

**Folder 8**
Correspondence, 1860 June 15 - 19
• B [Illegible], J.W.
• Baker, William M.
• Banks, A.D.
• C., J.C.
• Doolittle, R.G.
• Dyer, Thomas
• Evinger, Thomas Y.
• Gorman, W.A.
• Hamilton, Philip
• Hand, J.F. Jr.
• Harrington, H.W.
• Hemstreet, Wm.
• Mudd, Savage
• Johnson, Reverdy
• Peden, James A.
• Pugh, George E.
• Simmonds, J.F.
• Smith, J.A.
• Smith, James H.
• Stuart, Charles E.
• Towers, L.
• Trench, John
• Trimble, John A., enc: pamphlet, "A Tribute to the Memory of Miss Mary Ella Trimble"
Box 35
Folder 9
Correspondence, 1860 June 20 - 23
- Baldwin, H.
- Banks, A.D
- Bond, R.L.
- Clinton, J.K., (telegraph)
- Coldwell, J.T., (telegraph)
- Conroy, John Francis
- Crowan, J.F.
- Dyer, Thomas
- Glass, R.H.
- Hagert, Jacob E.
- Harris, Mary B.
- Hayes, S.S.
- Kittredge, F.W.
- Machin, Thomas
- McClernand, John A. (3)
- Mulligan, S.C.H.
- Peckham, J.L.
- Perkins, Mrs. Emily, verso: statement of purchase of land by Mrs. Perkins
- Porter, W.
- Rattan, Robert N.
- Sengstack, C.P.
- Stewart, Miss Mattie J.
- Templeton, N.C.
- Thayer, Fred. William
- Waddell, Anna R.

Box 35
Folder 10
Correspondence, 1860 June 24 - 25
- Brawley, F.W.S., (telegraph)
- Clapp, A.W.H.
- Douglas, Erskine
- Downey, Rev. Scott L.
- Dyer, Thomas
- Emerson, J.N.
- Freeman, George M.
- Hill, G.C.
- Ketchum, A.C.
- Kimmel, W.
- Laflin, G.H.
- McClernand, Sarah J.
- McCorristen, William
• Morrison, William R.
• Parker, A. Sr.
• Peaslee, J.B.
• Seibels, J.J.
• Spencer, J.
• Stodder, H.F.
• Watson, Capt. H.G.
• Wetmore, P.M.
• Whittlesby, L.H.

Box 35
Folder 11
Correspondence, 1860 June 26
• Babcock, L.
• Cagger, P., (telegraph)
• Donnelly, Arthur
• Gardner, J.
• Gould, J.M.
• Hess, John P.
• Johnson, Reverdy
• Payne, H.B.
• Price, T.M.
• Seward, N.A.
• Short, R. Newton
• Smith, J.H.
• Starkweather, C.R.
• Thompson, Thomas
• Vliet, G.L.
• Wilson, J.

Box 35
Folder 12
Correspondence, 1860 June 27
• Anonymous
• Campbell, Neal F.
• Cottman, T.
• Keith, Calvin
• Ludlow, W.H.
• Myssong, John A.
• Naar, D.
• Upton, C.
• Unis, A.T.

Box 35
Folder 13
Correspondence, 1860 June 28 - 30
• Anonymous
• Button, Charles P.
• Cagger, P.
• Collier, R.R., enc: Extract from newspaper, "Reciprocity"
• Converse, W.M.
• Cracraft, G.A.
• Evben, P. Jr.
• Harwood, Charles E.
• Hemstreet, William
• Laketon, A.P.
• Ludlow, W.M.H.
• M-, Q., Secretary of Interior
• McCloskey, F.
• McLean, Wash.
• Mackey, P.
• O'Reilly, James
• Sheridan, James B.
• Smith, Lyman B. (telegraph)
• Sprague, J.
• Stinners, A.C.
• Sutton, Jonathan Kidd
• Warner, H.G.
• White, Thomas
• York, George L.

**Box 35**

**Folder 14**

Correspondence, 1860 July undated - July 5
• Auezzani, G. Joseph
• Brammen, Francis M.
• Crippen, Schuyler
• Derby, Capt. H.
• Gurney, J. & Son
• Hamilton, Philip
• Hardy, John
• Howland, H.A.
• Methna, J.Guido
• Newton, E.F.
• Newton, William
• Page, H.C., enc: newspaper clippings (4)
• Price, William
• Richie, James L.
• Seward, W.A.
• Smolinkar, Andrew B.
• Storia, W.A. M.D.
• Sullivan, E.J.
• Thomas, John H.
• Tiffany, Henry
• Townsend, Samuel
• Van, Dirick
• Yost, S.M.

**Box 35**

**Folder 15**

Correspondence, 1860 July 6 - 9

- Banks, A.D.
- Belmont, A. with envelope
- Carroll, W.H.
- Cooper, Thomas B.
- Douglass, J.L.
- Downy, Rev. William Scott
- Gardener, James
- Hardy, John
- Lawton, Thomas
- Murphy, William D.
- Newman, G.G., enc: calling card and note from A.S. Plimpton, Proprietor
- Ramsey, John W.
- Reggs, J.R.
- Schurman, J.
- Sprague, Major J.T.
- Taylor, L.J.
- Van Alsdaile, J.
- Waddel, S.R.
- Walker, Samuel P.
- Wilson, James W.

**Box 35**

**Folder 16**

Correspondence, 1860 July 10 - 11

- Anonymous
- Beer, Simon
- Bennitt, N.V.
- Carlie, John L.
- Egerton, J.K.
- Fallen, J.C.
- Felton, C.C.
- Hall, William
- Herrington, A.M.
- Hoge, Daniel H.
- McNulty, Edward
- Marvin, James M.
- Muney, John B.
- Nelson, Henry B.
- Phellehaus, J.H.
- Rosenberg, David
- Shoop, V.B.
- Stetson, L.
- Stetwell, J.C.
• Wheeler, C.H.

**Box 35**

**Folder 17**
Correspondence, 1860 July 12
• Belmont, August
• Bennett, J.C., enc: newspaper clipping
• Bindsory, W.H.
• Fleming, John M.
• Hallett, Samuel
• Kenney, Peter
• Methna, J.Y.
• Rich, W.U.
• Schoolcraft, J.J.
• Stevens, Oliver
• Steward, G.T.
• West, H.V.

**Box 35**

**Folder 18**
Correspondence, 1860 July 13
• Butterworth, S.F.
• Cassoaz, J.J.
• Collins, J.B.
• Fisher, Josiah T.
• Gardener, F.C.
• Gross, M.
• Hemstead, B.F.
• Halsted, George B.
• Jones, T. Jr.
• Martin, J.J.
• Moore, O.T.
• Riddle, Edward
• Sanken, Samuel
• Thompson, Isaac W.

**Box 35**

**Folder 19**
Correspondence, 1860 July 14
• Beach, C.G.
• Brown, E.G.
• Clark, Jonas J.
• Collins, R.R.
• Cory, Andrew J.
• Duncan, Blanton
• Fosdick, George A., enc: newspaper clipping
• Gorman, W.A.
• Lynes, F.D.
• MacMahon, T.W.
• Reynolds, J.A.
• Smidley, G.N.
• Vaury, Richard
• Wright, R.W.

Box 35
Folder 20
Correspondence, 1860 July 15
• Banks, A.D.
• Beatry, W.S.
• Gorden, James
• Harrington, W.A.
• Hattox, B.O.
• Major, S.B.

Box 35
Folder 21
Correspondence, 1860 July 16
• Cox, S.S.
• Downey, Rev. William Scott, enc: calling card
• Fitch, E.P.
• Foster, Follett
• Graffuried, William K.D.
• Hamill, G.A.
• Haskins, J. Etteredge
• Hughes, Andrew R.
• Ingraham, J.J.
• Laflin, George H.
• Margueth, F.H.
• Murray, John B.
• Nesbitt, Johnathan
• Pingree, L.F.
• Sibley, H.H.
• Starne, A.
• Stenson, A.P.
• Tyler, Augustus

Box 35
Folder 22
Correspondence, 1860 July 17
• Anonymous
• Corey, J.A.
• De Graffernd, William R.
• Gibson, R.C.
• Green, W.L.
• Grozeliez, L.
• Hill, Robert L.
• Peck, John
• Story, W.V.
• Waddle, Julius C.

**Box 35**

**Folder 23**
Correspondence, 1860 July 18
- Boyd, J.C.
- Branford, L.J., enc: complimentary admission to Kentucky State Agricultural Society
- Cavanagh, Charles
- Clark, John
- Collins, Benjamin
- Douglas, Joseph
- Halderman, R.J.
- Morris, James
- Raftery, P., enc: newspaper clipping from "The Pilot"
- Scroggs, J.R.
- Smith, Joseph
- Stern, Samuel

**Box 35**

**Folder 24**
Correspondence, 1860 July 19 - 21
- Bigelow, Israel B.
- Blackman, M.M.
- Cady, L.H.
- Dana, James
- Davis, Robert
- Delaran
- Gorden, James
- Hill, W.P., enc: newspaper clipping
- Hinckley, O.H.
- Hughes, John F.
- Humphrey, Hiram
- Larabee, Hon. C.H.
- Learned, E.
- Loughlin, William O.
- Sanders, George A.
- Savage, John M.
- Smart, E.K.
- Stratton, David
- Wager, D.E.

**Box 35**

**Folder 25**
Correspondence, 1860 July 22 - 23
- Amearani, R.
- Anderson, L.J.
- Benham, S.C.
- Cohin, A.J.
- Donahoe, Edward Jr., enc: newspaper clippings (3)
• Eastman, Charles
• Gray, J.W.
• Jones, J.E.
• Lennox, Edward S.
• Lovell, William R.
• McBride, John Y.
• McIntyre, D.T.
• Mickliffe, C.
• Milleman, N.B.
• Nesmith, James W.
• Nicholas, A.
• Parker, Amason J.
• Preston, F.D.
• Richards, P.D.
• Smart, E.K.

Box 35
Folder 26
Correspondence, 1860 July 24 - 25
• Churchill, W.C.
• Davis, Newton
• Disney, Mrs. D.F.
• Hill, C.C.
• Johnson, E.L.
• Ketteridge, W.C.
• Lally, F.T.
• Munger, Dr. L.M.
• Parker, H.D.
• Parsons, David
• Pattelle, James
• Pierce, Winslow S.
• Sayles, W.B.
• Smalley, D.A.
• Smith, L.E.
• Stranp, A.
• Tremain, Lyman

Box 35
Folder 27
Correspondence, 1860 July 26 - 28
• Ames, Bernice D.
• Belmont, August
• Bringham, D.T.
• Brown, A.R.
• Burbank, A.R.
• Bush, A.
• Griswold, W.
• Hall, Eilas
• Harson, R.P.
• Jones, Aquilla
• King, Sarah E.
• Lathan, R.W.
• Murtha, H.T.
• Prince, F.S.
• Reed, Charles
• Rolfe, Henry P.
• Shepherd, T.S.
• Smart, E.K.
• Soulé, Hon. Pierre
• Stewart, G.T.

Box 35
Folder 28
Correspondence. 1860 July 29 - 31
• Banks, A.D.
• Berry, George S.
• Taylor, Hon. Miles
• Clark, A.D.
• Hall, Elias
• Magone, Daniel Jr.
• Nutt, Samuel
• Odendahl, F.
• O’Laughlin, William
• Rantoul & Kerkwood
• Ray, Stephen
• Sprague, William
• Stewart, Charle H.
• Watts, W.O.
• Davis, Robert
• Helpenstein, William T.
• Johnson, Mrs. James H.
• Leonard, Rubell J.
• Morrell, J.W.

Box 35
Folder 29
Correspondence, 1860 August undated - August 2
• Anonymous ("The Great Douglas Demonstration in Rhode Island")
• Banks, A.D.
• Brancroft, Mrs.
• Bushnell, C.S.
• Clancy, John
• Davis, J.W.
• Davis, J.W. [2nd]
• Dick, Robert P.
• Dunkle, James M.
• E.D. (Copy of original)
• Fessenden, A.D.
• Gardner, James
• Harris, Edward
• Hill, John M.
• McGinnis, Patrick
• Maguire, John
• Markham, B.M.
• Murray, Byron
• Scheffear, J.A.F.
• Tarrence, James M.
• Tucker, Philip C.
• Van Buren, J.L.
• Wall, C.A.
• Walker, W.

Box 36
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1860 August 3 - 5
• Beall, James F.
• Bell, A.A. M.D.
• Cropman, A.J.
• Downey, Gov. John G.
• Gardner, James
• Glozier, John H.
• McCloskey, Felix
• McNulty, John S.
• Miner, Capt. Isaac
• Seaver, William A.
• Smart, E.K.
• Watterston, H.M.

Box 36
Folder 2
Correspondence, 1860 August 6 - 8
• Arnold, R.J.
• Becker, George
• Bratton, E.A.
• Converse, W.M.
• Coshun, Stephen
• Deming, Henry C.
• Foote, H.G.
• Goslen, Joseph
• Hazard, William W.
• Kieley, A.M.
• Loudon, H.S. & Co.
• Miller, H.W.
• Murray, B.
• Packard, B.Winslow
• Schwartz, Samuel F.
• Scofield, J.M.
• Smith, Nathaniel
• Spinola, F.B.
• Spinola, Francis B. [2nd]
• Wheeler, C.H.

Box 36
Folder 3
Correspondence, 1860 August 9 - 10
• Anonymous (Signed "Octogenarian")
• Brice, A. Nebinger
• Dick, Robert R.
• Epler, C.
• Gross, Magnus
• McLean, N.A.
• Pierce, Winslow S.
• Prince, F.O.
• Sanders, Reid
• Sarles, M.A.
• Voorhees, Elise C.D.
• Walker, Robert W.
• Webster, Clement
• Willard, Ashbel P.

Box 36
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1860 August 11 - 13
• Bingham, J.J. (2)
• Blake, N.A., H.M. Roberts & others
• Bradbury, B. (2)
• Bradbury, Hon. James N.
• Cummings, F.M.
• Flagg, E.W.
• Hopkins, H.L.
• Judd, George
• Little, P.M.
• Lyman, E.
• Lyman, S.R. (4)
• Marshall, E.C.
• Miller, H.W.
• Portland Office
• Sprague, Aman
• Taylor, Hon. Miles

Box 36
Folder 5
Correspondence, 1860 August 14 - 18
• Atwood, G.P.
• Benham, S.C.
• Bradbury, J.W.
• Duncan, Blanton
• Gelolert, Miss E.C.
• Gurnsey, Thomas H.
• Harper, A.
• Haslett, R.F.
• McNulty, Edward
• Miller, H.W. (3)
• Myers, Sydney
• Pennington, J.L.
• Pierce, Winslow S.
• Price, Rodman M.
• Raftery, Patrick
• Scohey, Levi
• Siebels, J.J.
• Tanner, Gordon
• Taylor, John J.
• White, William (2)

Box 36
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1860 August 19 - 26
• Ashhurst, John
• Campbell, E.V.
• Chase, H. Haight
• Connely, Robert
• Disney, M.D.F.
• Flinn, Samuel B.
• Haines, William P., enc: copy of Patrick Henry’s Virginia Resolution
• Helpenstein, E.
• Hill, John L.
• Hunter, I. Garnise
• Johnson, Herschel V.
• Lacey, Robert J.
• McCroskey, John J.S.
• Mackey, H.C.
• Page, Augustus
• Searls, Reuben
• Spinks, Isaac Sr.
• Taylor, Hon. Miles
• Tebbetts, H.B.
• Thompson, Dr. A.W.
• Wick, W.W.

Box 36
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1860 August 27 - September 3
- Baker, Elias
- Bingham, J.J. (2)
- Bradley, Joseph C.
- Brown, Austin H.
- Cundiff, J.H.N.
- Comte, Charles C.
- Donaldson, James T.
- Ellwood, S.D.
- Forsythe, John J.
- Goodell, R.E.
- Held, D.P.
- Hoyne, P.A.
- Huston, Almanzon
- Reid, Daniel
- Reynolds, Levi
- Shimer, S.
- Stanton, H.T.
- Sturgis, Charles E.
- Taylor, Hon. Miles
- Thomas, Eliza L.
- Tuskegee, Alabama

**Box 36**

**Folder 8**

Correspondence, 1860 September 4 - 15
- Altman, Henry
- Badger, Richard S.
- Brand, William H. et. al. enc: American Express Company
- Drury, Levi W.
- Dur, B.W.
- Fairchild, P.
- Harris, Benjamin G., enc: preamble and resolutions of a meeting of Democrats
- Harrison, James S.
- Hattemon, H.M.
- Helpenstein, W.L.
- Lahm, S.
- M., Horace
- Marshall, E.T.
- Prince, L. Thomas
- Quarles, James M.
- Richardson, W.A.
- Smith, J.Q.
- Sullivan, E.G.
- Taylor, Genl. J.H.R.
- Trimble, H.H.
- Warrell, Dr. Edward
• Williamson, J.A.

Box 36

Folder 9
Correspondence, 1860 September 16 - 29
• Bush, A.
• Collin, G.H.
• Dice, John O.
• Hayes, T.L.
• Hendershott, H.M. et. al.
• Hickox, V.
• Hornish, J.K.
• Knox, John T.
• Lanahee, Judge C.H.
• Leland, Alonzo
• Long, Thomas B.
• Lorton, J.
• Luty, C.E.
• Marshall, G.M.
• Meador, C.V.
• Moore, T.C.
• Paschall, N.
• Rustie, Ruth
• Thomson, E.H.
• Twombly, L.H.
• Williams, James W.
• Wright, John V.

Box 36

Folder 10
Correspondence, 1860 October undated - October 15
• Arnold, J.E.
• Barrier, J.W.
• Bush, A., enc: essay, "Address"
• Chipley, William B.
• Dufan, Louis
• Duncan, Blanton, enc: newspaper clippings
• Duperrier, Dr.
• Gardner, D.
• Lemogne, E.C.
• Luke, C.A.
• Meister, Rev. P.A.B.
• Meyer, M.M. M.D.
• Nowland, J.H.B.
• Parker, Jesse
• Price, Sterling
• Sharpstein, J.R.
• Simpson, A.W.
• Thorpe, W.W.

Box 36
Folder 11
Correspondence, 1860 October 17 - November 4
• Arbeny, George W.
• Belmont, A.
• Byrne, Joseph F.
• Cole, Josiah & Dufan, Louis
• Collins, Robert
• Curtis, William C.
• Cuthbert, John A.
• Ellis, Benjamin
• Ferguson, William
• Fisk, Levi
• Ford E.C.
• Forsyth, J.
• Henly, W.R.
• Humphrey, D.C. (2)
• Keegan, Peter J.
• Lanahan, S.M.
• Longnecker, Isaac
• Many Citizens
• Morris, Martin
• Nisbet, James A.
• Rives, F.E.
• Roberts, D.
• Sanders, George W.
• Scott, Isaac
• Seargent, John W.
• Taylor, J.B.
• Templeton, W.C.
• Whelan, James, Bishop of Nashville

Box 36
Folder 12
Correspondence, 1860 November 5 - 21
• Abbott, John
• Bolding, W.B.
• Bulen, E.D.
• Burwell, A., enc: letter requesting attendance at Union Mass Meeting
• Davis, James D.
• Fordick, George A. (2)
• Hill, Richard
• Hopkins, John L.
• Kent, William Jr.
• Matchett, Lindsey
• Price, George F.
• Rucks, James T.
• Seibels, E.W.
• Shaw, Hiram
• Smith, Franklin
• Solomon, Hon. D.H., enc: newspaper clipping
• Templeton, W.C.
• White, Marcus C.
• White, W.D.
• Winston, John E.

**Box 36**

**Folder 13**
Correspondence, 1860 November 22 - 30
• Addison, Thomas G.
• Alexander, Wallace H.
• Barry, John H.
• Collins, A.L.
• Dubnipon, C.L.
• Duperier, H.
• Gilmer, J.H.
• Heermans, J., enc: newspaper clipping
• Johnson, Gov. Hershel
• Johnston, J.E.
• Lane, A.R.
• Massey, R.W.
• Miller, H.W.
• Moore, D.H.C.
• Prentice, William S.
• Richardson, W.A.
• Shaw, C.
• Sherman, A.
• Wiggin, Thomas J.
• Williams, J.W.

**Box 36**

**Folder 14**
Correspondence, 1860 December undated - December 2
• Armstrong, John H.
• Bell, W.J. (2)
• Buffenharger, Samuel A.
• Cole, A.A.
• Collins, A. Lewis
• Cooley, John T.
• Cooper Brand
• Dean, Henry Clay
• Gordon, A.
• Gross, Magnus
• Hanson, Mrs. Hura F.
- Horton, H.D.
- Joackim, R.J.
- Nile, James
- Putney, J.E.
- Townsend, W.H.
- Williams, A.W.

**Box 36**

**Folder 15**

Correspondence, 1860 December 3 - 4
- Anonymous (2)
- Barrett, Walter
- Boxley, H.
- Brice, A. Nebinger
- Collins, A. Lewis (2)
- Decker, R.W.
- Deener J.W.
- Gilles, William H.
- Hamilton, R.
- Harvey, J.J.
- McNulty, Edward
- Mothey, John B.
- Moulton, John P.
- Neal, D.A.
- Patton, William
- Price, Frank A. Jr.
- Samson, H. A.
- Thompson, J.M.

**Box 36**

**Folder 16**

Correspondence, 1860 December 5 - 7
- Baldwin, Charles A.
- Besore, George W.
- Bradbuey, L.H.
- Carlile, John S.
- Carson, John M.
- Dodge, Henry Clay
- Ellsworth, James
- Guthrie, M.
- Hall, C.M.
- Layd, Daniel
- McConnell, Hon. Murray
- Murphy, James
- May, H.
- O’Rielly, Charles D.
- Pearson, John
- Pooley, Samuel
• Smith, James R.
• Stryker, John B.
• Uhl, John H.
• Vaux, Richard
• Williams, D.

**Box 36**

**Folder 17**
Correspondence, 1860 December 8 - 10
• Andrews, W.J.
• Anonymous (Signed "Moderation")
• Anonymous
• Barns, Alford H.
• Berry, George
• Bush, J.G.
• Crook, James L.
• Cudmore, P.
• Eads, James D.
• Everitt, Howard
• Ferren, A.D.
• Ferris, John M., enc: calling card
• Green, James F.
• Henderson, D.P.
• Hinley, W.H.
• Jewell, R.G.W.
• Kennedy, Thomas J.
• Lafargues, A.
• Lanphier, Charles H., enc: newspaper clipping
• Lovel, James M.
• Lush, D.M.
• May, James
• Nathan, E.F.
• Nichols, T.L.
• Pendleton, John S.
• Smedes, William C.
• Snow, J.P.
• Wetherty, Charles P.

**Box 36**

**Folder 18**
Correspondence, 1860 December 11 - 12
• Ableman, A.T.R.
• Bahan, William M.
• Dougherty, Henry
• Fellows, Joseph A.
• Haines, Howard L.
• Johnson, J.S.
• Kribben, William
• Lawman, George W.
• Lombard, Lewis R.
• Martin, James M.
• Murphy, R.G.
• Pooley, Samuel J.
• Seawell, T.D.
• Spear, James
• Tredway, John G.
• Vaux, Richard

Box 36
Folder 19
Correspondence, 1860 December 13 - 14
• Bainbridge, A.
• Baker, Charles W.
• Bond, Betsy
• Culp, B.H.
• Detrick, John E.
• Doran, John
• Dunkle, David
• Fanl, Thomas L.
• Hayes, Hon. S.S., enc: newspaper clipping
• Hicks, N.M.
• Hirshfield, Herman
• McNulty, Edward
• Marshall, L.B.
• Penington, H. Robert
• Sullivan, William J.

Box 36
Folder 20
Correspondence, 1860 December 15 - 16
• Candon, William M.F.
• Cassern, George
• Desmond, Denis
• Felton, Charles E.
• Francis, Andy W. Co.
• Francis, Robert
• Gardner, James, enc: letter from Major H.C. Wayne and Capt. Maddox
• Gramby, Harrisson
• Hall, Willard P.
• Helpenstein, William L.
• Holdridge, Thomas
• Johnston, J.F.
• Johnston, William M.
• Jones, C.H.
• Jones, Enoch
• Longaker, Joseph
• Manlsby, William P.
• Moore, Cyrus
• Sherman, Henry Esq.
• Stewart, William C.
• Stoll, John B.

**Box 36**

**Folder 21**
Correspondence, 1860 December 17
• Anonymous
• Anonymous
• Brent, Robert J.
• Brick, Alfred H.
• Caldwell, D.F.
• Calkins, William
• Dale, George W.
• Dunton, G.B.
• Fisk, L.E.
• Gwin, James M.
• Gosnell, M.T.
• Hitchcock, Isaac
• Ingersoll, J.R.
• Kinyon, B.N.
• McAbee, William
• McFarland, Orlando
• Scotes, Walter B.
• Sheahan, J.W., enc: broadside from "Chicago Post"
• Sibley, J.A.
• Spies, A.W.

**Box 36**

**Folder 22**
Correspondence, 1860 December 18 - 19
• Bartley, F.
• Chandler, Joseph B.
• Daggett, Albert
• Evans, S.A.
• Glover, George W.
• Goodwill, Alfred
• Hayes, S.S.
• Jones, J. Bergen
• Krum, John M.
• Larmon
• Lawrence, Samuel
• Moore, Washington E.
• Pariball, N.
• Shileds, L.S.
• Smith, Daniel M.
• Stowe, Sidney

**Box 36**

**Folder 23**
Correspondence, 1860 December 20
- Alley, Fred
- Bell, William
- Brady, Joseph
- Darind, A.B.
- Gannon, Thomas L.
- Gordon, J.W.
- Lott, Mrs. Peter
- McDougall, J.N.
- Manlsby, William P.
- Pooley, S.J.
- Richardson, N.S.
- Spell, A.B. & C.A. Bullard
- True, J.P.

**Box 36**

**Folder 24**
Correspondence, 1860 December 21 - 22
- Adams, Samuel P. enc: letter from L. McMurphy
- Anonymous
- Clark, J.F.
- Cook, W.J.
- Cornwall, A.A.
- Davis, A.J.
- Fibbey, J.H.
- Fisher, J. Francis
- Harmon, Elias
- Hunt, J. Daggett
- Hughes, Alex C.
- Kane, J.W.
- McDonald, R.A.
- Meeder, Capt. Henry
- Oliver, Joshua C.
- Oxtoby, William H.
- Parsons, Sol.
- Ruth, Francis, Jr.
- Sifford, John
- Sinttem, S.
- Sprague, S.S.
- Sterns, John
- Wickliffe, Gov. C.A., enc: newspaper clipping

**Box 36**

**Folder 25**
Correspondence, 1860 December 23 - 24
• Courtney, James
• Eldred, Thomas
• Fisher, Jacob E.
• Flint, Weston
• Gash, T.R.
• Gray, T.M.
• Gobright, L.A.
• Halbrook, A.
• Johnston, J.C.
• Larison, C.W.
• Learned, Edward
• McClure, William C.
• McDawell, Joseph J.
• Peffer, W.A.
• Rague, Mrs. John F.
• Raynall, E.
• Ross, James
• Sampson, Guy C.
• South, William

Box 37
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1860 December 25 - 26
• Armstrong, J.C.
• Belmont, August
• Bennett, L.S.
• Billings, Albert M.
• Bogg, M.D.
• Collier, R.R.
• Deul, W.
• Gallagher, James
• Hickox, V.
• Holly, Paul P.
• Hubbard, George
• Hyde, Pitt N.
• Jones, C.S.
• Linfield, Isaac W.
• McLaughlin, Richard
• Powell, Thomas A. M.D.
• Rockafellow, Dr. W.D.
• Smallwood, James B.
• Smith, J.M.
• Stewart, J.A.
• Thomas, Stephen

Box 37
Folder 2
Correspondence, 1860 December 27 - 28

426
• Anonymous
• Anonymous
• Adams, John S.
• Brent, R.J.
• Collins, A.L.
• Culver, C.P., enc: "A Petition to the Congress of the United States"
• Donaldson, J.H.
• Forsyth, John
• Han, R.H.
• Harman, M.G.
• McClintock, J.T.
• McCormick, C.H.
• McDonald, D.B.
• Soutter, J.F.
• Stainback, E.H.
• Westwelt, J.G.

Box 37
Folder 3
Correspondence, 1860 December 29
• Brent, R.J.
• Butts, Isaac
• Correll, J.P.
• Dozier, J.S.
• Edgerton, Justin P.
• Foss, E.J.
• Hare, R.H.
• Jones, C.S.
• Keese, Richard
• Larmon, James
• Morris, L.B.
• Smallwood, James B.
• Soutter, J.F.
• Trimble, John A.
• Whittier, Philip
• Young, V.B.

Box 37
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1860 December 30 - 31
• Belmont, August (2)
• Cleveland, John Jr.
• Collier, R.R.
• Coragan, Charles H.
• Davis, Charles A.
• Duncan, Blanton
• Geisk, Charles
• Hare, R.H.
- Martin, George W.
- Moore, Harry E. Jr.
- Morgan, Jonathan
- Morrision, J.R.
- Philips, George D.
- Ross, Thomas B.
- Shannon, Milton
- Stewart, Joseph J.
- Wagner, F.C.
- Webber, J.W.
- Zollicoffer, F.K.

**Box 37**

**Folder 5**
Correspondence, 1861 January undated - January 1
- Black, William M.
- Blinn, Jesse
- Cole, J.M.
- Entwisle, Edwin
- Ferris, John W.
- Flanders, William M.
- Friend, A.
- Gibon, Thomas
- Guillot, Madison
- Hanna, William T.
- Harriss, Jesse A.
- Howard, Volney
- Hughes, F.W.
- [Illegible,] enc: newspaper clipping
- Kennedy, C.H.
- McClintock, J.Y.
- Murphy, A.F.
- Phelps, R.H.
- Roddy, William
- Sampson, James H.
- Thomas, A.W.
- Wiche, William E.
- Wilson, B.J.

**Box 37**

**Folder 6**
Correspondence, 1861 January 2 - 3
- Anonymous
- Bryan, T.G.
- Cotter, C.B.
- Dannenhauer, C.W.
- Grimsby, Thornton
- Hare, R.H.
• Harris, J.B.
• Lewis, R.C.
• McKee, Wm.
• Martin, Henry
• Napier, J.C.
• Postmaster
• Ramsey, Joseph
• Rogue, John F.
• Roth, George W.
• Sanborn, Daniel
• Stow, R.H.
• Streamer, Frank M.
• Van Houten, Isaac
• Walton, H.W.

**Box 37**

**Folder 7**

Correspondence, 1861 January 4

• Berry, George, S.
• Bradley, E.A.
• Challen, Howard
• Gray, Thomas E.
• Hardy, John
• Jenkins, James B.
• Jackson, George L. M.D.
• Ford, John T.
• Lott, Mrs. E.W.
• Martin, James M.
• Mitchell, James
• Nesbit, F.C.
• Newton, W.H.
• Nields, C.W.
• Scales, John
• Spoffard, R.J.
• Taylor, F.S.
• Thayer, J.S.
• Tutt, Richard
• Vaughan, J.N.
• Wheaton, John
• Yantis, S.V.

**Box 37**

**Folder 8**

Correspondence, 1861 January 5 - 6

• Adreon, Harrison
• Anspach, W.J.
• Bull, A.H.
• Davis, George H.
• Duncan, W.B.
• Dunham, C.A.
• Gleason, B.G.
• Harris, J.H.
• Hulbert, E.R.
• Graves, Henry B.
• Jones, J.H.
• La Rue, L.D.
• Lore, Charles B.
• Laird, John
• Lincoln, S.F.
• Lucas, James M.
• McCabe, William P.
• Maris, J.
• Norris, E.T.
• Noyes, C.D.V.
• Randolph, C.S.
• Reardon, James G.
• Schnabel, Ellis B.
• Sherman, Watts
• Smith, J. Henry
• Pritchett, William H.

**Box 37**
**Folder 9**

Correspondence, 1861 January 7
• Anderson, John G.
• Arrington, A.W.
• Ballow, J.T.
• Bird, N.
• Bowen, John G.
• Bueon, W.W.
• Clatworthy, F.
• Cobbett, William M.
• Dodson, C.B.
• Dunkle, James M.
• Gardner, Edward M.
• Graham, William A.
• Grimes, W.M.
• Higher, C.L.
• Huesmann, A.
• Kr, C.E.
• Lawson, James S.
• Mohler, T.G.
• Mulligan, George Howell
• Nisbet, James A.
• Pierce, J.D.
• Price, Thaddeus G.
• Raymond, George
• Robertson, John E.
• Shepard, J.G.
• Smith, Nathaniel
• Stewart, Milton
• Taylor, James C.
• Tibbits, J.P.
• Tipton, William A.
• Townsend, Samuel
• Upton, J.H.
• Wiley, Hon. James S.

Box 37
Folder 10
Correspondence, 1861 January 8 (A-C)
• Petitions from Citizens of Michigan: Grand Rapids, Bay City, Battle Creek
• Adams, Henry L.
• Bacon, Alvin A.
• Barnard, James O.
• Bell, John W.
• Blakeman, M.J.
• Bratton, E.E.
• Brown, John W.
• Causey, William

Box 37
Folder 11
Correspondence, 1861 January 8 (G-W)
• Giveen, T.M.
• Green, J.G.
• Haas, J.C.
• Hanover, M.D.
• Hickox, V.
• Hopkins, H.L.
• Jones, N.P.
• Judson, R.W.
• Kimball, Daniel L.
• Lent, William M.
• Lodge, L.A.
• Lucas, Daniel B.
• May, James
• Newman, Rev. Wingate J.
• Harper, J.M.
• Perkins, George
• Perry, Thomas M. Jr.
• Phillips, P., enc: "The Danger and the Remedy"
• Prentiss, Joseph G.
• Schwarz, Theo.
• Simmons, J.F.
• Sturgeon, Isaac H.
• Wood, W.E.
• Wright, Levi

Box 37
Folder 12
Correspondence, 1861 January 9
• Bain, James G.
• Barber, S.M.
• Brodhead, John
• Brown, J.R.
• Cox, H.W.
• Dickson, J.J.
• Emery, Daniel J.
• Ford, Robert
• Gristock, C.F.
• Hitchings, John P.
• Hutchinson, James
• Kline, T.B.
• Lacock, Ira J.
• Lawrence, Edward M.D.
• Martin, Philip
• Pooley, Samuel James
• Reese, William Smith
• Turnley, P.T., enc: broadside, "Public Meeting in Winchester, Virginia"

Box 37
Folder 13
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• Anderson, William A.
• Bailey, Charles
• Carlie, John S.
• Dunlary, H.
• Eichenburg, Wm.
• Griffin, Benj. F.
• Harley, John G.
• Hilton, G.L.
• Jones, S.R.
• Kizer, John M.
• Lane, John E.
• Marshall, J.M.
• Paxson, S.J.
• Polley, Louis
• Smith, Robert
• Smith, W.N.H.
• Whipple, Charles
• Zephin, Ambrose

Box 37
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• Barnd, C.G.
• Collins, E.A.
• King, Henry F.
• krumbhaar, W.B.
• McCanley, George W.
• McElhany, R.J.
• O’Keefe, Sister Dronysia
• Saint, Daniel
• Simmons, Charles E.
• Smith, E.
• Trotter, George S.
• Walton, James I.
• Weld, S.E.
• Wingfield, C.L.
• Winthrop, Robert C.

Box 37
Folder 15
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• Alexander, J.M.
• Ball, L.H.
• Berendt, Marcus
• Blease, L.
• Brown, R.P.
• Chance, Mahlon
• Clements, C.F.
• Collins, Robert
• Gwimaren, John
• Kimmel, Michael C.
• McDonald, R.A.
• Moore, Pelatiah
• Morrison, Thomas D.
• Parrott, Marcus J.
• Payne, Rev. George Moore
• Phister, Jacob O.
• Shomo, William
• Strong, J.P.
• Wilcox, A.J.
• Wilcox, Andrew J.
• Wright, Hendrick B.

Box 37
Folder 16
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• Anonymous, (A citizen of Mississippi)
• Caroch, Hiram
• Cottman, Thomas
• Dose, S.A.
• Hidell, W.H.
• Nauman, Charles
• Newton, J.B.
• Quinn, M.G.
• Scott & Caldwell with envelope
• Thompson, Hon. Waddy

Box 37
Folder 17
Correspondence, 1861 January 14 (A-G)
• Arthur, Milton C.
• Birch, D. Miller
• Bullard, George F.
• Broadhead, John, enc: newspaper clipping
• Brunner, David
• Burdsol, Alfred
• Butler, L.
• Clarke, S.C.
• Cooke, L.M.E.
• Corke, William L.
• Coolidge, H.A.
• Durkey, James N.
• Emery, George H.
• Fauntleroy, T.F. Jr.
• Foote, John C.
• Gellin, George
• Gilbert, Geo.
• Goodwin, H.C.

Box 37
Folder 18
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• Hadfield, R.
• Hamilton & Hall
• Heckman, Peter
• Henderson, Osmyn
• Hess, A.R.
• Hunt, Chester
• Kelly, J.M.
• Kirkland, O.A.
• Lapsley, J.W.
• Lucas, N.B.
• Lyn, J.S.
• McCann, Isaac
• Merchant, William B.
• Meyers, B.F.
• Mitchell, J.A.S.
• Oppenheimer, Isaac
• Parker, H.L.
• Perkins, D.L.
• Pooley, S.J.
• Ruswell, J.T.
• Shapley, Rufus E.
• Smith, H.E.
• Stabler, Arthur
• Tansey, R.P.
• Thadeus
• Venable, J.W.
• Wood, A.C.

Box 37
Folder 19
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• Boyd, S.H.
• Buckner, C.C.
• Clifford, H.A.
• Cothern, Geo. W.
• Crenshaw, Miss Maggie
• Davis, J.D.
• Durden, Alexander
• Gaston, Joseph
• Graham, James Duncan, Jr.
• Hudebert, J., enc: J. Hudebert, His Memorial (six copies)
• Hogan, Joseph
• Helpbinger, William H.
• Horan, B.F.
• Isbell, George E.
• Liscomb, J.F.
• McKibben, Chambers
• Martin, Horace P.
• Monroe, William A.
• Poindexter, Philip
• Pritchard, H.M.
• Reimensnyder, Junius B.
• Robinson, Joseph H.
• Roley, E.
• Smith, J.L.
• Stout, Titus H.
• West, George H.

Box 37
Folder 20
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- Baker, Frank
- Collin, Charles F.
- Connell, John T.
- Culp, Samuel
- Davis, Chas. A.
- Drake, Charles D.
- Early, W.T.
- Edmondson, Miss A.C.
- Farnam, Henry
- Geisse, Charles
- Harris, E.A.
- Hockaday, Samuel L.
- Larcombe & English
- Lindesmith, John
- Long, Thomas B.
- Manson, J.C.
- Montgomery, S.W.
- Morehouse, George A.
- Peters, Thomas M.
- Pickering, William
- Price, David E.
- Russell, Thomas, Jr.
- Van Vleet, M.
- Wallace, H.H.
- Wise, Franklin M.

Box 37
Folder 21
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- Albany, W.A.
- Anderson, S. J.
- Armstrong, James W.
- Baker, Charles W.
- Barnes, G.B.
- Casey, Z.
- Cate, George W.
- Goodwin, Rev. E.H.C.
- Heath, E.M.
- Hertford, Joseph
- Horan, B.F.
- Huggs, J.W. Jr.
- King, G.F.
- McCloskey, Felix
- Meigs, Joe V.
- Moore, William A.
- Norton, D.O.
• Odgen, David
• Paer, John
• Pinney, H.
• Price, Benjamin, verso: letter urging passage of the Homestead Bill
• Prince, L. Thomas
• Totten, J.M.
• Ramsey, Joseph
• Randolph, Robert
• Raymond, Charles E.
• Rockwell, C.C. Esq.
• Ross, J.G.
• Stansell, H.G.
• Woods, D.C.

Box 37
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• Amour, Hellen D.
• Bainbridge, A.
• Barker, J.M.L.
• Caedwell, Henry M.
• Carroll, W.H. Jr. (with envelope)
• Chase, William D.
• Cooper, E.
• Counselman, T.H.B.
• Cozans, Luke F.
• Dearborn, A.B.
• Dewey, C.
• Estes, J.M.
• Findler, O.F.
• Glenn, M.
• Harrington, S.M.
• Henry, Jas. W. (fragment)
• Jackson, W.S.
• Kinkead, Alex
• Lewis, Benjamin
• Melvin, Samuel
• Miller, J.L.
• Orlon, Philo H.
• Pense, B.L.
• Sites, Stephen E.
• Smith, Almanzon
• Smith, W. Alfred
• Talley, William Cooper
• Treat, S., enc: newspaper clipping
• White, H. Clay
• Wick, W.W.
• Williams, J.W.

**Box 37**

**Folder 23**
Correspondence, 1861 January 19
• Abbott, M.H.
• Ashmore, Rev. James
• Buner, Daniel
• Fritz, Ephraim
• Geisse, Charles
• Gerry, J.O.A.
• Grant, E.W.
• Grimes, Andy
• Harper, John
• Hartman, Dr. G.W.
• Hayes, Joseph R.
• Helpenstein, E.
• Henderson, Samuel J.
• Horan, B.F.
• Lamar, George W.
• Martin, J.D.
• Miller, J.M.
• Moore, H.R.
• Patterson, N.A.
• Putnam, F.
• Sears, Edward I.
• Storm, Jerome R.
• Tansill, R.W.
• Trites, J.H.
• Whitworth, Thomas
• Williams, George R.

**Box 37**

**Folder 24**
Correspondence, 1861 January 20
• Alexander, George W.
• Battles, George W.
• Diven, A.L.
• Grills, Henry S.
• Harris, E.A.
• Hollyday, Thomas R.
• Lewis, J.C., enc: note
• McClintock, J.Y.
• Nauman, Charles
• Waddell, Anna S.R.

**Box 37**

**Folder 25**
Correspondence, 1861 January 21
• Anderson, L.B. M.D.
• Bagley, D.W.
• Cameron, D.R.
• Fitzpatrick, Philip
• Harriman, Walter
• Hutchinson, A.P.
• Iglehart, N.P.
• Johnson, W.J. M.D.
• Lyon, John
• Lytle, William
• McAvoy, H.Z.
• Nemeye, John H.
• Nicholson, Peter
• O’Byrne, John
• Pitman, Charles H.
• Shrock, John G.
• Stabler, E.A.
• Stanton, M. Hall
• Swinton, C.E.
• Warner, William
• Weaver, Joshua
• Weinmann, James
• Whitley, J.D.

Box 37
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• Baylis, Thomas
• Clements, James et. al.
• Collins, E.A.
• Coolbaugh, M.W.
• Dillon, R.J.
• Ela, Charles N.
• Flint, Orville
• Gammon, William
• Kimmel, W.
• Look, W.D.
• McCaull, John Jr.
• Miller, G.W.
• Mountfort, Napoleon B. (invitation to attend celebration of Washington’s birthday)
• Rockwell, Seymour
• Sherman, A.
• Ward, Thomas M.

Box 38
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• Abbott
• Atwood, James N.
• Braidwood, A.A.
• Bundy, John C.
• Cayemore, A.C.
• Cowan, John F.
• Currel, Col. W.H., (with envelope)
• Davis, Charles M.
• Edgerton, Joseph K.
• Emerson, W.N. M.D.
• Fickin, J.B.
• Fulton, W. Jr.
• Harmon, A.E.
• Howard, R.H.
• Jackson, M.E.
• Larsen, T.W.
• Lawe, W.M.
• May, Mrs. Col. (Mary C.)
• Medill, J.
• Perrett, Thomas
• Regram, O.A.
• Reynolds, Levi
• Ryan, E.Z.
• Ryan, Lizy letter to Mr. Clinton with envelope
• Samson, H.A.
• Soutter, J.F.
• Wilson, John W.
• Witcher, V.A.
• Wright, Joseph W.
• Young, John A.

Box 38
Folder 2
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• Allen, William B.
• Andrews, Alfred
• Barbour, Alfred M.
• Bateman, J.H.
• Brown, David, enc: Bill, H.R. 274
• Burling, Walter R.
• Dickerson, C. Denny
• Dixon, Senator
• Donnelly, James
• Forney, J.
• Froiseth, B.A.
• Gamble, H.R.
• Garrick, John
• Goileman,G.
• Hackett, Frederick
• Harvey, C.H.
• McCullough, Samuel D.
• Martin, W.
• Montgomery, James
• Munson, M.
• Netherton, William H.
• Read, Ezra
• Reimensnyder, J.J.
• Schnabell, Ellis B.
• Smith, Sumner
• Spencer, William A.
• Stephens, J.J.
• Stoner, J.
• Walker, John
• Williams, E.
• Williams, John

Box 38
Folder 3
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• Ayres, John W.
• Bain, George
• Baker, Edward C.
• Bruner, Daniel
• Crowell, William
• Eastman, H.D.
• English, William L.
• Erskine, James P.
• Goodell, W.N.
• Graves, George W.
• Hale, E.W.
• Hogue, W.P.
• Jones, S.F.
• Kerr, H.W.
• Klinefetter, V.H.
• Le Barron, C.L.
• Martin, James M.
• Montague, D.O.
• Myers, J.B.
• Neel, William S.
• Reynolds, John P.
• Scrope, William T.
• Scrope, William T.
• Schiamer, William M.D.
• Smith, M.P.
• Sparks, J.P.
• Towberman, A.
• Turner, S.S.
• Wadsworth, A.S.
• Walker, E. Dudley & Barrick, J.R.

Box 38
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• Bliss, John C.
• Bowman, George
• Conathy, James W.
• Hughes, A.P.
• Keeffe, W.D.
• McClintic, Daniel
• McCrorey, William H.
• Mathews, R.N.
• Preston, R.E.
• Smith, J. Hopkinson
• Steele, E.J.
• Welch, Charles A.

Box 38
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• Garnett, Lewis, enc: newspaper clipping
• Gross, Samuel
• Huddleston, J.S.
• Lewis, S.J.
• Lynes, T.H.
• Murray, Matthew W.
• Neal, William F.
• Parkison, N.T.
• Raymond, S.L.
• Ross, C.F. M.D.
• Sherman, A.P.
• Swords, J.M.
• Treadway, John G.
• Wise, William

Box 38
Folder 6
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• Bowen, Charles H.
• Day, Horace H.
• Drury, Levi W.
• Ferris, John W.
• Griswold, Matthew
• Hannold, Simeon
• Hays, George D.
• Hoogland, M.J.
• Knapp, Cornelius
• Lieghley, E.B.
• Lilly, J.O.D.
• Marion, W.M.
• Marsh, Mason R.
• Masters, F.W.
• Post, H.D.
• Round, F.
• Steele, James J.
• Stevens, Richard
• Townsend, Samuel enc: broadside
• Treat, S.H.
• Treat, Upton
• Wallace, A.S.
• Walling, A.T.
• Whipple, Charles
• Young, J.N.

Box 38
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• Ashmead, Lewis
• Becker, Henry M.
• Belknap, William W. enc: newspaper clipping
• Boxley, H.
• Chastain, J.C.
• Dorion, J.E.
• Dowling, A.C.
• Fullerboy, James enc: newspaper clippings
• Gear, H.H.
• Gengian, A.
• Guitean, S.
• Harrison, George W.
• Hayes, John
• Hodgdon, George E.
• Joslyn, E.S.
• Keiley, A.M.
• Leary, John
• LeBarron, C.L.
• Lines, E.J.
• McCann, J.K.
• Mitchell, Robert B.
• Parker, W.F.
• Price, Thomas L.
• Robinson, W.H.
• Shircliff, E.L.
• Spencer, Davis A.
Box 38
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- Blythe, Th. A.
- Chesnutt, W.H.
- Clark, George A.
- Edgerton, Joseph K.
- Flanders, George
- Fullerton, Henry R.
- Hermans, J.
- Jackson, Harvey et. al.
- Janney, Mahlon H.
- Jewell, R.G.W.
- Joachimsen, P.J.
- Lobenthal, B.
- McLean, G.W.
- Pittman, Jasper N.
- Unidentified
- Vanhooser, William
- Watts, Fred. J.
- Young, J.J.

Box 38
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- Barton, Robert M.
- Gilbert, Daniel
- Haldeman, T.G.
- Harrison, J.O.
- Holcomb, B.D.
- Houghter, A.H.
- Jenkins, William H., Esq.
- Miller, Augustus
- Moss, N.W.
- Richards, J.M.
- Syman, Hon. S.R., enc: letter from James Mann
- Taylor, John
- Tull, J.L.
- Wilcox, Andrew J.

Box 38
Folder 10
Correspondence, 1861 February undated - February 1
- Adams, John M.
- Anonymous
- Anonymous [February 1]
- Befair, Silas L.
• Bellows, M. Delancy
• Beas, John A.
• Booth, Joseph C.
• Brown, L.J.
• Cassidy, Lewis C.
• Chase, H. Haight
• Coleman, R.V.
• Crooks, M.J.
• Dismukes, D.G.
• Dyhrenfurth, J.
• Ennis, John F.
• Fellows, C.C.
• Fitzpatrick, Philp
• Flanagan, Joseph
• Gravely, Joseph B.
• Hamilton, James C.
• Hockmor, Henry S.
• Hulst, Nelson P.
• Humphreys, D.C.
• Le Day, Horace
• Leane, W. Harrison
• Nell, George W.
• Nicholas, A.
• Nilson, Andrew Jr.
• Perham, E.G.
• Searle, E.J.
• Stewart, Charles H.
• Stokes, John W.
• Wise, B. Taylor M.D.
• Taylor, David
• Walker, J. Knox

Box 38
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• Adolphus, Joseph M.D.
• Alleman, Leonard
• Allen, D.
• Bancroft, Redfield & Rice
• Cowan, John F.
• Farren, Dominick
• Fisher, C.G.
• Fuller, Samuel W.
• Johnston, C.
• Main, Hubert P.
• May, Caesar Rodney
• Miller, W.C.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 38</th>
<th>Folder 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correspondence, 1861 February 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Anonymous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Anonymous, signed &quot;Look Forward&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Brown, George W.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Buel, Walter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Chipler, William B.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dougherty, Daniel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Jarrell, N.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Moore, William L.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Ten Broeck, Mrs. J.C.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 38</th>
<th>Folder 13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correspondence, 1861 February 4 (B-G)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Anonymous (Signed &quot;Look Forward&quot;)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Baylor, Robert W.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Be阐述, A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Beeman, Carlisle D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Bradbury, Hon. J.W.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Curry, William</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Douglas, Alfred</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Douglass, William</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Doman, James B.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Drurs, Levi W. Jr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Dunkle, James M.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Essiy, Lewis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gardner, Johnson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gerrish, J.G., Council of Newburyport, &quot;Resolves,&quot; February 4, 1861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gowdin, Robert N.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 38</th>
<th>Folder 14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Correspondence, 1861 February 4 (H-Y)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hamilton, James A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hicken, Col. George S.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hull, John</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Jackson, John</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Klein, Francis A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lee, George R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Lehman, William E.
• Maginnis, John
• March, Francis A.
• Moon, Joseph F.
• Myers, O.P.A.
• Sigler, D.
• Swallow, William K.
• Young, T.B.

**Box 38**

**Folder 15**

Correspondence, 1861 February 5 (A-H)

• Anonymous
• Baker, P.T.
• Bennett, L.S.
• Black, G.F.
• Coleman A.B.
• Coon, E.B.
• Crittenden, J.J.
• Fauntleroy, T.T. Jr.
• Galbreath, M.R.
• Gorman, W.A.
• Happ, John
• Hartman, C.B.
• Hicks, James
• Hollister, Jesse W.
• Petition of citizens of Whitley Cr.

**Box 38**

**Folder 16**

Correspondence, 1861 February 5 (K-W)

• Kinyon, B.N.
• Kinyon, B.N. [2nd]
• Law, S.A.L. M.D.
• Little, E.
• McDougald, Daniel
• McDonald, Allan Esq.
• McGlashan, Cyrus
• Moore, John
• Patten, J.C.
• Peyton, W.M.
• Polk, W. H.
• Rhodes, D.P.
• Sterrett, John D.
• Townsend, William H.
• Wareham, Samuel S.
Correspondence, 1861 February 6
- Ashton, George M.
- Barbour, James
- Beard, Amos
- Beaty, W.V.
- Bledsoe, A.T.
- Blood, Hazen
- Bolding, W.B.
- Comyn, R.S.
- Duncan, Blanton
- Dodge, C.G. Jr.
- Doyle, John T. Esq.
- Elder, Dr. William
- Gill, Edmond
- Goldsmith, James
- Grove, Dr. P.D.
- Hicks, James
- Howe, James
- Lakey, A.H.
- McLellan, T.S.
- Merrill, Edward B. Esq.
- Myers, O.P.A.
- Powers & Weightman
- Pratt, Foster
- Reimensnyder, Junius B.
- Tilden, H.A.
- Vaux, Richard Esq.
- Warnstaff, P.P.

Box 38
Folder 18
Correspondence, 1861 February 7
- Austin, James
- Bahman, Rev. George O.
- Baquet, F.D.
- Brass, S.L.
- Crayton, John E., and Heaston, D.J.
- Cutt, Richard D.
- Duvall, James L.H.
- Eaton, Thomas Jr.
- Eyck, A. Tew
- Flourney, J.J.
- Green, Robert G.
- Hewmann, Leopold C.
- Hill, Peter,
- Hughes, Isaac
- Hull, Geo. W.
- Hundley, Elisha
- Kennedy, M.
- Lane, John Esq.
- Letton, N.W.
- Myers, O.N.A.
- Oliver, Joshua C.
- Smith, James R.
- Souter, J.T.
- Widney, John
- Wright, Agustus R.
- Zulauf, Christ. G.

**Box 38**

**Folder 19**
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- Baldwin, Chas. A.
- Bent, Dr. Silas
- Bonadaile, John
- Brown, Augustus
- Clark, S.F.
- Collins, Daniel
- Coxe, J. Redman
- Crapster, Rev. William T.
- Dunlap, Omar H.
- Ford, E.C.
- Foss, T.D.
- French, C.G.
- Greene, Joseph D.
- Lincoln, J.M.
- McCready, Daniel
- Meserve, W. Smith
- Myers, O.N.A.
- Osborne, T., Lecompton
- Palmer, N.B.
- Reed, James
- Smith, C.C.
- Voorhies, William

**Box 38**

**Folder 20**
Correspondence, 1861 February 9
- Anonymous
- Bohanman, C.A.
- Clapp, A.W.H.
- Cormwell, H.H.
- Corvin, M.V.B.
- Durnin, A.R.
- Hoblizell, John T.
• Jones, J.M.
• Johnson, Reverdy
• Kennedy, J.G.
• Koontz, W.H.H.
• Lord, J.M.
• Maury, Frank P.
• Pollard, W. Fred.
• Sparks, A.L.
• Stevens, Richard
• Stokes, John W.
• Thompson, Jesse

Box 38
Folder 21
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• Demby, J.W.
• Gash, T.K.
• Hart, G.H.
• Hickox, Horace, enc: plan for the settlement of national difficulties, suggesting Amendments to Constitution
• Patterson, Lucius
• Rendrizet, J.F.
• Scofiled, J.M., enc: newspaper clipping
• Stubenranch, J.H.
• Wadsworth, J.
• Wynkoop, A.T.

Box 38
Folder 22
Correspondence, 1861 February 11
• Belmon, August
• Blaisden, Ira
• Brown, T.C.
• Clarke, J. Olden
• Dunlary, H.
• Galen, G.E.
• Granger, Barlow
• Harper, C.W.
• Heyl, John C.
• Louis, Thomas J.
• Marston, Charles E.
• Morgan, J.C.
• Patterson, S.
• Reed, William H.
• Smith, C. K.
• Wright, L.L.
Correspondence, 1861 February 12
- Barclay, Alexander
- Chandler, Albert
- Christian, A.M.
- Church, Pharceller
- Delano, Ira B.
- Freeman, George M.
- Gray, Clark
- Green, J. Dunham
- Hall, R.H.
- Jacobs, Samuel
- Johnson, Reverdy
- Kirwonel, W., enc: newspaper clipping
- McKinnon, John J.
- Mead, W.R.
- Mowry, Samuel, and Eddy
- Patello, Joseph
- Perkins, Charles B.
- Robinson, Robert
- Sanders, George N.
- Savin, E.F.
- Sherwood, Franklin
- Smith, F.N. M.D.
- Smith, R.J.

Box 38
Folder 24
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- Coxe, J. Redman
- Drum, William R.
- Gruffy, B.L.D.
- Jefferson, Lincoln Co. Main Petition
- Martin, James M.
- Meranda, W.G.
- Miles, John W.
- Moulton, M.M.
- Perry, N.
- Rate, John F.
- Rhea, John
- Rich, John G. M.D.
- Roberts, John F.A.H.
- Smith, Rev. R.
- Smithsonian Institution, Meeting of Board of Regents
- Wright, Virgil A.

Box 38
Folder 25
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451
• Chandler, Albert Esq.
• Coffroth, A.H.
• Fosket, Marcus
• Harrington, R.
• Harris, David
• Hertford, Joseph (2)
• Huesman, C.A.
• Junkins, Washington
• Marden, F.H.
• Miller, John A.
• Marrison, J.C.
• Nines, Dwight
• Owen, Robert Dale
• Rich, W.L.M.
• Robinson, B.
• Spencer, Davis A.
• Stokes, William
• Vaux, Hon. Richard
• Wheeler, Charles G.
• Young, G.M.

Box 39
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1861 February 15
• Addis, Mattenly (Petition)
• Allen, Ethan
• Carter, A.G.G.
• Evans, S.B.
• Frush, W.A.
• Harvey, J.J.
• Hedges, T.W.
• Lawrence, T. Bigelow
• Lyman, S.R.
• McCook, John
• Martin, James M.
• O’Leary, Henry A.
• Reed, James
• Schaeffer, John H.
• Shopp, David
• Smith, Jacob Esq.
• Smith, James E.
• Smith, Lewis W.
• Streamer, Frank M.
• Thompson, P.W.
• Watterson, H.M.

Box 39
Folder 2
Correspondence, 1861 February 16 - 17

- Baker, John
- Barbour, Alfred M.
- Clefford, S.M. and Tabitha
- Delany, Patrick H.
- Douglas, Andrew A.
- Douglas, Erskine
- Hario, Lewis E.
- Hick, James
- Lang, Charles M.
- Mayer, Brantz
- Mitchell, Samuel
- Rague, J.F. & Wife
- Scranton, Mr.
- Thatcher, B.
- Tunor, Benjamin
- Wadsworth, Mr.
- Wallace, John
- Wallace, William A.
- Wilcox, Andrew

Box 39
Folder 3
Correspondence, 1861 February 18

- Anthony, George
- Barbour, James
- Beneful, Dr. R.A.J.
- Benton, R.G.
- Birdsall, Samuel
- Bushnell, John A.
- Cooley, Samuel A.
- Coyle, John
- Curtis, J.C.
- Drummond, W.W.
- Elder, William
- Ennis, John F.
- Herrington, P. Fed.
- Heyman, John D.
- Johnston, J.J.
- Main, Hubert P.
- Moore, D.H.C.
- Reeves, Miles S.
- Remington, Thomas P.
- Richards, Samuel
- Sergeant-at-arms, U.S. Senate
- Smith, W.W.
- Spayd, Lewis
• Stevens, Hy H.
• Truman, Joseph M. Jr.
• Watkins, W.W.
• Whitney, C.S.
• Williams, A.F.
• Wilson, E.

Box 39
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1861 February 19
• Baird, Robert M.
• Barbour, Alfred M.
• Berry, Jonathan Young, verso: North Barrington High School Fall Term Commence
• Davis, Abner A.
• Dovrance, John G.
• Dunn, Charles
• Flanders, William M., enc: copied portion of Constitution of the U.S.
• Gates, James R.
• Hall, Wm. A., Randolph Co.
• Howard, Dr. J.R.
• J., D.L.
• Johnson, Reverdy
• Johnston, J.H.
• Patterson, William
• Penington, G.B.
• Prescott, T.C.
• Shurly, E.R.P.
• Wagner, Harrision

Box 39
Folder 5
Correspondence, 1861 February 20 - 21
• Andrews, Isaac A.
• Bouldin, Pouhatan
• Brigh, Hiram
• Brockbank, William
• Chesley, Dr. L.
• Columbia Institution
• Cook, P.W.
• Crowell, Edwin
• Densmore, S.C.
• Dillard, William
• Dugan, G.M.
• Graham, Robert D.
• Halsey, Don Peters, enc: calling card
• Hicks, James
• Kraus, William
• McNeill, James F.
• Mansfield, Jos. K.A.
• Martin, Horace P.
• Meadans, C.V.
• Miller, James M.
• Nicoll, Henry
• Pooley, Samuel C.
• Pooley, Samuel James
• Rich, John F.
• Ryan, James B.
• Searls, W.S.
• Thurston, Dr. E.R.
• Tillman, A.M.
• Tuley, M.F.
• Underwood, Rev. E.
• Voss, Arno
• West, O.W.
• White, George H.

**Box 39**

**Folder 6**

Correspondence, 1861 February 22 - 23

• Amos, A.J.
• Brent, C. Lewis
• Constitutional Union Party of the City of Troy (Invitation)
• Cummings, Cyrus
• Cunningham, John
• Davis, Nich.
• Doman, James B.
• Douglas, David
• Goldsmith, Abraham
• Hand, Jacob F. Jr.
• Harrington, R.
• Hollingshead, John S.
• Honk, George N.
• Kendall, F.G.
• Lacey, Dr. R.A.
• Laurence, A.S.
• Lott, Richard P.
• Miller, William S.
• Murphy, George W.
• Murry, John S.
• Pennington, T.P.
• Perley, M.V.B.
• Randall, S.W.
• Roberts, Evan
• Rogers, J.H.
• Stilt, A.J.
• Thompson, E.A.
• Torrey, E.
• Weaver, E.M.
• William and Mary College (Invitation)
• Wise, Wilmer John

Box 39
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1861 February 24 - 25
• Bayless, D.P.
• Brooks, Austin
• Case, James
• Champe, John L.
• Coates, D.
• Coates, James
• Cochran, George E.
• Counts, William A.
• Crane, Stephen
• Dalby, John F.
• Fluke, Lee R.P.
• Gardner, Charles E.
• Gordon, George F., verso: broadside from Washington Monument Association
• Gray, B.B.
• Carrol, Col. William H. & Harris, J. George
• Hallett, Benj. F.
• Herrington, N.P.
• Johnson, George W.
• Loffler, Philipp.
• Montgomery, James
• Myers, John
• O’Rielly, Henry, enc: "Memorial of Henry O’Rielly and John J. Speed"
• Pattello, Joseph
• Paynter, Edwin R.
• Pearce, C.E.
• Polk, Col. William H.
• Rankin, H.B.
• Segar, Joseph
• Stewart, W.T. M.D.
• Stile, Ezra
• Swomley, W.H.
• Turner, D.B.
• Tuttle, Wentworth
• [unidentified], Lisbon, Portugal, to [SAD], February 25, 1861, 2 pp.
• Wallace, A.S.
• White, H. Clay

Box 39
Folder 8
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- Baker, Edward C.
- Benjamin, V.A.
- Bigelow, S.L.
- Blackburn, C.J.
- Briggs, E.W.
- Burr, Albert G.
- Dalby, John F.
- Douglass, J.L.
- Eaton, J.H.
- Leffingwell, Samuel L.
- Marmaduke, Gov. M.M. (Petition)
- Mayer, Charles F.
- Naber, B.D.
- Peet, Rev. E.W.
- Sankey, Samuel
- Seely, T.F.

Box 39
Folder 9
Correspondence, 1861 February 27
- Cotter, Oliver
- Culver, C.P.
- Dorcom, James
- Gunther, J.G.
- Hazard, A.M.
- Hopkins, S.D.
- Jones, Thomas C.
- King, E.W.M.
- McKenney, G.R.
- Meservey, A.B.
- Moore, George B.
- Post, Charles F.
- Railway Festival (Invitation)
- Smith, F.
- Taylor, James
- Wadham, Albert
- Worthing, B.D.

Box 39
Folder 10
Correspondence, 1861 February 28
- Anonymous
- Adolphus, Joseph
- Baker, T. Bougham
- Beebe, James H.
- Bennett, L.S.
- Elliott, J.H., enc: news newspaper clipping
- Fry, James B.
- Hoge, L.L.
- Hoskins, Charles C.
- Lacey, Rob. A.
- Monger, John
- Nowlin, L.
- Pooley
- Powell, R.J.
- Scott, Thomas F.
- Scott, W.L.
- Wright, Fannie L.

**Box 39**

**Folder 11**

Correspondence, 1861 March undated - March 1

- Ake, H.T.
- Barbour, Alfred M.
- Bell, Lewis
- Carrol, Col. W.H.
- Dickinson, George H.
- Flournoy, John G.
- Green, C.C.
- Greer, James A.
- Gross, Samuel
- Haldeman, R.J.
- Hendricks, Isaac
- Holby, J.C.
- Holland, J.C.
- Jones, J.J.
- Kennedy, Thomas
- Lakey, William
- Lester, C. Edwards
- McCoy, Henry C.
- Miller, William H.
- Montgomery, Hon. William
- Padgett, Hon. William B.
- Rague, John F.
- Robinson, Burton
- Ryerson, Martin
- Schmitt, George
- Thomas, Henry
- Ware, J.J.

**Box 39**

**Folder 12**

Correspondence, 1861 March 2 - 3

- Conover, Peter
- Cravath, M.A.
• Dugro, Anthony
• Elwood, S.D.
• Hare, R.H.
• Harris, J. George
• Heuisler, Joseph S.
• Hinckley, F.S.
• Hunt, H.S. M.D.
• Lawrence, John D.
• Lawson, J.L.
• Midkiff, William
• Nait, A.D.
• Nichols, R. Edwards
• Rush, A.
• Sayles, W.B.
• Thompson, Joseph
• Walker, William

Box 39
Folder 13
Correspondence, 1861 March 4
• Alwood, D.S.B.
• Bemock, Isaiah S.
• Bond, William E.
• Buffum, Mrs. Adaline
• Burke, J.N.
• Cray, Sergeant George W.
• Gallup, Charles
• Gleason, Benjamin G.
• Halsufer, D.P.
• Jacks, Richard
• Lithfield, E.A.
• Loudon, James
• McCafferty, M.
• Pierce, A.M.
• Reed, Thomas
• Sanborn, E.
• Stewart, Capt. Charles H.
• Stierman, J.H.

Box 39
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1861 March 5 - 6
• Abbit, G.C.
• Ashmead, Lewis
• Barbour, Alfred M.
• Bower, P.A.
• Browne, Augustus J.
• Curny, J.B.F.
• Grant, Oscar K.
• Holloway, E.F.
• Holloway, Julius B.
• McNair, D.R
• McCabe, James W. Jr.
• Mahoney, Daniel
• Major, H.M.
• Morris, John
• Rice, Asaph
• Serrell, Lemuel W.

Box 39
Folder 15
Correspondence, 1861 March 7
• Brenan, Charles H.
• Carman, R.F.
• Clark, John R.
• Coxe, J.R.
• Dick, Robert P.
• Dorman, James B.
• Duncan, Blanton
• Dwyer, L.C.
• Greene, J.C.
• Head, D.E.
• Hill, Britton A.
• Hixson, James R.
• Hollingshead, John S.
• Laubie, Edmund
• McCormick, William A.
• Mattingly, Joseph
• Myer, Edgar
• Nash, Edward W.
• Obdyke, William
• Pendester, Henry
• Robertson, George
• Rogers, John
• Rush, Benjamin
• Sergeant-at-arms, U.S. Senate
• Taylor, John G.

Box 39
Folder 16
Correspondence, 1861 March 8 (A-L)
• Anonymous (Signed "An Old Man")
• Anderson, L.J.
• Atkinson, William C.
• Bates, J.C.
• Ball, A.M.
• Banks, R.G.
• Bradury, Rev. B.
• Bradley, John J.
• Bradley, Joseph C.
• Cluss, Allen
• Collier, J.
• Conland, J.B.
• Dallan, Mrs. Octavia A.
• Douglas, Alfred Jr.
• Dwyer, S.C.
• Fountain, William
• Frisbie, A.
• Gilmer, Hon. John A.
• Hachtel, John C.
• Jonall, J.J.
• Lapsley, George
• Lawrence, James M.
• Lee, James A.

**Box 39**

**Folder 17**

Correspondence, 1861 March 8 (M-Y)
- Mayer, Charles F.
- McDowell, W.G.
- Merrill, Irving W.
- Montgomery, James
- Owen, Joshua T.
- Parker, Richard
- Pollard, W. Ford
- Porter, James
- Purell, John
- Purdon, James
- Rich, John F.
- Scott, Thomas F.
- Siger, David
- Shomo, William
- Tippin, John
- Uttley, William S.
- Van Pelt, John
- Vaux, Richard
- Vliet, G.L.
- Watson, A.
- Wilcox, E.S.
- Wilcoxen, G.
- Yellott, John J.
- Yoe, B.F.

**Box 39**
**Folder 18**

Correspondence, 1861 March 9  
- Ashmead, Lewis  
- Baquet, F.D.  
- Boyd, Z.  
- Butter, William T.  
- Douglass, J. Leonard  
- Duke, Talbot S.  
- Ellis, Dr. S.G.  
- Gardner, Daniel  
- Gillette, G.G.  
- Kendall, H.  
- Kilpatrick, Judson  
- Kimmel, William (3)  
- Little, John  
- McGarr, Ed. J.  
- Mani, Hubert  
- Marsh, P.O.  
- Miller, G.L.  
- Oldham, Thomas J.  
- Philom, J.A.M.  
- Reed, James  
- Spencer, John C.  
- Taylor, J.B.  
- Townsend, John  
- Wagner, William  
- Wheeler, William H.  
- Whitaker, George  
- Whittmore, Joseph P.

**Box 39**

**Folder 19**

Correspondence, 1861 March 10  
- Anonymous  
- Ballow, J.T.  
- Benedict, T.W.  
- Chapman, B.B.  
- Gilmer, Hon. John A.  
- Holt, James R.  
- Knox, Joseph  
- Jones, Hamilton  
- McLary, Major D.  
- Manning, E.G. Jr.  
- Myers, E.E.  
- Pattello, Joseph  
- Schwartz, S. Frank  
- Scofield, G.M.
• Wright, J.L.

Box 39
Folder 20
Correspondence, 1861 March 11 (A-J)
• Anonymous ( Signed "A Friend")
• Baker, J.G.
• Baldwin, Charles A.
• Bell, A.A.
• Bushell, Quent
• Bullen, John
• Carlile, John S.
• Davis, Ch. A.
• Dickenson, A.J.
• Diefendorf, Oliver
• Doten, Samuel H.
• Downer, A.J.
• Dowener, E.W.
• Durboran, Thomas K.
• Gray, J.W.
• Hawkins, J. Rube
• Hawkes, George A.
• Hodgdon, George E.
• Ives, George R.
• Johnson, Louis E.
• Jones, C.B.

Box 39
Folder 21
Correspondence, 1861 March 11 (L-W)
• Laffin, Ro H.
• Roper, John S.
• Sayles, William B.
• Seaver, William A.
• Sturtevant, Noah
• Thompson, George S.
• Tochman, G., enc: two copies of letters addressed to George Seward
• Totten, M.C.
• Webster, J.W., enc: Resolution of Republican Legislation in 1859
• Wright, Elisha

Box 39
Folder 22
Correspondence, 1861 March 12
• Chase, Charles
• Chase, Overton
• Cook, P.N.
• Mays, Charles F.
• Guild, William A.
• Gray, J.W.
• Herd, John R.
• Hooker, F.H.
• Hougland, Spencer
• Howland, Henry R.
• Keily, A.M.
• McKinney, A.M.
• Morris, John
• Morris, John [2nd]
• Morse, Samuel F.B.
• Nampler, George
• Packard, Warren
• Platto, J.V.V.
• Spayd, Lewis
• Strong, John R.
• Strong, Mrs. Frances Cruger
• Thompson, George W.
• Vliet, G.L.
• Wilson, Frank I.

**Box 39**

**Folder 23**

Correspondence, 1861 March 13

• Barbour, Alfred M. Esq.
• Bartham, William Q.
• Blow, George
• Capen, Nahum
• Fox, Charles H.
• Hadfield, R.
• Harris, J.M.
• Harrison, George
• Holden, W.W.
• Kneef, S.M.
• Lawrence, John O.
• Loudon, John T. Esq.
• McNulty, Edward
• Morse, Hon. Isaac E.
• Mourey, J.S.
• Provost, Andrew J.
• Pryor, J.P.
• Rankin, Samuel C.
• Richard, Edward E.
• Smith, Hon. George W.H.
• Souther, C.E.
• Wing, Warren E.

**Box 40**

**Folder 1**
Correspondence, 1861 March 14
- Brenzer, Samuel
- Brown, E.P.
- De Fontaine, F.G.
- Gleason, Daniel C.
- Hilton, G.S.
- Long, Joseph L.
- McAubey, Mary
- McCloskey, Felix
- Miller, T.G.
- Miller, W.H.
- Price, Rodman M.
- de Rachemont, F.W.
- Samson, G.W.
- Stine, George W.
- Whitaker, W. Jr.
- Worthington, C.
- Youngs, N.B.

Box 40
Folder 2
Correspondence, 1861 March 15
- Crossett, H.
- Dickenoff, A.J.
- Dupree, L.J.
- Dwight, Samuel L.
- Fisk, Daniel W.
- Jones, W.D.
- McCawbey, John J.
- Martin, Horace P.
- Pattie, A.J.
- Roberts, R.P.
- Savin, Edward F.
- Snyder, John G.
- Vauschell, A.S.
- Wagurn, Joseph
- William, David N.
- Wood, Oliver
- Young, G.M.

Box 40
Folder 3
Correspondence, 1861 March 16 - 17
- Anderson, William E.
- Ball, A.M.
- Barbour, Alfred M.
- Butler, Alva
- Causlin, Thomas W.
• Churchill, S.
• Clason, S.W.
• Cuclan, C.P.
• Cunningham, William S.
• Dunn, William A.
• Dupree, S.S.
• Gowans, William
• Graham, James Duncan, Jr.
• Harris, Nathaniel
• Harrison, J.S.
• Hoag, J.C.
• Holleman, H.L.
• Jones, Owen
• Kimmel, W.
• Lapham, D.G.
• Lawrence, John O.
• Lindley, John
• McDougall, James
• Marine, William
• Quinn, John H.
• Ramborger, O.H.
• Schoolcraft, Mrs.
• Shaeffer, William
• Tobin, Thomas F.
• Townsend, W.E.
• Weiss, G.T.
• Wilder, N.M.

Box 40
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1861 March 18 (C-G)
• Carroll, Nicholas
• Child, Pelez C.
• Cotter, Oliver
• Douglass, Robert Q.
• Duncan, R.B.
• Duncan, R.B. [2nd]
• Faucet, James L.
• Foreign Relations, Meeting of the Committee
• Fremont, S.L.
• Gambrill, George E.
• Gates, Mrs. H.H.
• Goodwin, William
• Gray, Alexander
• Griswold, Theodore

Box 40
Folder 5
Correspondence, 1861 March 18 (H-Z)
- Helm, H.D.
- Hogan, Joseph
- Hubbard, John
- Husted, N.C. M.D.
- Jrgell, G.E.
- Judson, J.M.
- Lyon, Lorenzo E.
- Meacham, A.G.
- Monts, P.S.
- Peacock, Elijah
- Parry, Charles
- Phillips, H.M.
- Riddell, Francis
- Ringler, C.E.
- Smith, C.J.
- Swander, Alex F.
- Taylor, James C.
- Waldron, E.Q.S.
- Webster, N.B.
- Weirmann, Joseph
- White, Ennie T.
- Zimmerman, Miss Addie

Box 40
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1861 March 19
- Carroll, M.W.
- Coffy, W.W.
- Cracraft, George A.
- Dunham, J.S.
- Elandson, Enest A., enc: photograph and calling card
- Frysinger, H.
- Lincoln, S.F.
- Mills, Francis M.
- O’Bannon, John T.
- Perrin, G.K.
- Rowlings, Thomas
- Sampson, Guy C.
- Scott, Leonard
- Stanton, H.T.
- Teller, William R.
- Watson, B.T.
- Willis, William

Box 40
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1861 March 20
• Cox, Thomas, enc: calling card
• Crockford, Samuel C.
• Cutter, A.M.
• Dick, Robert P.
• Foote, H.S.
• Forsyth, John
• Goldsborough, C.E.
• Holden, N.N.
• Hosmer, C.A.
• Hutchinson, D.W.
• Jenkins, R.
• Johnson, Calvin P.
• Kemp, Thomas T.
• King, R.W.
• Lawrence, John O.
• Lawrence, John O. [2nd]
• Lewis, W.G.
• McCoy, Charles
• McGowan, O.
• Marsh, David M.D.
• Morris, J.N.
• Oakley, Thomas B.
• Perkins, Dr. William C.
• Pratt, Truman, L.
• Renwick, G.W.
• Stears, Samuel
• Uncapher, Israel
• Vanatta, Jacob
• Walker, James

Box 40
Folder 8
Correspondence, 1861 March 21
• Anonymous
• Brunner, Samuel
• Caparn, George
• Conley, Philip
• Conley, P.
• Davis, Ch. A.
• Denison, P.
• Gammon, William
• Grosvenor, Thomas W.
• Hutchinson, Joseph
• Hoyne, P.
• Irish News, Editor
• Jilson, J.H.
• Kirkham, James
• Morton, William M.
• Nowland, Lambert D.
• Reese, J. Fisher
• Senate of the United States, Foreign Relations Committee
• Simpson, T.R.
• Spencer, Jervis
• Valance, Isaac W.
• Weaver, A.

Box 40
Folder 9
Correspondence, 1861 March 22
• Bagby, John A.
• Burr, D.G.
• Carry, Jonathan
• Churchill, S.
• Coulson, L.C.
• Crinkshank, John J.
• Daly, P.W.
• Gill, Edmund
• Hamilton, J.C.
• Handy, Samuel P.K., enc: newspaper clipping
• Lister, Thomas
• Marin, William
• Martin, Horace P.
• Müller, John George
• Perry, Thomas H.
• Plummer, William H.
• Price, Thad. G.
• Rust, A.
• Sawyer, William
• Senate Chamber
• Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations
• Smith G.W.
• Whitley, H.A.

Box 40
Folder 10
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• Baughman, W.
• Clapp, Charles O.
• Clark, E.L.
• Courtney, James
• Davis, George D., Jr.
• Eads, James D.
• Farrell, W.B.
• Haynie, R.
• Hallett, B.F.
• Mead, W.R.
• Moore, T. Owen
• O’Brien, James E.
• Richmond, Dean
• Runyan, Theodore
• Russian Minister
• Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations
• Sprinkel, Nelson
• Thayer, George F.
• Van Fleet, H.T.
• Vincent, M. Judson
• Wead, H.M.
• Winter, Gen. Isaac

Box 40
Folder 11
Correspondence, 1861 March 24 - 25
• Apperson, J.H.
• Babcock, Theodore H.
• Barker, William D.
• Butler, A.W.
• Carrell, J.P.
• Carroll, John L.
• Costolay, P.J.
• Cummings, C.L.
• Crow, William
• Hollingshead, John
• Hurley, W.R.
• Jones, Enoch
• Lynch, Matt
• McLaughlin, John W., enc: newspaper clipping
• Martin, D.B.
• Miller, H.W.
• Montgomery, James
• Roger, T.H.
• Scheffey, Aaron W.
• Shoemaker, H.F.
• Weed, John S.

Box 40
Folder 12
Correspondence, 1861 March 26
• Babcock, Edgar
• Baldwin, Charles A.
• Brown, J.B.
• Brugg, James F.
• Cluss, Allen
• Colby, Charles
• Darby, P.H.
• Dill, G.
• Dunham, C.H.
• Fahnestock, William
• Ferrill, J.H.
• Fickey, Frederick Jr.
• Foster, Emory S.
• Grimes, W.M.
• Hamilton, A.J.
• Hardy, Charles F.
• Hayes, Charles, enc: newspaper clipping
• Hicks, James
• Hopper, J.W.
• Hursh, John M.
• Kennedy, John W.
• Lavallette, Albert T.
• McClung, Charles L.
• McGrain, William
• Mills, William B.
• Murphy, Hon. J.M.
• Nevin, John M.
• Pearce, Edward
• Pierce, Charles T.
• Seibels, E.W.
• Siebels, J.J.
• Walker, J. Knox
• Wright, E.

Box 40
Folder 13
Correspondence, 1861 March 27
• Allis, H.B.
• Besant, James H.
• Bromwell, J.R.
• Campbell, John S.
• Cooper, N.L.
• Congdon, G.G.
• Creer, James
• Goswell, M.T.
• Hicks, James
• Hollingshead, John S.
• Hooker, F.H.
• Hulbert, William Henry
• Johnson, Marmaduke
• Larsen, Wharton
• Loring & Johnson
• McCleavy, F.B.
• de Montthier, A.M.
• Prince, J.J. Jr.
• Smith, C.K.
• Smith, Lewis W.
• Spinola, F.B.
• Stone, William A.

Box 40
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1861 March 28
• Case, H.G.
• Cooper, John S.
• Earl, William G.
• Eastman, Jonathan
• Farrell, R. Francis
• Gilmer, Hon. John H.
• Hadfield, R.
• Kendrick, George W.
• Rhoads, C.B.
• Simpson, Cynthia A.
• Steek, John H.
• Taintor, Joseph L.
• Thompson, George W.
• Upton, Charles

Box 40
Folder 15
Correspondence, 1861 March 29
• Bernhard, Moses
• Breese, David R.
• Duncan, G.J.
• Howell, T.M., enc: letters from John O. Lawrence
• James, Fred S.
• Lane, Presly Carr
• Read, William B.
• Sappington, N. John
• Trowbridge, A.S.
• Vance, John T.

Box 40
Folder 16
Correspondence, 1861 March 30 - 31
• Adolphus, Joseph
• Ashmore, Lewis
• Bennett, L.B.
• Byrnes, J.F.
• Conley, Philip
• Covert, N.K.
• Coxe, J.Redman
• Harris, E.A.
• Larned, Mrs. Sarah J.
• Leek, Thomas C.
• Lent, William M.
• McKean, William and others
• McLean, William
• Baird, Robert M.
• Miller, H.W.
• Montgomery, H.H.
• Thayer, George F.
• Thomson, Hugh B. M.D.

Box 40
Folder 17
Correspondence, 1861 April undated - April 4
• Anthony, E.
• Armstrong, E.M.
• Baker, Charles M.
• Barbour, A.M.
• Barbour, Alfred M. [2nd]
• Biehl, Charles
• Brown, Augustus J.
• Burdick, Otis S.
• Cartwright, Thomas W.
• Corcom, James
• Duncan, Henry
• Edmunds, W.
• Edmunds, W. [2nd]
• Eyerman, E.H.
• Farley, Bethnel
• Forsyth, R.
• Fuller, George F.
• Gallagher, James
• Gill, Thomas M.
• Gilmer, J.H.
• Hadfield, R.
• Hamilton, Robert J.
• Hills, Granvill
• Hoffman, N.N.
• Hunt, H.S. M.D.
• Illegible
• Kimmell, W.
• Kohn, F.M.
• Lovely, G.W.
• Marcum, Bradley G.
• Matteson, C.J.
• Miller, Mrs. J. Earnest
- Naum, C.
- Newton, William H.
- Rugg, Imogene A.
- Sheahan, J.W.
- Smith, C.K.
- Smith, Lewis N.
- Smyth, J.B.
- Townsend, John
- Waddey, B.F.
- Ward, Samuel
- Whitney, H.C.
- Williams, Theodore
- Wildes, N.M.
- Whitney, [?]

**Box 40**

**Folder 18**

Correspondence, 1861 April 5 - 9
- Ashmead, Lewis
- Atwood, J.P.
- Ball, A.M.
- Benham, S.C.
- Bingham, J.J.
- Burke, L.P.
- Butler, William T.
- Byrne, P.
- Campbell, L.A.
- Cravus, J.A. enc: letter from M. Horr
- Elliott, John
- Elmin, Albert
- Gross, Henry
- Heister, Frank M.
- Hopkins, H.L.
- Howard, Jay T.
- Hubbard, N.B.
- Jenkins, R.
- McClean, Michael
- Manlsby, William P.
- Paine, Edward N.
- Pomeroy, Julius R.
- Righter, William A.
- Shannon, William A.
- Sheridan, J.A.
- Shoemaker, H.F.
- Smith, J.J. M.D.
- Spalding, John A.

**Box 40**
Folder 19
Correspondence, 1861 April 10 - 16
• Anonymous
• Bliss, Seth
• Byrne, John F.
• Chipman, J.L.
• Clapp, Alfred, enc: broadside, "Missouri Mining Company, Incorporated February 22d, 1861"
• Copway, G.
• Davis, George R.
• Dickson, John
• Epler, William
• Evans, W.F.
• Farrell, W.B.
• Forsyth, Graf
• Foster, J.L.
• Hadfield, R. (2)
• Hilton, F.A.
• Hoyne, J.W.
• Jacoway, John A.
• Meadow, C.V.
• Miller, James L.
• Newcomb, John B.
• Partridge, A.
• Risk, H.
• Slate, Jame N.
• Smith, B.B.
• Smith, Frank B.
• Taylor, Edward C.
• Vance, Marquis S.
• Withry, A.
• Wolfe, Adolpho

Box 40
Folder 20
Correspondence, 1861 April 17 - May 1
• Bambi [?], J.R.
• Barkley, C.H.
• Basbour, Alfred M.
• C., R.D.
• Churchill, S., and Allen, F.W.
• Collier, Robert R.
• Douglass, H.
• Gee, Wm. H.
• Gilmer, T.H.
• Gordon, Samuel A.
• Halstead, M.
• Henderson, Sam J.
• Himley, J.E.
• Hopkins, J.
• Hudson, F.
• Kennett, Fer.
• Martin, D.B.
• Page, Eben L.
• Phillips, William F.
• Preston, H.D.
• Spencer, T. Ruth
• Thompson, John A.
• Troyell, William
• White, Joel W.
• Walstelp?, M.S. alias Pet
• Wart, William S.
• Willson, H.V.

Box 40
Folder 21
Correspondence, 1861 May 4 - May 12
• Brent, R.T.
• Cutting, Wm.
• Dent, John M.
• Foster, R.M.
• Hadfield, R., enc: Report of Hon. Israel T. Hatch
• Hank, Geo. N.
• Hickox, V.
• Lux, Rudolph
• McHatton, J.N.
• Morgan, J.O.
• Smith, James
• Tanner, Gordon

Box 41
Folder 1
Correspondence, 1861 May 13 - May 28
• Bryan, D.S.
• Bates, Moses, enc: calling card
• Castle, Edward H.
• Christian, G.C.
• Coles, W.N.
• Drew, Thos. S.
• Gray, Geo. W.
• Hickox, V. enc: newspaper clipping
• Hogg, David M.
• Mills, W.W.
• Myers, Ephraim
• Plummer, Samuel C. M.D.
• Smith, Robert
• Stinson, H.P.
• Sweet, A.W.
• T[?], I.B.
• Wakeman, Alonzo C.

**Box 41**

**Folder 2**
Correspondence, 1861 June 4 - December 24
• Barnes, P. Henry
• Billings, Capt. F.P.
• Coler, W.N.
• Duncan, Blanton
• Erwin, A.H. with envelope
• Gilmer, T.H.
• Graham, James
• Hare, R.H.
• Hayner, U.Erick
• Lanphier
• Lyon, D.J.
• McDonald, Stephen D.
• Roberts, Amanda M.
• Rockwell, William L.
• Sheffield, W.E.
• Steele, Jn. H.
• Swyeany, N.C.

**Box 41**

**Folder 3**
Correspondence, 1860 undated- 1861 undated (A)
• Petition, Citizens of Jacksonville Illinois, "Memorial of the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce"
• Anonymous (Signed "Amicus")
• Anonymous (Signed "An Old Indiana Whig")
• Anonymous (Signed "A Friend")
• Allen, Ethan
• Anderson, Charles F.
• Appleton, John
• Seward, William H.
• Unsigned

**Box 41**

**Folder 4**
Correspondence, 1861 undated (B)
• Bailey, Charles A.
• Baker, Erwin
• Bancroft, George
• Beale
• Bell, George
• Beaubein, J.B.
• Baring, Mr. Thomas (calling card)
• Benham, S.C.
• Bernard, Mountagne calling card
• Birdsall, Lewis A.
• Bliss, E.J.
• Boyle, John H.
• Brown, Hon. J.Y.
• Boyd, James (Petition)
• Burwell, William A.

**Box 41**

**Folder 5**

Correspondence, 1861 undated (C-E)

• Cate, J.B.
• Cavers, George W. Esq.
• Collier, R.R.
• Commerford, John
• Cook, Martin K.
• Cooper, E.
• Cooper, E.L.
• Cotter, C.B.
• Davis, Emma O. H.
• Davis, Porter
• Disney, Mrs. D.F.
• Dorman, O.W.
• Dunlop, L.H.
• Eads, J.A.
• Eastman, C.W.
• Elwell, L.R.
• Elwood, S.D.
• Everest, Aaron S.
• Rand, Quincy R.

**Box 41**

**Folder 6**

Correspondence, 1861 undated (F-H)

• Fahnestock, C.E.
• Flanders, J.H.
• Ferguson, Thomas
• Gadsen Purchase
• Goodrich, M.P.
• Grant, Levi
• Groom, Benjamin R.
• Guthrie, M.
• Hadfield, A.
• Hewitt, J.
• Hayden, Albert
• Harney, J.H.
• Halsey, L.W.
• Holt, Mr. (invitation)
• Hobbs, A.H.
• Holbrook, A.
• Hoppock, J.M.

**Box 41**

**Folder 7**
Correspondence, 1861 undated (I-M)
• Illegible (5)
• Jacks, Richard (Resolutions)
• Jones, A.
• Kent, John H.
• Kimball, Charlotte P.
• Lawrence, Gov.
• Lawrence, T.B. (2)
• Libbey, Daniel
• Lockwood, Dr. J.D.
• Love, J.R. Jr.
• Loveless, Lewis
• Ludlow, William H.
• M-, Stafford H. calling card
• McCall, Mrs. Henry
• McClevy, Christina

**Box 41**

**Folder 8**
Correspondence, 1861 undated
• McDonald (About Astronomy)

**Box 41**

**Folder 9**
Correspondence, 1861 undated (Mc-P)
• McFenning, P.W.
• McHenry Co.
• McKinney, P.W.
• McLaughlin, H.C.
• Macdonald, John calling card
• Marshall, Hon. L.
• Masters, Robert C.
• May, A.
• Merrill, J.H.
• Miner, B.L.
• Moon, Joseph F. (Petition of Citizens of Wheatland, New York)
• Morgan, R.P.
• Nox, Noah
• Nugent, W.R.
• O-, N.A. calling card (2)
• Paine, James L.
• Parker, Joseph B.
• Peyton, Henry E.
• Philips, Daniel M.
• Pierce, S.H.
• Potter, John H.
• Price, William
• Pugh, G.E.
• Purpell, John T.

**Box 41**

**Folder 10**
Correspondence, 1861 undated (R-S)
• Rawlings, Augustus
• Reed, William H.
• Richards, J.M.
• Risson, I. calling card
• Romsy, J.W.
• Robertson, D.A.
• Sanders, George N.
• Sanford, H.S.
• Sayles, W.B.
• Scott, J. Larkin
• Scott, Samuel
• Shields, James
• Smally, D.A.
• Shelton, H.S. (Petition of citizens of Wisconsin)
• Smith, Henry L.
• Smith, Jeremiah
• Smith, William
• Snow, I.P.
• Southall, A.G.
• Southall, A.G.
• Stanton, Howard
• Stinson, William
• Stuller, I.H.

**Box 41**

**Folder 11**
Correspondence, 1861 undated (T-V)
• Talbott, A. Gallatin
• Towers, Samuel
• Towson, James O.
• Tucker, E.M.
• Vermont (Petition of Citizens, two copies)

**Box 41**

**Folder 12**
Correspondence, 1861 undated (W)
• Wadhams, Albert
• Wall, George W.
• Wall, G.W.
• Warren, W.B.
• Willman, Frederick (Petition)
• White, H.D.
• Wilkins, William
• Wells, Hon. John S.
• Whitteman, Joseph P.
• Williams, J.W.
• Winger, Douglass O.
• Woodridge, G.B.
• Wychoff, C.H.
• Young, E.J. (Petition)
• Anonymous
• Chapman, B.S.
• Lee, William
• Lindsay, R.B.
• Smith, Lewis H.
• Richardson, Hon. W.A.
• Bulwer, H.S.
• Wen., Edward C.
• Beldin, Samuel A.

Box 41
Folder 13
Correspondence, 1861 undated
• Tyler, Genl. E.B.
• Gillett, James A.
• Foreign Immigration
• Unidentified
• Amendment to the Constitution
• Union Railroad

Box 41
Folder 14
Correspondence, 1861 letter fragments
• Sickles
• Eads, James D. (Print image of Middlebury College)
• Ringgold, George H. (Print image of house estate)
• Print: Capon Springs, Hampshire County, Va. (2 copies)
• Map of Iowa, Wisconsin, and Northern Illinois
• Letter; Memoranda of Speech
• Print: Paular Merino Prize Sheep
• Pope, M.V. (Letter fragment)
• Churchman, E.B. (Letter fragment)
• Johnson, A. (Letter fragment)
• Letter (no name)
• Letter (no name)
• Incomplete letter (no name)
• Turnley, P.L.
• Incomplete letter (no name)

Box 41

Folder 15
Correspondence, 1862-1867
• Hudson, Charles
• Swetland, S.H.

Box 41

Folder 16
Correspondence, undated: Month and Day
• King, Preston
• Pope, Jno.

Box 41

Folder 17
Correspondence, undated (A-H)
• Andrews, L. et. al. (Petition)
• Anonymous (Signed "A Georgian")
• B-, John
• Banks, N.P.
• Black, J.S., enc: letter from J.N. Morris to Black, April 1, 1857
• Blair, John
• Blair, Pelham H. et. al. (Petition)
• Bonham, M.L. (fragment)
• Bushnell, O.
• Cavert, Geo. W.
• Christian, A.M.
• Clark, A.G.
• Clark, Kendall P. et. al.
• Dalloff, P.J.J.
• De Villier, S.,[undated, but reference to letter of October 15, 1857], requesting information on the disappearance of his daughter in Havana 1858-1860
• DeWitt, Thomas et. al.
• G., W.
• Gall, Walter Scott [Petition]
• Goudy, W.C.
• Granger, John
• Gwinn, William M.

Box 41

Folder 18
Correspondence, undated (H)
• Hayward, J.L.
• Herrington, A.M.
- Hester, J.W.
- Holcomb, Charles N.
- Holloway, R.
- Hugermin, R., note to J.C Dobbin, explaining appointment to the Naval Academy, in envelope
- Hunter, Hon. R.W.
- Hursh, John M.
- Holt, Harrison

**Box 41**

**Folder 19**

Correspondence, undated (J-M)

- Jackson, William
- Johnson, William C. invitation
- Jones, T.B.
- Kemble, Gouv.
- Kendell, F.O.
- Kennedy, [illegible], "Friday"
- Kennedy, Jn. C.G.
- King, Franklin F.
- Le Ministre de France et La Comtess de Sartiges
- Lucas, James et. al.
- Lucker, E.M.
- Ludlow, Thomas W.
- Lyon, J.W.
- Many - , George H.
- Martin, John K.
- Maus, Wm. S. [notes headed "On motion of Mr. Prettyman"]
- McCain, John
- McKeen, John calling card
- McReynolds, James
- Merrifield, R. et. al.
- Meserole, Chas. B
- Milner, M.
- Murrick, R.T.

**Box 41**

**Folder 20**

Correspondence, undated (P-W)

- Patt, J.S.
- Payne, Robert A.
- Pugh, George E., note to SAD, enc: envelope with news clippings
- Rice, Henry M.
- Russell
- Schell, Augustus et. al. (Petition)
- Shert ?, W.
- Smith, Charles
- Spencer, F. Ruth
• Stafford, R.S.
• Steedman, James B. (torn fragment)
• Sherman, C.E. (note to "Dear General") (with attached "Mr. Orrs Objections")
• Sherrey, P. (torn)
• Streeter, O.W.
• Steward, Lewis, with supporting letters)
• Storey, W.H.
• Stuart, [Charles E.]
• Stuart, D.
• Swanson, Thomas
• T., J.W. enc. Newspaper clipping
• Taylor, Linus
• Wakeley, O.
• Walker, Capt. J.J.
• Ward, Mr. & Mrs.
• West, Ed. C.

Box 41
Folder 21
Correspondence, undated miscellaneous
• List [unidentified], headed "Gen. Geo. Keifer"
• Letter wrapping to H. King
• Envelope addressed to SAD, [undated]
• "To the editors of "The Nietunal"
• Unsigned letter, headed "Review Gutter (?)"
• Unsigned, "Sept. New York in June"
• Unsigned letter with envelope

Series II: Political
Subseries 1: Correspondence

Box 42
Folder 1
Letter from George Washington, to James Madison, May 20, 1792 (copy)

Box 42
Folder 2
Correspondence, Andrew Jackson, 1821-1826
• Jackson, Andrew, "The Hermitage," Nashville, TN, to Dr. J.C. Brunaugh, November 25, 1821
• Jackson, Andrew, "The Hermitage," Nashville, TN, to Dr. J.C. Brunaugh, December 6, 1821
• Jackson, Andrew, "The Hermitage," Nashville, TN, to Dr. J.C. Brunaugh, December 6, 1821, typed copy
• Jackson, Andrew, "The Hermitage," Nashville, TN, to Dr. J.C. Brunaugh, January 7, 1822
• Jackson, Andrew, "The Hermitage," Nashville, TN, to Dr. J.C. Brunaugh, January 11, 1822
• Jackson, Andrew, "The Hermitage," Nashville, TN, to Dr. J.C. Brunaugh, January 17, 1822
• Jackson, Andrew, "The Hermitage," Nashville, TN to Dr. J.C. Brunaugh, January 22, 1822 (2)
• Jackson, Andrew, to Dr. Brunaugh, January 24, 1822
• Jackson, Andrew, Nashville, TN, to Col. George Walton, January 29, 1822
• Jackson, Andrew, "The Hermitage," Nashville, TN, to Col. George Walton, March 12, 1822
• Jackson, Andrew, "The Hermitage," Nashville, TN, to Col. George Walton, March 25, 1822
• Jackson, Andrew, "The Hermitage," Nashville, TN, to Dr. J.C. Brunaugh, September 8, 1822
• Jackson, Andrew, "The Hermitage," Nashville, TN, to Col. George Walton, February 3, 1826

Box 42
Folder 3
Correspondence, 1830-1849
• Benton, Thomas Hart, St. Louis, MO, to Stephen A. Douglas, October 27, 1838
• Burr, Aaron to Robert Martin, November 18, 1830
• Lincoln, Abraham, September 17, 1847
• Madison, James, Montpellier, Virginia, to Thomas Jefferson Randolph, December 6, 1833, copy with envelope
• Madison, James, to P. Pendleton Kennedy, December 8, 1830 (draft)
• Douglas, Stephen A., to Abraham Lincoln, bank draft for $167.00, December 21, 1847
• Douglas, Stephen A., Chicago, to A. C. French, August 24, 1849
• Douglas, Stephen A., Quincy, IL, to President James K. Polk, August 25, 1845 (copy)
• Douglas, Stephen A., Washington, to "Dear Sirs," February 1, 1844
• Smith, Joseph, to The Globe, April 15, 1844
• Young, Brigham & George Miller, to Stephen A. Douglas, December 17, 1845
• Young, Brigham, et al. to Stephen A. Douglas, July 20, 1849

Box 42
Folder 4
Correspondence, 1850-1853
• Bancroft, George, New York, NY, to Stephen A. Douglas, November 15, 1851
• Buchanan, James, Wheatland, to Stephen A. Douglas, March 22, 1850
• Buchanan, James, Wheatland, near Lancaster, to Dr. Caspar Thiell, September 9, 1851
• Buchanan, James, to Franklin Pierce, March 22, 1853
• Cameron, Simon, Middletown, PA, to Stephen A. Douglas, July 24, 1851
• Clay, Henry, Washington, to Daniel Webster, March 7, 1851
• Davis, Jefferson, Brierfield, Mississippi, to Payne & Harrison, June 8, 1852
• Douglas, Stephen A., Washington D.C., to Asbury Dickens, September 26, 1850
• Douglas, Stephen A., Washington, to J. E. Heath, Commissioner of Pensions, January 11, 1851
• Douglas, Stephen A., Chicago, to "Gentlemen," June 19, 1851
• Douglas, Stephen A., Chicago, to W. Gurnee, March 20, 1852
• Douglas, Stephen A., Washington, to "My Dear Sir" [George Sanders?], April 15, 1852
• Fillmore, Millard, to Chairman of Commission on Territories, (Stephen A. Douglas) June 14, 1852
• Webster, Daniel, Washington, to Stephen A. Douglas, December 17, 1851
• Young, Brigham, to Stephen A. Douglas, August 31, 1852

Box 42
Folder 5
Correspondence, 1854-1855
• Davis, Jefferson, to Stephen A. Douglas, February 9, 1855
• Davis, Jefferson, to Stephen A. Douglas, March 15, 1855
• Davis, Jefferson, to Stephen A. Douglas, April, 1855, enc: Jas. Shields and Stephen A. Douglas, to Jefferson Davis, March 23, 1854, (copy), Memorandum from, Adjutant
• Douglas, Stephen A., Washington, to Democratic State Central Committee, Indiana, August 8, 1854
• Douglas, Stephen A., Chicago, cover letter for prospectus for the Chicago Times, September 4, 1854 (4 copies)
• Douglas, Stephen A., Chicago, to "My Dear Sir," [illegible], August 3, 1855
• Douglas, Stephen A., Chicago, to James W. Stone and others, September 11, 1855 General, Cooper (copy)
• Lee, Fitzhugh, West Point, NY, to [Robert E. Lee], June 22, 1854
• Lee, Robert E., West Point, New York, letter of recommendation for Henry W. Peck, January 11, 1854
• Pierce, Franklin, to Stephen A. Douglas, May 28, 1855
• Scott, Winfield, to "Sir," February 15, 1855
• Young, Brigham, to Stephen A. Douglas, April 29, 1854, enc: deposition [April 27, 1854]

Box 42
Folder 6
Correspondence, 1856-1857
• Buchanan, James, Baltimore, MD, to Stephen A. Douglas, April 7, 1857
• Buchanan, James, Washington, to Stephen A. Douglas, September 7, 1857
• Buchanan, James, Baltimore, MD, to Stephen A. Douglas, September 12, 1857
• Buchanan, James, Baltimore, MD, to Stephen A. Douglas, September 23, 1857
• Davis, Jefferson, to Stephen A. Douglas, February 16, 1857
• Davis, Jefferson, to Stephen A. Douglas, February 10, 1857
• Davis, Jefferson, to Stephen A. Douglas, April 10, 1857
• Douglas, Stephen A., Washington D.C., to William Richardson, June 3, 1856 and June 5, 1856, enc: telegraphic dispatches
• Douglas, Stephen A., Washington, to "Gentlemen," June 20, 1856
• Douglas, Stephen A., Chicago, to A. Burnham, July 24, 1857
• Douglas, Stephen A., Chicago, to Editor of Times, August 29, 1857
• Douglas, Stephen A., Chicago, to J. C. Burroughs, August 8, 1857
• Douglas, Stephen A., Chicago, to James Buchanan, September 4, 1857
• Douglas, Stephen A., Chicago, to President James Buchanan, October 8, 1857, draft
• Irving, Washington, to Stephen A. Douglas, February 19, 1857
• Letter of introduction for Arthur G. Rose, Washington D.C., June 25, 1856

Box 42
Folder 7
Correspondence, 1858-1861
• Bancroft, George, New York, NY, to Stephen A. Douglas, February 13, 1858
• Bancroft, George, [no place], to Stephen A. Douglas, February 20, 1858
• Cameron, Simon, Washington, to Stephen A. Douglas, March 13, 1861
• Cass, Lewis, Department of State, Washington, to Stephen A. Douglas, May 18, 1858
• Douglas, Stephen A., Washington City, to A. S. Trowbridge and others, April 28, 1858, fragment
• Douglas, Stephen A., Washington City, to Chicago Typographical Union, April 28, 1858
• Douglas, Stephen A., Washington, to Capt. Meigs, March 17, 1859
• Douglas, Stephen A., Washington, to Graham Fitch, June 21, 1859
• Douglas, Stephen A., Washington, to Graham Fitch, June 22, 1859
• Douglas, Stephen A., Washington, to Graham Fitch, June 24, 1859
• Douglas, Stephen A., Washington, to Graham Fitch, June 24, 1859
• J. J. Crittendon and Stephen A. Douglas, telegram draft, December 29, 1860, letter
• Lee, James, April 28, 1858
• Lincoln, Abraham, to Stephen A. Douglas, July 29, 1858 (typescript and facsimile, original housed separately)
• McClellan, George B., Chicago, IL, to Stephen A. Douglas, January 11, 1858
• Morse, Samuel F.B., New York, to Stephen A. Douglas, April 8, 1861
• Seward, William H., Washington D.C., to Stephen A. Douglas, March 9, [1861?]
• Seward, William H., Dept. of State, Washington D.C., to Stephen A. Douglas, April 15, 1861
• Stephens, Alexander H., Atlanta, Georgia, to Stephen A. Douglas, September 26, 1860
• Toombs, Robert, [U.S. Senate], to Stephen A. Douglas, March 16, 1858

Box 42
Folder 8
Correspondence - undated
• Bancroft, Geo, to Stephen A. Douglas, undated
• Seward, William H., Department of State, Washington, to Stephen A. Douglas, April 12, [no year], with envelope

Subseries 2: Campaigns

Box 43
Folder 1
Campaigns, 1844-1850
• Constituent mailing lists, list of Illinois Senators, 1844-1845, holograph
• "Journal of the State Convention, Held in Milledgeville, in December, 1850," pamphlet, R.M. Orme, State Printer, 1850

Box 43
Folder 2
Campaigns, 1851-1852
• Greer, William and J.C., March 3, 1851, receipt for Stephen A. Douglas, $5.00 for printing copies of speech
• Towers, Jno. T., Book & Job Printer, Washington D.C., February 24 1851, for Stephen A. Douglas, receipt $2.50 for 500 copies
• "Biographical Sketch of Stephen A. Douglas of Illinois," pamphlet printed by Towers, ca 1852 Presidential Campaign, (3 copies)

Box 43
Folder 3
Campaigns, 1854-1856
• Douglas, Stephen A., Chicago, IL, to [unidentified], September 4, 1854, (2 copies)
• Members, Officers, and Reporters of the Assembly of the State of New York, pamphlet, 1856
• Sent Report to All, April 4, 1856

Box 43
Folder 4
Campaigns, 1858
• "Presidential Aspirant in Town: Arrival of Senator Douglas." New York Herald, clipping, December 30, 1858
• "In his Springfield speech, before the convention which nominated him as my successor in the United States Senate, Mr. Lincoln asserted that I was a party to a conspiracy to perpetuate slavery in the Territories by means of the [illegible] of the decision in the Dred Scott case," Stephen A. Douglas' hand, draft of speech in reply to Lincoln, 1858

Box 43
Folder 5
Speeches, 1852-1861
• "Speech of Hon. Stephen A. Douglas, Of Illinois, Delivered in Richmond Virginia, July 9, 1852," pamphlet, 1852
• "Speech of Senator Douglas, at A Public Dinner Given Him By His Personal and Political Friends, At Chicago, November 9, 1854." pamphlet, 1855 (2)
• "Speech of Mr. John W. Forney, At Tarry town, West Chester County, New York, On Thursday, September 2d, 1858," pamphlet, 1858
• "Speeches of S.A. Douglas, on the occasion of his Public Receptions by the citizens of New Orleans, Philadelphia, and Baltimore." Pamphlet, 1859

Box 43
Folder 6
Campaigns, 1858
- "Semi-Centennial of the Lincoln-Douglas Debates in Illinois 1858-1908," pamphlet, 1908

Box 43
Folder 7
Campaigns, 1860
- Speech Notes, addressed to "Gentlemen" in Stephen A. Douglas' hand, January 27, 1860
- [Unidentified], list of states, 1860
- Norfolk speech, August 25, 1860, newspaper clipping and holograph notes in response to Southern reaction to the 'Norfolk Doctrine,' (Stephen A. Douglas?)
- Speech, breakup of democratic party, newspaper clipping, "The Congressional Address and the Louisiana Democracy," 1860
- Campaign strategy of 1860 Presidential race?, notes, holograph
- "Stand By the Flag," Union Campaign Song, 1860
- "Astonishing Facts for the People!, " 1860
- "Attacks on Secretary of War," 3 newspaper clippings from August 1860
- 31 newspaper clippings, various publications, covering the Presidential campaign of 1860
- Accounts, National Democratic Resident Executive Committee, [1860]

Box 43
Folder 8
Campaigns, 1860

Box 43
Folder 9
Campaigns, undated
- Envelope, unmarked
- "The following gentlemen were elected at the State Convention," [Wisconsin], holograph
- "The contents of the pamphlet entitled: "The Doctrine of Popular Sovereignty & its Vindication in the Lecompton Controversy," will be composed of," holograph
- "In regard to the other question,…," undated, unsigned
- Sheridan, [James B.], note to [Stephen A. Douglas], undated, with notes on political convention
- 2 newspaper clippings, unattached, in re speech of Gen. Dodge in Baltimore
- "Letter from an Illinois Democrat," (ms), addressed to editors of the Illinois State Register
- Unsigned note, "We beg certain parties…" undated
- Unsigned response to Douglas, "Mr. Douglas said…" 13 pgs., undated

Box 43
Folder 10
Campaigns, undated Lists
• List of Prominent Germans in Galena, Illinois, undated
• List of Democrats in Delaware: 3 doc. Sent each, March 15 [no year]
• List of Route Agents Coming into Chicago, undated
• Post Offices and List of Names in Va., undated
• A List of 200 names in the counties of Allagany, Cattarangus, Wyoming, Chatanque, Genesse, Niagra, and Eric, (NY), undated
• List of names, to send copies of unspecified documents, undated
• Sent 4th of July Speech, List of Names, undated
• List of Names in Maine, undated
• List of Names. Reports to be sent, undated
• Democrat-West Bend, Young America, Berlin - Ouzankie Advertisers, undated
• Send Documents to..., List of Names, undated
• List of Names, Cal[ifornia], with attached note from E.D. Coleman, undated
• [Unidentified], list of names, undated
• [Unidentified], list of names, undated

Box 43
Folder 11
Speeches, undated
• "Speech Delivered by Gen. William J. Elliott, at Southport, Marion County, Ind."
  Pamphlet, undated
• Speech notes, "Upon the condition that..." in Stephen A. Douglas' hand, undated
• Speech notes, "After a surface committee of the platform..." in Stephen A. Douglas'
  hand, undated
• Speech notes, "In accordance with..." in Stephen A. Douglas' hand, undated
• Speech notes, "I thank you for this manifestation of your..." in Stephen A. Douglas'
  hand, undated

Subseries 3: Commerce and Internal Improvements

Box 43
Folder 12
Commerce and Internal Improvements, 1833
• Stephen A. Douglas' hand, notes on an "Act further to provide for the collection of
duties on imports, approved March 2, 1833"

Box 43
Folder 13
Commerce and Internal Improvements, 1845-1849
• "Atlantic & Pacific Railroad. A Letter from the Hon. S.A. Douglas, to A. Whitney,
  Esq., N.Y." pamphlet, October, 15th, 1845
• Thompson, William, "A Bill. To amend an act entitled..." bill draft, 1846
• Iowa, State of, Joint Resolution for a Grant of Land from Congress, March 8, 1848
• "Article of treaty made and concluded at lake Pow-aw-hay-kon-nay," referred to
  Committee on Indian Affairs, 1848
• Committee of Indian Affairs, "Article of Agreement and Treaty," pamphlet, February 6,
  1849

Box 43
Folder 14
Commerce and Internal Improvements, 1851-1852
- "Address of Stephen A. Douglas, before the New York State Agricultural Society." Pamphlet, September, 1851
- "River and Harbor Improvements, Whig Pretensions Exposed." Pamphlet, 1852
- "Speeches of Mr. Douglas, of Illinois, at the Democratic Festival, at Jackson Hall, January 8, 1852. And at the Congressional Banquet to Kossuth, January 7, 1852," pamphlet, 1852

Box 43
Folder 15
Commerce and Internal Improvements, 1852-1853
- Copy of Opinion of Attorney General, July 15, 1852 and November 13, 1852, signed J. J. Crittenden, compensation for Customs officers, holograph
- Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph (printed), "Memorial against Telegraph Monopolies," submitted by Henry O'Reilly, January 25, 1853, broadside
- "A Bill Authorizing the Construction of a Magnetic Telegraph National High Way and Rail Road to the Pacific," sketch of compromise bill, 1853

Box 43
Folder 16
Commerce and Internal Improvements, 1853-1854
- Enc: "The 'Demoine Navigation and Railroad Company," broadside, 1854
- "Speech of Senator Douglas, in Support of an Amendment Offered by him to The River and Harbor Bill, in the Senate of the Unites States, August 23, 1852," pamphlet, 1853 (2)
- "River and Harbor Improvements." Letter of Senator Douglas to Governor Matteson of Illinois," pamphlet, January 2, 1854 (2)

Box 44
Folder 1
Commerce and Internal Improvements, 1855
- S. 537. In the Senate of the United States, A Bill to authorize and facilitate the construction of..." Bill, January 9, 1855
- "Intercourse between the Atlantic and Pacific States -- Overland routes, etc.," State of Iowa, (printed), January 25, 1855, broadside
• "Report: Trade and Commerce," pamphlet, 1855
• "In May 1855 I met Mr. Eddy..." letter of response, unsigned, 1855
• "Opinion of Judge M'Lean, delivered at Chicago, July 1855, in the case of The United States vs. The Railroad Bridge Company, et al," pamphlet
• "Report on the memorial of The Citizens of Wilmington, pamphlet, 1855
• "Memorial of William Collins, President of the Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad Company," pamphlet, 1855
• "A Bill Concerning the Revenue of the State," pamphlet, 1855

Box 44
Folder 2
Commerce and Internal Improvements, 1856-1857
• Draft of resolution for distributing proceeds of Illinois Central Railroad, October 12, 1856
• "Joint Resolution to authorize the Secretary of the Treasury to audit and settle..." fragment bill draft with note, January 31, 1857
• "An act to incorporate the Illinois River Improvement Company," bill draft, February 17, 1857
• Fuller, Samuel W., Pekin, IL, to Stephen A. Douglas, February 24, 1857, with certified copy of Bill of Illinois Legislature incorporating the Illinois River Improvement Company
• "A Few Thoughts on the Hard Times. By an Observer." Pamphlet, September 17 1857
• U. S. Patent Office, J. Holt, Commissioner of Patents, "In making the annual reports of this Office, it is desirable that there should be given, in a condensed form, the amount and cost of cotton consumed in the United States during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1857." circular, Washington, D. C., September 20, 1857 (2 copies)

Box 44
Folder 3
Commerce and Internal Improvements, 1858
• "Speech of Senator Douglas, of Illinois, on the Pacific Railroad Bill," pamphlet, April 17 1858 (3)
• "A Bill to incorporate the Atlantic and Pacific National Union Railroad Company, and Other Purposes," bill draft, 1858

Box 44
Folder 4
Commerce and Internal Improvements, 1859
• Bill of United States Government "To provide for the National Defense, and for the construction of a Northern, Southern, and Central Line of Telegraph, National Highway and Rail Road to the Pacifica and to create a new source of Internal Revenue," 1859, with envelope postmarked Newburyport, January 5, 1859
Box 44
Folder 5
Commerce and Internal Improvements, 1860-1861
• Petition to the Postmaster General from Vermillion, IL, March 14, 1860
• Warner, H.G., "Concession or Coercion," written observations, January 7, 1861
• Signed 'A Columbian,' "The Present Crisis," a written address, January 18, 1861
• "The United States Tariff of 1861," journal, 1861

Box 44
Folder 6
Commerce and Internal Improvements, undated
• Note, Speech of Senator Douglas on Naval Appropriation Bill with envelope, undated
• "A Bill authorizing the construction of a line of Telegraph from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean," bill draft, undated
• "And be it further enacted that in that in continuation of...," section bill draft, undated
• "Section I: So here any person held to service or labor...," bill draft, 17 pgs, undated
• "Section 2d: Whenever any person held to service or labor...," bill draft, 8 pgs, undated
• "A Bill for an act authorizing the issuing of scrip to each of the states...," bill draft, undated
• "To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress:"
  petition, undated
• Hening, R.M., "Memorial of the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce," request of Chamber, undated
• "A Bill: To Incorporate the Illinois River Improvement Company," printed bill draft, undated
• "Dem party only political...," notes in Stephen A. Douglas' hand, undated
• "The 8th section of the our Fish's amendment which provides for...," note, undated
• "And be it further enacted that the owners of any foreign sugar...," Draft of congress Bill, undated

Box 44
Folder 7
Commerce and Internal Improvements, undated
• Note, Speech of Senator Douglas on Naval Appropriation Bill with envelope, undated
• "A Bill authorizing the construction of a line of Telegraph from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean," bill draft, undated
• "And be it further enacted that in that in continuation of...," section bill draft, undated
• "Section I: So here any person held to service or labor...," bill draft, 17 pgs, undated
• "Section 2d: Whenever any person held to service or labor...," bill draft, 8 pgs, undated
• "A Bill for an act authorizing the issuing of scrip to each of the states...," bill draft, undated
• "To the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States in Congress:"
  petition, undated
• Hening, R.M., "Memorial of the St. Louis Chamber of Commerce," request of Chamber, undated
• "A Bill: To Incorporate the Illinois River Improvement Company," printed bill draft, undated
• "Dem party only political...," notes in Stephen A. Douglas' hand, undated
• "The 8th section of the our Fish’s amendment which provides for…," note, undated
• "And be it further enacted that the owners of any foreign sugar…," Draft of congress Bill, undated

Box 44
Folder 8
Commerce and Internal Improvements, undated
• Sale of wooden screws, holograph
• "The Jobbing trade of Philadelphia," holograph
• List of transportation Companies in Illinois, holograph
• Pay increase for government officials, bill draft, holograph
• Towns in Maine, notes, holograph
• "List of Seed," printed
• Petition of the Merchants and Businessmen of Chicago, to "the Honorable Members of the Senate and House of Representatives of the State of Illinois," Chicago, IL, regarding ocean postage, undated, printed
• An Act to Incorporate the Central Pacific Railroad Co. Dubuque, IA: W.A. Adams
• Petitions (2) of Editors, Attorneys, and Bankers of the City of Chicago regarding cheaper ocean postage

Box 44
Folder 9
Commerce and Internal Improvements, undated
• Draft bill (printed), "To Incorporate the Illinois River Improvement Company, Illinois General Assembly"
• An Act to Incorporate the Company, and for Other Purposes, Bill of Illinois State Legislature to award contract to construct canal and harbor around the mouth of the Calumet River, printed, bound
• Points by H. Berdan of Chicago, Illinois, relating to the Patent Office and suggestions for improving the method of conducting that branch of the public business, public buildings

Box 44
Folder 10
Commerce and Internal Improvements, undated
• Notes from testimony (Stephen A. Douglas included) in regard to development of the Ohio River, "Monday", numbered 81-117
• Unidentified hand, Partial transcript of debate on Rivers and Harbors, numbered 62-70, holograph
• "The '-' convention of the '60…," notes in Stephen A. Douglas’ hand, undated
• "Fellow citizens, I offer before you today for the purpose of comparing opinions…," draft of speech, undated
• "Therefore resolved: That the constitution of the United States is, and was intended to be, a bond of Perpetual Union....," fragment of bill draft in Stephen A. Douglas’ hand, undated
• Douglas, Stehpen A., "Difficulties to be overcome much less in this country than in Germany," 1 pg. written notes

Subseries 4: Foreign Affairs
Box 45
Folder 1
Foreign Affairs, 1806
• G.B., Palermo, to [unidentified], June 16, 1806, in regard to European affairs and Napoleon, also James Madison

Box 45
Folder 2
Foreign Affairs, 1845-1849
• "Speech of Hon. S.A. Douglas, Of Illinois, On the Mexican War," pamphlet, 1846 (2)
• "Speech of Hon. S.A. Douglas, Of Illinois, on the War With Mexico, and The Boundary of the Ro Grande.," pamphlet, 1848 (2)
• Dispatch from Nicaragua by Elijah Hise, to Secretary of State Clayton, [1849], holograph

Box 45
Folder 3
Foreign Affairs, 1850-1854
• U. S. Congress, [Confidential], Treaty of peace, friendship, commerce, and navigation between the United States of America and the Republic of Peru, 31st Congress, 1st Session, July 16, 1850
• U. S. Congress, [Confidential], Convention between the United States of America and the Mexican Republic for the mutual surrender of fugitive criminals, 31st Congress 1st Session, July 23, 1850
• U. S. Congress [Confidential], 32nd Congress, 1st Session, Convention for the mutual extension of the jurisdiction of consuls, between the United States of America and the free Hanseatic Republics of Hamburg, Bremen and Lubeck..., May 5, 1852
• Legislative Council, "To the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty," joint address, 1852

Box 45
Folder 4
Foreign Affairs, 1855-1858
• Pendleton, John S., "To the Hon. The Senate and the House of Representatives of the United States in Congress Assembled." December 27, 1855
• U. S. Congress, Report No. 1, Ho. of Reps., [To accompany bill H. R. No. 72], John S. Pendleton, 34th Congress, 1st Session, February 27, 1856
• Envelope "Hon. Mr. Douglas, U.S. Senator," enc: "In Executive Session, Senate of the U. States." Pamphlet, 1857, enc: "Treaty between the United States and her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland," article, 1856
• Proceedings, U.S. Senate in Executive Session, February 14, 1857, printed "Treaty between the United States and her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom ...," Washington D.C., March 9, 1857, printed in envelope
• U. S. Congress [Confidential], Convention between the United States of America and the Republic of Peru, relative to the rights of neutrals at Sea, concluded at Lima, July 22, 1857
• Canada - Total population of each sex and province, [1858]
• Helm, Charles I., Consulate General of the United States of America: Havana, correspondence to Secretary of State, Hon. Lewis Cass, 1858
• Helm, Charles I. ?, Consulate General of the United States of America: Havana, correspondence fragment (damaged), 1858

Box 45
Folder 5
Foreign Affairs, 1859-1860
• Helm, Charles I., Consulate General of the United States of America: Havana, correspondence to Secretary of State, Hon. Lewis Cass, 1859
• "Address of the Constitutional Reform Association to the People of Upper Canada." Pamphlet, 1860
• Helm, Charles I., Consulate General of the United States of America: Havana, correspondence to Secretary of State, Hon. Lewis Cass, 1860
• "Reciprocity Treaty. Letter of the Secretary of the Treasury," referral to Committee of Ways and Means, 1860

Box 45
Folder 6
Foreign Affairs, 1860-1861
• "Canadian Independence of British rule and indication of English policy as regards the Canadian tariff." report, 1860, holograph
• Newspaper clippings, reciprocity report of Milwaukee Board of Trade, J.D. Colver, July 7, 1860, with envelope
• "The Independence of the British Colonies," Daily News, December 1, [1860], newspaper clipping pasted on paper with note
• Newspaper clippings, speech of John Bright, M.P. England, January 1861 regarding affects of civil war on trade
• Newspaper clippings, speech of reformer George Brown, M.P.P. leader of his party, regarding the affects of the civil war on trade, 1860 with envelope
• Newspaper clippings, reciprocity report at Detroit, [1860]
• Newspaper clippings, reciprocity articles in New York newspapers by R. Hadfield, [1860]

Box 45
Folder 7
Foreign Affairs, undated
• Four cases regarding the expense of foreign diplomatic appointments, holograph
• Enlistment question between England and the United States, resolution draft, holograph
• "A Bill to provide for the free navigation of the River St. Lawrence and for reciprocal trade with Canada." bill draft, holograph
• Committee on Foreign Relations Appointments, list of appointments, 1849-1851, holograph
• "Clayton’s Positions," notes
• Notes on Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward’s Island, covering 1856-58
• The Florida Claims, holograph
• Page of notes headed, "Original Boundaries of Republic"
• Stephen A. Douglas, notes on American Continental Commercial Union
• [Stephen A. Douglas], Essay on American independence from Britain, beginning p. 7, to p. 13
• Stephen A. Douglas, notes on the "Seizure of American Vessels in the Gulf of Mexico"
• Stephen A. Douglas, notes headed "Bill--Substitute--Amendment"

Box 45
Folder 8
Foreign Affairs, undated
• "An abridgement of various parts of Dr. B.'s speech on the Zollverein"
• Remarks "abridged from McCulloch" on Zoll Verein
• Rough draft of text on foreign affairs

Box 45
Folder 9
Foreign Affairs, undated
• Department of State: I Certify, That, the papers hereunto annexed..., printed statement fragment (damaged), undated
• "Preface," book pages, undated
• Fragment, page written in Greek, undated
• "Kime's International Law Directory," book page, undated
• "Anglo French Alliance," written note, undated
• Stephen A. Douglas, "The present is an auspicious time for a formation of a commercial union with Mexico...," 1 pg. written notes

Subseries 5: Military Affairs

Box 45
Folder 10
Military Affairs, 1815-1818
• Machiavel, Nicholas, "The Art of War. In Seven Books," 2 book pgs, 1815
• Land Grant, to Ethus Bartis, signed by President James Monroe, May 4, 1818

Box 45
Folder 11
Military Affairs, 1845-1849
• U. S. Congress, Report No. 53, Ho. of Reps., Joshua Shaw [to accompany bill H. R. 533], 28th Congress, 2d Session, January 28, 1845
• Descriptive roll & account of clothing of Private Junius Krouse, who did service in Monterey Mexico, 1847
• Battle of Buena Vista, "Extract from Col. Davis's Report," holograph, newspaper clippings, 1847
• U. S. Congress, Report No. 63, Ho. of Reps., [to accompany bill H. R. No. 45], Rignald, Alias Nick Hillary-Heirs of, 30th Congress, 1st Session, January 12, 1848
• Whitesides, Mr., "Report: Of the Committee on the militia...," pamphlet, March 1848
• Edmwards, J.L. "War Department, Office of Commissioner of Pensions." April 22, 1848
• "Descrptive Lists of Two Men, Late of Company ‘A,’ Fourth Regiment of U.S. Artillery," list, July 1848

**Box 45**

**Folder 12**
Military Affairs, 1850-1854

• A Joint Resolution of the State of Indiana relative to the claim of Col. Francis Vigo, January 15, 1850, printed
• U. S. Congress, Report No. 288, Ho. of Reps. [to accompany bill H. R. 261], Officers of the Texas Navy, 31st Congress, 1st Session, May 2, 1850
• State of Missouri, sworn statements regarding Captain Schaffer’s broken collar bone, February 5, February 21, March 11, 1850, holograph

**Box 45**

**Folder 13**
Military Affairs, 1855-1859

• Beckwith, E.G., correspondence with envelope to Secretary of War, Jefferson Davis, 1855, enc: H.R. 690. "A Bill for the construction of certain military roads in the Territory of Kansas, 1855, enc: "Announcement: And be it further enacted...," February 9, 1855
• "Execution of United States Laws: Speeches of Hon. S.A. Douglas, Of Illinois, The Bill reported from the Committee of the Judiciary to protect officers and other Persons Acting under the authority of the United States." Pamphlet, February 23, 1855
• U. S. Congress, S. 603, An Act for the relief of Mrs. Nancy Weatherford, widow of Colonel Wm. Weatherford, of the first regiment Illinois volunteers in the Mexican War, 33d Congress, 2d Session, February 23, 1855
• Provision of widows of officers and soldiers, bill draft, 1854-1855, holograph
• Danforth, J.B., Jr., Fort Armstrong, Rock Island, IL, to G.H. Grossman, [letters dated March 2, April 1, April 17, April 22, May 1, June 1, July 1, July 10, August 6, September 1, October 1, 1857], bound together 13 pp.
• Stephen A. Douglas, statements to Special Committee of the House of Representatives concerning the sale of Fort Snelling, February 19, 1858
• "Speech of Senator Douglas, Of Illinois, on the Naval Appropriation Bill," pamphlet, June 7, 1858 (2 copies)
• U.S. Congress, "Mr. Shields made the following report. [To accompany Bill S. 530.]"] January 25, 1859
• Whiting, George, C., "Circular: Pension Office," March 28, 1859
• Eckerson, Theodore J., correspondence, enc: "To the Honorable, the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States In Congress Assembled" petition, December 1859

**Box 45**

**Folder 14**
Military Affairs, 1860-1861

• Statement by Thos. Savage, Consulate General of the United States of America, Havana, November 22, 1860

**Box 46**

**Folder 1**
Military Affairs, undated
• "Amendment to Resolution, H.R. No. 51," 1 pg of amendment, undated
• "In times of peril it becomes the duty of all men...," notes in Stephen A. Douglas’ hand, undated
• "Mr. Breckenridge: Resolution looked to the use of military force!" notes in Stephen A. Douglas’ hand, undated
• "In debate a few days ago, I alluded to...," notes for speech in Stephen A. Douglas’ hand, undated
• List of Questions [to Stephen A. Douglas] regarding sale of Fort Snelling
• Wrapper - interrogatories of Ft. Snelling Committee
• Carpenter, Stiles I., Gainsville, TX, 2 claims in behalf of Franklin L. Cleary and Joshua Davidson
• An Act in Relation to the Funds to be used in the Payment of Taxes and the Defense of the State During the War, Senate, 2nd Session

Box 46
Folder 2
Law, Cadet Schofield, defendant, ca. 1852
• Testimonies of new and old Cadets
• Daily testimony of case
• Williams, Seth, "Memorandum," Cadet Scofield case, June 29, 1852

Subseries 6: Secession

Box 46
Folder 3
Speeches, 1844-1861
• "Breckenridge’s Speech," notes 1860
• "Call an extra session of Congress," 1860
• List of 18 points regarding resolution, [1860]
• "Speech of Hon. S. A. Douglas, of Illinois on The State of the Union, delivered in the Senate, January 3, 1861," pamphlet, uncut (7)
• "State of the Union. Speech of Hon. James M. Quarles, of Tennessee, Delivered in the House of Representatives, February 1, 1861," pamphlet
• "Remarks of Hon. Stephen A. Douglas, in the Senate of the United States, March 6, 1861, on the resolution of Mr. Dixon to print the Inaugural Address of President Lincoln." Pamphlet
• "Proceedings of the Citizens’ Meeting in Honor of Judge Douglas, North American Trade," pamphlet, June 8, 1861

Box 46
Folder 4
Notes, undated
• "Whereas Messrs. having declared that they withdrew from the Senate as members thereof,..." notes, holograph
• "I had intended to present...," signed J.O.H.
• Stephen A. Douglas, notes on Secession
• "I repeat, it is time that the line of policy was adopted," unidentified, unsigned, page of suggested alterations to Constitution
• "The face of the country…," notes in Stephen A. Douglas' hand, undated
• "Laws must be administered and constituted…," notes in Stephen A. Douglas' hand
• "We are told that the government of the United States…," draft in Stephen A. Douglas' hand, undated

Box 46
Folder 5

Box 46
Folder 6
"Facts for the People. Who are the Amalgamationists? Who Commenced the War?" broadside, ca. 1861

Box 46
Folder 7
Petitions
• Petition in favor of the Crittenden Resolution, 1 p. rolled and attached with adhesive
• Petition of Union County, Illinois to adopt Crittenden Compromise, undated

Box 46
Folder 8
U.S Congress Assembled, This Memorial, Presented by Emma Willard, collection of 8 petitions all in support of memorial from various states, rolled and attached with ribbon binding

Subseries 7: Slavery

Box 46
Folder 9
Notes on slavery, 1764-1844
• Lord Dunmore to Secy. the Earl of Hillsborough. S. P. O., Virginia, Vol. 192, No. 9, Williamsburg, May 1, 1772, copy
• Address of Burgesses to the King [In Lord Dunmore’s 1 May 1772], Virginia, S.P.O v. 192, copy
• Extract of a letter from the Committee of South Carolina to Charles Garth, September 4, 1764
• Sidjwicks, Theodore, 1844

Box 46
Folder 10
Notes on slavery, Stephen A. Douglas' hand, undated
• Notes on slavery and states’ rights, numbered 1-4
• "Popular sovereignty"
• "[However] the Courts are to protect and maintain slavery …"
• "Legislation, at the same time that they insist that it is the informative duty of the Federal Government", pgs 6-8 of mss
• "Tuckers Blackstone…notes on the law
• Notes on votes in the U.S. Senate, with newspaper clipping
• "Misrepresentation, Legislating slavery into free Territory," notes holograph
• [Unidentified], p.4 of notes on slavery
• "Congress shall have no power to legislate on the subject of servitude," notes, attached
  are 3 holographs of same text in another person's hand.

**Box 46**

**Folder 11**
Notes, 1857
• "Add the following after the words "one thousand dollars," notes, holograph
• "Remarks of Mr. A. P. Miller, of Butler County, on House Bill 242, to prevent persons
  who are of African descent, in whole or in part, from exercising the privilege of voting
  at elections." pamphlet, April 7, 1857

**Box 46**

**Folder 12**
Newspaper clippings, 1857
• "Letter from Mr. Buchanan," February, 1857
• Analysis of Suffrage in different states, April 26, 1857, newspaper clippings
• New York Weekly Tribune (printed), June 25, 1857, "Douglas," newspaper clipping, in
  envelope marked "Negro Citizenship and Equality"

**Box 46**

**Folder 13**
Speeches 1850-1858
• "Speech of Mr. Douglas, Of Illinois, On the 'Measures of Adjustment,'" pamphlet,
  1850 (2 copies)
• "Remarks of Mr. Douglas, Of Illinois, Upon The Resolution declaring the
  Compromise Measures....," pamphlet, 1851
• Folder 14: Dred Scott Decision, 1857
• "Report of The Decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, and the Opinions
  of the Judges Thereof, In the Case of Dred Scott Versus John F.A. Sanford," bound
  book

**Box 46**

**Folder 15**
Dred Scott Decision, 1857
• "Report of The Decision of the Supreme Court of the United States, and the Opinions
  of the Judges Thereof, In the Case of Dred Scott Versus John F.A. Sanford," bound
  book

**Box 46**

**Folder 16**
Brief of speech on Dred Scott, 1857
• Stephen A. Douglas, "On the contrary if it is a free state the Republic Party will be
  entitled to no credit, and left it to the Democratic votes only." Short note
• Brief of the Speech at Springfield, Illinois, May 1857, pgs 1-14

**Box 47**

**Folder 1**
Brief of speech on Dred Scott, 1857
• Brief of the Speech at Springfield, Illinois, May 1857, pgs 4-61
Folder 2
Dred Scott Decision, 1857

Box 47
Folder 3
Speeches and Draft Legislation 1858-1861
- "Speech of Senator Douglas, Of Illinois, Against the Admission of Kansas Under the Lecompton Constitution." Pamphlet, March 22, 1858
- "Kansas-Lecompton Convention. Speech of Senator Douglas, Of Illinois, on the President’s Message." Pamphlet, December 9, 1858
- "S.R. 52. Joint Resolution Proposing certain Amendments to the Constitution of the United States." Drafted resolution, 1860 (2)
- "Old South Leaflet No.11: Lincoln’s Inaugurals, The Emancipation Proclamation, Etc." leaflet, 1861
- "Old South Leaflets. No. 46: Father Marquette at Chicago," leaflet [1861?]

Box 47
Folder 4
Lecompton Kansas Letter, undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Original of Letter to San Francisco National and Gwin’s California Speeches to which is replied," draft notes, pgs. 35-41 (missing pg. 37)
- Stephen A. Douglas, "To the Editors of the ‘Nationals,’ San Francisco, California." Written response, undated

Box 47
Folder 5
Slavery, undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, " Joint Resolution," written draft, undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Sec. 2d: Congress shall have no power to abolish or interfere with…," bill draft, pgs 2-6
- "…2d: Whether congress shall protect and maintain slavery…," bill draft notes, undated

Box 47
Folder 6
Slavery, undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Our present difficulties grow out of the agitation of the slavery question in Congress." Draft, undated
• "I thank you for this manifestation of your kindness...," reply, undated
• "Whereas the slavery agitation, with the views of making it a party test in Federal politics,..." draft, undated
• "It offered from the message of the President,..." response, pgs 1-29 (with pages missing)

Box 47
Folder 7
Slavery, undated
- "Then follows an appeal to Anti Slavery men." News clippings with notes in Stephen A. Douglas' hand, 6 pgs, undated
- "If the Minority Report be 'Masterly'—," news clippings with notes in Stephen A. Douglas' hand, pgs 2-7 (missing pg 1, 3-4)

Box 47
Folder 8
Slavery, undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, "I shall not follow this example of these disturbers of Democratic naming,...," written response, pgs 3-18, undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, "introduction of slaves into the Territories." Written response, pgs 7-13, undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, "In a special message communicating the Lecompton Constitution to Congress,...," written response, pgs 35-54, undated

Box 47
Folder 9
Slavery, undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, "...obtain the control of every department of the Federal Government,...," draft, undated (2 drafts)
- "Slave Trade in England," notes, undated
- "All who are in favor of,..." notes undated
- "Discontent at Home," notes, undated
- "Congress shall have not power to legislate upon the subject of domestic servitude,...," draft, undated
- "1848: Vote in the House of Representatives on amendment of Senate to the Oregon Bill," draft, undated
- "Mr. Douglas stated in his opening speech on the Nebraska question,...," draft of response, undated

Subseries 8: Territories

Box 47
Folder 10
Territories, 1844-1850
- "Gen. Zebulon M. Pike--Mrs. Clara H. Pike--The Oregon Territory, etc.," The Olentangy Gazette, A. Thomson, Editor and Proprietor, Delaware, Oregon Territory, February 10, 1844, newspaper clipping
- Pike, Clara H., Petition, 1845
- U. S. Congress, H. R. 444, A Bill to establish the Territory of Nebraska, 28th Congress, 2d Session, January 7, 1845 (amendatory bill reported to Committee on the Territories)
- U. S. Congress, H. R. 568, A Bill establishing the territorial government of Itaska, 29th Congress, 2d Session, January 20, 1847 (amendatory bill reported to Committee on Territories)
- Translation of certificate of the New York German Society, May and June, 1847, one side printed
- "The Public Debt and Lands of Texas," pamphlet, 1848
- "Congressional Globe," written response, 1850
- "Speech of Mr. Douglas, Of Illinois, On the Territorial Question," pamphlet, 1850
- "S. 225. A Bill To admit California as a State into the Union," drafted Act, 1850
- "S. 225. An Act To establish a Territorial Government for Utah." Drafted Act, 1850
- "Sect: And be it further enacted that the Governor of New Mexico…," proposed amendment, 1850
- Territory of Minnesota, Ho. of Reps., No. 3, A Memorial to Congress asking a disapproval of the act of Legislative Assembly of Minnesota, passed March 4, 1854, incorporating the N. W. R. R. Co., Sixth Session, 1855

Box 47
Folder 11
Territories, 1851-1853
- Dickens, A., "In Senate of the United States," December 8, 1851
- Stevens, Isaac I., Olympia, Washington Territory, to William L. Marcy, January 2, 1852
- U. S. Congress, H. R. 7, A Bill to encourage agriculture...by granting to every man who is the head of a family, and a citizen of the United States, a homestead..., 32d Congress, 1st Session, January 6, 1852
- State of Wisconsin, No. 10, Memorial to the Congress of the United States relative to a division of the States of Wisconsin and Michigan, and erecting a territory out of the northern portion of Wisconsin and northwestern portion of Michigan, introduced February 18, 1852 (3 copies)
- U. S. Congress, H. R. 7, Amendment, 32d Congress, 1st Session, March 10, 1852
- Copy of Articles for Union, Houston & Douglas, March 19, 1852
- U. S. Congress, H. R. 7, Amendment, 32d Congress, 1st Session, March 30, 1852
- U. S. Congress, H. R. 280, A Bill Making grants of land to aid in the construction of railroads, and for other purposes, 32d Congress, 1st Session, [1852]
- U. S. Congress, H. R. 280, Amendment, 32d Congress, 1st Session, June 14, 1852
- "Speech of Senator Douglas, in Support of an Amendment Offered by him to The River and Harbor Hill," pamphlet, August 23, 1852
- "H.R. 353. A Bill To Organize the Territory of Nebraska," drafted bill, February 2, 1853
- Indians in Territories, "Statement of the tribes south of Missouri river and west of boundaries of Iowa and Missouri," February 13, 1853, holograph

Box 47
Folder 12
Territories, Kansas-Nebraska Act, 1854
- Washington Union report of opening debate in the Senate on the Kansas-Nebraska bill, January 30, 1854, holograph

Box 47
Folder 13
Territories, Nebraska and Kansas debate, 1854
- U. S. Congress, S. 22, An Act to organize the Territories of Nebraska and Kansas, 33d Congress, 1st Session, May 9, 1854
- "S. 22. A Bill to Organize the Territory of Nebraska" drafted bill (2)
- "A Bill to Organize the Territories of Nebraska and Kansas, and the Report of the Committee on Territories," pamphlet (2)
- "Speech of Hon. S.A. Douglas, Of Illinois, on the Nebraska Territory," pamphlet (2)
- "Nebraska and Kansas: Speech of Senator Douglas," pamphlet
- "Letter of Senator Douglas, Vindicating His Character and His Position on the Nebraska Bill Against the Assaults Contained in the Proceeding of A Public Meeting," pamphlet

Box 48
Folder 1
Territories, 1854
- Letter of Senator Douglas in reply to the Editor of the State Capitol Reporter, Concord, N.H., pamphlet, Washington, February 14, 1854 (2)
- "Reply of Senator Douglas to Ex-Governor Coles, Of Illinois," pamphlet (2)
- Act to create Senatorial and Representative Districts and apportion the representation in the General Assembly of this State (Illinois), bill draft, (copy), holograph
- "A Bill to Amend the Constitution of…," pamphlet (damaged fragment)
- "A Bill to Provide for the Election of a Council of Selectmen in the Several Counties of the State," pamphlet

Box 48
Folder 2
Territories, 1855
- Memo, Comm. on Terr. can employ a clerk, January 15, 1855, holograph
- U. S. Congress, J. R. 46, Joint Resolution Authorizing the legislative assembly of Utah to continue their sessions for a term not exceeding sixty days, instead of forty days, as heretofore provided, 33d Congress, 2d Session, January 26, 1855 (2 copies)
- U. S. Congress, H. R. 691, A Bill Making an appropriation for a Territorial road in the Territory of Nebraska, 33d Congress, 2d Session, January 29, 1855
- U. S. Congress, H. R. 605, An Act To provide for the erection of public buildings in the Territory of Kansas, 33d Congress, 2d Session, February 1, 1855
- U. S. Congress, H. R. 681, An Act to provide for the erection of public buildings in the Territory of Nebraska, 33d Congress, 2d Session, February 1, 1855
- Stine, John H., Speaker of The House, "Territory of Kansas to Samuel A. Lowe, August 30, 1855, holograph
- "H.R. 445: An Act to recognize the courts of the District of Columbia…," bill
• Wilson, John, correspondence, enc: "A Bill to authorized the establishment of the Land Districts in each of the Territories of Nebraska and Kansas," bill draft
• "Report on the Committee on Geological Survey," pamphlet cover, fragment

Box 48
Folder 3
Territories, 1856
• "H.R. 15: A Bill Supplementary to the acts confirming private claims of lands...," February 1856
• "In the Senate of the United States, Mr. Douglas mad the following Report," pamphlet, March 1856 (2)
• "S. 172: A Bill To authorize the people of the Territory of Kansas...," pamphlet, March 1856
• "Speech of Hon. S.A. Douglas, Of Illinois, on Kansas Territorial Affairs," pamphlet, March 1856 (2)
• "Remarks of Senator Douglas, Of Illinois, In Reply to Senator Collamer, On Kansas Territorial Affairs," pamphlet, April 1856
• "Mr. Douglas made the following Report [To accompany Bill S. 356.]," pamphlet, June 1856
• "H.r. 75: An Act to reorganize the Territory of Kansas...," drafted Act, July 1856

Box 48
Folder 4
Territories, 1857
• "Territory of Kansas. A Bill, To provide for taking the Census, and election for Delegates to Convention," bill draft, with envelope, January 1857
• "H.R. 7. An Act To authorize the people of the Territory of Oregon to form a constitution and State government...," drafted act, February 2, 1857
• Nebraska Territory, An act to incorporate the Central Pacific Railroad Co., pamphlet, approved February 9, 1857 (2 copies)
• List of Districts in New Mexico, undated
• U. S. Congress, H. R. 30, Joint Resolution Authorizing the accounting officers of the treasury to allow and audit the accounts of Asahel Bush, territorial printer, for printing the Statutes of Oregon of eighteen hundred and fifty-three and eighteen hundred and fifty-four, 34th Congress, 3d Session, February 10, 1857
• Hatch, O.M., "Joint Resolution In relation to the Swamp and Overflowed Lands, donated to the State of Congress," printed resolution, February 16, 1857
• U. S. Congress, [Confidential], Articles of agreement and convention entered into on the eleventh and seventeenth days of August, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, in the Territory of Oregon, between Joel Palmer, Esquire, Commissioner on the part of the United States, and the Indians residing along the Coast west of the summit of the Coast Range of mountains, and between the Columbia River on the North, and the Southern Boundary of Oregon on the South., 34th Congress, 3d Session, February 18,1857, [attached, U.S. Congress, Confidential, Message of the President of the United States, February 11, 1857]
• "S. 623: A Bill To amend an act entitled ‘An Act to authorize the relocation of land warrants...," drafted bill, February 23, 1857
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• Articles of Incorporation of the Northwestern Land Company, April 2, 1857, 3 printed pamphlets
• "Remarks of the Hon. Stephen A. Douglas On Kansas, Utah, and The Dread Scott Decision," pamphlet, June 12, 1857 (3 copies)
• "Kansas-Lecompton Convention. Speech of Senator Douglas, Of Illinois, on the President’s Message," pamphlet, December 9, 1857 (2 copies)
• Envelope addressed to Stephen A. Douglas with enclosed clipping, entitled "The Doctrine of Popular Sovereignty," December 24 [1857]

Box 48
Folder 5
Territories, 1858
• "In the Senate of the United States: Mr. Douglas, From the Committee on Territories, submitted the following Minority Report," pamphlet, February 19, 1858 (9 copies)
• "Speech of Hon. S.A. Douglas, Of Illinois, Against the Admission of Kansas Under the Lecompton Constitution," pamphlet, March 22, 1858 (3 copies)
• Cooper, D., correspondence, enc: "Copher Train Excursion 1st Trip," drawn cartoon, enc: broadside, printed letter, March 31, 1858
• Stephen A. Douglas, Speech on the Kansas-Lecompton Constitution (printed), April 29, 1858 (2 copies)
• "I regret that my public duties here will not permit me to be present and participate in their demonstrations against the proposition to impose a constitution upon the people of Kansas against their will. That the Lecompton Constitution...” draft of letter declining invitation, 1858, holograph
• "List of the States composing the German Custom Union within the German Confederacy with their Population and Custom Revenues," written list
• "Notes on The Foundation of the Union," notes in Stephen A. Douglas' hand

Box 48
Folder 6
Territories, 1859
• "Popular Sovereignty in the Territories, Rejoinder of Judge Douglas to Judge Black," pamphlet
• "Popular Sovereignty in the Territories, Judge Douglas in Reply to Judge Black," pamphlet, Washington, October 1859 (12 copies)

Box 48
Folder 7
Territories, 1859
• Stephen A. Douglas, "Popular Sovereignty in the Territories. The Dividing Line Between Federal and Local Authority," pamphlet (3 copies)
• "Removal of Judge Douglas by the Senate as Chairman of the Committee on Territories.
• Letter of Judge Douglas in Reply to the Speech of Dr. Gwin at Grass Valley, Cal."
• Pamphlet
Box 48
Folder 8
Territories, 1860
- "Admission of Kansas Under the Wyandott Constitution: Speech of Hon. Stephen A. Douglas, In Reply to Mr. Seward and Mr. Tumbull," pamphlet
- "Secret Acts, Resolutions, and Instructions Under Which East Florida Was Invades by the United States Troops, Naval Forces, and Volunteers," pamphlet
- "East Florida Treaty Claims. An Examination of the Ninth Article of the Treaty of 1819
- and of the Acts Passed to Carry it into Effect; Also of the Decision of the Supreme Court," pamphlet
- "S. 365. A Bill To Provide a temporary government for the Territory of Arizuma…," drafted bill with written notes, 5pgs.
- "In all territory north of the Southern boundary of Kansas…," written bill notes, enc: S.R.
- 54. Amendments Intended to be proposed by Mr. Douglas…, drafted bill, enc: letter in Stephen A. Douglas’ hand

Box 49
Folder 1
Territories, undated Law and Bill drafts
- Proposed Law in regards to Marriage, Bigamy in the territories, Bill draft, holograph
- Proposed Amendment 13 regarding Admission of Territories, plan of J. K. Edgerton, Fort Wayne, Indiana, 2 bill drafts, holograph
- "If therefore the provision changing the Kansas constitution, after the year 1864, could possibility be construed into a prohibition to make such a change previous to that period, this prohibition would be wholly unavailing…," (speech?), holograph
- "Amendments Proposed as a substitute for those offered by Mr. Crittenden to the Constitution of the United States," drafted bill, enc: notes in Stephen A. Douglas’ hand
- Stephen A. Douglas, " In order to make the transit from a Territory to a state government…," draft for amendment
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Thus we alter propositions, which in my opinion…," bill draft, undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Senate Bill - 297 -," undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Sec. 6th: And be it further enacted that said board shall meet at…," act draft, undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Duni Kansas Bill," draft of bill
- "A Bill for an act to authorize the people of the Territory of Kansas…," written draft
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Whenever a person charged with treason, felony or other crime in one state…," draft of Act
- Stephen A. Douglas, "…all crimes committed written and against the laws of the state…," draft of Act
- Stephen A. Douglas, "The — wrong in this," draft of act
- "The 1st Sec. of Bill provided for calling a committee by law whenever the territory…," draft of Act
- "Minority Report: Great Question Act Issue," draft of Act
• Stephen A. Douglas, "From the date of the last message the governor seems to have…,” draft of Act

Box 49
Folder 2
Territories, undated Bill Draft
• Bill draft, "…Indian titles is extinguished and the country settled up…,” pgs. 19-308, pages missing

Box 49
Folder 3
Territories, undated
• Resolutions relative to State Rights and the Compromise Measure of 1850, holograph, State of Pennsylvania, February 18, 1852
• Stephen A. Douglas, notes on slavery in the territories and the acquisition of territories by the United States 1820-1850, numbered 1-6
• Petition to President Lincoln of Citizens of California and Nevada Territory to appoint Wm. M. Lent Governor
• Minutes of Meeting and Resolutions regarding Missouri Compromise
• Stephen A. Douglas, notes on territorial governments and slavery
• Stephen A. Douglas, notes entitled: "The dividing line between Federal and local authority”

Box 49
Folder 4
Territories, undated

Box 49
Folder 5
Territories, undated
• "In all territory north of the southern boundary of Kansas…”
• "Sec 1st, Line 13. after 'Pacific' - insert within the State of California," notes for changes in bill, holograph
• "Non Intervention, only mode of preserving the Union," notes, holograph
• A Bill, "To provide for additional surveys and detailed information in view of the ultimate construction of the 'United States Railroad,'” in the Western Territories, holograph
• Stephen A. Douglas, "An act for the protection of the emigrant routes and a Telegraphic line and for an overland mail between the Missouri River and the settlements in California and Oregon." draft, holograph
• Sec. 1, That all that portion of the Territory of the United States bounded as follows, bill draft, holograph
• Debate in Illinois Senate regarding Douglas' position as reported in the newspapers, Stephen A. Douglas quoted, June 15, [no year], holograph

Box 49
Folder 6
Territories, undated
• U. S. Congress, A Bill To establish a communication by railroad and telegraph between the Atlantic States and California, and for other purposes
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• "Speech," Senate debate on slavery in the territories, extracts from the Congressional
Globe, pamphlet, 30 uncut pp.
• Report accompanying the Joint Resolution in favor of Asahel Bush
• "Notes on the discovery of the N. W. coast," holograph
• Resolution proposed to increase the pay of the employees of the Coast Survey Office,
holograph
• Stephen A. Douglas, "It has been gravely charged and often repeated in the course of
this debate, that the people of California had been guilty of the gross act of usurpation
in the formation of a government for themselves." notes, holograph
• Stephen A. Douglas, "Joint Resolutions for the readmission of Texas to the United
States in conformity with the Treaty of 1803 for the purchase of Louisiana," holograph

Box 49
Folder 7
Territories, undated
• "From statements obtained from the Commissioner of the General Land Office it
appears that there were on the first day of January last of unsold lands", holograph
• Draft resolution regarding entry of Kansas into the Union
• Stephen A. Douglas, Proposed resolution on Kansas and the Lecompton Constitution
• Stephen A. Douglas, extracts from Calhoun's speech and Webster's speech
• Stephen A. Douglas, proposed amendment regarding Legal voters in territories
• Stephen A. Douglas, notes on slavery in the territories

Box 49
Folder 8
Territories, undated
• "In the Superior Court of Cook County: Williams et al. vs. The University of Chicago
et
• al./Douglas et al. vs. The union of Mutual Life Insurance Company et al." bound book
• "Appendix," book page, fragment
• Watkins, Albert, "Douglas, Lincoln and the Nebraska Bill," pamphlet

Box 49
Folder 9
Territories, undated
• Stephen A. Douglas papers, "I am constrained to withhold my assent…," Lecompton,
pgs. 1-32 missing pgs 2-6

Box 49
Folder 10
Territories, undated
• Stephen A. Douglas papers, "with full authority to ordain a constitution…" pgs. 2-27

Box 49
Folder 11
Territories, Kansas Territory Bill, undated
• Stephen A. Douglas papers, Kansas Territory Bill, "…Territories, to which…so much
of the annual…" pgs. 1-39

Box 50
Folder 1
Territories, Kansas Territory Bill, undated
• Stephen A. Douglas papers, Kansas Territory Bill, "…party and at the same time…"
pgs. 40-92

Box 50
Folder 2
Territories, Kansas Territory Bill, undated
• Stephen A. Douglas papers, Kansas Territory Bill, "…secrecy, the catechism to
which…," pgs. 93-117

Box 50
Folder 3
Territories, Popular Sovereignty, undated
• Stephen A. Douglas papers, Popular Sovereignty, "The dividing line between Federal

Box 50
Folder 4
Territories, Popular Sovereignty, undated
• Stephen A. Douglas papers, Popular Sovereignty, "…freedom, and independence’…,"
pgs 28l-B13

Box 50
Folder 5
Territories, undated
• Stephen A. Douglas papers, "…to reveal and understand the Bill I was equally…," pgs
2-40, pages missing

Box 50
Folder 6
Territories, undated
• Douglas Report on Dames Bill, in Stephen A. Douglas' hand, pgs. 1-29

Box 50
Folder 7
Territories, undated
• Private Papers, Hon. S.A. Douglas, Autograph Manuscript, Committee Bill. Nebraska,
wrapper, 1867
• "Iowa admitted as a po. State and Minnesota…," draft in Stephen A. Douglas' hand
• "Sec: ‘That when admitted as a state, the said Territory…,"bill draft in Stephen A.
Douglas' hand, pgs. 12-14
• Stephen A. Douglas, "Dear President," draft of letter, unsigned
• Stephen A. Douglas, "The Act of March 6th 1820 (Called the Missouri Compromise)
…," draft
• Stephen A. Douglas, Bill to Organize Nebraska, "By affirming or repealing the 8th Sec.
of the act…," draft fragment
• Stephen A. Douglas, "In the opinion of their imminent statesmen, who hold that
congress…," draft fragment

Box 50
Folder 8
Territories, undated
• Cuba, "Mr. President, When this government was founded…," unsigned, undated
• Stephen A. Douglas, "Extract No. 1 of Gwin," draft, undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, "I offer before you for the purpose of discussing...," undated
- "Policy of the Constitutional Congress 1775,1776," written notes on history, undated

Box 50
Folder 9
Territories, undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, notes with news clippings on territories, pgs 3-15 with pages missing, enc: Mr. & Mrs. Ogle Tayloe, calling card
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Breckenridge Speech," draft of response to speech, undated
- "Map and Statement of the North West Coast of America," undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Resolved that with a view of trying all reasonable and parliamentary means...," written draft, undated
- McConnell, Murray and Forney's Speech, written copy, undated
- "And be it further enacted that wherever the said Territory...," written enactment, undated
- "1 Kansas," response draft, undated
- "Intension Grounds," unsigned written response, undated

Box 50
Folder 10
Territories, undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, list of lady senators
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Mr. Bill: Indians. Where are the Indians t go...," notes
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Inasmuch as the...," notes for bill draft
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Mr. Smith: Domestic Institutions," notes
- "...some unsure, inquire of any district where theories...," fragment
- "Sec. 4: And be it further enacted that the said board of commissions...," fragment
- "We further certify, that the whole number of votes...," judge certification, unsigned
- "Missouri," draft
- "1st Council District," notes
- "...have force in the said territory that shall in any manner whatever interfere with...," draft fragment
- One page of draft, untitled, fragment, pg. 42

Box 50
Folder 11
Territories, undated
- Private papers Hon. S.A. Douglas Autograph: Drafts of Congressional Bills, cover page
- Stephen A. Douglas, "...to show the absence of any moral and equitable...," draft
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Resolved that, in order to ensure the domestic tranquility of the several states,..." draft note
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Issue between the Law-Abiding Party...," notes
- Stephen A. Douglas, "There is no analogy between this case and that of Michigan,..." draft
Folder 12
Territories, Notes on Bills, undated
- "...of this kind would be...many beneficial results." Fragment
- "A, 31. ...without incurring the...," fragment
- "And it was met with a strong public...," note
- "Whenever apparatus shall be made the executive authority of any state or territory...," notes
- Stephen A. Douglas, "When the German command Union went into operation under the Treaty of 1833...," written notes, pgs. A-15-D-31
- Stephen A. Douglas, "geographical line similar to the Missouri Compromise...," 1 pg. written notes
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Sec. 2d: That Whenever the public lines shall be surveyed in said Territory...," 1 pg. written notes
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Sec. 5th: The second section of the third article of the constitution in respect to the judicial power of the United States...," 1 pg. written notes
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Congress shall help no law in respect to slavery or servitude in any territory...," 2 pg. written notes
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Lincoln's Speech on Mexican War," 1 pg. written notes
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Objects of Resolution—to allay apprehensions," 1 pg. written notes
- Stephen A. Douglas, "Treaty of Nov. 28th 1844—Court 12," 1 pg. written notes
- Stephen A. Douglas, "In regard to Secession, whether viewed as a matter of principle or political...," 2 pg. Written notes
- Stephen A. Douglas, "I had indulged the hope that in the discussion of...," 2 pg. Written notes

Box 50
Folder 13
Territories, undated
- Stephen A. Douglas, "...adherence to the..." notes, pgs. 4-5
- Stephen A. Douglas, "No - of Public life etc.," notes, pgs. 1-9
- "A letter to T. Lanford Esq., signed James Buchanan and dated Washington, August 24, 1848," 1 pg. draft of response
- Stephen A. Douglas, "—'s Speech," 1 pg. notes
- Stephen A. Douglas, "14 Aug. '55—in Kansas Terri(tory) - resolved...," 1 pg. notes
- "Mr. Fessenden, Do I understand the interrogatory of the Hon. Senator to be addressed to the whole country?" response to Stephen A. Douglas, 30/4-61/4, Douglas Friday
- Stephen A. Douglas, "...as chairman of the Territorial committee, first in the House of Representatives,..." p written draft, pages 6-21, undated

Box 50
Folder 14
Territories, undated
- "Mr. Douglas. I am unwilling to detain the senate by any elaborate discussion of this question,..." response to Stephen A. Douglas, 1-31 Douglas

Box 50
Folder 15
• "the amendment of the Senator from Missouri,..." response to Stephen A. Douglas, 32-142 Douglas (46-70, and 72-111, and 113 to 125 missing)

Subseries 9: General

Box 50
Folder 16
Notes in Stephen A. Douglas’ handwriting
• Stephen A. Douglas, draft of bill on U.S. Circuit Courts, undated
• Stephen A. Douglas, item headed "Resolved by the Senate," regarding Clark Mill’s pedestal for equestrian statue of George Washington, undated
• Stephen A. Douglas, notes on council votes, undated
• Stephen A. Douglas, notes on Article 13, Section 2, limiting terms of President and Vice President, undated
• Stephen A. Douglas, "For the Summit Democracy," unfinished draft of letter, 1856

Box 51
Folder 1
Notes in Stephen A. Douglas’ handwriting
• Subscription to "Illinois Standard," leather bound journal, 1838
• Formerly belonging to Hon. S.A. Douglas of Illinois, leather bound journal, enc: "Calhaun bets Easthan...," loose note in journal, 1839

Box 51
Folder 2
Notes in Stephen A. Douglas’ handwriting
• Hon. Stephen A. Douglas: List of Members of the Illinois State Convention, held in Springfield, 1847, leather bound journal

Box 51
Folder 3
Notes for book on Biblical Origins of Government
• "Parliament," notes, undated
• "Veto," notes, undated
• "Land Rent: Origins of Bible," notes, undated
• "Origin of Monarchy," notes, undated
• "Divine Origin of Government," notes, undated
• "Suggestions on the Tenure of Judges," notes, undated
• "Tenure of Judges: Good behavior in England," notes, undated
• "Bible Origins of Property," notes, undated
• "Slavery in the Bible," notes, undated
• "Depreciation of Money from 1430 to 1765," notes, undated
• "Public Accounts: Right to Investigate Origin of Henry the 4th, Charles the 2nd," notes undated
• "The One Man Power," notes, undated
• "House of Commons: Origins of Edward the 1st," notes, undated
• "Origin of Cloths: The First City," notes, undated
• "Whig & Tory: Origin of 1679," notes, undated
• "Origin of Specific Appropriations: Richard 2nd & Henry 4th," notes, undated
• "Statutes: Origins of," notes, undated
• "Accession of William & Mary," notes, undated
• "The Veto Power," notes, undated
• "English Revolution of 1688," notes, undated
• "Protests in Parliament: Origin of 1641," notes, undated

Box 51
Folder 4
Notes, unidentified
• Memo, holograph, undated
• Notes by Asa Biggs, Democratic newspapers in NC, undated
• Notes, general, undated
• List of names, Dayton, OH, from George W. [Malambre], January 3, 1858
• Amendment in 9 sections, undated
• "At the special session called by the President, March 4, 1851"
• "At the special session called by the President, March 4, 1859"
• "Memoir of Hon. Stephen A. Douglas of Illinois, Compiled mainly from Wheeler’s History of Congress." 12 page written draft, undated
• Mills, Roberts, "Smithsonian Institution: Subjects for its Lectures," 8 written pages

Box 51
Folder 5
Notes, unidentified
• "Delegates from Georgia to Baltimore," leather bound journal with lists of names, undated, enc: New York City, Letter from A. Guthrie, slip with name Stephen D. Dillage, Syracuse, NY

Box 51
Folder 6
Newspaper clippings
• Douglas, leather bound journal with newspaper clippings 1851-1858
• New York Daily Tribune, "Senator Douglas at the Everett House," December 30, 1858

Box 51
Folder 7
Newspaper clippings
• 51 newspaper clippings, assorted newspapers, November 1858- January 1859

Box 51
Folder 8
Newspaper clippings
• 35 newspaper clippings from The Press, Philadelphia, PA, July-November, 1859, Address of Democratic State Committee to People, July 11, 1859 "Occasional:"

Box 51
Folder 9
Petitions and Appointments
• Erickson, Lars, Chicago, IL to Stephen A. Douglas, September 21, 1857
• Petition of Members of the State Assembly of Wisconsin against James R. Doolittle, regarding his appointment to senator, with supporting documents in envelope, January 23, 1857
• Notes on the appointment of postmasters in Kankakee Co., IL, 1 p. [January 25, 1860]
• Agreement, naming James B. Steadman of Toledo, OH, Public Printer of the U.S. House of Representatives, with envelope, December 10, 1857

Box 51
Folder 10
Printed material
• "Welcome to Kossuth. Remarks of Hon. Stephen A. Douglas, on the Joint Resolution Welcoming Governor Kossuth." Pamphlet, 1851
• "Speeches of Mr. Douglas, Of Illinois, at the Democratic Festival, at Jackson Hall," pamphlet, 1852
• "Oration of the Hon. Stephen A. Douglas, on the Inauguration of the Jackson Statue, at the City of Washington," pamphlet, 1853
• "Speech of Senator Douglas, at the Democratic Celebration of the Anniversary of American Freedom, in Independence Square," pamphlet, 1854
• "List of Committees of The Senate of The United States," pamphlet, 1857
• "Obituary Addresses on the Occasions of the Death of the Hon. John A. Quitman, Of Mississippi, and of the Hon. Thomas L. Harris, Of Illinois," pamphlet, 1859
• "Statement of Isaac Cook, Postmaster at Chicago, Illinois, Relative to The Charges Made against Him by the Hon. Stephen A. Douglas," pamphlet, 1859
• Circular, headed "To the President and People of the United States," and entitled "Shade of Washington, No. 2," January 1, 1860
• "List of Committees of The Senate of the United States," pamphlet, 1861
• Whitley, H.C., The Declaration of Independence, Rhymed, 1861

Box 51
Folder 11
Printed Material
• "Biographical Sketch of Stephen A. Douglas, Of Illinois," pamphlet, undated (14, 5 with envelopes)

Box 51
Folder 1
Envelopes, empty
• Envelope sent from Reidsville, NC, August 14
• Envelope addressed to Stephen A. Douglas
• Envelope addressed to Stephen A. Douglas, marked "Private and Confidential"
• Photostats-II, typescript list of 20 Photostats, with envelope addressed to Robert W. Johannsen, undated

Series III: Personal
Subseries 1: Autobiography

Box 52
Folder 2
Autobiography, Stephen A. Douglas, September 1, 1838, holograph
Subseries 2: Correspondence

Box 52
Folder 3
Cutts, James Madison, 1856-1861
• Colt, Samuel, December 19, 1861
• Cutts, James Madison, Chicago, IL, January 19, 1856
• Cutts, James Madison, Washington, July 10, 1857
• Cutts, James Madison, Washington, June 24, 1858
• Cutts, James Madison, Washington, July 12, 1858
• Cutts, James Madison, Washington, July 26, 1858
• Cutts, James Madison, Chicago, IL, January 19, 1856
• Cutts, James Madison, Washington, March 21, 1859
• Cutts, James Madison, Washington, July 10, 1857
• Cutts, James Madison, Washington, June 24, 1858
• Cutts, James Madison, Washington, July 12, 1858
• Cutts, James Madison, Washington, July 26, 1858
• Envelope addressed to Col. J. Cutts
• Hoyn, John B., June 5, [no place], to James M. Cutts
• Levely, Mary F.B. to J. Madison Cutts with attached "To the Honorable the Senate and House of Representatives in Congress assembled"
• Rice, Henry M., June 27, 1861, Cresson Springs PA, to J. Marion Cutts
• J. M. C. to Miss Ellen E. O’Neale, Washington, July 17, undated

Box 52
Folder 4
Cutts, James Madison, Jr., 1857-1861
• Cutts, James Madison to "My dear Brother," February 12, 1857
• Cutts, James Madison to "My dear Judge," March 8, 1857
• Cutts, James Madison to "My dear Brother," March 13, 1857
• Cutts, James Madison to "My dear Brother," February 7, 1858
• Cutts, James Madison to "My dear Brother," November 30, 1858
• Cutts, James Madison to "My dear Brother," January 6, 1859
• Cutts, James Madison to "My dear Sister," March 28, 1859
• Cutts, James Madison to "Judge," September 9, 1859
• Cutts, James Madison to "My dear Brother," Spetember 19, 1859
• Cutts, James Madison to "My dear Brother," October 29, 1859
• Cutts, James Madison to Robert M. Douglas, November 21, 1859
• Cutts, James Madison to "Judge," 1859
• Cutts, James Madison telegraph to Stephen A. Douglas, November 5, 1860
• Cutts, James Madison to Honorable S. Cameron, May 16, 1861
• Cutts, James Madison to "My Dear Sister," October 17, 1861
• Cutts, James Madison to "My Dear Mother," July 20, 1862
• Cutts, James Madison to "My Dear Father," August 14, 1862
• Cutts, James Madison to "My Dear Sister," November 14, 1862
• Cutts, James Madison to "My Dear Daughter," November 24, 1862
• Hickcox, V. to J. Madison Cutts, May 13, 1861
• Nicolay, John G. to J. Madison Cutts, June 3, 1861
• Sheahan, J.W. to J. Madison Cutts, January 4, 1859
• Thornton, James B. to J. Madison Cutts with envelope, March 15, 1858
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Box 52
Folder 5
Douglas, Adele Cutts, 1855-1859
- Addie, May 27, 1855, Manchester Center, NY, to "My Dear Uncle"
- Albert, P.P., January 4, 1859
- Bennett, Mrs. James Gordan, October 22, 1859, Fort Washington NY
- Black, L.S., to Mrs. SAD ["illustrious lady"], 1857
- Cutts, J. Madison, October 27, 1857, Washington
- Cutts, J.M. Jr., December 4, 1858, Cambridge MA
- Cutts, J.M. Jr., November 10, 1858, Cambridge MA
- Duer, W.A., January 7, 1858, Inglewood NJ
- Eckardt & co., July 14, 1858, [Chicago IL?]
- Floyd, John B.
- Granger, Addie, letter to Adele Douglas, June 25, 1858
- Hertford, Margaret, December 7, 1857, Bloomington IL
- Leigh, C.C., April 8, 1858, New York, NY
- Maynard, Dr., April 7, 1857, [no place], note
- Merrick, R.F., May 7, 1858, Chicago IL
- Moses, Isaac, December 2, 1857, New York NY, enc: Price Current of C. Meletta, No. 53 Beaver Street, NY
- Porter, Samuel Humes, March 29, 1858
- Ritchie, Arma Lora, July 29, 1857, Richmond VA
- Sisters of Mercy, October 28, 1857, Convent of our Lady of Mercy
- Tourgee, Emma K., December 8, 1859, Denver CO
- Volk, Leonard W., May 1, 1858, to Mrs. Stephen A. Douglas

Box 52
Folder 6
Douglas, Adele Cutts, 1860-1861
- ~, James, to "Dear Madam," June 11
- Allen, Eva L.
- Bencroft, Elizabeth
- Breeson, W.C., Chicago, IL, to Adele Douglas
- Cassedy, George W.
- De Pillier, S., to Mrs. SAD, in French
- Dorsey, Anna H.
- Ethridge, Em., July 9, 1861, House of Representatives Washington DC
• Gibbons, F.A., July 8, 1861, Loretto Springs, enc: business card, Robert L. Bucklin, Getty House, Yonkers NY
• Grangee, Julius, July 10, 1861, [no place]
• Gray, N.A., July 4, 1861, Cleveland OH
• Gray, N.A., July 4, 1861, Cleveland OH
• Hall, G.V., June 24, 1861, Charlestown MA
• Hutchins, Horace, G., July 1, 1861, Charlestown MA
• Linn, Elizabeth A.R., April 17, 1860, Washington, enc: two cards
• Low, J., June 14, 1861
• Metcalfe, George T.
• Miller, F.J., August 19, 1860, Raleigh NC
• Perley, P.S., July 2, 1861, Henry IL, enc: news clipping from The Courier. "Senator Douglas"
• Prince, F.O., April 26, 1860, Charlestown MA
• Prinpomb, Edwards, February 7, 1860
• Pryor, Sara A., June 15, 1860
• Ransom, William, June 11, 1861, Palesburgh, IL
• Rhodes, Daniel P., April 27, 1860, Charleston
• Rhodes, Daniel and Sophia, to Mrs. Douglas, with envelope postmarked July 1, 1861
• Schieferdicker, C.C., May 20, 1860, Williamsburg, NY, enc: advertisement of Schieferdecker’s Water-Cure
• Sparks, J.P., to Mrs. SAD, enc: newspaper clipping, "Honors to Douglas in Henry County."
• Stelle, Edward B., July 27, 1861, Library of Congress
• [Unidentified], Litine, New York NY, to Mrs. SAD, [July?] 6, 1860
• Volk, Leonard W. [August 1]
• Volk, Leonard W., with envelope, [August 10]
• Volk, Leonard W. [November 24]

Box 52
Folder 7
Douglas, Adele Cutts, 1862-undated
• Bancroft, Elisabeth [December 28]
• Coles, S.L., to [Mrs. SAD?]
• De Magallon, A.
• Douglas, Adele, to Hon. O. Browning
• Envelope addressed to Mrs. Adele C. Douglas
• Envelope addressed to Mrs Henriette Little Reid
• Envelope addressed to Hon. S.A. Douglas, US Senate
• Hackey, William A., January 28, 1862, [no place]
• Hickcox, V., March 23, 1863
• Jones, Mrs. Avonia, [undated] [no place], calling card
• Jones, Mrs. Melinda, [undated] [no place], calling card
• Kirkland, J.
• M., Mag., [undated] [no place] declining invitation of Mrs. Adele Cutts Douglas
• McKliffe, Mr., invitation to dinner, February 18, undated
• Pryor, P.A.
• Pryor, Sara A. [undated]
• [unidentified - I.A.S.], [no place], to Mrs. SAD, [undated]
• Unsigned note, enc: newspaper clipping, "The Pay of Lieutenants in the Navy"
• Volk, Leonard W., January 5, 1863, Chicago IL, enc: drawing of Douglas monument

Box 52
Folder 8
Douglas, Martha Denny Martin, 1850-1851
• [Douglas?], Martha, [undated] [no place], note, to "Cousin Henrietta"
• Douglas, M.D.M., May 8, 1850, to My Dear Husband

Box 52
Folder 9
Douglas, Stephen A., outgoing, 1833-undated
• Stephen A. Douglas to Julius N. Granger, early letters written home from IL
• Invitation, Complimentary dinner to the Hon. S.A. Douglas at the United States Hotel, Philadelphia, April 19, 1851, enc: Bill of Fare and Wine List
• Stephen A. Douglas, to Adele Cutts Douglas, "My Dearest", undated
• Stephen A. Douglas, letter to G. Granger, November 9, 1835
• Stephen A. Douglas, to Mr. Julius N. Granger, August 6, 1833, fragment
• Stephen A. Douglas, to Mr. Nathan Barlow, [1834]
• Stephen A. Douglas, to "Gentlemen," January 20, 1857
• Stephen A. Douglas, to Gov. D.S. Reid
• Stephen A. Douglas, to J.M. Cutts
• Stephen A. Douglas, to "My Dear"
• Stephen A. Douglas, to James A. McHatton
• Envelope addressed to Mrs. Mary Martin
• Envelope addressed to Mrs. Stephen A. Douglas

Box 52
Folder 10
Stephen A. Douglas, outgoing to Adele Cutts Douglas, 1855-1856
• August 4, 1855
• September 2, 1856
• September 8, 1856
• September 10, 1856
• September 19, 1856
• September 21, 1856
• September 24, 1856
• September 28, 1856
• October 1, 1856
• October 6, 1856
• October 10, 1856
• October 12, 1856
• October 14, 1856
• October 15, 1856
• October 19, 1856
• October 23, 1856
• October 27, 1856
Box 52
Folder 11
• March 20, 1857
• March 22, 1857
• May 22, 1857
• September 5, 1857
• September 6, 1857
• September 8, 1857
• July 18, 1858
• August 8, 1858
• August 10, 1858
• August 12, 1858
• August 15, 1858
• October 11, 1858
• April 29, 1859
• April 30, 1859
• May 18, 1859 Kingsville, SC
• May 18, 1859, Wilmington, NC
• May 21, 1859
• May 27, 1859

Box 52
Folder 12
Stephen A. Douglas, outgoing to Adele Cutts Douglas, May 28, 1859-undated
• May 28, 1859, Steam Boat
• May 28, 1859, Plantation
• June 4, 1859
• June 8, 1859
• June 27, 1859
• July 1, 1859
• September 11, 1859
• August 25, 1860
• undated, "Up to Friday next direct your letters…"
• undated, from Kingsville, SC
• May 18th, Richmond
• undated fragment, "Do all things subject to Mrs. Douglas’ order."
• February 26th, Senate
• undated fragment, "I will write each day,"
• undated Fragments, "I do desire to be…," "Goodbye my Dearest," "Until I see you on Saturday," "God Bless my Dearest Darling wife,"
• "Letters of Senator Douglas," manuscript cover
• Letters of Senator S.A. Douglas to Mrs. Douglas," envelope fragments

Box 52
Folder 13
Granger, Julius N., Adelaide, and Sarah, 1833-1860
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• "Stephen A. Douglasses Family Letters," typescript
• Douglas, Stephen A. to Julius N. Granger, 1830
• Douglas, Stephen A. to Julius N. Granger December 15, 1833
• Douglas, Stephen A. to Julius N. Granger, 1834
• Douglas, Stephen A. to Julius N. Granger March 11, 1834
• Douglas, Stephen A. to Julius N Granger "and the rest of our folks," February 22, 1835
• Douglas, Stephen A. to Julius Granger February 28, 1836
• Douglas, Stephen A. to Julius N. Granger April 8, 1836
• Granger, Adelaide to "Dear Uncle," September 18, 1850
• Granger, Julius N. to "Dear Brother," March 5, 1852
• Granger, Julius N. to "Dear Brother," July 1, 1852
• Granger, Julius N. to "Judge," November 5, 1854
• Granger, Julius N. to "Judge," March 16, 1857
• Granger, Julius N. to "Judge," May 21, 1857
• Granger, Julius N. to "Judge," September 4, 1857
• Granger, Julius N. to "Judge," October 24, 1857
• Granger, J.N., enc: newspaper clipping, "Washington News and Gossip" December 29, 1857
• Granger, Julius N. to "Judge," November 12, 1858
• Granger, Julius N. to "Judge," November 18, 1858
• Granger, Julius N. to Stephen A. Douglas January 18, 1860
• Granger, Sarah telegraph to Stephen A. Douglas August 8, 1860
• Granger, Mr. paid bill
• Unsigned letter to Julius N. Granger May 9, 1835

Box 52
Folder 14
Martin, Robert, 1846-1847

Box 52
Folder 15
General Correspondence, 1801-1850
• Bringhurst, Joseph Jr., 1801
• Douglas, Earl, extract from the Family Bible of Richard Douglas
• James, W.H., to Stephen A. Douglas with envelope
• Martin, M., to Miss Henrietta Settle
• Reid, David S., to Stephen A. Douglas [September 17, 1846]
• Reid, David S., to Stephen A. Douglas [September 3, 1849]
• Unsigned, July 1, 1836, to "Dear Uncle"

Box 52
Folder 16
General Correspondence, 1853-1860
• Atkinson, George to "Mr. Granger"
• Ball, James A.
• Benham, S.C. to "Dear Uncle"
• Booth, John C. to Stephen A. Douglas
• Champlin, Horace A. to Stephen A. Douglas
• Douglass, George
• Douglass, J.S., to Stephens A. Douglas
• Ellington, J.W. Jr.
• Felton, C.C.
• Felton, C.C. [1860]
• Grandin, W.
• Hayward, Jake L. to Stephen A. Douglas
• Howell, Thomas M.
• Invitation from Messrs. Cobb and Stephens to Mr. and Mrs. Stephen A. Douglas to dinner
• Kittridge, C.P.
• Piner, Frank
• Reid, David S. [February 1853]
• Rice, Hon. Henry M.
• Stryker, S.W., Capt.
• Volk, Leonard W.
• Volk, Leonard W., [April, 1858]
• Wool, John G.
• 2 Poems, [unknown hand], "By my Liz, upon the death of her little child in 1850," and "In 1852, on a visit to the birthplace of my poor Lizzie," dated 1853, probably given as condolence to Stephen A. Douglas upon deaths of his first wife and daughter

Box 52
Folder 17
General Correspondence, 1861-undated
• Cook, Mrs. Arthur (calling card)
• Douglas Family Genealogy, [no place], [undated], with envelope addressed to SAD
• Healy, George P.A.
• James, W.H. [March 30]
• McCallary, Samuel, memorial resolution
• McEvoy, John F., Preamble and Resolutions
• McEvoy, John F.
• Envelope containing assorted calling and business cards (9)
• [Illegible], H. [April 11]
• Pearce, James A., [no place], to SAD, [undated]
• Stone, William H., memorial resolutions
• Fragment, unidentified
• Unsigned, written account of marriage with typescript copy

Box 53
Folder 1
Franked envelope
• [Dotz?], J.D., 1
• Douglas, Stephen A., 1
• Madison, James, 4
• Madison, Dolly P., 19
• Naylor, Charles, 2

Subseries 3: Travel
Box 53
Folder 2
Stephen A. Douglas travel journal
• Typescript copy, 1838

Box 53
Folder 3
European trip, letters of introduction, 1853
• Belmont, August, to Stephen A. Douglas, May 13, 1853
• Belmont, August, to Stephen A. Douglas, May 14, 1853, 3 letters
• List of names to address letters of introduction
• Ingersoll, Joseph R., business cards enclosed in marked envelope, June 3, 1853, 2 copies
• Envelope, addressed to Mess. Torlonia & Co., Rome
• Envelope, addressed to Bacon Alvons de Rothchild, Paris

Box 53
Folder 4
European trip, passport, 1852
• Stephen A. Douglas, passport (housed outside collection)

Box 53
Folder 5
European trip, visa, 1853, visa, 1853 [oversize Box 3:5]
• Letter signed by Stephen A. Douglas, 1853 [written in ? language]
• Letter in ? language, August 3, 1853, illegible signature

Box 53
Folder 6
European trip, tourist guide to the Tower of London
• John Hewitt, "The Tower: It’s History, Armories, and Antiquities; the descriptions accompanied with An Essay on English Armor," October 9, 1845, bound book, front and back covers missing

Box 53
Folder 7
European trip, Holland invitations
• Sir H. Holland, London, invitations, holograph

Box 53
Folder 8
European trip
• Translation of Monogram of Sultan Abdul Mejid, 1853
• Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph (printed), bound together with handwritten note on back: "Designed for private reference of Senator Douglas"

Box 53
Folder 9
Train tickets, complimentary tickets, and calling cards
• Envelope marked "Continental Bills"
• University of North Carolina Commencement Ball, card, June 4, 1857
• Complimentary ticket, Eighteenth Exhibition. 1860, Ohio Mechanics’ Institute, admit
• Stephen A. Douglas, card
• Card of Admission to Goldsmith’s Stereoscopic Museum, New York, June 1860
- Complimentary, Fourth National Exhibition of Horses, Hampden Park, Springfield, MA.
- September 4-7, 1860, card
- Thompson, Mrs. John, business card
- Mills, Miss, business card
- "To William A. Gray, Dr., fragment
- Parker, Mrs. Peter
- Wright, F.M., Columbus OH, business card
- Cutting, William, business card
- Cutting, Mr. and Mrs., business card
- Envelope with calling and business cards: Barrulo, Mifs, Banks, Mr. Nathaniel P., Denison, Rev. C.W., 305 Henry St., NY, Cornolly, R.B.
- Douglass, George & Douglass Benjamin
- Sedgwick, Miss Susan
- [Illegible], William B.
- Envelope, unmarked and empty
- Clark, Horace T., business card
- Burgham, John, to Senator Douglas & Lady
- Envelope addressed to Hon. S.A. Douglas, Washington City, D.C.
- Eulogy on the Life & Character of James Madison, by Joseph S. Wilson, Washington city, August 22, 1836, no contents
- "Free. Illinois Central Railroad. Not Transferable," April 10-December 31, 1856, 6 copies
- Buffalo & Erie Rail Road, train pass for Stephen A. Douglas, September 11, 1860
- Cleveland & Erie Rail Road, train pass for Stephen A. Douglas, September 11, 1860
- Envelope, unmarked and empty

Box 53
Folder 10
Travel, Maps
- James Wyld Geographer to Her majesty. Europe," Purchased by Stephen A. Douglas June 6, 1853

Box 53
Folder 11
Travel, Maps
- "James Wyld Geographer to Her Majesty. France," 1853
- "Reisekarte von Deutschland," 1853

Box 53
Folder 12
Travel, Maps
- Map of Genoa, signed by S. A. Douglas with R.M. Douglas autograph signature, 1853

Box 53
Folder 13
Travel, Maps
- Black’s Road & Railway Travelling Map of Scotland 4s. 6d." 1853
Travel, Maps
- Map of Belgium, purchased by Stephen A. Douglas with R.M. Douglas autograph signature

Box 54
Folder 1
Travel, Maps
- "Post Office Map of London," 1853

Box 54
Folder 2
Travel, Journal
- Natural Museum, leather bound journal with pressed flowers

Subseries 4: Death and Estate

Box 54
Folder 3
Stephen A. Douglas death, letters of condolence and memorials, June 1861
- [Bezer?] Lodge, McGregor, IO, June 7, 1861, list of resolved mourning actions of lodgers
- Granger, John A., Canandaigua, NY, to Mrs. Stephen A. Douglas, June 13, 1861
- Howley, [Ella], [no place], to [Stephen A. Douglas], June 16, [1860?]
- Lanphier, Charles H., Springfield, IL, June 3, 1861, "State Congressional Senatorial Municipal dignitants forming committee oppose removal from state," telegraph
- Lanphier, Charles H. et al., Springfield, IL, June 3, 1861, "A meeting was held… the feeling was unanimous that his remains ought not to be taken out of the state," telegraph
- Largeant, B.C., Lowell, June 11, 1861, "A true copy of the communication of the Mayor, as read before both branches of the city council"
- "Obsequies of Judge Douglas, Held at Joliet," pamphlet, June 11, 1861
- "Proceedings of the Citizens’ Meeting, In Honor of Judge Douglas," pamphlet, June 8, 1861 (2)
- Resolution in honor of Stephen A. Douglas, Jersey City Common Council, NJ, June 4, 1861
- Resolution honoring Stephen A. Douglas from Citizens of Canandaigua, NY, [June 7, 1861]
- Resolution of the Masonic Lodge of Charleston, IL, commemorating the death of Stephen A. Douglas, June 18, 1861
- Resolution to form committee to be designated and known as the "Douglass Endowment and Monumental Fund," Chicago Mercantile Association, June 14, 1861, with envelope
- "Resolution of respect to the memory of the late Stephen A. Douglas, United States Senator," written resolution June 11, 1861
• Taylor, F.S., et. al., Committee "Little Giant Club," Burlington, NJ, to Mrs. SAD, June 20,
• 1861

Box 54
Folder 4
Stephen A. Douglas death, Eulogy 1861
• Forney, John W., "Eulogy upon the Hon. Stephen A. Douglas, Delivered at the Smithsonian Institute," pamphlet, July 3, 1861 (3)
• Sheahan, James W., "Eulogy on Stephen A. Douglas, Delivered Before the Chicago University," pamphlet, July 3, 1861 (2)

Box 54
Folder 5
Stephen A. Douglas death, Remarks 1861
• "Addresses on the Death of Hon. Stephen A. Douglas," bound pamphlet (2)

Box 54
Folder 6
Stephen A. Douglas death, letters of condolence and memorials, July 1861-January 1862
• Campbell, S.A., Rike, NY, to Mrs. Stephen A. Douglas, January 13, 1862
• Campbell, S.A., Rike, NY, to Mrs. Stephen A. Douglas, February 17, 1862
• Cox, Hon. Samuel S., "Eulogy of Hon. Stephen Arnold Douglas, One of the Regents of the Smithsonian Institution," pamphlet, May 1862
• Daily Illinois State Register. Springfield, IL, January 21, 1862: Article "In Memory of Douglas: In the Illinois Constitutional Convention"
• Granger, John A., Canandaigua, NY, to Mrs. Stephen A. Douglas, August 1, 1861
• Resolution of State of Illinois Constitutional Convention commemorating the death of
• Stephen A. Douglas, January 16, 1862
• Sheahan, J.W. et. al., Chicago, IL, October 19, 1861, enc: news clipping: "The Douglas Monument. Organization of the Monument Association"
• "Addresses on the death of Stephen A. Douglas, delivered in the Senate and House of Representatives on Tuesday, July 9, 1861, pamphlet
• "Anecdote of Mr. Douglas," Cincinnati, July 6, 1861

Box 54
Folder 7
Stephen A. Douglas death, 1880-undated
• "History of the Douglas Monument at Chicago; Prefaced with a Brief Sketch of Senator Douglas’ Live," bound pamphlet, 1880
• Maltby, M. Belle, "To Stephen Arnold Douglas. 1813-1861," poem in typescript, 1913
• "At a meeting of the citizens of the City...," written resolution, undated
• "Douglas Estate," record of accounts, undated
• "Douglas Estate: Particulars of Tax Sales," written record of accounts, undated
• "Memoranda: James R. Smith vs. Adele Douglas et al." written record of account and case, undated
• "The Executor also...," fragment, undated
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• Unsigned, photocopy of typescript, undated

**Box 54**

**Folder 8**

Stephen A. Douglas death, will and settlement of estate, 1863-1891, undated
- Woodward, James L., July 8, 1863, received payment from Mrs. Adele Douglas, $375
- Daniel P. Rhodes, Executor, "In asc. with Estate of Stephen A. Douglas," April 1, 1864
- "Adele Douglas to D.P. Rhodes, Executor," receipt, October 1, 1864
- Order of settlement by County Court: Daniel P. Rhodes, Executor, "Estate of Stephen A. Douglas," November 14, 1864
- "Deed: Daniel P. Rhodes Executor of Stephen A. Douglas to Thomas S. Dobbins," written deed, November 22, 1864
- "Daniel P. Rhodes, in account with the Estate of Stephen A. Douglas," written account," December 14, 1864
- Receipt (& Acknowledgment) of Adele Williams to Daniel P. Rhodes, "Heirs of Stephen A. Douglas," filed March 31, 1868
- Examination of Title, for conveyances by Adele Douglas, Chicago, IL, November 25, 1869
- Conveyances of Adele Douglas regarding Douglas' property
- Envelope marked "Copy of will of Stephen A. Douglas and accounts of Extr."
- Certified copy of will of Stephen A. Douglas, filed for record April 28, 1891
- "Calumet Lands," List of monetary values, undated
- "Exhibit B," Probate Docket, undated
- "Stephen’s Boys in Luck." Chicago Times, newspaper clipping regarding estate, undated

**Box 54**

**Folder 9**

Stephen A. Douglas death, claims of Stephen A. Douglas’ sons on Federal government after War, 1872
- "Memorandum of settlement of suit of Stephen A. and Robert M. Douglas. . .," Chicago, IL, [187?]

**Box 55**

**Folder 1**

Stephen A. Douglas Estate, University Subdivision
- "Chain" for Lots 1-14, listing title and deed of University Subdivision

**Box 55**

**Folder 2**

Stephen A. Douglas Estate, Law Suits
- "Answers of Dobbins," undated
- Susan W. Harris v. Robert M. Douglas et al, April 1874
- Douglas et al v. Harris et al, Answer of Susan Harris, filed July 5, 1873

**Box 55**
Folder 3
Stephen A. Douglas Estate, Law Suits
- Douglas, Robert M. and Jessie M., appointment of John P. Wilson as attorney for sale of land, signed by notary in Greensboro, North Carolina, August 6, 1874
- Notes of Circuit Court Case between Adele Williams (formerly Adele Douglas) an Thomas S. Dobbins, Daniel P. Rhodes, and Richard Greggebal
- Estate of Stephen A. Douglas, collected by executor Daniel P. Rhodes, December 1, 1869
- Beckwith, C., to Robert M. Douglas, April 19, 1870
- Circuit Court case, "In a matter of Robert M. Douglas, a minor," summation and decision of the case, enc. envelope marked "Letters received by Mrs. Williams relative to Harris notes," May 2, 1870
- Notes on the Circuit court case of the March Term, 1874
- Copy of answers of Robert M. Douglas and Stephen A. Douglas Jr., in Adele Williams v. Daniel P. Rhodes et al. in Circuit Court, undated
- Copy of Answers of Robert Williams, in Adele Williams v. Daniel P. Rhodes et al. in Circuit Court, undated
- Amendements to Original Bill, Adele Williams v. Daniel P. Rhodes et al, Circuit Court, March 1874
- "In the matter of Stephen A. Douglas Jr. a minor," July 15, 1873

Subseries 5: General

Box 55
Folder 4
Circulars, 1836-1858
- Anonymous, signed "A Brother Since 1837," Tammany Hall, NY, March 19, 1858
- Arnold & Wilson, Philadelphia Warming and Ventilating Warehouse," Philadelphia, PA,
  - April, 1858
- Chase Brothers & Co., "Iron Railing, Iron Furniture, and Ornamental Iron Works," Boston, MA, 1858
- "Coliseum Place Baptist Church, New Orleans," pamphlet, enc: subscription payment slip, "The Evening Post," news clipping, and newspaper, with envelope, 1857
- Currier, C.F., "Circular," December 1, 1857
- Gilbert, Rev. Lyman, "A Home For Youth." August, 1857
- Gomez & Mills, "The ‘Safety Fuse Train’ Cartridge for Breech-Loading Rifles and Other Arms." New York, NY, April 1858
- Greenebaum Brothers, "Prospectus. Banking House of Greenebaum Brothers," Chicago, IL, April 1, 1858
- Hainer, H., Mound City, IL, March, 1858
• Hanks, H.H. & Co., "House and Sign Painters," Chicago, IL, April 14, 1858
• Holmes, Samuel, "Platform of the Illinois Democracy," March 31, 1858
• Jones, R., "General Orders, No. 45. Head Quarters of the Army," Washington, DC, July 1, 1836
• Leeds, Charles C., "Land and Law Agency." December, 1857
• McElrath, Thomas, "The Century; A National Newspaper of Politics, Commerce, Finance, Economy, Literature, Science and Art." November 26, 1858
• Owen, E., "Extra." Washington City, March 5, 1858
• Parmalee, R.D., "Lake View House," Chicago, IL, April, 1858
• Peckham, J.B., New Port, RI, to Stephen A. Douglas, May, 1858
• Robbins, L.T., "Public Meeting of the Citizens of Plymouth." Plymouth, MA, May 31, 1858
• "Smithsonian Lectures." March, 5, 1850
• Unidentified, Globe Mills, Utica, NY, November 17, 1851, fragment: stationary heading Unsigned, "A vision….." December 3, 1858
• Walker, R.J., "Prospectus. The Unknown Countries of the East: Their Present State, Productions, and Capabilities for Commerce," New York, NY, August 11, 1847
• West, Jesse, New York, NY, April 9, 1858, enc: "Addressed to the Members of Tammany Society."

Box 55
Folder 5
Circulars, 1859-1861
• Allston, John, to "Dear Sir," New Orleans, LA, May 10, 1860
• Casey, Z., to Stephen A. Douglas, January 17, 1861
• Fowler, Isaac V., "Tammany Society, or Columbian Order." December 28, 1859
• Hall, J.C., "New-York Workingmen's Executive Committee." February 4, 1861
• Harrison, Gessner, "Locust Grove Academy." April 2, 1859
• Hickox, V., Springfield, IL, "Democratic State of Committee Rooms," December 26, 1860, 2 copies
• Hudson, Charles, to Stephen A. Douglas, February 22, 1860
• Kennedy, William S., "Democratic Republican General Committee, N.Y." Tammany Hall, NY, March 8, 1859
• L., S., Canton, OH, "A Call!" May 28, 1860
• Lanphier, Charles H. "Democratic Organization of Illinois." April 10, 1860
• New England Manufacturer, "Connecticut Manufacturers." Derby, CT, 1859
• Ruff, Jacob M., "Rockbridge Union Meeting."
• Simmons, J.F., Weldon, NC, "Circular." 1859
• Thompson, Mrs. S.B., "Select School for Young Ladies," Chicago, IL, August 25, 1860
• Willard, J.H., "Nebraska Land Agency." January 17, 1860
Box 55
Folder 6
Circulars, undated

- Atwood & Yates, "Conveyances and General Land Agents," Leavenworth City, Kansas Territory, enc: business card
- Becker, Barney, "Voorhees House," Syracuse, NY
- Carson, J.M., Harrison Literary Institute of Philadelphia, PA
- Champion, J.D., "Important Invention. New System of Railroads"
- Hamilton, S.B., "To Friends of White Men' Rights." New York, NY
- Harrison, Apollos W., "To the Honorable the Members of the Senate, and House of Representatives of the United States." Philadelphia, PA
- "Save the Homestead! No Convention." 14 copies

Box 55
Folder 7
Photographs

- "House where Stephen A. Douglas was born, as it now appears," photograph on cardboard backing, 1905
- "Douglas Homestead," photograph on cardboard backing, 1861
- "Parlor: Inside View," photograph on cardboard backing, undated
- "Parlor: Front View," photograph on cardboard backing, undated
- "End View Parlor," photograph on cardboard backing, undated
- "Dining Room," photograph on cardboard backing, undated
- "Dining Room showing Bedroom with Canopy Bed," photograph on cardboard backing, undated
- "Living Room showing the Old Door in front entry," photograph on cardboard backing, undated
- "Living Room showing Stairway and Fire Place," photograph on cardboard backing, undated

Box 55
Folder 8
General, undated

- S.A. Douglas, Illinois, leather bound journal with list of names, undated

Box 55
Folder 9
Maps and drawings

- Untitled, drawn map of Chicago coastline with Lake Michigan marking State Street, 1849
- Untitled, pencil drawn floor plan and building façade, undated
- Untitled, drawn floor plan, undated

Box 55
Folder 10
Notes and ephemera

- 8 envelopes
- Welch, Benjamin, and Welch, Marius, slip with addresses
• Envelope addressed to Stephen A. Douglas, containing 3 clippings from the New York Sun, December, 1857
• "Democratic Meeting In Philadelphia"
• "Senator Douglas and the South"
• "The Kansas Question"
• "…arrive at Jacksonville you directed your attention…," fragment of letter, pg 2, undated
• "Written Thesis," 1 page of written notes, undated
• "The Sucker State, Alexander Davidson and Bernard Stuve: History," typescript copy, undated
• "Notes to the Emendations," index page of book with blank cover pages, undated

Box 55
Folder 11
Eulogies, Wills, and Obituaries
• Invitation to Andrew Jackson’s funeral, Nashville, TN, June 9, 1845
• Granger, John A., "Death of Hon. John Greig, from the Ontario Repository, April 14, 1858," pamphlet
• "Obituary Addresses on the Occasions of the Death of the Hon. John A. Quitman of Mississippi, and of the Hon. Thomas L. Harris, of Illinois, delivered in the Senate of the United States," January 17, 1859, pamphlet
• Transcript of Will and Probate of Col. Robert Martin, 14pp typescript with envelope

Series IV: Financial and Legal
Subseries 1: Correspondence

Box 55
Folder 12
Benham, Spencer C., Business Correspondence, 1857- 1860
Box 55
Folder 13
Brooks, E.M., Business Correspondence, 1859
Box 55
Folder 14
Burroughs, J.C., University of Chicago, 1854 - 1858
Box 55
Folder 15
Merrick, R.T., Business Correspondence, 1857
Box 55
Folder 16
Spencer, T. Rush, Business Correspondence, 1858
Strickland, James, Business Correspondence, 1849-1857

Box 55
Folder 18
Business Correspondence, 1830-1853
- Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph, December 1851
- Branden Williams & Co., January 1850, sale of cotton in the estate of Robert Martin
- Corrington, John et. al.
- Diller, Isaac R.
- English, James W.
- Envelope, "Receipts 1848-1849"
- Happy, W.W.
- Harris, A.
- Hayes, S.S.
- Levy, M. Mason to A. Mixon
- Long, James
- McIntyr, F.A.
- Rupell, J.B.F.
- Smith, David A.
- Stell, Peter R.
- Sutton, Robert
- Tinsley, S.M.
- Tinsley, S.M., June 28, 1848
- West, E.C.
- Williams, Brandon
- Woodruff, R.

Box 56
Folder 1
Business Correspondence, 1854-1855
- Caps, G.W.
- Dyer, Charles V.
- Homer &Crone
- Jickers, D.E. to James M. Cutts with envelope
- Mason, R.B.
- Mitchell, Mrs. Col. P.M.
- Rice, Edmund with envelope
- Shields, James [March 10, 1855]
- Shields, James [March 13, 1855]
- Tucker, H.A., enc. bank note
- Wadsworth, Julius

Box 56
Folder 2
Business Correspondence, 1856-1857
- Atkinson, George
- Brown, J.H. to Callan
- Callan, J.F., enc: grid from Georgetown
- Callan, John F. (notary public), Agreement of H.M. Rice with Stephen A. Douglas
• Callan, J.F. paid bill
• Douglas, Stephen A.
• Eddy, A.D.
• Emmons, Sylvester (with envelope)
• Harris, M.L.
• Hawley, D.C.
• Jackson, E., Brandon [VT], August 23, 1857, to [Stephen A. Douglas] "Dear Sir,"
• "Messages Mr. Douglas"
• James, C.H.
• Reavis, L.U.
• Rice, Edmund
• Rice, Edmund September 14, 1857
• Riggs & Co.
• Riggs & Co., check wrapper
• Saunders, H.
• Taylor, James
• Taylor, Thomas et. al.
• Unsigned document
• Ward, R.J.

Box 56
Folder 3
Business Correspondence, 1858
• Barclay, William H.H. [May 22]
• Barclay, William H.H. [May 31]
• Barclay, William H.H. [July 10] (part of bundle, needs preservation attention)
• Blake, Thomas B. enc. Letter from J. Callan
• Bonmay, A.H. to J. Cook
• Boone, L.D. et. al.
• Brown, G.F.
• Bushnell, O. [August]
• Bushnell, O. [October]
• Callan, J.F.
• Chandler, Joseph B.
• Chase, Rees & Co.
• Evans, S., Receipt [April 1]
• Evans, S., Receipt [May 1]
• Evans, S., Receipt [May 18]
• Fitman, Tho., Receipt of Joseph B. Chandler [May 18]
• Fitman, Tho., Receipt of Joseph B. Chandler [May 26]
• Fitman, Tho., Receipt [June 18]
• Fowler, T.A.
• du Laurens, Edwin with envelope
• McCook, Judge D., to George Stabler
• McCook, Daniel to Mrs. Stephen A. Douglas
• McHatton, J.A.
• Hay, A.T. & Co.
Box 56
Folder 4
Business Correspondence, February - August 1859
- Barry, William D. [July 11]
- Barry, William D. [July 23]
- Brainard, Charles H.
- Burroughs, J.C.
- Callan, J.F.
- Carr, Thomas
- Connolly, Richard B., April 20
- Cooke, D.B.
- Cutts, J.M. to Edwin du Laurens
- Cutts, J.M. to Edwin du Laurens with envelope
- Fetron, Martin
- Fontaine, A.B.
- Harrison, Joseph Jr.
- Henry, Joseph
- Irvin, J.A.
- Jennings, J.D.
- May, H.
- Murray, Robert H.
- Rice, H.M.
- Stephen A. Douglas, nominating appointment of James Quittine
- Stevenson, Saul
- Sutton, John T.
- Underwood, T.H.
- Wintersmith, R.C.
- Woodward, James L.

Box 56
Folder 5
Business Correspondence, September - December 1859
- Childress, L.
- Emmons, L.
- McCume, H.
- McHatton, J.A.
• Merrick, R.T.
• Rice, H.M.
• Ridgely, N.H.
• Taylor, Elijah
• Wood, F.

Box 56
Folder 6
Business Correspondence, 1860
• Bender, P. et. al.
• Brachett, Edward W.
• Cull, G.M. enc Stephen A. Douglas’ 1860 property tax with envelope
• Dickey, T. Lyle
• Gower, E.W. with wrapper
• Hickox, V.
• Howe, J.Lorrs
• McHatton, J.A.
• McLean, Washington
• Pomeroy, D.
• Smith, D.D., M.D.
• Smith, James R. [January 12]
• Smith, James R. [February 3]

Box 56
Folder 7
Business Correspondence, 1861-1862, undated
• Barotzky, fragment, undated
• Cash Paid, undated
• Culan, C.P., April 10, 1861
• Fowler, T.A.
• Hooper, E.R. and Henry Graves, March 4, 1861
• Kaslealaski, F., fragment undated
• Kerfoot, S.H., March 27, 1861
• du Laurens, Edwin, Receipt, undated
• McCook, D., undated
• Walker, Ellen L. [June 13 no year]
• McHatton, J.A. undated
• Norwood, D.C., March 10, 1861
• Norwood, D.C., April 13, 1861
• Riggs, undated fragment
• Szpaczek, D. fragment, undated
• Unsigned Bill, Investments to SC
• Woodward, James L. enc checks to Arnold Harris Esq., July 11, 1863

Subseries 2: Financial
Box 56
Folder 8
Bills and receipts 1757-1794
- Busch, M. to S.C. Bunham, December 2, 1757
- Livingston, Rob. C. to Philip Livingston, June 11, 1793
- Livingston, Philip, to John Cochran, June 13, 1793
- Ludlow, Thomas, February 20, 1794

Box 56
Folder 9
Bills, drafts, receipts, bank statements 1830-1849
- Adams & Co. Express, package receipt, May 31, 1849
- Archer, William R., receipt, April 15, 1840
- Baker, E.D. [note for payment of $50
- Bent, A. to Stephen A Douglas, May 5, 1849
- Birchen, Smithe, bill, December 26, 1848
- Bird, J.H., medical bill to Stephen Douglas, August to October 1849
- Cremer & Haight
- Crentfeldt, W., receipt, January 4, 1849
- Crentfeldt, W., receipt, March 4, 1849
- Crentfeldt, W., receipt, March 13, 1849
- Crentfeldt, W., for Stephen A. Douglas, bill of $27.25 for room and board
- Culues, F.B. and W.E., bill, February 6, 1849
- Day, David E., receipt for hickory wood January 8, 1849
- Day, David E., receipt for hickory wood, January 22, 1849
- Day, David G. receipt, December 4, 1848
- Day, David G., receipt for hickory wood, December 21, 1848
- Day, D.G., receipt, February 16, 1849
- Day, D.G., receipt, February 24, 1849
- Douglas, Stephen A., note, July 26, 1848
- Douglas, Stephen A., charge to account, August 17, 1848
- Ferguson, Lewis, note for payment to Stephen A. Douglas of $5
- Field, William D., receipt, November 18, 1848
- Field, William D., City Hotel, for Stephen A. Douglas, receipt $117.50 for services rendered
- Galena and Chicago Union Railroad Company, receipt for Stephen A. Douglas, $175.00, shares of stock
- Hamilton, Abraham, May 22, 1840
- Harp, R., Decatur, fragment
- Henick, Dr. W. B., bill to Stephen Douglas, October 10, 1849
- Holland, N.P. receipt, August 17, 1848
- Lowe, Nathan, May 13, 1840
- McConnel, M. May 2, 1848
- Munre, C.A., invoice of 4 cases
- Patterson, R.S., 1844
- Phillips, Calvin, note for amount of $5
- Receipts for Robert Martin for payment on John Whitsett estate, 1830-1834
- Throop, J.N., receipt March 3, 1849
- Ward, George F., receipt
- Weatherford, William, receipt, October 21, 1848
- Wharton, Mary Moore, bill, November 30, 1847
- Willard, E.D. & H.A., January 8, 1849
- Woods, C.M., amount of $35 paid to Jeremiah Hughes

**Box 56**

**Folder 10**

Corcoran & Riggs Account and bank notes 1846-1848
- Aaron, E. & sons, payment from Corcoran & Riggs account, August 16, 1848
- Aaron, E. & sons, check, November 17, 1848
- Brothers, E.W. Clark, Exchange, February 7, 1846
- Brown, John F., payment from Corcoran & Riggs account, February 15, 1848
- Bruse, S, check, December 15, 1847
- Corcoran & Riggs, account book, March 1847-April 1847
- Corcoran & Riggs, account book, December 1847-April 1848
- Corcoran & Riggs, account book, 1848
- Corcoran & Riggs, bank draft, March 29, 1848
- Creemen & Haight, check, December 9, 1847
- D.P., check, March 11, 1848
- Douglas, Stephen A., check to, "my order," August 19, 1848
- Douglas, Stephen A., check to, "my order," November 17, 1848
- Miller, Thomas, check, August 17, 1848
- Morrison, Wililam M., payment, March 25, 1848
- Morrison, William M., payment from Corcoran & Riggs account, March 29, 1848
- Morrison, William M., payment from Corcoran & Riggs account, March 29, 1848
- Naylor, A., payment from Corcoran & Riggs account, August 16, 1848
- Unsigned, charge, July 26, 1848
- Williard, E.D. & H.A., payment from Corcoran & Riggs account, December 20, 1847
- Williard, E.D. & H.A., payment from Corcoran & Riggs account, December 27, 1847
- Williard, E.D. & H.A., check, January 11, 1848
- Williard, E.D. & H.A., check, January 18, 1848
- Williard, E.D. & H.A., payment from Corcoran & Riggs account, January 25, 1848
- Williard, E.D. & H.A., check, January 31, 1848
- Williard, E.D. & H.A., payment from Corcoran & Riggs account, February 18, 1848
- Williard, E.D. & H.A., payment from Corcoran & Riggs account, February 23, 1848
- Williard, E.D. & H.A., payment from Corcoran & Riggs account, March 6, 1848
- Williard, E.D. & H.A., payment from Corcoran & Riggs account, March 15, 1848

**Box 56**

**Folder 11**

Bills, drafts, receipts, bank statements 1850
- de la Figaniere, C.H.L.
- Hayes, S.S., promissory note
- Hodges, L.L.
• Holland, J.
• Hoor, P.H. & Co., notice of paid bill from Stephen A. Douglas
• [Illegible], A.F.
• Jordan, John, paid $25
• Jordan, John, paid $10
• Jordan, John, paid $16.25
• Leroy, Mme. A., receipt for 2 Costumes, to [Stephen A. Douglas], 10 francs
• Medary, S., bill for Stephen A. Douglas, $9.50 for subscription to Daily Ohio Statesman
• Miller, M.
• Peck, W.
• Richardson, December 13, 1850
• Towers, John T., Book & Job Printer, bill for 200, copies of speech
• Towers, John T., Book & Job Printer, bill for $128.50
• Walk & Kimmel

Box 56
Folder 12
Bills, drafts, receipts, bank statements 1851
• Bill for lodging
• Buckey, P.J., Adams and Co., for Stephen A. Douglas, Ticket for picking up 2 boxes
• Buthmann, John H.
• Campbell, Daniel, received payment
• Cataract House, for Stephen A. Douglas, receipt $19.00 for room and board
• Coleman & Stetson (3)
• Cruit, Richard, receipt for Stephen A. Douglas, payment on shoes and repair
• Fowler, C.J.
• Gilmer, J.H.
• Hall, T.S.
• Harris, James M.
• Haym, T. E., pill of Mary Martin
• Holt, D.R.
• Hutchings, E.W.
• [Illegible]
• Manson, Dr.
• Mudd, Dr. A.W., receipt for Stephen A. Douglas, $97.00 for services rendered
• National Hotel, for Stephen A. Douglas, receipt $48.93 for room and board
• Receipt for payment on horse and buggy, to Stephen A. Douglas, $28.00
• Receipt, $6.00, for Mrs. Martin [Mary]
• [Unidentified Buffalo, NY Hotel], for Stephen A. Douglas, receipt $8.25 for room and board
• Wyman, John G., & Co., Merchant Tailor, for Stephen A. Douglas, bill for clothing, with attached note
• Wyman, John G., & Co., Merchant Tailors, for Stephen A. Douglas, bill $175.00 for clothing
• Young, Thomas, receipt of payment

Box 56
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Folder 13
Bills, drafts, receipts, bank statements 1852
- Campbell, R.A., bills paid
- Claggit & Dodson
- Cowles, W. & Sons, bills
- D’Almaine, J., Stephen A. Douglas bill,
- Hayes, S.S. February 21, 1852
- McCallen, A.J., received payment of Stephen A. Douglas $15.00
- Morony, John, John Morony’s account, Stephen A. Douglas’ signature
- Parr and Banks
- Towers, John T., Book and Job Printer, received payment for 40,000 copies of speech $200.00

Box 56
Folder 14
Bills, drafts, receipts, bank statements 1853
- Allen, E.C., Bank of Peru
- Benson, R. Jr., Bill of a case of win from New York, Paid, enc: shipping receipts (2)
- Bill, Hotel des Princes, for SAD, $136.15 (itemized)
- Buckingham, C., Honorable S.A. Douglas, Gate bill paid
- Doolittle & Burroughs, bill for room and board of Stephen A. Douglas
- Dunns, Dennis, receipt of payment, $6.25
- Forrest, Alex., Paid Hay receipt-$9.99, from A. Grimes
- Itemized bill in Russian, for Stephen A. Douglas
- Itemized bill, ”The Honorable Judge Douglas, to James N[illegible]
- Ladd, John G., M.D., Prescription
- Livingston, Wells, & Co., Commission Merchants & General Express Forwarders to all parts of the World
- Lynn’s Waterloo Hotel, bill
- ["Judge Douglas”]
- Bill, Stephen A. Douglas to Micael McDermot
- Maquay and Parenham, Florence, June 23, receipt for various works of art, $270.00, to Stephen A. Douglas
- Munroe, John and Co., Paris, bill for 498 francs
- Munroe, John and Co., Paris, bill for 1241 francs
- Neadalbane, P., State Apartment, Windsor Castle, May 28, for Stephen A. Douglas, ticket of free admittance
- Nota von Brandt Hôtel du Nord, Berlin, September 5, Bill of Stephen A. Douglas for services rendered
- Peabody, George, London, June 3, permit Stephen A. Douglas and friends to wine tasting
- Recepipille, receipt for telegraph of Stephen A. Douglas to Geneva
- Receipts for the E- Bills at the National Hotel
- République Francaise Droits D’entrée, Customs Declaration No. 289
- Smith & Black, Washington, December 31, bill of $6.75
• Washington Branch Railroad, Washington, November 8, bill for transportation of 3 barrels to H.M. Granger
• Valeting and messages, receipt of Stephen A. Douglas payment, $7.60 Cash in hand at Kieff, 129.75
• [Unidentified] lists totaling $2004.79 and $1939.41, on back of blank check

Box 56
Folder 15
Bills, drafts, receipts, bank statements 1854
• Bernard, F.M., bill of John Granger Dr.
• Bos. Of Lenton & Tweedy
• Buell & Blanchard, January 24, received payment, $10.00
• Byne, P.A., Stephen A. Douglas to P.A. Byne, July 7, received payment, $1.88
• Crutchet, J.P., Crutchet’s receipt for Dinner Parties of Stephen A. Douglas
• Goddard, Jasigi & Co., Boston, July 11, to Stephen A. Douglas, notification of receipt of payment, $5.66
• Larner, N.D., Washington D.C., receipt for Stephen A. Douglas
• Middlebury College, August 14, receipt for Stephen A. Douglas, contribution of $200.00 to the College
• Receipt, August 4, 1854
• Rives, John C., bill of Stephen A. Douglas
• Taylor, Franck, bill of Stephen A. Douglas
• Traver& Cobb, bill of Stephen A. Douglas subscription to the Western Journal & Civilian

Box 56
Folder 16
Bills, drafts, receipts, bank statements 1855
• Bill, Young America Hotel, Stephen A. Douglas to Hulme & White
• Burnham, F.W., Stephen A. Douglas to Tremont House, received payment, $507.30
• Button, Charles P., bill of [Stephen A. Douglas?]
• D-, M., received payment from Stephen A. Douglas, $500.00
• Douglas, Stephen A., memorandum made by Douglas, September 10, 1855
• Stephen A. Douglas to Hooe Brothers & Co., bill with signed note from Stephen A. Douglas
• [Illegible,] Exchange Bank of H.A. Tucker & Co.
• Lasselle, Luciel, received payment, $2.00
• Rice, Edmund, August 18, 1855
• Stephen A. Douglas to E. Randolph Smith
• Startmather, C.R., July 31, 1855
• State of Illinois, Cook County, receipt of payment of real estate and personal taxes
• Trustee of John A. English, receipt, April 5, 1855
• Walker, E.A., August 11, 1855
• Williams, Eli B., No. 30047 Chicago Receiver’s Office, receipt for Stephen A. Douglas, $586.62 for purchase of land
• Williams, Eli B., No. 30048 Chicago Receiver’s Office, receipt for Stephen A. Douglas, $433.55 for purchase of land
• Williams, Eli B., No. 30050 Chicago Receiver’s Office, receipt for Stephen A. Douglas, $564.72 for purchase of land
• Williams, Eli B., 30051 Chicago Receiver’s Office, receipt for Stephen A. Douglas, $587.93 for purchase of land
• Williams, Eli B., No. 30105 Chicago Receiver’s Office, receipt for Stephen A. Douglas, $286.75 for purchase of land

Box 56
Folder 17
Bills, drafts, receipts, bank statements 1856
• Austang, Henry & Co., with check for $750.00 made out to Stephen A. Douglas
• Bayly, W.T., paid $2.50
• Bininger, A. & Co., bill for brandy, $96.00
• Buell, George P., bankrupt $300, attached to notarized statement
• Burkett, Middleton, December 18, 1856
• Coleman, A.B., promissory note of payment to Stephen A. Douglas, $200
• Douglas, Stephen A., credit notes, November 14, 1856
• Fowler, C.S. & Co., list of Stephen A. Douglas’s purchases
• Gage, C.P., receipt, November 12, 1856
• Green, Edwin, received Mrs. Granger payment, $49
• [Illegible,] Exchange Bank of H.A. Tucker & Co., to Stephen A. Douglas
• Kerfoot, S.H. & Co., State of Illinois, County of Cook, received payment of Stephen A. Douglas, $34.24 for State, County, Town, Interest and School Taxes
• Kerfoot, S.H. & Co., received payment of Stephen A. Douglas, $264.32, for taxes
• Kerfoot, S.H. & Co., received payment of Stephen A. Douglas, $892.28, for taxes
• Kerfoot, S.H. & Co., receipt for Stephen A. Douglas, received payment of Stephen A. Douglas, $121.96, for "State, County, Town and School Taxes due on the Following described Real Estate and on Personal Property as valued below"
• Kerfoot, S.H. & Co., statement of accounts for Stephen A. Douglas from 1855-1856
• Lamb, Francis, received payment from Stephen A. Douglas, $19.50
• Middleton, L.J., August 12, 1856
• Naylor, J.G., bill, August 21, 1856
• New Yorker Staats-Zeitung, receipt from Stephen A. Douglas for $400
• Payne, Robert A., bill, received payment from Stephen A. Douglas
• Parker, W., receipt, June 7, 1856
• Pomeroys, Paris R., check made out to Stephen A. Douglas for amount of $275.00
• Riggs & Co., check made out to "Self" [Stephen A. Douglas], $100
• Riggs & Co., check made out to [illegible] by Stephen A. Douglas
• Roessle, T. & Son, received Stephen A. Douglas payment, $17
• Rover, Mr., August 8, 1856
• Southern California Rail-Road Company, shipping receipt, July 19, 1856
• Stephen A. Douglas, promissory note to William L. Walters, $40.00
• Stephen A. Douglas, promissory note to Riggs Co. $4828.10
• Stephen A. Douglas, payment of bill to C. Alexander, $15
• Stephen A. Douglas, requesting Riggs & Co. to pay A. Schroeder $150 charged to account
• Stephen A. Douglas, requesting Riggs & Co. to pay Richard Young $100 charged to account
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made payable to Gilmore and Bottleston, $99
• Stephen A. Douglas, requesting Riggs & Co. to pay Herman, Schoeder $350 charged to account
• Stephen A. Douglas, note requesting Riggs & Co. to pay R.M. [Evans?] $60 changed to account
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made out to Tucker & Co., $1,000
• Stephen A. Douglas, requesting Riggs & Co. to pay Lewis Shades $200 charged to account
• White, J. Stockton & Co., received Stephen A. Douglas payment, $62.25
• Wise & Callahan, to Stephen A. Douglas, received payment in full, with note signed by Stephen A. Douglas

Box 56
Folder 18
Bills, drafts, receipts, bank statements 1856

• 17 Exchange, July 15, 1856
• Adams, Harvey, June 18, 1856
• Banks, J., August 4, 1856
• Brothers, Charles, May 10, 1856
• Button, Charles P., May 13, 1856
• Clarkton, S., May 19, 1856
• Culuman, A.B., April 28, 1856
• Credit Balance, August 1856, August 1857
• Douglas, Stephen A., payment to self, April 29, 1856
• Douglas, Stephen A., payment to self, May 19, 1856
• Douglas, Stephen A., payment to self, May 26, 1856
• Douglas, Stephen A., payment to self, May 29, 1856
• Douglas, Stephen A., payment to self, June 21, 1856
• Douglas, Stephen A., payment to own account, June 25, 1856
• Douglas, Stephen A., payment, July 21, 1856
• Fugit, Joseph, June 18, 1856
• Grove, J.N., June 17, 1856
• Hall, Bridget, June 10, 1856
• Naylor, J.G., May 18, 1856
• Naylor, J.G., June 18, 1856
• Naylor, J.G., June 28, 1856
• Polkinhorn, Dr., H., February 3, 1856
• Pomaroy, Paris R., payment, May 9, 1856
• Pomoroy, Paris R., payment, May 10, 1856
• Rean, John M., July 17, 1856
• Rhodes, N.H., May 24, 1856
• Rigs Co., checks taken, letter wrapper, July 23, 1856
• Seldom, W., Aug 1, 1856
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• Senade, Louis, July 19, 1856
• Shelley, John., bill, January 7, 1856
• Tomes, Francis & Sons, bill, May 1, 1856
• Tucker, B., August 6, 1856
• Vedder, N., June 5, 1856
• Volk, Leonard W., August 31, 1856
• Volk, L.W., September 1, 1856
• Wendell, C., June 26, 1856
• Whites, W.G.W., May 14, 1856
• Wise, M. and Callahan, bill to Stephen A. Douglas, April 25, 1856
• Wise & Callahan, bill, May 8, 1856
• Wise, Dr. William, bill, May 17, 1856
• Wise, William, July 15, 1856

Box 56
Folder 19
Bills, drafts, receipts, bank statements 1857
• Aiken, F.A., August 17, 1857
• Baher, S.L., November 25, 1857
• Bank of Peru Illinois, declared a dividend of $375 on fifty shares due May 5, 1857,
  Peru, Il, to Stephen A. Douglas
• Benham, S.C., check in the amount of $100.37
• Benham, S.C., to Stephen A. Douglas
• Benham, S.C., May 19, 1857
• Benham S.C., June 18, 1857
• Benham, S.C., August 4, 1857
• Benham, S.C., September 14, 1857
• Benham, S.C., October 24, 1857
• Benham, S.C., November 4, 1857
• Bill for Mrs. Stephen A. Douglas from Crawford, Sharp & Co.
• Brabrook, Joseph F., enc.envelope and land deeds, January 20, 1857
• Callum, J.F., to Stephen A. Douglas
• Campbell, Daniel, received payment of Judge Young
• Chimpman, R., November 28, 1857
• Clark, Edward, receipt, June 3, 1857
• Clark, Edward to J.D. Green, November 13, 1857
• Costello, Robert, October 31, 1857
• Crawford, Sharp & Co., bill, $35.50,
• Davis & Birney, to Stephen A. Douglas, about L.C. Benham’s note
• Harper, Walter & Co., receipt of payment, $76.13, of Stephen A. Douglas
• Hoper, A.CV., to Stephen A. Douglas
• Hunt, R. Finley, July 1, 1857
• Ingram, James A., to Stephen A. Douglas
• Joy and Frisbie, bill to Stephen A. Douglas
• Joy and Frisbie, bill, September 30, 1857
• Lindsey, H., bill of Stephen A. Douglas, $11.37
• List of notes to Snyder and Taylor, in Stephen A. Douglas' hand
• May, A., June 23, 1857
• Nixon, John W., March 18, 1857
• Obreion, M., February 11, 1857
• Pike, Samuel, to Stephen A. Douglas, acknowledging receipt of money
• Price, William, January 13, 1857
• Reed, J.H. & Co., November 28, 1857
• Riggs & Co., to Stephen A. Douglas
• Riggs & Co., draft request, January 5, 1857
• Rutherford, William, Marble Works, from Stephen A. Douglas, bill and receipt for marble for child's grave
• Scheiflet, Jacob, bill, January 28, 1857
• Smith, J.A., & Co., November 28, 1857
• Stephen A. Douglas, check to bearer for $100, January 28, 1857
• Stephen A. Douglas, 2 notes of $2500 each paid to J.F. Grand
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made out to "Myself" [Stephen A. Douglas], $1337.53
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made out to Flagg & Savage, $500
• Stephen A. Douglas, note requesting Riggs & Co. to pay $50 to M. Gross charged to account
• Stephen A. Douglas, note requesting Riggs & Co. to pay $300 to George D’Almaine charged to account
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made out to J.K. Walker, $134
• Stephen A. Douglas, note requesting Riggs & Co. to pay $23.50 to Edward Lycott charged to account
• Stephen A. Douglas, note requesting Riggs & Co. to send $50 to Metropolitan Hook and Ladder Company
• Stephen A. Douglas, note requesting Riggs & Co. to pay $500 to Charles P. Webster charged to account
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made out to "Self," $400
• Stephen A. Douglas, Washington Branch Railroad, receipt of payment, $75, from Mrs. James Madison Cutts
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made payable to Rees & Chase, $20
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made payable to McCarty & Doyle, $135
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made payable to Weirmann, $50
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made payable to Wiswall, $10.75
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made payable to Joy & Frisbie, $22.50
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made payable to N.S. [Illegible] Co., $50
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made payable to S.C. Benham, $57
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made payable to Gowey & Boomer, $12.89
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made payable to Greenbaum Brothers, $190
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made payable to Francis J. Grund, $1600
• Stephen A. Douglas, check made payable to S.L. Benham, $350
• Stephen A. Douglas, Hon., In account with the Chicago M.F.M Co.
• Sweeny, Rittenhouse, Fant, & Co., bank draft for Stephen A. Douglas
• Skirving, James, bill and receipt Stephen A. Douglas payment, $290.63, signed note from Stephen A. Douglas to Riggs & Co. on verso
• Thompson, G.W. & Bro., bill, January 4, 1857
• U.S. Patent Office, deed for Stephen A. Douglas receipt of 40 bags of King Philip Corn, signed Charles Mason, Commissioner
• U.S. Patent Office, deed for assortment of Garden Seeds sent to Stephen A. Douglas, signed Charles Mason, Commissioner
• U.S. Patent Office, Deed for assortment of Garden Seeds sent to Stephen A. Douglas, signed Charles Mason, Commissioner
• U.S. Patent Office, deed for Seeds from Algeria for Stephen A. Douglas, signed Charles Mason, Commissioner
• U.S. Patent Office, deed for Seeds from Algeria for Stephen A. Douglas, signed Charles Mason, Commissioner
• U.S. Patent Office, deed for 22 Bags of Wheat Seed sent to Stephen A. Douglas, signed Charles Mason, Commissioner
• Vedder, J.N., January 10, 1857
• Walker & Kimmell, bill and received payment, of Judge Douglas, $145.85
• Washington Gas Light Company, bill and receipt of payment for consumption in February, $21.35
• Washington Gas Light Co., November 5- December 26, 1857
• Wendell, C., bill, January 1, 1857
• Wendell, C., February 6, 1857
• Woolsey, R.B., American Express Company, to Stephen A. Douglas, notice that your boxes have arrived in Chicago, Ills,
• Wynam, John G. & Co., to Stephen A. Douglas
• Wyman, John G. & Co., September 15, 1857
• Young, Richard M., to Stephen A. Douglas, enc: check payable to Stephen A. Douglas, $225
• Zunny Mend Democratic apociation, November 30, 1857
• BOX 57

Box 56
Folder 1
Bills, drafts, receipts, bank statements, 1858
• Aiken, Nicholas, February 20, 1858
• Aiken, Nicholas, February 20, 1858
• Bank of Metropolis, Stephen A. Douglas statement of account
• Bank of metropolis, draft, June 8, 1858
• Bank of Washington, notes, April 1858
• Bank of Washington, check, April 9, 1858
• Bank of Washington, bank order, April 29, 1858
• Benham, S.C., March 21, 1858
• Benham, S.C., April 14, 1858
• Benham, S.C., December 1858
• Brimoie, O Kelty, November 5, 1858
• Callan, J.J., to Stephen A. Douglas, enc: statement
• Carver, B.H., April 21, 1858
• Carver, B.H., May 28, 1858
• Clark, Edward, March 1, 1858
• Cook County Democratic Association, receipt of Stephen A. Douglas payment, $250
• Cook, Issaac, receipt, July 1, 1858
• Fragle, Joseph L., April 5, 1858
• Harney & Hughes, Louisville Dem. Office, to J.M. Cutts
• Haughwout, E.V. & Co., bill of Stephen A. Douglas, $23
• Lake View House, bill and receipt of Stephen A. Douglas, $200
• Naylor, Joseph, January 9, 1858
• Naylor, J.G., scratched out receipt, March 1, 1858
• Naylor, J.G. promise of payment, March 1, 1858
• New York Times, bill and receipt of Stephen A. Douglas payment, $6
• Stephen A. Douglas, Office of the Adams Express Company, Express Forwarders, Lewis Wounder, box of speeches sent
• Stephen A. Douglas, Office of the Adams Express Company, Express Forwarders, Lewis Wounder, Package sent of speeches
• Riggs & Co., check, March 15, 1858
• Riggs & Co., check, May 11, 1858
• Stephen A. Douglas, check to self, May 17, 1858
• Stephen A. Douglas, receipt, August 1858
• Stephen A. Douglas, bank draft, November 24, 1858
• Stephen A. Douglas, property tax, 1858
• Stewart, Alexander T. & Co., bill of Stephen A. Douglas, $155.75
• Trustees of Smith, Chamber, and Hewitt, January 19, 1858
• Unsigned receipt, June 23, 1858
• Walker, J.K., February 1, 1858
• Washington Gas Light Company, bill, May 1, 1858
• Washington Gas Light Compant, bill, June 1, 1858
• Wendell, C., receipt, February-June 1858
• Wendell, C., receipt, February-June 1858
• Woodward, James L., to Stephen A. Douglas, business

Box 56
Folder 2
Bills, drafts, receipts, bank statements, 1859
• Benham, S.C.
• Benham, Spencer C., August 8, 1859
• Bryan, Thomas B.,
• Diversay, M.
• Hart, E.B.
• Jennings, J.D.
• McCook, Daniel, enc: bill of Daniel McCook
• McCook, Daniel
• Magraw & Koons, enc: invoice
• May, Dr., April 23, 1859
• Middleton, L.J., receipt for ice, January 1859
• Murphy, John & Co., relevant to Johnson’s article, enc: receipt of payment
• Murphy, John & Co., bill for 4000 copies of pamphlets by Hon. Feverdy Johnson, enc: Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road, Received of Murphy & Co., two boxes
- Reis & Weigler, enc: bill and receipt of Stephen A. Douglas, $35
- Riggs & Co., July 8, 1859
- Stephen A. Douglas, check made payable to James G. Naylor, $553.32
- Office of the Adams’ Express Company, Express Forwarders, receipt for box sent to Mrs. Brooks
- Tax for Paving, February 3- November 1, 1859
- Tax for Property, 1859
- U.S. Senate, statement of my account with the U.S. Senate
- Walkin, Thomas

**Box 56**

**Folder 3**

Bills, drafts, receipts, bank statements, 1860-1863

- "Olympia," to "Madame" [Mrs. Stephen A. Douglas]
- Appleton, D. & Co.
- Burke, Thomas, June, 22, 1860
- Clagett & Dodson, June 1860
- Craig, William, June 19, 1860
- Credit balance, May 15, 1863
- Douglas, Stephen A., to self, February 24, 1860
- Envelope, Receipts 1860
- Faxon, H.W., American Express Co., package to Stephen A. Douglas
- Fitcher, Emely, June 19, 1860
- Genin, John N., July 6, 1860
- Grocery bill, November 1960- June 1861
- Haines, W., budget, February 7, 1860
- Haliday, James F., Collector’s Office, September 4, 1860
- Hewit, N.K., Bank of Metropolis
- Holderman, J.B., receipt for Mrs. Stephen A. Douglas for ornamental hair work
- Hood Brothers & Co., receipt 1860
- Hoover, Samuel P., July 9, 1860
- H-, receipt, June 19, 1860
- Jones, N.A., bill, March 31, 1860
- Jones, N.A., bill, June 7, 1860
- Lebdner, L. & Co., June 25, 1860
- Linerth, N.J., June 28, 1860
- Livingston, M.S., February 8, 1860
- Mallard & Lund, July 29, 1860
- Marine Bank, March 5, 1860
- Murphy, John & Co., enc: bill to Stephen A. Douglas, $121.50
- Myth, Mary, 1860
- Naylor, J.G., receipt, 1861
- Parmly, John, receipt for hat bought by Stephen A. Douglas
- Philp & Solomons, receipt, July 9, 1860
- Property Tax, 1860
- Redles, Elizabeth, receipt for $387.50
- Rodman, Francis, enc: receipt of payment from Stephen A. Douglas
• Saudon, H.F. & Co., bill, July-August 1860
• Semmer, George, receipt, January 3, 1860
• Skirving, James, June 1860
• Tinims, J.B., June 30, 1860

Box 56
Folder 4
Account Books, 1856-1860
• Bank of metropolis, 1858
• Chicago Marine & Fire Insurance Co., 1858
• G. & T. Parrer & Co., 1860
• Riggs & Co., August 12, 1856 to January 5, 1857
• Riggs & Co., April 4, 1857 to March 12, 1858
• Acocunt Book, 1859

Box 56
Folder 5
Corcoran & Riggs Account and bank notes 1856-1860
• Alexander, John, December 20, 1859
• Baira, William A., December 18, 1857
• Balance, May 1, 1857
• Bartlet, J.C., October 1, 1859
• Barria, F., April 8, 1857
• Bearer (Colored Man), April 14, 1857
• Bearer, January 20, 1859
• Bearer, September 1, 1859
• Bearer, October 25, 1859
• Bearer, November 28, 1859
• Bearer, "My servant, 'Issac,'" February 29, 1860
• Bearer, March 6, 1860
• Boteter, William, February 23, 1860
• Brown, April 13, 1857
• Brown, A., January 4, 1860
• Bryan, Edward, December 17, 1857
• Buell & Blanchard, April 7, 1858
• Bushuell, C., August 3, 1858
• Butler, Jay C.W., April 11, 1857
• Chandler, J.B., January 17, 1858
• Clagnett & Dodson, March 21, 1857
• Clagnett, Dodson & Co., April 25, 1857
• Clagnett & Dodson, April 25, 1859
• Clagnett & Dodson, February 3, 1860
• Clagnett, Newton, & May, April 11, 1857
• Clay, J.H., & Mudd, October 29, 1859
• Clement, A.M., April 25, 1857
• Davis, Gilbert, January 29, 1858
• Douglas, Stephen A., pay to self, March 30, 1857
• Douglas, Stephen A., pay to self, April 20, 1857
• Douglas, Stephen A., pay to my own order for underwood Department, April 19, 1859
• Douglas, Stephen A., pay to self, September 14, 1859
• Douglas, Stephen A., pay to self, October 31, 1859
• Douglas, Stephen A., pay to self, October 28, 1859
• Douglas, Stephen A., pay to self, November 19, 1859
• Douglas, Stephen A., pay to self or bearer, November 28, 1859
• Douglas, Stephen A., pay to self, December 6, 1859
• Douglas, Stephen A., pay to self, February 1, 1860
• Douglas, Stephen A., bill, undated and unsigned
• Evans, Strafford, April 7, 1858
• Exchange on M. O’Goffery, April 20, 1857
• Fescher, F., April 13, 1857
• Fletcher, J.A., December 19, 1859
• Franklin, S.P., April 4, 1857
• Galt & Bro., April 13, 1857
• Gautier, C., April 25, 1859
• Genin, John N., January 13, 1860
• Green, Edwin, December 31, 1857
• Griffin, T.B., March 21, 1857
• Hall, Edward, March 21, 1857
• Hall, George R., December 10, 1857
• Hall, George R., March 10, 1860
• Hall, William, August 23, 1858
• Harper & Mitchell, March 21, 1857
• Harper & Mitchell Co., April 25, 1859
• Haughurut, E.N., January 29, 1858
• Hayes, Bernard, December 24, 1859
• Hoover, S.P., April 13, 1857
• Hoover, S.P., February 23, 1860
• Howe Brothers & Co., April 11, 1857
• Howe & Brother, February 3, 1860
• J.H. & mudd, September 21, 1859
• Jones, A., September 30, 1859
• Joyce, Andrew J., March 16, 1857
• Jume, Ch.J., January 25, 1858
• Kedirick & Laurence, February 3, 1860
• Kirby, Land, February 18, 1860
• Lamb, Francis, February 3, 1860
• Lamburt, Morlowe, January 29, 1858
• Larage, Jos. L., February 3, 1860
• Lewis, Lamb, February 3, 1860
• Lutz & Beal, February 3, 1860
• Magrader & Store, January 26, 1858
• Magrader & Store, February 3, 1860
• Magnuder, T., April 20, 1857
• McHattor, W.T., February 13, 1860
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• Meahorn, Lewis, December 17, 1857
• Mitchell, Miss M.A., January 29, 1858
• Muller, Dr. Thomas, February 23, 1860
• Naylor, J.G., March 1, 1858
• Naylor, J.G., September 4, 1858
• Naylor, J.G., January 22, 1859
• New York State Zutury, January 29, 1858
• Overgles, N., April 11, 1857
• Parker, George & Thomas, April 18, 1857
• Parker, G. & T., & Co., February 3, 1859
• Parker, George & Thomas, & Co., July 1, 1859
• Patentini, T. or other, April 11, 1857
• Patentini, T., February 3, 1860
• Patriotic Bank, October 4, 1859
• Perry & Brothers, April 11, 1857
• Philip & Solomons, February 3, 1860
• Riggs & Co., January 29, 1858
• Riggs & Co., March 30, 1859
• Riggs & Co., February 28, 1860
• Rover, John, January 29, 1858
• Rover, Mrs., March 3, 1860
• Senin, John N., January 29, 1857
• Sheriden, J.B., January 15, 1859
• Sheridan, J.B., December 26, 1859
• Sheridan, J.B., January 4, 1860
• Skiring, James, April 25, 1859
• Skirving, James, January 4, 1859
• Smith, John A., December 1, 1859
• Smith, J.A., March 2, 1860
• Slotterwood children, February 18, 1860
• Tanes, A., January 4, 1860
• Thompson, William, December 17, 1857
• Three hundred & Fifty, September 3, 1859
• Toulg & Co., April 11, 1857
• Underwood, T.A., March 3, 1859
• Varnell, George H., December 22, 1859
• Vedder, N., April 14, 1857
• Villirs, S.C., October 6, 1859
• Villiard, S.C., October 28, 1859
• Volk, Leonard W., February 4, 1860
• Washington Gas Light Company, December 18, 1856
• Washington Gas Light Company, April 1, 1857
• Washington Gas Light Company, May 1, 1857
• Washington Gas Light Company, June 1, 1857
• Washington Gas Light Company, July 1, 1857
• Washington Gas Light Company, August 1, 1857
• Washington Gas Light Company, September 1, 1857
• Washington Gas Light Company, October 1, 1857
• Washington Gas Light Company, November 2, 1857
• Washington Gas Light Company, December 1, 1857
• Washington Gas Light Company, December 1, 1857
• Washington Gas Light Company, January 1, 1858
• Washington Gas Light Company, February 1, 1858
• Washington Gas Light Company, March 1, 1858
• Well & Stephens Co., April 25, 1859
• Well & Stephens or other, April 11, 1857
• Well & Stevens, February 23, 1860
• Willard, E.D. & H.A., for $58.00, undated
• Willard, E.D., & H.A., for $59.52, undated
• Wright, G.M., January 26, 1858
• Wirght, G.M., February 23, 1860
• Young, R.M., March 13, 1860

Box 56
Folder 6
Bank Notes and Checks 1857-1859
• Checks and Notes from Bank of Metropolis and Marine Bank: Chicago Marine and Fire Insurance Co.

Box 56
Folder 7
undated bills
• Benham, S.C., receipt
• Clarck, Edward, cash paid
• Hutchinson & Munro, receipt
• Inspection Note, waist elastic measurement
• undated Envelope
• "Paid. S.A. Douglas" undated
• "General Summary of Coal Consumned" undated
• Panson, T.H., Washington Branch Railroad bill to Stephen A. Douglas
• Stephen A. Douglas, charge, $12.40
• Wayan, S., bill
• "Gas Bill" sleeve
• Dinner Bill, expenses made for the dinner, $62.11
• Coleman, W.B., bill and receipt of Stephen A. Douglas, $247.35
• S., J.J., fragment headed page 6
• Olmsted, E.K., enc: receipt of payment of Stephen A. Douglas, $24
• Bills in Russian, Expenses from/at Odessa: account of Edwards, grocery items totaling 99.05
• Bills in Russian, Itemized list totaling 5.15
• Bills in Russian, Cash in hand at Kieff, 129.75
• Narin, Joseph W., Druggist and Apothecary, bill to Stephen A. Douglas, $135
• Unidentified, Itemized list totaling $11.75
• Bill for Groceries, Various and Sundry Supplies
• Jones, Ambrose, January 26
• [Unidentified hand], Itemized list of expenditures
• American Hotel, receipt for Stephen A. Douglas
• Mortages, F. Wood, Louluer, and A. Harris, written on an envelope
• Clark and Bryan & Co., for Stephen A. Douglas, receipt $5.92 for services rendered

Box 56
Folder 8
undated Accounts:
• Budget, undated
• "List of Negroes by Families," with individual monetary values
• Unidentified list of expenses to companies and individuals

Subseries 3: Legal

Box 57
Folder 9
Wilson vs. Stephen A. Douglas, Brooks, & Pettit, 1836-1837
• Wilson vs. Douglas & Others
• Charles R. Wilson for the use of Rexels vs. Stephen A. Douglas & Others: Plea No. 3
  Debts
• Charles R. Wilson vs. Stephen A. Douglas & Others
• Isaac McDonnel vs. William Stapleton and Thomas Anderson: Case
• M.A.L. Rexel assigner of C.R. Wilson vs. Stephen A. Douglas & Others
• The People vs. Phillip D. Williams, Indictment for Appression as a Justice of the Peace: Notice to produce papers signed by Stephen A. Douglas
• People vs. Phillip D. Williams: Notice to produce papers on trial, signed by Stephen A. Douglas
• Rexel assigner of Wilson vs. Stephen A. Douglas & Others
• Rexel assigner of C.R. Wilson vs. Stephen A. Douglas, Brooks, Pettit, affidavit
• Rexel, M.D.L., receipt of Rexel for $306.03
• Rexel, M.D.L., receipt of Rexel for $26.90
• Stephen A. Douglas et. al., promissory note of payment of $250 to Charles R. Wilson, 2 copies
• Stephen A. Douglas, payment of $53.39 to Andrew F. Price & Co.
• Stephen A. Douglas, payment of $74.00 to Andrew F. Price & Co.
• Stephen A. Douglas, payment of $81.75 to Andrew F. Price & Co.
• Stephen A. Douglas, promissory note to pay John W. Marshall $115.00

Box 57
Folder 10
Wilson for the use of Rexel vs. Douglas et. al., 1836-1839
• Charles R. Wilson use of M.A.L. Rexel vs. Stephen A. Douglas & Others: Declarations
• C.R. Wilson vs. Stephen A. Douglas & Others: Declarations
• State of Illinois, Morgan Co., summons of Stephen A. Douglas, Samuel S. Brooks, and John H. Pettite
• State of Illinois, Morgan Co., summons of Stephen A. Douglas et. al., 3 copies
• Wilson use of Rexel vs. Douglas et. al.: Demurrer to defts. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd pleas
• Wilson for Rexel vs. Douglas & Others: Demurrer No. 1
• Charles Wilson for the use of Rexel vs. Douglas & Others: Demurrer No. 3
• Wilson vs. Douglas: Replications to 1st Plea
• Wilson vs. Douglas: Replications to Plea No. 2
• Wilson vs. Douglas: Replications to Plea
• Wilson vs. Douglas: Order for papers
• Wilson vs. Douglas: Order for subpoena
• State of Illinois, Morgan Co., summons of Lucian Berry, G.W. Berry, Fleming Stevenson and William Harrison
• State of Illinois, Morgan Co., summons of Aaron Wilson
• M.A.L. Rexel vs. Douglas: Plea and Replication
• Wilson vs. Douglas: Special Demurrer
• Wilson vs. Douglas: Additional plea No. 4 and Demurrer
• Wilson vs. Douglas and Murray McConnel: Declaration and copy of bond
• Wilson vs. Douglas and McCormel: Debt of $600
• State of Illinois, Morgan Co., Wilson vs. Douglas
• Wilson vs. Douglas: Pleas for Douglas only No. 1, 2, 3
• Wilson vs. Douglas & McCormel: Demurrer to 2 pleas
• Wilson vs. Douglas & MCCormel: Plea in abatement for McCormel

Box 57

Folder 11
William Buckingham vs. Stephen A. Douglas, 1838-1841
• State of Illinois, Morgan Co., summons for William Buckingham
• Douglas ads. Buckingham
• Buckingham vs. Douglas: Demurrer to plaintiffs amended declaration
• Buckingham vs. Douglas: Pleas 1 and 2
• State of Illinois, Morgan Co., command Stephen A. Douglas to pay sum of $258.68 to William Buckingham
• William Buckingham vs. Stephen A. Douglas, letter from A.M. Atkinson

Box 57

Folder 12
Andrew F. Price & Mary D. Price vs. Stephen A. Douglas, 1837
• Price & Price vs. Douglas: Transcript
• State of Illinois, Morgan Co., summons on appeal of Price and Price
• Price & Price vs. Douglas: Transcript, 3 copies

Box 57

Folder 13
William Gillian vs. Stephen A. Douglas, 1838-1841
• Gillian vs. Douglas: Demurrer to plaintiff explication to department plea
• Gillian vs. Douglas: Demurrer to plaintiff and juror
• Gillian vs. Douglas: Morgan Circuit Court March term

Box 57

Folder 14
Legal documents involving Stephen A. Douglas, 1836-1861
• Articals of Agreement for a Deed, between Stephen A. Douglas and Edward H. Brackett, June 23, 1855
• Article of Agreement for a Deed, Stephen A Douglas and Edwin Coburn, June 23, 1857 (2 copies)
• Articles of Agreement for a Deed, Stephen A. Douglas and Edward H. Brackett, enc. bill from E.H. Brackett and envelope, June 23, 1857
• Contract for Building, enc with bill from J. G Naylor and envelope, April 28, 1857
• Divercy, M. and Schade, L.
• Declaration releasing Stephen A. Douglas from claims and demands
• Deed of Samuel D. Lockwood and Mary N. Lockwood to Stephen A. Douglas, July 2, 1855
• Deed of John B. King to Stephen A. Douglas, July 10, 1855
• Edwards J.S., in the case of Sarah Rogers, May 27, 1850 enc. envelope
• John T. Jones vs. Stephen A. Douglass and Joseph Heslep, Certification of Satisfaction of Judgment, signed by clerk, Calhoun, J.
• Memorandum Agreement between Stephen A. Douglas; and Allen May and Edward H. Brackett, June 20, 1857 enc: envelope and Articles of Agreement between Stephen A Douglas and Allen may, June 23, 1857
• Mortgage between Stephen A. Douglas and his wife Adele; and James Madison Cutts, January 21, 1861
• Photocopy of Circuit Court case, signed Stephen A. Douglas, State Attorney, July 31, 1836
• Reed, Charles & Stephen A. Douglas, declaration of settlement in amount of $750, side "B", Stephen A. Douglas statement, side "A"
• Warranty Deed, Thomas Dryer and wife to Stephen Douglas, May 9, 1855
• Warranty Deed, Issac Cook and his wife; and Stephen Douglas, July 18, 1857
• "7th Howard, page 1," undated
• Brief, undated

Box 57
Folder 15
Washington, DC Property
• House plans, 3 sheets, drawn in pencil
• Stephen A. Douglas and Rice, Henry M., memorandum of agreement to purchase lots in Washington City
• [Stephen A. Douglas]'s hand, sketch of lots along N Street, [Washington, D.C.], 2 pp. with assorted calculations
• Stephen A. Douglas and Adele Douglas, deed of gift, University of Chicago, August 30, 1858 (original housed outside collection)

Series V: Artifacts and Ephemera

Box 57
Folder 16
Portraits
• Portrait of Stephen A. Douglas, by JF. D. Prud'homme, from a Daguerreotype, print, undated
• Portrait of Stephen A. Douglas, Bureau, Engraving & Printing, print, undated
• Portrait of U. S. Grant, Bureau of Engraving and Printing, print, undated
• Portrait of Stephen A. Douglas, undated, unsigned
• Autographed Calling Cards of P.H. Shenidan and P.F. Hall, with envelope
• U.S. Grant autograph cards

Box 57
Folder 17
Artifacts and ephemera
• Hill, Miss Mary, calling card
• One complimentary ticket to Concert by Company "A" Union Regiment, March 7 at Smithsonian Institution
• Invitation, Masonic Ball, Peru, IL, June 24, 1851, to SAD, 1 p.
• Engraving plate of Douglas' invitation card
• Card entitling Stephen A. Douglas to admittance to Railway Festival
• Stephen A. Douglas, St. Josephs College, Honorary Degree, May 1860
• Stephen A. Douglas, calling card
• Piece of cravat worn by Stephen A. Douglas, 1813-1861

Box 57
Folder 18
Artifacts and ephemera
• Bronze Plate in negative, large, undated
• Bronze Plate in negative, invitation for company, May 6, small, with envelope addressed to J. Madison Cutts, undated

Box 57
Folder 19
Ephemera
• Fragment with U.S. Seal and ribbons, undated
• "The Honors. Among the many evils, which God…" undated, unsigned

Box 57
Folder 20
Ephemera
• Envelops

Box 58
Wrappers, envelopes, ribbon, and twine taken off of material in collection.

Box 59
Guest Pin Celebrating the 50th Anniversary of the Lincoln-Douglas Debates in Alton, IL, October 15, 1908

Series VI: Oversize

Box 60
Folder 1
Correspondence, Newspaper Clippings, undated-1852
• Anonymous, Articles from Baltimore Republican, May 1858,"The Union and Harmony of the Democratic Party.—No. 2", "The Union and Harmony of the Democratic Party.—No. 3", "The Union and Harmony of the Democratic Party.—No. 4"
• Heudebert, J., Petition to Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
• Patten, William, American Ship Masters, Port of London, to Stephen A. Douglas, with envelope
• Stephen A. Douglas, Washington, to George Sanders, February 10, 1852, ALS
• Thurston, Mrs. Jane P., et al., petition to the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States, undated
• Walker, Chris, "Meeting of the Board of the University of Chicago,"
• Williams, John Howard, March 26, 1858, "Senatorial Renegades—Their Reward," March 24; "Another Territorial Scheme" with wrapper

Box 60
Folder 2
Correspondence, newspaper enclosures, 1857-1859
• "A Douglas Democrat", "The Great Democratic Pow-Wow." March 2, 1858, Daily Toledo Bleade. with wrapper
• Anonymous, "Topics of the Day." November 29, 1858, San Francisco, The Herald. with wrapper
• Brackin, C., Daily Wisconsin Patriot, Madison, Wisconsin, March 25, 1858
• Carter, Ezra Jr., The Maine Democrat, Saco, Maine, December 22, 1857, Douglas speech delivered in the Senate December 9, 1857
• Emerson, Curtis, Saignaw Enterprise, East Saginwa, Michigan, April 8, 1858
• Fick, Robert F., "Pacific Railroad." Daily Minnesotan, Saint Paul, Minnesota, December 15, 1858
• Forney, J.W., "Speech of Mr. J.W. Forney, to the State-Rights Democracy of Beeks County, at Reading," August 9, 1859, The Press. with wrapper
• Garvey, E.C.K., Topeka, Kansas Territory, Petition, February 16, 1857
• Heiss, John P., "Our Actual Position with Great Britain—The English Playing a Double Game, or 'The Union' Deceiving the People." The States, Washington, July 8, 1858, news proof and published article with copy of letter, July 10, 1858
• Nolan, N.P., Dayton Daily Gazette, Dayton, Ohio, October 25, 1858, with copy of letter, November 11, 1858
• Richards, J.D., "To the Democracy of the Union. 'Where there is a will there is a way,' open letter from a "A Missouri Democrat," undated; "Proceedings of a Democratic Meeting," undated
• Ryerson, Martin, New Jersey Herald, Newton, New Jersey, March 6, 1858, with copy of letter
• Sheldon, L.A., Lorain County Eagle, Elyria, Iowa, May 11, 1858, with copy of letter
• Sheridan, William, "Proceedings of the Democratic State Convention, at Harrisburg," with enclosed note
• Unsigned letter, with newspaper clipping, "Our Actual Position with Great Britain —""To the Democracy of Indiana. Democratic Mass Meeting," January 18, 1858, broadside
• Unidentified, "To the Democracy of Indiana. Democratic Mass Meeting," January 18, 1858, broadside
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• Unsigned, "United States of America, A Bill to authorize the business of banking...." 1858, broadside, with copy of article
• "The English Playing a Double Game, or ‘The Union’ Deceiving the People." The States, July 8, 1858, news proof and published article with copy of letter
• Wood, W.F., "Telegraph to Cuba," from the Appalachia Commercial Advertiser, of December 15, 1858, with copy of letter

Box 60
Folder 3
Correspondence, newspaper enclosures, 1860-1861
• Button, Charles P., Taglicher Buffalo Democrat, Buffalo, New York, June 30, 1860, with copy of envelope
• Cotton, C.B., The Hardin Sentinel, Eldora, Iowa, July 11, 1860, with copy of letter
• Farmer, William H., M.D., "Douglas Democrats! To the Rescue!" enclosed in letter, February 14, 1860
• Letton, N.W., Lexington Daily Express, Lexington, Missouri, June 22, 1860, with wrapper
• Mossgrove, Robert G., "Carrier's Annual Address to the Patrons of the Democratic Sentinel," January 1, 1860, with copy of letter
• Unsigned, "To the President and People of the United States, I hereby present to you, what I deem important political exposures, of a standing foreign policy," broadside with letter from, January 12, 1861

Box 60
Folder 4
Correspondence, newspapers enclosures, undated
• Unsigned envelope to Senator Douglas
• "Letter to the Times about the Fort Snelling Reservations, August 30, 1857"
• "Sale of the Fort Snelling Military Reservation, Letter of Senator Douglas to Editor of Chicago T"
• Unmarked Envelope
• Newspaper Clippings from Springfiled, Ill. Register and The Daily Post
• Clippings from various newspapers, untitled

Box 60
Folder 5
Political, Newspaper Clippings, General, 1858
• "The Illinois Campaign. Speech of Senator Douglas on the Occasion of his Public Reception at Chicago, Friday Evening, July 9, 1858," New York Herald
• "Liberty and Union, now and forever, and Inseparable."
• "[Correspondence of the Evening Post.] A crowded Senate—Reporters' Compliments to Mrs. Douglas—Douglas' Speech, &c."
• "Victory of Lecompton in the Senate."
• "President Buchanan and His Failure. Speech of John W. Forney."
• New York Tribune, September 11, 1858
• Clippings from various newspapers, topics include State political decisions, the sale of Fort Snelling, and Douglas' travel
Political, Newspaper Clippings, Illinois State elections and issues, 1857-1858
• "Republican State Convention." The Free Press
• "Mr. Kreisman on the Outrageous Proceedings of the Police." July 25, the Daily Times
• "State Democratic Ticket." July 23, Cairo City Gazette
• "Democratic Nominations." The Daily Times
• "Illinois Democratic State Convention."
• "A Living Dog."—"Spot", "The Illinois Democracy." July 8, from Chicago Times
• "Getting Alarmed. The Democracy of Illinois."
• "The Kansas Constitution." The Daily Courier
• "Alliances, Holy and Unholy." July 24, Press and Tribune
• "To Judges and Clerks of Election in Illinois."
• "Senator Douglas At Home." July 10
• Collection of undated Newspaper clippings from various papers. Include the selling of Fort Snelling, Douglas' election and Democratic convention

Box 60
Folder 7
Political, Newspaper Clippings, Pennsylvania State elections, June-July 1858
• "Democratic County Meeting. At Least 1,00 Freemen in the Field!" June 7, The Register & Emporium—Extra." Broadside
• "Letters from 'Occasional'." July 24, The Weekly Press.—Philadelphia
• "Popular Sovereignty." July 24, The Weekly Press.—Philadelphia

Box 60
Folder 8
Political, Newspaper Clippings, New York, New Orleans, Kansas State elections and issues, June-July 1858
• "The Herald of Freedom...."
• "Judge Douglas."
• "When the separation of Douglas from the Administration...."
• "Position of Mr. Douglas." Democrat and Free Press.
• "The New Issue."
• "The Latest News, received by Magnetic Telegraph. From Washington." July 15
• "Senator Crittenden’s Speech."
• "Anti-Lecompton."
• "The Southern Ultras Giving Virginia the Go By."
• New York Herald. James Gordon Bennett, Editor and Proprietor.
• "Mapping out of Parties in New York."
• "Jefferson Davis in Maine."
"Democratic, State Ticket. For State Treasurer, W.B. Fondey, of Sangamon County. For "Democratic State Convention." July 24, Salem Advocate.

"Affairs in Washington. [From our own correspondent.]" December 3


"The South and Slavery." June 10


"The Territorial Question- No. 11" September 13, 1859

Box 60
Folder 9

Political, Newspaper Clippings, Douglas re-election to the U. S. Senate, December 1858 - January 1859

In envelop labeled "Election by Legislature, Springfield. January 5, 1859":


"Illinois Legislature," January 4, The Republican

"Douglas Re-Elected! By 54 to 46," January 14, Sullivan Express

"Illinois Legislature." January 3, The Republican

"The Democracy of Illinois Greeting to the Union." undated

"For President in 1860, Stephen A. Douglas," January 6, The Democrat

"For President in 1860, Stephen A. Douglas," January 20, The Union

"Douglas Re-Elected! The People’s Will Confirmed." January 6, Illinois State Register

"The Senatorial Election." undated


"Proceeding of the Senatorial Election," undated

Clippings from various newspapers about Douglas’ campaign and his rivalry with Abraham Lincoln
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Box 60
Folder 10
Political, Newspaper Clippings, National News, January-April 1859
- Various clippings from The Press

Box 61
Folder 1
Political, Newspaper Clippings, Scrapbook, undated

Box 62
Folder 1
Political, Newspaper Clippings, Democratic State Convention, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, March 1859
- "The Late State Convention." March 19, The Press
- "The Democratic State Convention of Pennsylvania." March 19
- "Democratic State Convention." March 21, The Press
- "The Pennsylvania Democracy—Call for a Bolters’ Convention—A Gloomy Picture." March 25
- "Pennsylvania Politics." March 26, Washington City. (2)
- "By Midnight Mail. Letter from ‘Occasional.’" March 30
- "Traitors at Work." March 30, Democrat & Sentinel

Box 62
Folder 2
Political, Newspaper Clippings, Democratic State Convention, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, April 1859
- "The Late Democratic City Convention." April 1, The Press.
- "A Voice of Blair County." April 1, The Press.
- "Democratic State Convention." April 9, The Record & Emporium.
• "The Edict Against the Democratic State Convention." April 9, The Press.
• "Meeting of the Democracy of Delaware County." April 11, The Press.
• "The Schism in Pennsylvania." April 18, The States.
• "Democratic State Central Committee." April 18, The Press.
• "Forney’s California Press." April 19, The Press.
• "Democratic State Central Committee." April 20, The Press.
• "Democratic State Convention." April 15, The Press—Philadelphia

Box 62
Folder 3
Political, Newspaper Clippings, Douglas' Presidential Campaign in the South, November 1860
• "Judge Douglas’ Tour through Virginia."; "Slight Accident to Mr. and Mrs. Douglas."; "Narrow Escape by Senator Douglas and Lady."; "Douglas in Memphis! Rally! Rally!! Rally!!" October 24; "Another Roorback Overtaken!"; "Extract from Judge Douglas’ Speech at New Orleans."; "Douglas Among the Cotton Lords."; "Douglas at Nashville."
• "A Patriotic Letter from Judge Douglas!" New Orleans, November 12
• "For President, Stephen A. Douglas, of Illinois. For Vice-President Herschel V. Johnson, of Georgia." November 1, The Daily Southern Confederacy.
• "Judge Douglas in Nashville. Incidents of the Occasion—The Largest Gathering Ever Seen in Tennessee."
• "Douglas in Atlanta." November 1
• "Effect of Mr. Stephen’s Speech." November 5, Daily Enquirer.
• "Listen to the Counsels of Washington, Jefferson, and Jackson." November 6, Mobile Register
• "Judge Douglas on the Union and the Election of Lincoln—His New Orleans Letter."
• "Douglas in New Orleans. An Enthusiastic Reception—What he Thinks of the Election—No Cause for Disunion—Lincoln to the Pitied."
• "Judge Douglas in New Orleans." November
• "Senator Douglas in New Orleans." November 16
• "Douglas is Coming!"

Box 62
Folder 4
Political, Newspaper Clippings, Douglas' Political Career in the South, 1858
• Clippings of Douglas’ travel in the South States from various newspapers
• "Speech of the Honorable Stephen A. Douglas," from the Daily True Delta
• Douglas' Travel in New Orleans, Louisiana, December 1858
• "Speech of Senator Douglas. We present our readers to-day with a verbatim report…" from the Daily Delta
• Douglas' reception in Southern States
• "Stories of Stephen A. Douglas" Boston Globe

Box 62
Folder 5
General, Newspaper Clippings, 1850-1859
• "Congressional. Speech of Mr. Underwood," The Daily Union, Washington, D. C., May 8, 1850
• "Washington Correspondence." The Daily Times. February 4, 1857
• "Questions for Hon. S.A. Douglas." undated
• "A Desirable Farm for Sale," undated
• "The Douglas Ship." broadside, undated
• Clippings from Various Newspapers, 1858
• "Letter from Jedge Doulga in relation to the Central Railroad" Chicago Daily Argus Extra. June 1851
• "Daily Illinois State Register," September 21, 1858
• "The Dayton Daily Empire," July 8, 1857

Box 62
Folder 6
General, Newspaper Clippings, 1860-undated
• The Daily Confederation, Montgomery, Alabama, January 17, 1860
• The Cortland Gazette, Cortland, New York, January 26, 1860
• The Campaigner, Wilmington, Delaware, July 4, 1860
• "Arrival of Mr. Tinkham," undated
• "Chicago. Judge Douglas' Condition," May 31, 1861
• "Chicago. Judge Douglas," June 1, 1861
• "The Crimean War, The Report of Capt. George B. McClellan, 1st U.S. Cavalry, a member of the Military Commission to Europe." undated
• "Senator Douglas." undated
• "Senator Douglas." The Daily Times. June 14, 1857;
• "Senator Douglas." The States. June 16, 1857;
• "Another Black Republican Roorkbeck Silenced." Hancock Courier. October 5, 1860;
• "A Beech Seal.",
• "The Inaugural." March 7;
• "The Press on Douglas and Popular Sovereignty." undated;
• "The Song of the Democracy." undated
• "Morality in the English Army." undated;
• "Mr. Wade." undated
• "Military Status of Virginia" May 1861

Box 62
Folder 7
Newspapers, 1856-1860
• "Democratic Nominations. For President James Buchanan…For Vice president John C. Breckinridge." Daily Sentinel, Indianapolis, Indiana, September 30, 1856
• "Douglas' Speech on the Kansas Question." Spirit of the Times, Portsmouth, Ohio, December 22, 1857, copy of letter, W.C. Hood
• Western Journal of Commerce, Kansas City, June 19, 1858, copy of letter, J.A. Rice
• "History of the Origin and Progress of the Governmental Theory known as Territorial Sovereignty…" The Daily Union, Rochester, New York, May 19, 1859, copy of letter, Isaac Butts
• "Charge Emphatic." Belleville Weekly Democrat, Belleville, Illinois, November 5, 1859, copy of letter, B.L. Bogan
• The Popular Sovereignty Advocate. (image of Mrs. Douglas), August 18, 1860
• "Disunion Meetings in Montgomery." The Daily Constitutionalist, Augusta, Georgia, November 1, 1860

Box 63
Folder 1
Desert News chronicle, Salt Lake City, Utah, bound volume, 1851-1855, received by Stephen A. Douglas January 30, 1859

Box 63
Folder 2
Political Broadsides, Campaign, Commerce, and Foreign Affairs, 1858-1860
• "Important Intelligence! Found his mother," broadside, 1859
• "Sullivan Express. Extra." January 8, 1859, broadside
• "[He]er is Your Homestead. National Republican Ticket." undated
• "Treason!" broadside, November 4, 1859
• "Circular. Railroad Address."
• [Indiana] "Representatives for the Session of 1851-52," broadside
• "Letter to a New York Representative, by a Constituent," from Michael Hoffman, Rome, February 14, 1858, broadside
• "Proceedings of the Henderson County, Illinois, Democratic Convention," April 7, 1858, broadside
• State of Delaware lottery, January 28, 1860, broadside
• "Charleston Mercury Extra: The union is Dissolved"
• "Boy Lost!"

Box 64
Folder 1
Douglas Memorial and Tribute, 1861-1908
• "United States of America, Southern District of Illinois. Tribute of Respect to the Memory of Senator Douglas." broadside, undated
• "The Tribute of Douglas." The Daily Quincy Herald, October 13, 1908

Box 64
Folder 2
"Tribute of Respect to the Memory of Senator Douglas," 1861 (4 copies)

Box 64
Folder 3
Visa for Russia, 1853

Box 64
Folder 4
Stephen A. Douglas, Bust Portrait Plate, 1854

Box 64
Folder 5
Stephen A. Douglas, Portrait plate, 1859

Box 64
Folder 6
Dred Scott Case, March-May 1857
• "The Dred Scott Case—An English Decision—Judge Story’s Opinion." The Daily Times, April 11
• "The New Slavery Agitation—The Republican Thinkers at Albany on the Dred Scott Case."The Herald. April 12
• "Here She Goes and There She Goes."The Farmer, April 17
• "Extraordinary case in Chicago—The Dred Scott Decision." April 17
• "Kansas Free State Men." April 23
• "Legal Precedents for the Dred Scott Decision." June 19
• "The Case of Dred Scott." June 19
• "Are Negroes Citizens!" June 19
• "The Doctrine of Nullification Revived." April 23; "Emancipation in Missouri." April 16
• "History of the Dred Scott Case." undated
• "Judge Goodenow, the oldest member...." undated
• "Judge Taney Supported by the Supreme Bench of Connecticut." undated
• "When was the Citizenship of Negroes First Questioned?"
• "Decision of the Supreme Court of the United States in the Dred Scott Case."
• "Important From Washington. Walker’s Plan for the Pacification of Kansas—concurrence of the President and Cabinet." April 2;
• "Letter of John. R.J. Walker." March 26;
• "The Original Dred Scott Resident of St. Louis—Sketch of his History." April 8;
• "Carrying the War into Africa." April 16;
• "Consistency." April 20;
• "What is Intended." April 20;
• "Negroes in Pennsylvania." April 20;
• "Affairs in Kansas." April 21;
• "To Our Friends—Terms of the Tribune." April 23;
• "A Question." April 23;
• "The Coolie Trade." April 24;
• "The Dred Scott Decision in the Pennsylvania Legislature." May 1;
• "The National Era." May 2;
• "The True Principle as Stated by Henry Clay." undated;
• "A Rich Ex-Governor." undated;
• "Facts Before Fictions." undated;
• "Resolution of 1849." undated;
• "Garret Smith and the Dred Scott Case." undated;
• "A Fact for our Republican Friends." undated;
• "Connecticut Laws." undated;
• "Judge Gibson’s Decision on Negro Suffrage in Pennsylvania." undated;
• "Tests for Political Preaching." undated;
• "Taney in 1856 vs. Taney in 1857." undated

Box 64
Folder 7
Texas Land Grant certificates, to the Texas Emigration and Land Company, June 1858, January 1859 (2)

Box 64
Folder 8
"Tabular statement of the number and value of domestic animals...for the year 1857, Illinois," Jesse K. Dubois, auditor, broadside

Box 64
Folder 9
Land Grant, University Subdivision, Lots 15-51, April 1, 1870 SEE ALSO Box 55, Folder 1

Box 64
Folder 10
Table of Exports from Manila to the United States, 1851

Box 64
Folder 11
Stephen A. Douglas, Norwich University, Honorary Degree, May 14, 1844, with envelope
Maps, 1847-1850
- "The Naval Force in the Great Expedition, Beaufort Harbor and Coast Line between Charleston S. C. and Savanna, GA"
- "Part of the City of Chicago Exhibition the River Property."
- "A complete Map of the United States, In Counties, with the distributing post offices, as designate by the post master general," 1850
- "Map of a tour from Independence to Santa Fe, Chihuahua, Monterey and Matamoros, in 1846 and 1847"
- "Map of the City ‘The Highlands,” Prince George County, MD, property of RMD, with envelope"

**Box 64**

**Folder 13**
Maps, 1853-1858
- Map of Oakenwald, Douglas’ Chicago Property
- Sketch of the Public Surveys in Iowa, Surveyor Generals Office, Dubuque, October 21st 1853
- Map of Chicago showing the proposed route of the P, F, W, & C Railroad, 1858, with copy of letter, Charles Philips
- Hand drawn map of United States and Territories

**Box 64**

**Folder 14**
Maps of Europe, 1853
- Rome: English Reading Rooms and Circulating Library, cloth backed map, 1853, with Maps and Plans Accompanying Italy Through the Stereoscope, front and back cover pages, undated
- Naples, S.A. Douglas, cloth backed map, 1853
- Philips’ Travelling Map of England & Wales, cloth backed and book bound map, 1853

**Box 65**

**Folder 1**
Political, Newspaper Clippings, Douglas Political 1857-undated
- National Political News, 1857
- The North Carolina Standard, July 14, 1860
- The Daily Globe, undated
- "Historic Episode in Illinois Politics,” Hon. Clarck E. Carr, December 22, 1901
- "The Davis-Douglas Debate. A Memorable Event in Congress” November 1906

**Box 65**

**Folder 2**
Political, Newspaper Clippings, Political Newspaper, 1859
- The States, Douglas Speech on the Black Pamphlet, September 22, 1859, 5 Copies

**Box 65**

**Folder 3**
Political, Newspaper Clippings, Political Newspaper Clippings, 1856-undated
- "Democratic Meeting in Alamance," 1856
- "Speech of the Honorable A. Lincoln,” July 4, 1857
- "Rock River Conference M.E. Church,” August 1857
- Philadelphia Daily Pennsylvanian, July 6, 1857
• The Daily Globe Supplementary, December 1857
• "Douglas at the South," The New-York Times, December 6, 1858
• "Douglas at the South," December 16, 1858
• "Le Discours de Stephen A. Douglas," L'Avant-Coureur, December 11, 1858
• The Press, September 30, 1858
• "Letters from Washington," Weekly Courier, January, 1859
• "The Value of Mr. Douglas' Life." The Weekly Beacon, February 24, 1859
• The Daily Globe, January 13, 1859
• The Daily Globe, January 15, 1859
• The Boston North, January 1, 1859
• "Cardinal Democratic Principles on the Slavery Question," Richmond Enquirer, March 13, 1860
• The Daily Globe, July 10, 1861
• "Noble Letters of Douglas to Dean Richmond and W.A. Richmond," undated

Box 65
Folder 4
General Newspaper Clippings, 1850s
• "Chevy-Chase: A Ballad Commemorative of the fights between Earl Percy and Lord Douglas at Otterburn, A.D. 1388," undated
• Biographical Clippings of Stephen A. Douglas from various newspapers, 1852-1859

Box 65
Folder 5
General Newspaper Clippings, 1858
• The Press, August 14, 1858
• The Press, September 4, 1858
• The Press, September 11, 1858
• The Press, September 25, 1858
• The Press, November 2, 1858

Box 65
Folder 6
Portrait of Stephen A. Douglas, published by C.H. Brainard, Boston 1859, 3 copies

Box 65
Folder 7
"The Memorial and Petition of the undersigned, inhabitants of the State of Massachusetts," petition denouncing slavery, undated

Box 65
Folder 8
Confederate Bond, for $1000 and printed interest payment reminders, February 17, 1864

Box 65
Folder 9
Maps
• "Goodluck's Guide to the Sights of London," 1853
• Tuscany, with R.M. Douglas monograph signature, June 23, 1853
• Guide to Chicago and Environs, 1860
• Oakenwald Subdivision, 1864
• "Proposed Plan and Dam for improving Upper Chain of Des Monies rapids," undated
Series VII: Books

Box 66
Potter's Grecian Antiquities with Notes and Illustrations, by Archbishop Potter, Published in Edinburgh, January 1837, signed S.A. Douglas on inside leaf

Box 66

Box 66
English Synonymes, with Copious Illustrations and Explanations, Drawn from the Best Writers, Harper’s Stereotype Edition, by Georger Crabb, M.A., Published in New York by Harper & Brothers, 1844, signed "S.A. Douglas" on title page and "Douglas" on back cover

Box 66
The Geography of the Heavens, and Class Book of Astronomy; Accompanied by A Celestial Atlas, by Elijah H. Burritt, A.M., Published in New York by Huntington and Savage and in Cincinnati by H.A. Derby & Co., 1849

Box 66
Journal of the Senate, "At a General Assembly of the State of North Carolina," 1850-1851, page of note on resolutions with page notations found between pages 732-733

Box 66
Statistical View of the United States, by J.D.B. DeBow, Published in Washington by A.O.P. Nicholson, Public Printer, 1854

Box 66
Manual for the Use of the Legislation of the State of New York, for the Year 1859, Prepared by Gideon J. Tucker, Secretary of State, Published in Albany by Charles Van Benthuysen, 1859, includes map of the State of New York, 1859, embossed "Hon. S.A. Douglas from Gideon J. Tucker"

Box 66
Report of Hon. Israel T. Hatch upon the Operation of the Revenue Laws and the Reciprocity Treaty upon the Northern Frontier, Communicated to Congress, Referred to the Committee of Ways and Means, Printed in Washington, June 18th, 1860, page 19 annotated, front cover signed, "No. 1 Hon. S.A. Douglas"

Box 66
Addresses on the Death of Hon. Stephen A. Douglas, Delivered in the Senate and House of Representatives on Tuesday July 9, 1861, Published in Washington by the Government Printing Office, 1861 Addresses by: Trumbull of IL, McDougall of CA, Collamer of VT, Nesmith of OR, Browning of Illinois, Anthony of RI, Richardson of IL, McClellan of IL, Crittenden of KY, Cox of OH, Diven of NY, Arnold of IL, Walton of VT, Law of IN, Wickliffe of KY, and Fouke of IL

Box 66
Biblia Sacra, in Latin, signed, "From Warren Webster to his friend Mrs. Douglas, Douglas Hospital, November 28, 1862"

Box 66
The Life of Stephen Douglas, pages 27-264, missing title page and pages, undated
Box 66
Greek and English Dictionary, signed "S.A. Douglas, Georgetown Lodge, D.C."
annotations in pencil through out, missing end pages and back cover, undated

Box 66
University of Chicago Library, Special Collections Research Center

Box 66
Stephen A. Douglas. Papers

Box 66
10